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Abstract.
This thesis examines the parallel lives, Christian faith and writing of T .S. Eliot and Evelyn
Waugh. It attempts to redress a perceived gap in academic literature: the need for an extended
comparison of the literature of these two men of similar religious and artistic sensibility. It traces
the spiritual response of Eliot and Waugh to the chaos they perceived in their society, and the
way this expressed itself in their writing as frustrated satire, although neither man accepted the
label 'satirist'. This thesis argues the reason that this 'satire' was so universal in scope was
because it was the way both writers articulated their burgeoning sense of Original Sin. This
conception took fuller theological shape in their essays and articles, and prompted them to seek
salvation in Catholic Christian faith. Their writing reflected their conviction of the world's
decadence by impersonating the Humanist sin-denying position in order to reveal what they
believed were its horrific shortcomings. Later in their writing careers Eliot and Waugh made
efforts to express their Christianity in a more explicit and positive way in their art, introducing a
tentative sense of hope for the first time. It is contended that both men reached their most
mature expression of faith in Four Quartets for Eliot and in Waugh's Sword ofHonour. texts
which are part of their Catholic 'literature of disillusion' and in which they were able to reconcile
both the horror and the glory of human existence.
Chapter 1 explores the early frustrated satires of Eliot and Waugh, discovering their reluctance

to write traditional satire in an age that subscribed to the Romantic belief that humanity was by
nature good. Both men rejected the label 'satirist'. Instead, they produced works that ironically
revealed their society as unworthy of satire and which parodied traditional satires.
In Chapter 2 we see the similar way that both writers began increasingly to give the name
'Original Sin' to the decadence they perceived in the world, a state of affairs they found less
funny and more horrific. Eliot and Waugh also started to identify and attack the denial of
Original Sin by the inheritors of the Romantic tradition of rejecting outside spiritual authority:
secular Humanists.
Chapter 3 traces the way that the creative works of both writers, such as The Waste Land and A

Handful ofDust, mirrored the godless Humanist world they saw around them, reflecting back to

VlJ

the reader disturbing images of the tragic consequences of sin: horror and spiritual emptiness.
These works do not offer any positive alternatives, merely thrust the terrifying 'handful of dust'
under the nose of the reader and demand a response.
Chapter 4 compares the manner in which the two authors began to delineate overtly Christian

themes in their writing, particularly ideas surrounding the concept of 'conversion' in such
'between' works as Ash- Wednesday, Manna and Bndeshead Revisited These works tentatively
probe Christian orthodoxy through themes of pain and healing, loss and recovery, by deploying
Dante's trope of human love that escalates into divine love.
In their final major literary achievements, Four Quartets and Sword ofHonour, studied in
Chapter 5, Eliot and Waugh were most able to realise their maturing faiths in a literature of

disillusion - writing that exorcises symbolic ghosts by penetrating the thin, 'unreal' veneer of the
temporal and terrestrial to perceive a larger supernatural reality. This last chapter argues that the
mature writing of both men reveals a shared sense of grace and a revitalised hope for this world
that comes, as they insisted, from a clearer vision of the next.
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Introduction.
[T} he essential advantagefor a poet is not, to have a beautiful 'world
w ith w hich to deal: it is to be able to see beneath both bemdy and
1
ugliness; to see the boredom, and the horror~ and the glory.

T.S. Eliot
R eligion is the most imp01-tant ek1nent in life and it is in the light cf
religion that one understands any thing.2
T.S. Eliot

T.S. Eliot and Evelyn Waugh never met. They professed to admire each other's writing, and
shared a number of mutual friends, but were never introduced. 3 The retiring American-born poet
was more than a decade older than Waugh and was popularly regarded as the grave high-priest at
the temple of Modernist literature. He seems to bear little resemblance to Waugh, hilarious
chronicler of the Bright Young People and creator of the Romantic Bndeshead Revisjted,
reputed late in life to be a curmudgeon and a snob. But close scrutiny of these two superficially
dissimilar men reveals how deeply similar were their worldviews throughout their careers. This is
particularly true of the thought process that led to their conversions to Christianity and which
flowed out of their faiths. The two mid-life converts came to gaze on the universe sub specie

aeternitahs, but as younger men they had been increasingly repelled by their vision of a godless
world infected with chaos and apparent meaninglessness. Both writers composed what many
critics have called 'satires' in the period before they converted but both explicitly rejected the
label 'satirist'. Eliot and Waugh were also inclined to combativeness in their essays and articles,
1

'Matthew Arnold', UPUC, p. l 06.

2

Eliot interviewed in John O'London's Weekly, 19 August 1949, in Joseph Pearce, Literary Converts,
Harper Collins, London, 1999, p.263 .
3

Waugh's official biographer Christopher Sykes was also a friend of Eliot's and recounts his efforts to
arrange a meeting between the two 111en: 'He [Waugh] was jealous of my close friendship with T.S. Eliot.
He was clearly displeased that my wife and I never asked him to our house when Eliot was a guest. He
dropped hints that he would like to 1neet Eliot. I dropped hints to Eliot, who was an ad1nirer of Evelyn ' s
writing, that Evelyn would like to meet him. Nothing came of it. Eliot hated rows and he knew, I think, that
a n1eeting between two such uncon1promising characters as himself and Evelyn could lead to an unhappy
result.' Christopher Sykes, Eveyln Waugh: A Biography, Penguin, 1977, p.423.
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often writing to attack the 'heresy' they saw in the world from similar positions of orthodoxy. In
the later stages of their careers both men produced literature that was more grace-infused and
hopeful than anything that they had yet written. Both men maintained that an understanding of
their writing demanded an understanding of their faith. In 1953, Eliot said about his religious life
that it was 'the whole of me, yet too many people think it is irrelevant.' 4 Although the religion was
important to Eliot and Waugh, many critics and readers were indifferent or hostile to Christian
themes in both men's writing, beginning a tradition that has continued until today.
George Orwell was one who was both critical and grudgingly respectful of Evelyn
Waugh's Catholicism. Shortly before he died in 1950 he had begun working on an essay on
Evelyn Waugh's Bndeshead Revisitedin which he attacked the novelist for his snobbery. But
Orwell also perceived what few other ideological opponents of Waugh did: that he was daringly
countercultural in representing an orthodoxy to which wider society now paid only hollow lipservice:
Within the last few decades, in countries like Britain or the United
States, the literary intelligentsia has grown large enough to constitute a
world in itself. One important result of this is that the opinions which a
writer feels frightened of expressing are not those which are
disapproved of by society as a whole. To a great extent, what is still
loosely thought of as heterodoxy has become orthodoxy. It is nonsense
to pretend, for instance, that at this date there is something daring and
original in proclaiming yourself an anarchist, an atheist, a pacifist, etc.
The daring thing, or at any rate the unfashionable thing, is to believe in
God or to approve of the capitalist system. 5
Waugh had converted to Roman Catholicism in 1930, at a time when it was increasingly
unfashionable to believe in God in literary and academic circles. Orwell's sentiment was

4

Mary Trevelyan's diary, 26 11ay 1953, in Lyndall Gordon, T.S Eliot, An lmpe1j'ect Life (Revised Edition),
Vintage, London, 1998, p.468 .

5

George Orwell, The Collected Essays, Journalism,, and Letters of George Orwell, Volume 4, Sonia
Orwell and Ian Angus (eds), Secker & \Varburg, London, 1968, pp.512-513. Beginning of Orwell's
intended article on Brideshead Revisited cited in Christopher Hitchens, 'The Permanent Adolescent', The
Atlantic Monthly, 291:4, 11ay 2003. Online: http://www.theatlantic.com/doc/prem/200305/hitchens. Orwell
comn1ented in the smne notes that Waugh was: 'As good a writer as it is possible to be while holding
untenable opinions.' Unsurprisingly, Orwell believed that T.S. Eliot's faith was also untenable and
compromised his poetry: 'In theory it is still possible to be an orthodox religious believer without being
intellectually crippled in the process; but it is far from easy, and in practice books by orthodox believers
usually show the saine cramped, blinkered outlook as books by orthodox Stalinists or others who are
n1entally unfree. The reason is that the Christian churches still demand assent to doctrines which no one
seriously believes in. The most obvious case is imn1ortality of the soul.' 'Review of Burnt Norton, East
Coker, The Dry Salvages' in Poetry London, October-November 1942, in Collected Essays of Orwell,
Volume 3, p.241.
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memorably epitomised by Virginia Woolf when she learned that T.S. Eliot had been received
into the Anglican Church:
I have had a most shameful and distressing interview with dear Tom
Eliot, who may be called dead to us all from this day forward. He has
become an Anglo-Catholic believer in God and immortality, and goes
to church. I was shocked. A corpse would seem to me more credible
than he is. I mean there ' s something obscene in a living person sitting
by the fire and believing in God. 6
Woolf's opinion is typical of the view of Christian religion that emerged from the mjjieu of the
Great War. It is generally agreed that the war accelerated the secularising effects of the liberal
theological modernism that had spread through the Protestant churches in the late-19th century. 7
George Bernard Shaw spoke for the generation that survived the war through his character
Aubrey in Too True to be Good
I stand mid-way between youth and age like a man who has missed his
train: too late for the last one and too early for the next. What am I to
do? ... I am the new Ecclesiastes. I have no Bible, no creed: the war has
shot both out of my hands ... 8
Waugh, who was born in 1903, was of the generation just too young to have served in the war, but
who were deeply affected by its social and philosophical consequences. In 1921 Waugh wrote
prophetically of the world left to his cohort: 'It is a queer world which the old men have left them
and they will have few ideals and illusions to console them when they "get to feeling old." They
will not be a happy generation.' 9 It was the shell-shocked post-war world that Eliot and Waugh
described in their art; a world they saw as increasingly chaotic and horrific. Waugh summarised
this view in an article on his conversion:
Those who have read my works will perhaps understand the character
of the world into which I exuberantly launched myself. Ten years of
6

Letter dated 11 February 1928. In Adrian Hastings, A History of English Christianity 1920-1990, SCM
Press, London 1991, p.236.

7

Eliot's introduction to After Strange Gods denounces 'a society like ours, worm-eaten with Liberalism'.
ASG, p. 13.
8

George Bernard Shaw, Too True to be Good in The Complete Plays of Bernard Shaw, Paul Hamlyn,
London, 1965, p.1167. Shaw's perspective of Ecclesiastes was one that Eliot and Waugh would develop in
their own ai.1, particulai·ly in The Waste Land and A Handful of Dust. The theme of destroyed religions and
institutions dominates the play. Aubrey: ' .. . the institutions ai·e rocking and splitting and sundering. They
leave us no place to live, no certainties, no workable morality, no heaven, no hell, no commandments, and
no God.' p.1 149.
9

'The Youngest Generation', Editorial, Lancing College Magazine, December 1921 , p.5 , in EAR, p.11.
Eradicating illusions would become a dominant theme in Waugh's work. See Chapter 5.
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that world sufficed to show me that life there, or anywhere, was
unintelligible and unendurable without God. 10
Intelligibility was important to both writers. The similar atmosphere of logic and reason
surrounding the conversions of Eliot and Waugh brings about a sharp correspondence between
the two. Both men stumbled out of their self-diagnosed waste land into the open arms of Catholic
orthodoxy (Anglo- for Eliot, Roman for Waugh) almost 3 years apart. They were not unique in
literary and academic circles in becoming Christians, forming part of a 'revival' that had its
literary and spiritual roots in the Catholics conversions of G.K. Chesterton and Hilaire Belloc
near the tum of the century. The conversions of Eliot and Waugh around 1930 place them in the
stream of literary and academic converts to Catholic and Anglican Christianity that included C.S.
Lewis, Siegfried Sassoon, Edith Sitwell, Charles Williams, Graham Greene, R.H. Benson,
Ronald Knox, David Jones and Christopher Dawson. 11 Adrian Hastings comments that this
revival 'witnesses collectively the breakdown of the agnostic consensus of the enlightened and to
the growing sense that a belief in supernatural religion really was an intellectual option for
modern man.' 12
The intellectual nature of the conversions of Eliot and Waugh reveals their similar
attitudes towards their faith and religion. Eliot described coming to faith as like a process of
elimination: that he was drawn to belief through disbelief in other philosophies and perspectives,
and indeed, through doubt even of what intellect and emotion were driving him to believe. This
idea is elaborated on in his 1931 essay on Blaise Pascal, when he described Pascal's arrival at
Christian belief. There is a powerful autobiographical undercurrent in Eliot's remarks:
The Christian thinker - and I mean the man who is trying consciously
and conscientiously to explain to himself the sequence which
culminates in faith ... proceeds by rejection and elimination. He finds
the world to be so and so; he finds its character inexplicable by any
non-religious theory: among religions he finds Christianity, and
Catholic Christianity, to account most satisfactorily for the world and
especially for the moral world within; and thus, by what Newman calls
'powerful and concurrent' reasons, he finds himself inexorably
committed to the dogma of the Incarnation ... Every man who thinks
and lives by thought must have his own scepticism, that which stops at
the question, that which ends in denial, or that which leads to faith and
10

'Come Inside', first published in John O'Brien (ed.), The Road to Damascus, New York and London,
1949, in EAR, p.367.

11
12

Pearce, pp .xi-xii. See also Adrian Hastings, pp.231 -236 .
Adrian Hastings, p.291.
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which is somehow integrated into the faith which transcends it. And
Pascal, as the type of one religious believer, which is highly passionate
and ardent, but passionate only through powerful and regulated
intellect, is ... facing unflinchingly the demon of doubt which is
inseparable from the spirit of belief. 13
Eliot came to Catholic Christianity in 1927 because it offered intellectually acceptable answers to
the questions raised by contemporary life. For Eliot, submission to the intellectual authority of
the church and mental commitment to faith was essential, despite the constant presence of
doubt; emotion would follow later. Eliot's friend E.W.F. Tomlin believes that the poet's attitude
contributed to an altered perspective on faith in many that he influenced, particularly his
conviction that faith was a satisfying answer for the questioning mind. Tomlin writes that Eliot:
[B ]rought about in some of us a kind of mental Copernican Revolution,
the importance of which I have rarely heard stressed: namely, the
possibility of intellectual conviction taking precedence over emotional
gropings towards faith , instead of the emotions waiting for an
intellectual guarantee that "science" might some day provide: which
might mean waiting indefinitely. It was no longer a question simply of
"being religious" . Anyone, including the unbeliever, could be religious .
It was quite the fashion. What was more difficult, but far more
satisfying, was to arrive at a view of life which the intellect could
consent to, and the emotions gradually learn to accommodate. It was
that which Eliot, if I am not mistaken, found exhilarating. It did not
take the form of euphoria, or the kind of soul-baring made popular
about that time by the Oxford Group. 14

It is true that the influence of Eliot's conversion has rarely been examined in academic literature.
Aside from his impression on Tomlin, there is evidence that Eliot's thinking about faith and his
intellectual attitude affected Evelyn Waugh. In 1948 Waugh wrote a letter to encourage
Penelope Betjeman, who was receiving instruction prior to joining the Church. In it he described
his own experiences being instructed by the Jesuit, Father Martin D 'Arcy in 1930 and his matterof-fact approach to the process:
I am greatly impressed & edified by the depth of your studies. I just
talked half a dozen times to Father d' Arey about T.S. Eliot & Havelock
Ellis, then popped into Farm Street on the way to dinner one evening . ..
It took me years to begin to glimpse what the Church was like. 15

13

'The Pensees of Pascal' (1931), SE, pp.408 , 411. Eliot's own deep comnlitment to the doctrine of the
'Incarnation' stands behind Four Quartets, as we shall see in Chapter 5.

14

15

E.W.F. Tomlin, T.S. Eliot: A Friendship, Routledge, London, 1988, p.26.

To Penelope Betjeman, 10 Februrary 1948 and 18 February 1948, Letters, pp.267-269 . Havelock Ellis
was fan1ed as a proponent of sexual liberation.
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Waugh's tone is clearly flippant but it conveys his apparent curiosity about Eliot. He was
interested in discussing the poet's faith with D' Arey, who was a friend of Eliot's. As an older man
Waugh looked back 'aghast at the presumption with which I though myself suitable for
reception', but at the time Father D' Arey had been impressed by the seriousness of the young
author. 16 D'Arcy later described Waugh's intellectual rigour:
Evelyn was never a borrower and had almost too set a mind to accept
advice. No one could have made up that mind of his for him no more
than anyone could have been the co-author of his novels .... Evelyn
never liked the heart to sidetrack reason or serve as a substitute. On the
other hand, the heart's desire, the cry of the innermost self, could ally
itself to reason and set him on the quest for a Holy Grail ... It is this
special kind of combination of a sick self, bored with and feeding on
emptiness, and a hard brain, which prevented him from being taken in
by the popular idols ...
. . . He had come to learn and understand what he believed to be
God's revelation, and this made talking with him an interesting
discussion based primarily on reason. I have never myself met a
convert who so strongly based his assents on truth. It was a special
pleasure to make contact with so able a brain ... Hard clear thinking
had with the help of grace given him the answer for which he had been
searching, and one can see its effect in his subsequent writings. 17
These descriptions of Eliot and Waugh's conversions are so close that they could be applied to
either man and yet they have not received joint critical attention except for broad studies of
converts in the first part of the twentieth century. Joseph Pearce's study, Literary Converts,
makes the most detailed examination of the events surrounding the conversions of both authors,
but unfortunately does not examine their writing for its creative expression. 18 The other reason
why it is slightly surprising that there has been no extended critical comparison of Eliot and
Waugh is the mid-career timing of their conversions. Few other converts of the era produced
high-quality literary art on either side of their conversions as Eliot and Waugh did. Conversion
punctuates the careers of both men in a way that allows us to trace its antecedents and its effects
in their art. This thesis will attempt such an undertaking, paralleling their work to further
emphasise the similarity of their sensibilities.

16

'C01ne Insjde', EAR, p.368.

17

Martjn D ' Arey, 'The Religion of Evelyn Waugh' in David Pryce-Jones (ed.), Evelyn Waugh and His
World, Weidenfeld & Nicolson, London, 1973 , pp.61-64.
18

Pearce comments of Waugh 'there were obvious parallels with Eliot in the rejectjon of chaos and the
desire for order; and there was an aversion to theological modernism reminiscent of Chesterton.' Pearce,
p.167.
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It was not uncommon at the time of their conversions to see Eliot and Waugh as having

betrayed their readers and their art. Granville Hicks typifies this view, declaring in 1935 that 'the
poetry Eliot has written since his conversion suggests that he has gained little - and may have lost
much .... In fact Mr. Eliot's principles seem to be strangling his poetic gifts.' 19 Waugh's faith was
attacked by Edmund Wilson when his Catholicism began to reveal itself clearly in his writing.
Wilson declared that BridesiJead Revisited'has been a bitter blow to this reviewer' - also calling
it a 'Catholic tract.' 20 What has been less common has been an approach to both writers that does
not see their careers as fractured into two separate halves by Christian conversion, nor as entirely
Christian (when both authors were at pains to make it clear that their earlier work was nonChristian, and, in places, regrettable). This thesis traces the major works in Eliot and Waugh's
oeuvres with the intention of seeing them as a continuum of development and change. It seems .
unproductive to debate whether or not conversion 'improved' Eliot and Waugh's art; the fact is
that both of them converted and continued to write. Far more useful is an endeavour to explain
the origins of their spiritual longings and to explore the way they evinced this maturing faith in
words.
This thesis examines the parallel lives and writing of T.S. Eliot and Evelyn Waugh with a
depth and analysis missing from previous studies that have been compromised by their
superficiality. 21 In articles and monographs numerous critics have made passing references to
apparent similarities between the poet and the novelist at all stages of their careers ranging from
the technical to the theological. 22 What has been missing from the critical literature is an
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Granville Hicks, The Great Tradition, :rv1acmillan, New York, 1935, p.270.

20

Edmund Wilson, 'Splendors and :t\1iseries of Evelyn Waugh', The New Yorker, 21, 5 January 1946,
pp.71-72.
21

The only work of any lerigth that examines the oeuvres of both Eliot and Waugh is a PhD dissertation by
Sally Atkins Paulsell which also includes an analysis of the writing of Aldous Huxley. Paulsell narrows her
analysis to specific threads running in each individual author: for Eliot his call to be a prophet in the
modern age (which she finds 'surreptitiously embedded' in the 'Game of Chess' section of The \iVaste
Land), and Waugh's depiction of clerics. While Paulsell contributes to our knowledge of these writers she
does not compare and contrast their writings, maintaining separate sections on Eliot, Huxley and Waugh,
and seemingly contenting herself with their broad similarities of religious profession and their shared
disillusion with twentieth-century seculaiis1n. Her work has superficial resemblance to this study, but she
does not attempt to trace parallel development in the authors, nor does she really unearth the depth of the
si1nilarity of their sense of sin and horror that led to Christian conversion . Her successful contribution is to
strengthen the case of those who seek to revise the lost clitical acclaim suffered by these writers after their
conversions . Paulsell, Answering the call: T. S. Eliot, Aldous Huxley, Evelyn Waugh, PhD Dissertation,
University of Kentucky, 1991.
22

Some typical examples of critical ren1arks comparing the two writers include those by Jacqueline
McDonnell, who den1onstrates Waugh's technical debt in Vile Bodies to Eliot's 'Fragment of an Agon'
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assessment that explores not only the similarities between certain texts of Eliot and Waugh or
certain themes, but which explores the sensibility that produced their art and which led them to
Catholic faith in the middle of their careers and the way two men of similar sensibility developed
their Christian art.

It is our objective in the first chapter of the thesis to examine Eliot and Waugh's early
frustrated satires, discovering their reluctance to write traditional satire in an age that subscribed
to the Romantic belief that humanity was by nature good. Both men rejected the label 'satirist'.
Instead they produced works that ironically revealed their times as unworthy of satire. Lightly
buried by their early humour was a sense of the exiled state of humanity and the dissolute state of
people and institutions. The remarkable similarity of their satiric tendencies has been overlooked
by commentators, and goes some distance to explaining why they were both eventually drawn to
the authority and culture of Catholicism. Both men increasingly to gave the name 'Original Sin'
to this perceived decadence in the world, and to identify in contemporary secular Humanism the
legacy of the Romantic denial of external spiritual authority. 23 Their creative works such as The

Waste Land and A Handful ofDust, reflected the godless Humanist world they found themselves
in, holding up a disturbing mirror to the reader of the consequences of sin in the world: horror
and spiritual emptiness. Yet, these works only serve to erode hollow optimism and the false hope
of worldly projects to build an ideal city of man - they do not offer any positive alternatives. Such
a view confused many readers and led to such memorable comments as that made by Waugh's
friend Terrence Greenidge: 'Personally, for all that I liked him, I thought him almost insane ....
Evelyn's Christianity continues to fascinate me. What does it mean? To parade one's faith and
draw superbly a godless nightmare of a world.' 24 In chapter 3 we will consider exactly what it did
mean for Eliot and Waugh to portray a godless world whose views they rejected. Only later would
while denying any similarity between the thematic interests of the two : 'Two urbane writers are to be seen
using uncouth rhythms and barbaric repetition to serve their - different - sardonic purposes .' Evelyn
Waugh , Macmillan, London, 1988, p.22. Gabriel Josipovici, mentions in passing, 'early Waugh is very
close to early Eliot' . 'The singer on the shore', PN Revie1,v, March-April 2001, 27:4, p.19. James F. Carens
comn1ents on Waugh 's early novels : 'While it cannot be demonstrated that T.S. Eliot influenced Waugh's
satiric techniques, Waugh does seen1 to have shared the disillusiomnent and disgust to which The Waste
Land gave quintessential expression.' Ja1nes F. Carens, The Satiric Art of Evelyn Waugh, University of
Washington Press, Seattle, 1966, p.13 .
23

Tlu·oughout this thesis, unless in quotations, capitalisation is used for 'Romanticism' and 'Humanism' .
This is an attempt to use these tern1s to represent pai1icular philosophical and artistic movements, although
this is difficult in both instances given the broad associations they carry.
24
Letter of November 7 1966, in Terence Greenidge, Evelyn vVaugh in Letters, Charles Linck (ed.), Cow
Hill Press, Cmnmerce, Texas, 1994, p.139.
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the two authors explore overtly Christian themes, particularly those surrounding conversion in
such 'between' works as Asil- Wednesday, Manna and Bridesilead Revisited As we shall see in
the fourth chapter, these works would tentatively probe Christian orthodoxy through themes of
pain and healing, loss and recovery, and through the Dantean trope of human love that escalates
to divine love. In their final major literary achievements, Four Quartets and Sword ofHonour,
Eliot and Waugh were able to most fully realise their maturing faiths in a literature of disillusion
-writing that exorcises symbolic ghosts by penetrating the thin, 'unreal' veneer of the temporal
and terrestrial to perceive a larger supernatural reality. Chapter 5 argues that the mature writing
of both men reveals a shared sense of grace and a revitalised hope for this world which they
insisted comes from a clearer vision of the next.

L
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Chapter 1.
Posing as Satirists: The Early Works of Eliot and
Waugh.
A robust discontent, whether it be with joint stock banking or the U7orld, Flesh
and Devz"l, is good for a writer.1

Evelyn Waugh

The nwdern world is 1nadde1· than a1~y satires on itY·

G.K. Chesterton

When T.S. Eliot's poetry fell upon the British reading public during, and immediately after the
First World War, it 'ruffled people'. 3 Eliot's friend Conrad Aiken typified this reaction when he
described The Love Song ofJ. Alfred Prufrockas the work of a 'bafflingly peculiar' man. 4 While
there is a grainy, difficult, quality to much of Eliot's poetry, the early poems were purposely
confrontational in both their style and content. The problem they pose for the reader is this they seem to be satires but their satire is so universal, revealing so little of the author's alternative
view, that we do not know how to interpret them.
Amidst the roar of those expressing the widely held belief in both lay and literary circles
that T.S. Eliot was the twentieth century's poet of pessimism, disaffection and horror, can be
heard a few small voices of divergence. They point to the poems written between 1914 and 1919,
listed in Eliot's Collected Poems under the headings 'Prufrock-1917' and 'Poems-1920'.5 Many

1

Review of A Date vvith a Duchess by Arthur Calder-Marshall, Night and Day, 16 Septe1nber 1937, in
EAR, p.206.
2

G.K. Chesterton, The Everlasting Man, Image, Garden City, 1955, pp.82.

3

'\Vhatever else Eliot effected by these early poems, he n1ffled people.' Christopher Ricks, T.S. Eliot and
Prejudice, Faber and Faber, London, 1988, p.7.

4

5

Conrad Aiken, Dial, 8, November 1917, in Peter Ackroyd, T.S. Eliot, Penguin, London, 1993, p.80.

These were 01iginally published as Prufrock and other Poems (1917) and the later ones in Britain as Ara
Vos Pree (1919) or in the United States as Poems (1920).
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of these poems, the divergent voices maintain, can best be described as satirical. They are less
prominent in the classroom and in the academic literature than those that preceded them,
'Preludes' and 'The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock', or those that followed immediately on their
heels, 'Gerontion', and of course, The Waste Land The suggestion that Eliot was a satirist is not
a new one, but it has been a troubling one for Eliot critics because of the difficulty and universal
nature of his 'satire'. Eliot's poems of the period 1915-20 reveal such a universal satiric attack
that they seem to be a campaign on behalf of something better, something longed for by the poet
which is difficult to identify. The reality they depict may be pretentious and vain and yet, in these
early poems there seem to be no alternatives elaborated. Eliot's unusual strategy of ruffling the
reader, lashing out satirically without having a possible other case, corresponds strongly with the
effect of novels of the young Evelyn Waugh.
Waugh was generally regarded by contemporaries as a pure entertainer in his early
career. When Decline and Fallwas first published in 1928 it was seen as 'uproariously funny, far
too funny to be anything else.' 6 Some of Waugh's early reviewers were small voices (like those in
Eliot criticism) of divergence who believed that his novels were satires and may have had serious
intent. Peter Fleming reviewed the novel in the Js1swhen it first appeared, surmising: 'Decline

and Fallis a very good satire of the irresponsible variety' .7 Similarly, in their reviews of Waugh's
second novel Vile Bodies in 1930, L.P. Hartley and V.S. Pritchett agreed in their reviews that
Waugh is not just a 'happy humorist', but 'He is a satirist'. 8 Since then, it seems that the majority
of Waugh commentators have swayed to one side on the matter of Waugh as satirist; only a
minority maintaining that Waugh was a Catholic apologist for his entire career or that he was
primarily a pessimistic ironist who had given up on the possibility of individual and social change.
Waugh's early novels have a similar ruffling effect upon the reader as Eliot's poems: rather than
merely entertaining us, they implicate and involve the reader in what seems a near universal
attack. As with Eliot's poems, we are uncertain what better alternative Waugh campaigns for,
and we may draw the same conclusion as we can of the poems - the author rejects the vanity of
his world with no concrete alternative yet standing behind his satiric lunges. Moreover, Eliot and

6

Ralph Straus, review of Decline and Fall, Bystander, 31 October, 1928, p.260 in SJ, p.163 .

7

Peter Fleming, review of D ecline and Fall, Isis, 17 October 1928 in SJ, p.162.

8

See CH, pp.97-98.
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Waugh share an apparent sense of contempt for their age; there is an indication in their work
that they are men who would be satirists in an age where it was possible - an age capable of
shame. Instead, they use ruffling satiric effects and tactics to demonstrate that civilisation is
declining beyond the reach of satire: they satirise the notion that the twentieth century is a period
worthy of satire. Such a claim demands that we consider the critical division over the protean
nature of satire itself. It is thus necessary in this chapter to devote time and space to an effort to
define and employ the term 'satire' meaningfully. 9
This chapter thus considers the nature of satire and the ambivalent relationship that
Eliot and Waugh had with it. It asks: what is literary satire, and how can it be identified in its
motivations and tactics? We scrutinise the critical readings of the early writing of Eliot and
Waugh and some of the primary ways in which these poems have been read. We also examine
their writing about satire and consider the reasons why Eliot and Waugh rejected satire as a
primary device or feature in their writing. We then consider several texts in detail, including
Eliot's poems The Boston Even1ng Transcript, 'Whispers of Immortality'., 'Mr. Eliot's Sunday
Morning Service' and 'Sweeney Among the Nightingales', and Waugh's Dechne and Fall and

Vile Bodies. In these works we see a near-universal attack on a decadence and even on satire
itself.

Discussion of Satire.
Literary satire is an elusive prey for the prospective tracker; it adopts many guises and forms,
escaping the trap of precision in which other literary concepts have been caught and then
taxonornised. Since the rise of the novel in the English literary tradition resulted in the decline of
formal verse satire and the subsequent infiltration of satire into the complex morass of the
modern novel, the task of finding and identifying satire has become more difficult. Satire has
become but one element among many.
In Anatomy of Criticism, Northrop Frye suggests that satire is 'militant irony':
The chief distinction between irony and satire is that satire is militant
irony: its moral norms are relatively clear, and it assumes standards
against which the grotesque and absurd are measured. Sheer invective
or name-calling ... is satire in which there is relatively little irony: on
the other hand, whenever a reader is not sure what the author's attitude
9

Douglas Patey, The Life of Evelyn Waugh : A Critical Biography, Blackwell, Oxford, 1998 , p.59.
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is or what his own is supposed to be, we have irony with relatively little
·
10
satire.
For satire to be most nearly itself, it must be ironic, pointed and, for Frye, the reader should have
some notion of the author's position. Frye posits two essentials to satire: the first is irony and the
second is an object of attack. 'Attack without humour, or pure denunciation,' he writes, 'forms
one of the boundaries of satire.' 11 For Frye, satire is bounded by pure attack on one side, and
pure comedy or farce on the other. Lying in the space between the two, satire employs irony as a
mode in which to attack or make its point. The degree of irony a work contains colours its satire,
imparting resonances and, at times, obscurity to the actual nature of the satire. Frye believes that
where the reader is uncertain about the attitude of the author of a satire, or what their own
response to the material should be, then irony has almost totally obscured the satirical point.
'Irony' connotes a hidden, inner, meaning shrouded by a different outer message. 12 Although
able to impart great richness to any literary work, irony can become an effective camouflage of
the views of the author, leaving the reader lost in the text without a clear way out. This situation,
suggests Frye, is one where the satire has failed, for the reader cannot be certain of what is being
satirised and what tone the work is attempting to communicate.
Many have joined Frye in distinguishing satire from other types of comedy and humour
by its desire to persuade and teach. James Sutherland attempts to make this distinction clear:
Where the writer of comedy is content to interest and amuse ... the
writer of satire is trying to persuade men to admire or despise, to
examine their habitual assumptions, to face ugly facts , to look beneath
the surface of things, to change sides in politics or religion, to return to
the old and true, to abandon the old and outworn, to do this or to do the
exact opposite - in short, to see, or think, or believe whatever seems
good to the writer of satire. 13

10

Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticisni, Athenaemn, New York, 1969, p.223.

11

Frye, p.224. A.E. Dyson agrees with Frye believing that satire is usually directed at society or groups and
their practices and stating that it 'measures human conduct not against a norm but against an ideal. The
intention is reformative.' Dyson, The Crazy Fabric: Essays in Irony, Mac1nillan, London, 1966, p.2.
12

O:xford English Dict;onmy entry for irony refers to Socrates' ruse of dissin1ulation and feigned ignorance
designed to confute adversaries. More recent use of 'irony' has con1e to include the concept that the hidden
n1eaning is opposite to the external one, giving a sarcastic bite to the device, but this need not be the case.
Luigi Pirandello gives a very useful definition of irony: that it is a verbal contradiction 'between what the
writer says and what he wants understood.' Luigi Pirandello, On Humour, trans. A. Illiano and D.P. Testa,
The University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 1974, p.131.
13

James Sutherland, English Satire, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1958, p.5 .
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Another example of this view of teaching or persuasion is T.G.A. Nelson's: '[S]atire approaches
the condition of the denunciatory sermon: the call of the prophet Jeremiah to the backsliding
Hebrews or of Bishop Wulfstan to the degenerate Anglo-Saxons. '14 This received opinion regards
satire as primarily didactic - a homily intended to turn the degenerate aside from the wide road
to hell. By this understanding, satire condemns and ridicules when its subjects fall short of an
ideal moral standard, and is fundamentally motivated by a humanitarian desire to reform. Such a
definition flirts with the boundary of pure attack (regardless of motive) at the edge of satire
suggested by Northrop Frye: an assault unchecked by comedy or ironic insinuation is not satire.
It does, however, highlight the quality of satire that inclines it to be morally constructive and
intent on social stability and order. The danger in defining satire exclusively by its function is that
it is in jeopardy of becoming merely a means to an end. Nelson's definition seems rather narrow
when appraised against many works that have been almost universally accepted as satires, but
which do not seem primarily to contain a charitable attitude towards humanity.
Evolving from such 'traditional' definitions as Nelson's is a view that perceives a
malevolence in much satirical writing and identifies in such work a more general dissatisfaction
with the status quo (perhaps misanthropy), rather than reformative compassion. Ian Higgins,
following Wyndham Lewis, characterises satire as primarily punitive, attempting to shame and
expose its subject. 15 Satire's desire to preach is a component in this understanding of the concept,
but the pervasive violence of many satires lends weight to the belief that they are an outlet for
aggression rather than a sincere attempt to transform the subject. John Dryden's views of the
'Original and Progress of Satire' provide a stirring example. Dryden, his notion of satire informed
by a false etymology that associated it with butchers' cleavers, wrote that there is 'a vast
difference betwixt the slovenly Butchering of a Man, and the fineness of a stroak that separates
the Head from the Body, and leaves it standing in its place' .16 Dryden's delight in the cleanness of
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T.G.A Nelson, Comedy: An Introduction to Comedy in Literature, Oxford University Press, Oxford,
1990, p.23. The belief that satire is about reform is c01nn1on. See Frederick Kiley and J.M. Shuttleworth
(eds), Satire from Aesop to Buchwald, The Odyssey Press, New York, 1971, p.l.
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Higgins, "Satire" in The Continuum Encyclopedia of British Literature, Steven R. Serafin and Valerie
Grosvenor Myer (eds), Continuum, New York, 2003. See also Wyndham Lewis, The Apes of God, Black
Sparrow Press, Santa Barbara, 1981. Introduction: 'At the word "satire" one thinks of institutions and of
persons beings subjected to punishment of a penal intensity.'
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See Higgins: 'It was also thought that satire derived from the Arabic for "butcher' s cleaver"' . Erroneous
etymology aside, satire does have a violent prehistory and a provenance in acts of aggression'. John
Dryden, 'Discourse concerning the Original and Progress of Satire' (1693), The Works of John Dryden,
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the satirist's stroke indicates more interest in the blow dealt to the target of the satire than in an
attempt to shame the target into repentance. Higgins concludes: 'the satirist as physician in
British literature often seems more interested in the radically invasive procedures than in cures
of palliative care for the sick subject.'

17

Lewis and Higgins locate an internal conflict in satire that the narrower received view
cannot readily assimilate. There is, in many satires, a subversive undercurrent to what is
ostensibly morally upstanding and justified by high intentions. This paradox- subverting order
while claiming to uphold it- is what gives much satire its artistic strength and ambiguity (and
protects its practitioners from libel suits and imprisonment). Claude Rawson describes this
complexity:
A paradoxical feature of satire is that while it is in one sense subversive
of order, it tends to be deeply traditional ... Satire is a conservative art
and ... flourishes most in an order-minded culture, perhaps at moments
when order is felt to be slipping. 18
Rawson's comments point again to satire's deployment of subversion with the aim of restoring
order. Such a device, he points out, is most effective in a culture where order is valued and chaos
detested.
Another question about satire is how precise it needs to be. How identifiable must the
targets of satire be? Can satire be 'general' or must it be specific? Edward W. Rosenheim Jr is
adamant: 'All satire is not only an attack; it is an attack upon discernable, historically authentic
particulars.' 19 If there are no particulars evident, then, by Rosenheim's definition, there is no
satire. As we shall see below, Eliot also subscribed to the belief that satire was relatively narrow
and 'precise'. Dryden attacks clear targets in society and government in his precise satires. It was
this precision which Eliot associated with traditional modes of satire, and exceptions to this rule
showed satiric tactics in the service of a larger art.

H.T. Swedenberg, Jr (ed.), University of Ca]jfornia Press, Berkeley, Los Angeles and London, 1974, vol.
IV, p .71.
17

Higgins, "Satire".
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Claude Rawson, Introduction to English Satire and the Satiric Tradition, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1984,
p.x. It is interesting to note the strong similarity between Rawson's description of satire and Evelyn
Waugh's, which we examine and discuss below.
19

Edward W. Rosenheim, Srvift and the Satirist's Art, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1963, pp.317318.
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At this stage it might be useful to separate 'satiric' literature from the tactics used by
satirists in their writing. In his book on satire, James Nichols draws on satire's martial history to
detail several primary 'tactics' of satirists, which other critics have described in slightly different
terms. 20 He outlines the tactics of the indirect satirist, arguing that very little direct, or 'frontal
assault', satire remains since the decline of formal verse satire. He contends that satirists use the
tactic of satinc shockto surprise the reader into recognising that they are reading a satire, and
inviting them to read cooperatively with the satirist. An example of this is the sudden shock of the
cannibalistic solution to Irish child poverty suggested by the speaker in Swift's A Modest

Proposal This confrontational approach is common in many satires and has led them to be
variously described as disgusting and offensive. Other tactics outlined by Nichols include the use
of camouflage, in which the satirist shrouds his or her satire in a well-known literary form or
genre. Again, the form of the political pamphlet is used brilliantly by Swift for his Modest

Proposal, fooling the reader into expecting a genre that has been infiltrated and exploited for the
satirist's purposes. Evelyn Waugh also wrote a modest proposal, 'What to do with the Upper
Classes? A Modest Proposal', in which he imitated Swift's adoption of the tone of the
humanitarian ruling class by mimicking the language of socialist political and social planners. In
place of Swift's cannibal solution to the problems of overpopulation, Waugh suggests native
impounds for the British aristocracy to promote tourism, generate national income and to make
it easier to effect a state-sanctioned massacre of the undesirable upper classes. 21
Another tactic used by satirists detailed by Nichols is the use of speaking personas and
unreliable narrators. For example, in Dryden's MacFJecknoe, the speaker is being satirised and
the reader must recognise this fact. Alvin B. Kernan states that the satirist is distinct from and
cannot be easily identified with what they have written, asserting that much has been written that
hopelessly attempts to explain 'why Swift hates mankind or Byron rejects society.' 22 Many satires

20

Nichols' use of the tern1 'tactics' to describe the techniques and devices of satirists is helpful because it
conveys something of the aggressive intent of most satires. It also connects n1ode111 satirical works with the
spirit of the pre-history of satire with its violent associations: Archilochus causing his targets to hang
themselves, Celtic bards rhyming rats and men to death, pre-Muslim Arabs charging into battle chanting
satiric poetry. James W. Nichols, Insinuation: Tactics of English Satire, Mouton, The Hague, 1971, pp.1437. For n1ore information on the history of satire see Alvin B. Kernan, The Plot of Satire, Yale University
Press, New Haven, 1965, pp.9-11.
21
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'What to do with the Upper Classes? A Modest Proposal', September 1946, EAR, pp.312-316.
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employ logic and reason in the service of the satirist's point - usually to expose the flaws that lie
beneath conventional logic and thinking. Northrop Frye suggests that satirists resist attempts to
schematise 'the infinite variety of what men do' by showing exceptions to attempts to impose such
systems. Frye suggests that, at times, satire can cast aside even common sense as a standard
because it assumes that customary associations form a solid basis for interpreting the present and
predicting the future. Satire assumes, by its nature, an external perspective - it does not track the
intangible thoughts of an individual, but their actions. It relies on the senses to provide
information. Satirists also use a tactic of contrasts- bringing the beautiful and the ugly alongside
one another for the purpose of defining them more starkly; using high and lofty language to
describe the base and dishonourable. Northrop Frye notes the tendency of satirists to render
society unusual or absurd in order to illustrate a point - comparing and contrasting humans with
the animal kingdom or making people as tiny as pygmies or as large as giants, as Swift did with
Gulliver. The link between humans and animals is one that Eliot and Waugh were to use
consistently in their writing. Finally, Alvin Kernan articulates the cychcalnature of many satires:
the way their plots swirl around themselves. Many satires contain narratives that give an illusion
of developing, but in reality run around in endless spiralling circles. 23 These circles perhaps
embody and convey something of the absurdity and chaos that satirists seek to depict and censure
in their writing, and so as we read them we experience aspects of the vanity that the author
opposes. 24
How then did T.S. Eliot and Evelyn Waugh understand satire? Did they see it as a useful
term for their own writing, did they welcome it when others described them as satirists? If they
rejected or accepted the term, did they demand that it was used in a particular context? Can we
also see evidence in their writing of James Nichols' tactics of satire?

Eliot on Satire.
In a letter home from London to his brother in America, T.S. Eliot described how pleased he was
with some of his new poems in his 1919 anthology, Ara Vos Pree. He then commented on the

23

Ken1an, who identifies Waugh as a satirist, examines his novels for this technique in The Plot of Satire.
Ce1iainly this circular plot technique occurs in most, if not all, of the early novels, but Kernan confesses
that it is 'impossible to discover in Waugh's early novels any specific social arrangement or absolute set of
values which he espouses and uses as a standard for measuring the failure of modern life.' Kenian, p.167.
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British reaction to the book: 'But even here I am considered by the ordinary newspaper critic as a
wit or satirist, and in America I suppose I shall be thought merely disgusting' .25 Eliot seems to be
implying that it is bad enough to be considered as a wit or satirist but even worse to be thought
merely disgusting. He is dissatisfied with both varieties of pigeonholing. Nevertheless, it is
interesting that Eliot makes no attempt to deny to his brother that he uses satire and wit and that
the effect of this will be disgust for some readers. His use of words like 'even' and 'merely' appear
to admit that the critics' labels for him are true, if only partially so. Eliot was toying with satiric
modes and techniques at this time. He seems to confess, 'Yes, I do use the tactics of satire and
disgust in my writing, but I am far more than just satirical or disgusting.' In the same letter he
expressed his concern that his mother might be shocked by some of his poems, seemingly
ashamed of the disgusting effect they might have on her.
Eliot's letter makes an interesting comparison with his other writing of the period. For
example, in 1918 in the Ego1st Eliot commended Edith Wharton's satirical novel, Summer , to
the reader. 26 He praised Summer as the work of a 'satirist's satirist', and as a triumph of
'unrelieved horror'. He concluded that the novel would 'certainly be considered "disgusting" in
America'. Eliot also commented that 'the book is, in fact - or should be - the deathblow to a kind
of novel which has flourished in New England'. 27 There are clear correspondences between Eliot
and Wharton (whether Eliot saw them or not); his belief that Wharton's 'curious kind of satire'
and horror would be regarded as disgusting corresponds with his concerns about the reception of
his own poetry. Similarly, Eliot's conviction that Wharton's novel was no mere satire but would
transcend and destroy a genre dovetails with his own apparent ambition to do the same with his
poetry. What genre did Eliot believe Wharton had destroyed? When he wrote that Wharton is a
'satirist's satirist', was he perhaps implying that Wharton satirised the New England satirists? It
seems likely that he felt she had ended a certain type of 'polite' satire that poked fun at specific
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'To Henry Eliot', Sunday 15 February 1920, Letters vol. 1, p.363.
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The argument of James Logenbach is followed here, giving a helpful account of Eliot's review of
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transgressions of social morays. 28 Such satire is of the type defined by T.G.A. Nelson as akin to
'the denunciatory sermon' or satire that is more like a comedy of manners that attacks what he
calls 'precise' emotional or intellectual social transgressions. Consider what Eliot wrote of the
satire in a scene of Ben Jonson's CatJ]jne in 1919:
This scene is no more comedy than it is tragedy, and the "satire" is
merely a medium for the essential emotion. Jonson' s drama is only
incidentally satire, because it is only incidentally a criticism upon the
actual world. It is not satire in the way in which the work of Swift or
the work of Moliere may be called satire: that is, it does not find its
source in any precise emotional attitude or precise intellectual criticism
of the actual world. It is satire perhaps as the work of Rabelais is satire;
. 1y not more so.-?9
certain
Eliot appears intent upon extricating the 'satire' of Jonson and Wharton from the more
traditional satire practised by Swift, Moliere or Byron, because their satire is not 'precise' but
general, or universal. 30 What excited Eliot about Jonson and Wharton was his belief that their art
opened up vistas on a wider world for the reader, a world that was not local or temporal but true
for all people at all times. It seems likely that Eliot would have placed Summerin the same
category as Jonson's work. He believed Wharton was interested more in conveying the essential
emotion (in this case, horror) , rather than 'precise' attacks on the real world. This is satire in the
service of something greater than social reform or orthodoxy. Concluding his assessment of
Eliot's review of Wharton, James Logenbach writes:
[T]he world Wharton ' s satire laid bare, [was] a world that the
inhabitants of Boston would find merely disgusting, not recognizing it
as their own. For Eliot, Summer exposed the dark side of Boston doubt
without acquiescing to an even thinner scepticism; it showed satire in
the service of horror. ' 31

28

Perhaps Eliot had in mind the sort of satire produced by V\Tashington Irving. See chapter on Irving's
'polite satire' in Martin Roth, Com edy and America: The Lost lVorld of Washington Irving, Kennikat Press,
Port Washington, NY, 1976.
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Eliot was clearly attracted to satiric tactics when they were used to convey something deeper; not
merely social reform or plain cynicism. His ideal satire, and that which he wanted, was creative
rather than critical- not operating out of the traditional motives of satire to shame or reform,
but to hit off human folly in a quest for something greater. He expressed such ideas in his Sacred
Wood essay on Ben Jonson:

His type of personality found its relief in something falling under the
category of burlesque or farce - though when you are dealing with a
unique world, like his, these terms fail to appease the desire for
definition. It is not, at all events, the farce of Moliere: the latter is more
analytic, more an intellectual redistribution. It is not defined by the
word "satire." Jon son poses as a satirist. But satire like Jonson's is great
in the end not by hitting off its object, but by creating it; the satire is
merely the means which leads to the IBsthetic result, the impulse which
projects a new world into a new orbit. In Every Man in his Hwnour
there is a neat, a very neat, comedy of humours. In discovering and
proclaiming in this play the new genre Jonson was simply recognizing,
unconsciously, the route which opened out in the proper direction for
his instincts .... [I]t is an art of caricature, of great caricature, like
Marlowe's. It is a great caricature, which is beautiful; and a great
humour, which is serious . The "world" of Jonson is sufficiently large; it
is a world of poetic imagination; it is sombre. He did not get the third
dimension, but he was not trying to get it. 32
Eliot believed that Jonson's satire opened up vistas of his 'world'. He was convinced that Jonson's
'brutality' and 'lack of sentiment' would communicate to a twentieth century audience. 33 For
Eliot, Jonson's satiric success was to create a world that has a logic of its own 'and this logic
illuminates the actual world because it gives us a new point of view from which to inspect it.' 34
Jonson did not frontally assault particular people and institutions, as 'traditional' satirists do, but
used satiric tactics to give another perspective on the world. Eliot believed that what transforms
simple 'farce', or 'satire' into a larger art is the way in which the world that a work of literature
contains may take on a life of its own that parallels and affects our view of this one. Much later, in
'The Social Function of Poetry' of 1945, the poet would dismiss the persuasive aspects of satiric
poetry:
I should say that the question of whether the poet is using his poetry to
advocate or attack a social attitude does not matter. Bad verse may have
a transient vogue when the poet is reflecting a popular attitude of the
moment; but real poetry survives not only a change of popular opinion
32
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but the complete extinction of interest in the issues with which the poet
was passionately concerned. 35
Eliot believed it was possible for something like satire to transcend the genres of 'comedy' or
'tragedy', or traditional 'satire' to create something powerful, lasting and new. He maintained
that satire formed a new genre when it pushed beyond the boundaries of geography and
temporality. He had commended Wyndham Lewis for satiric writing that was both 'serious and
savage' and argued that Lewis was a descendant of the primitive world's priest-poets. 36 Eliot saw
Lewis's work as a link to the past but ultimately he rejected the title of 'satirist' for himself
because it seemed too limited and negative and because it restricted his ability to communicate
his broader artistic message to his audience. Eliot's satire was to be large scale - stretching
beyond place and time for something universal.
Eliot perceived the limitation of most satire to be its fundamental negativity in that it
criticised rather than created. When tied to particular emotional or intellectual attitudes of a
particular time, traditional satire consigns itself to a literary graveyard. For Eliot, literature
attains a timelessness when it is able to speak to something more universal in humanity, travelling
easily between that which is caricatured and beauty, and that which is humorous to great
seriousness. Eliot believed that satiric tactics could draw one's mind to a matter and then set it
free to explore a new world created by a writer. In adopting the tactics of satire, Eliot, like
Jonson, was posing as a satirist but he felt himself to be far more. 37 Eliot was attracted to the idea
of deploying satire in the service of a larger art, but his early poetry was often misunderstood
when it was first published and its nature and importance has divided critics in the years since.

Critics on Eliot as Satirist.
Many commentators on Eliot's poetry have virtually elided his satiric postures from the period
between 1915 and 1920, acknowledging them superficially, if at all. His biographer Lyndall
Gordon, for example, finds them to be 'a digression' in his poetic development. 38 Not all have
35
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taken this view. Eliot's other biographer, Peter Ackroyd, for example, celebrates the quatrain
poems as 'some of the most original and inventive of Eliot's work', arguing that the lighter of
these are 'essentially poems of satirical argument' while the more serious 'tend toward dramatic
and verbal intensity.' 39 That much-respected Eliot critic, Hugh Kenner, wrote of the poems of
this period:
These poems constitute an attempt to create a satiric medium for
twentieth-century usage, nurtured by the perception that satire in verse
works by assembling a crazy-quilt of detail, each detail an
unchallengeable fact (everything in Mr. Eliot's Sunday Morning
Service, from the sable presbyters to the bees' hairy bellies, exists on
the plane of fact). The satiric decasyllabic couplet, of course, implies a
mock-heroic convention. Eliot, reversing the telescope, manufactures in
octosyllabic quatrains a convention of mock-casualness. 40
Kenner's suggestion that Eliot was developing a new twentieth-century satiric medium for poetry
is curiously similar to Eliot's assessment of Wharton and Jonson. Though he makes no reference
to the use of horror or disgust, Kenner finds a freshness in Eliot's satiric poems which he links
with the poet reaching towards something new: 'The Oxford poems are experiments with a
revised satiric mechanism' .41 Kenner's identification of Eliot's quest for a revised poetic
mechanism incorporating satire is not dissimilar from Eliot's own conviction that Ben Jonson
transcended satire to create something new in literary art, 'the satire is merely the means which
leads to the cesthetic result, the impulse which projects a new world into a new orbit. ' 42
Kenner also details two tactics used by Eliot in his satiric poetry: the use of a 'crazy-quilt
of detail' to build up a poetry of insinuation, and the development of a tone and convention of
mock-casualness that masks a more serious intent. 43 Others who have described Eliot's work in
this period as satirical include Grover Smith, Northrop Frye, John T. Mayer and J.C.C. Mays. 44
39
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Smith, for instance notes a bathetic lack of humour in Eliot's poetry of the 1918-1920 period,
finding the poems depend on 'ironic contrasts'. In this he substantially agrees with Kenner and
evokes James Nichols' description of the tactic of contrasts used to insinuate the satirist's
theme. 45 Douglas Bush's opinion of the short poems is that they 'cannot be called more than
clever, uniquely, superlatively clever. The poet's sense of a vanished perfection, his vision of
some greatness of beauty which the modern world has lost or degraded, is an uncertain
implication in a tissue of satire' .46 Bush does not seem wholeheartedly convinced that this is satire
deep within, only that the poems are wrapped in a 'tissue' of satire. Could it be that Smith, Mays,
Kenner and Bush all detect in Eliot's poetry of this period the existence of posture, the poet
posing as satirist?
James Logenbach, as we have seen above, is also among those who agree with Hugh
Kenner that Eliot was exploring satire. Writing on 'Eliot's Negotiation of Satire and Suffering',
he directs attention to Ara Vos Pree, a neglected anthology (in the relative terms of Eliot
studies), finding a detached satiric sensibility in the French poems and their English quatrain
counterparts. 47 Logenbach maintains that in those poems without a clearly defined dramatic
speaker, an ambiguous ironic tone exists that leaves the reader with the 'difficult question of
whether the poet wants the judgements undermined or confirmed.' 48
Although there is little clear agreement, many of Eliot's interpreters are united in finding
something unusual about his 'satiric' poetry during the period between Prufrockand The Waste

Land The most cogent theory is that these poems form an attempt by Eliot to use satire to
activate new poetic directions. His poems seem to be satires but they are difficult: sometimes
clear to the point of clumsiness and at other times radically resistant to interpretation;

University Press, New York, 1989. J.C.C. Mays argues that it is 'a retrospective distortion ... to understand
Eliot's quatrain poems as satirical adjuncts to his confessional theme' and even makes a passing
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Logenbach finds that they 'hover ambiguously'. 49 Eliot seems to have perceived a limitation in
much satire, that its negativity and attack is narrow and limited, often bringing it dangerously
close to dogmatism. Eliot recognised in a certain type of satire, like that of Jonson and Wharton,
a world unfurled rather than closed. Eliot's satire, if we can call it that, is therefore an attempt to
take the genre a step further, aiming at the universal.
Although there is some agreement over Eliot's use of satire during this period, there is
little consensus on the nature or purpose of his satire. Note the disagreement between Smith's
avowal that the poems display a bathetic lack of humour and Kenner's insistence that there is a
lightness and freshness to them. Yet Kenner also discovers a mock playfulness that perhaps
corresponds with Smith's claim that there is a fundamental bathos to the poems: do they both
perceive a certain craftiness in the poems, a deliberate contrast between exalted and ordinary to
suit the poet's purpose? Rather than bathos, could it be that Eliot toys with satire in order to
approach his sense of horror and disgust from a different angle, the very ambiguity of which
ruffles and unsettles the reader, creating an effect he sought. Whatever Eliot's intent, the
difficulty in achieving critical accord over these poems anticipates the divergence of views on the
first novels of Evelyn Waugh.

Waugh's Critics.
In 1918, while Eliot was wrestling with his quatrain poems, Evelyn Waugh was 15 years old and
still at school at Lancing College in the South Downs. It was when he went up to Oxford in
January 1922 that he first encountered T.S. Eliot's work, particularly The Waste Land Waugh
became an avid and enthusiastic reader of Eliot. Possessed of a similar combative imagination to
Eliot, Waugh too was driven towards satire, but a self-reflexivity led him, like Eliot, to reject the
satirical mode as insufficient for his artistic aims. Here we attempt to wade through some of the
critical debate about whether Waugh was a satirist, and present an alternative view that aims to
incorporate the stronger aspects of differing arguments.
Almost every discussion of the early works of Evelyn Waugh requires the critic to adopt a
stance on whether or not his work is 'satirical'. From the first reviews of Decline and Fall
onwards, there has been critical debate over the nature of Waugh's art, particularly surrounding
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his early novels. We can roughly divide the criticism into 4 main schools. There are those who
believe Waugh was a satirist, those who believe that he was only an entertainer, those who
believe he was already a serious Christian moralist even in 1928, and the final group who believe
that Waugh was an ironist: viewing the world as unredeemable. We can also add a small group of
writers who do not subscribe clearly to any of the above views.
The first, and probably the largest group of critics are those who argue that Waugh was
fundamentally a satirist. These include, in a very small representative sample: Arnold Bennett
(1928), James W. Nichols (1962-3) , James Carens (1966), Christopher Sykes (1975), William

Myers (1978), George McCartney (1987), Jacqueline MacDonnell (1988) and Lisa Colletta
(2003). 50 Early reviewers, such as Cyril Connolly (1928) tended to believe Waugh was primarily

an entertainer, but this view has been less prevalent among academics, probably because this
would allow them little opportunity to analyse any serious aspects of his novels. 51 Alan PryceJ ones argued in 1964 that Waugh's early novels 'do not assert any values at all, except those of
the Lord of Misrule. ' More recently, Robert R. Garnett (1990) has become prominent as one
critic who views Waugh as primarily an entertainer. 52 Jeffrey Heath (1982) is often mentioned in
the literature as one who holds the overly rigid view that Waugh was a Christian 1noralist
throughout his career. 53 In such a position he is not, however, alone, for Jerome Meckier (1978)

50
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would seem to agree with him as does Douglas Patey (1998), who argues that D ecHne and Fall
and Vile Bodies are effectively Christian satires. 54 Frederick Stopp (1958), believes that Waugh's
works are not primarily satires because they contain no moral indignation. 55 David Wykes (1999),
argues that Waugh went beyond satire because he liked things to go wrong as they confirmed his
historical viewpoint. 56 Malcolm Bradbury (1968) believes that the early novels offer 'no secure
centres of value and no real substantiation of any interpretive statements'. 57
Frederick L. Beaty (1992), makes the strongest case that Evelyn Waugh's early novels are
primarily ironic rather than satiric and deserves more attention here for the ostensible similarity
of his position to this thesis. He quotes Morton Gurewitch to help define irony: 'Irony, unlike
satire, does not work in the interests of stability. Irony entails hypersensitivity to a universe
permanently out of joint and unfailingly grotesque. The ironist does not pretend to cure such a
universe or solve its mysteries.' 58 Such a view accords with that of Wayne Booth, whom Beaty also
cites to build a picture of irony as distinct from satire: 'Irony is usually seen as something that
undermines clarities, opens up vistas of chaos, and either liberates by destroying all dogma or
destroys by revealing the inescapable canker of negation at the heart of every affirmation.' 59
Beaty makes a useful description of the episteme of Waugh's early novels:
Negativism characterizes the world view; instability is the governing
principle of fallen man and his society; and the lack of fixed belief, or
even common standards, produces a chaotic environment in which true
love, integrity, and steadfast purpose cannot survive .... The perceptive
man, however, comprehends the difference between appearance and
reality, as well as the disparity between what might exist and what must
be suffered, and therefore resigns himself to the paradoxical nature of
existence .... Only a naive character or reader accepts the fa~ade as the
ultimate reality, and then, like the classic alazon, falls victim to
deception. Often Waugh's subtlest irony results from the discrepancy
between what the text says and what it implies. His ironic methodology
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thus creates a countermeaning, a subtext, or something other than what
at first appears to be the case. 60
Beaty's argument that Waugh is not primar1Jya satirist accords with the argument of this thesis,
but Beaty seems to believe that Waugh's early novels were content for the 'perceptive man' to
resign himself to the 'paradoxical nature of existence.' This perspective does not fit with the clear
ironies that surround the Bright Young People in Vile Bodies who do exactly this and resign
themselves to the paradoxical nature of existence. Such a passive response to chaos does not
easily reconcile itself to the horror of Basil Seal's unwitting cannibalising of Prudence or Waugh's
clear anxieties about barbarism in his early novels, culminating in A Handful ofDust.
More readily identifiable in the early novels is a dissatisfaction with the status quo but no
clear alternative; they hunt for meaning with humour, but without resignation. This chapter
contends with Beaty that Waugh used techniques and devices of satire and irony, but that his
fundamental perspective was not that of the ironist: a philosophical resignation to a chaotic,
paradoxical, and unpredictable world. 61 Waugh would have been a satirist in a stable world, but
in one of chaos he lashed out in his early novels, angry that his society was beyond the reaches of
satire, hoping, perhaps to bring individuals to his position of dissatisfaction and hunger for a
stability that seemed absent.

It is important to our discussion that we examine Waugh's claim that he was not a satirist.
He asserted this most clearly in his 1946 article, 'Fan-Fare', basing his claim on a definition of
satire so clear that it has been used in textbooks: 62
That leads to another question: "Are your books meant to be satirical?"
No. Satire is a matter of period. It flourishes in a stable society and
presupposes homogeneous moral standards - the early Roman Empire
and 18th Century Europe. It is aimed at inconsistency and hypocrisy. It
exposes polite cruelty and folly by exaggerating them. It seeks to
produce ~ha.me. All this has no place in the Century of the Common
Man where vice no longer plays lip service to virtue. The artist's only
service to the disintegrated society of today is to create little
independent systems of order of his own. I foresee in the dark age
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opening that the scribes may play the part of the monks after the first
barbarian victories. They were not satirists. 63
Waugh's rejection of the title of satirist rests on his very precise, textbook, definition of satire.

64

He makes several statements about satire: 1) It requires a stable period. 2) It presupposes
homogenous moral standards. 3) It exposes hypocritical breaches of standards by exaggerating
them. 4) The exposure of hypocrisy is intended to produce shame. Waugh makes the claim that
satire cannot function in the current climate of shameless vice. He anticipates the role of writers
will soon be similar to that of the monks after the first barbarian victories. What role did the
monks play after the first barbarian victories? For Waugh it was clearly one of preserving and
revitalising civilisation. They were performing a restorative rather than a reformative role. In
1946, Waugh was convinced that western society was in total decay and incapable of reformation;
effectively requiring rebuilding from scratch. These were views he was to repeat.
James J. Lynch quotes a 1956 CBC broadcast in which Waugh restated his definition of
satire: 'the essence of satire is that there must be a holding up to scorn, as being outlandish,
ridiculous, pretentious, and so on, and that must have as a background what is accepted as being
the moral and proper'. Waugh says that there is at present 'no normal or proper society or code
of behaviour.' 65 Eliot affirmed that satiric comedies of 'social manners', of the type he felt
Wharton ended, required stable society. In 'A Dialogue on Dramatic Poetry' (1928), Eliot
applies this definition to Restoration comedy, which he connects with his satiric master, Ben
Jonson: 'Restoration comedy is a comedy of social manners. It presupposes the existence of a
society, therefore of social and moral laws. (It owes much to Jonson, but little to Shakespeare anyway, Shakespeare was too great to have much influence.) It laughs at the members of society
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who transgress its laws.' 66 This reveals the deeply similar view of traditional satire held by both
Eliot and Waugh.
As a young man it is quite probable that Waugh held a similar view of satire to the one he
expressed in 1945. Beaty makes a good case that Waugh's orthodox view of satire was shaped by
the definition provided in Ronald Knox's book, Essays jn SaHre, which he was given in 1928, the
year Decjjne and Fallwas published. 67 It would be difficult, then, to argue that Waugh's view of
satire moderated or changed over time. It is also too speculative to say, as Patey does, that
Waugh was only aiming to score a 'debating point', or as McCartney contends, that it is 'best
understood as Waugh's consummate satiric ploy. ' 68 It is true that the novelist's comments about
the writer performing the same role as the monks smack of rhetoric but given his near obsession
with the encroachment of barbarism, hardly a 'ploy'. We do better to take Waugh's remarks
seriously and to assume that he really did believe that his age was entirely unsuited to satire and
that his writing was not primarily 'meant to be satirical'.
Perhaps Waugh's most telling comment in 'Fan Fare' is his claim that the only useful role
of the artist is 'to create little independent systems of order of his own. ' The very thing that
Waugh's early novels do not contain are little independent systems of order. In his writing in the
late 1920s and early 1930s Waugh delivers us a heightened dose of disintegration. Far from
providing a safe haven from the world in his novels, he thrusts its decline under our nose. In his
early novels, perhaps uncertain of how to mend this decline, or bring about renewal, Waugh
writes to highlight the situation. His 'satire', like Eliot's, presents no alternative to the world
depicted; like Eliot's writing, it 'ruffles' the reader.
Like Waugh, Eliot was anxious to avoid being branded 'a wit or a satirist', as he wrote to
his brother. He was, therefore, keen to set the record straight if friends began to assume he was
aiming only to write witty satires. Virginia Woolf asked about Eliot's use of satire around the
time of the publication of Poems} 1920. She recorded the conversation in a diary entry:
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He told me he was more interested in people than in anything ... His
tum is for caricature. In trying to define his meaning ('I don't mean
satire') we foundered. He wants to write a verse play in which the 4
characters of Sweeny act the parts. 69
James Logenbach's conclusion is that Eliot found his 'simple, undramatized satires of 1915-17
70

inadequate (wanting to think of his current work as "caricature" rather than "satire")'. He
sustains this argument by quoting Eliot's 1919 review of Pound's Qu1a Pauper AmaVJ: where
Eliot related that he was 'not at all sure that ... the modern satirical vein is of permanent
importance.' 71 Eliot had toyed with the techniques and attitude of satire, but was uncomfortable
with being labelled a 'satirist' particularly given the ephemeral nature of the 'modern satirical
vein.'
Percy Wyndham Lewis, the eccentric doyen of twentieth-century satire, shared the same
disenchantment with the efficacy of the satiric medium as Eliot and Waugh did. Daniel Schenker
conveys and comments on Lewis's 1921 announcement: "'Satire is dead to-day. There has been
no great satirist since Swift". He went on to say that because the present age had so little capacity
for moral discrimination, most people would be unable to recognise satire if they saw it;
therefore he had decided "to get at them" with his visually potent Tyros.' 72 If time and space
allowed, one could make a very profitable comparison of the satire of Eliot and Waugh with that
of Wyndham Lewis. We must limit our remarks to merely noting that Lewis's solution was to
produce satire of increasing bitterness and belligerence, and content ourselves that he had
perceived the same underlying difficulty for the modem satirist as had Eliot and Waugh.
Mikhail Bakhtin's work on parodic-travestying literature can help us to appreciate the
'satiric' writing of Waugh and Eliot. In 'From the Prehistory of Novelistic Discourse', Bakhtin
traces the history of the parodic-travestying form, which, he notes, always accompanied serious
straightforward forms in ancient Greece and Rome. The parodic-travestying form was unified by:
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[A] common purpose: to provide the corrective of laughter and
criticism to all existing straightforward genres, languages, styles,
voices; to force men to experience beneath these categories a different
73
and contradictory reality that is otherwise not captured in them.
Thus, the satirical form (one type of parodic-travestying literature), which aims to correct
through laughter, requires a straightforward genre to properly exist - an object for its laughter
and criticism. The notion of 'a different and contradictory reality' is something that became
increasingly important to Waugh and Eliot, and is present in Eliot's comments about Jonson's
satire 'projecting a new world into orbit.' Eliot had argued that Edith Wharton's work would be a
'deathblow to a kind of novel that has flourished in New England' - he probably had in mind the
polite satire that assumes that wicked ways can still be mended through the corrective of laughter
and criticism. Eliot's 'satiric' poetry parodies this sort of corrective - exposing the futility of
expecting anyone to be shamed into reform in his chaotic age. One cannot laugh good-naturedly
at a world of filled with horrors, nor can one direct laughter at any person or group when the
corruption seems universal. It is this frustrated satiric impulse that characterises the early writing
of Eliot and Waugh, and makes them so difficult to interpret as traditional satire. Steven Spender
realises this about Waugh's writing: 'Evelyn Waugh is a serious comedian, but his seriousness is
difficult to analyse. It dose not lie in any one quality. For instance, although his novels contain
many touches of satire, they do not have the deadly aim and the intellectual grasp at the roots of
a subject which makes satire effective.' 74 Spender seems conscious of Waugh's broad sense of
social anarchy rather than the intellectual precision of traditional satire. Waugh had not set out
to produce that which was p1iman1ysatire, and neither had Eliot, as we shall see below.

Eliot's 'Satire'.
We now examine Eliot's efforts to employ and transfigure the type of 'satire' that transforms the
genre. Rather than enticing the reader to laugh at particular moral inconsistencies Eliot paints a
broader and more disturbing portrait in his poems from 1915-1920. In these poems, written
during Eliot's year at Oxford and in the early years of his marriage, Eliot explores some of the
satiric techniques mentioned by James Nichols. Eliot declared that Ben Jonson only posed as a
satirist, and we see in his poetry that Eliot only poses as a satirist too.
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In a poem such as' The Boston Evening Transcript, from about 1915, we see evidence of
ironic contrast mentioned by Grover Smith (above). The poem contains a small vignette of life in
contemporary Boston. Beginning with a pithy and imagistic connection between the swaying of
the readers of the paper and a field of ripe corn the poem turns on a distinction drawn between
those for whom evening wakens 'the appetites of life', and those others for whom the evening is
merely 'bringing The Boston Evening Transcript. The speaker describes a self-consciously
world-weary moment when in passing the paper to Cousin Harriet, he symbolically and wearily
nods to La Rochefoucauld, whose pessimism about human nature appears fulfilled by those
whose opinions sway as they read The Boston Evening Transcript 75 It is a simple poem, but the
way the speaker nods to La Rochefoucauld seems also a wink to the reader. The almost absurd
contrast between the rigid morals of the French essayist and writer of maxims and cousin Harriet
with her Boston Evening Transcriptinvites further consideration. They seem so separated in
time, significance and attitude that the weary nod can hardly be taken seriously- surely cousin
Harriet and her newspaper would not be high on the list of things La Rochefoucauld would find
to frown upon in twentieth century America? 76
This is an example of Eliot's use of mock-playfulness, which is itself a variant on the
satirist's tactic of disguise, obscuring his true tone or intent with a different, in this instance,
lighter one. Eliot is using a form of double bluff, for the evocation of La Rochefoucauld makes
this into a symbol of the decline of a certain Christian view of the world which he represents. 77
Such a world-view is now in faint decline, like the evening in the poem. The speaker peers
through the corporeal street, staring down the avenue of time, aware that La Rochefoucauld's
views about human sinfulness and corruption were couched in a similar, wry and mock-playful
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way. 78 For Eliot's point is very serious: contemporary self-delusion and willingness to be
misguided is epitomised by the readers of the Boston Evening Transcript. They have lost contact
with a sense of reality and history, indicated by the figurative and temporal distance the speaker
feels from La Rochefoucauld and his position. At first glance this poem is a lightly satirical jab at
a certain class of person in contemporary society, but the reference to La Rochefoucauld
unsettles the mock-playfulness, insinuating that the modern age has little perspective or selfperception. Those who allow their opinions to be swayed by the Boston Evening Transcript are
only one symptom of the poet's concern with a universal malaise. The poem also exposes those,
who, like the speaker, can see social blindness and only nod at moralists of the past and make
lightly satirical comments. The poem is a satire of satire - tearing open the lightly playful nod to
reveal a vista on a more horrific mirror of the self: the reader and even the speaker can only smile
wistfully at modem vanity, there are no weapons at hand to combat it. Eliot's apparent light
satire has a powerful sting in its tail, but it ends by opening up the reader's mind to universal
decay, leaving us without the smugness of laughing at vanities of others from a safe distance.
In 'Whispers of Immortality', written around 1918, we find Eliot employing another
satiric device: that of comparison and contrast in order to emphasise the animalistic in humanity.
Interestingly, he wrote in a letter to Mary Hutchinson that "'Bleistein" (like "S[weeney] among
the Nightingales") is meant to be very serious! and "Hippopotamus" and Webster aren't-'. 79
'Whispers of Immortality', the 'Webster' poem, does not seem particularly light. Yet, the poem 's
opening line 'Webster was much possessed by death', has a comically casual understatement
(Webster's plays spill over with blood and death) that matches the insouciant 'I suppose' of the
Donne line and marks another use of mock-playfulness. The poem's reality is again more serious
and universal. Like Webster and Donne, the speaker himself seems possessed by death,
describing the skull beneath the skin with intricacy, reaching towards a sense of horror with:
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I Stared from the sockets of the eyes!' Connecting awareness of

death with thought, the poet explores the way 'thought clings round dead limbs'. The truth
presented here is a simple one: death is the end to all life - and Webster and Donne demonstrate
this.
Eliot quickly distinguishes Grishkin from the skeletal imagery of the 17th century poets,
comparing her with the Brazilian jaguar. 80 The sheer physicality of the woman makes for a
disparity with the penetrating and pertinent, though abstruse, thought of the two poets. There is
also a contrast between the speaker and Grishkin for the speaker recognises that Grishkin's
charm is so great that even the 'Abstract Entities' are drawn into her circle. 81 The implication is
that Grishkin's charm and promise of bliss are hollow - she offers nothing more than what
Webster and Donne did - 'dry ribs'. The difference is that Webster and Donne acknowledged
that death was what informed their metaphysics. Grishkin seems to represent a denial of death,
the pretence that it does not impact on life, a corporeal position pictured as so attractive that
even thoughtcan be drawn into its dangerous orbit.
The view that physical pleasure is a potential snare for the mind and body is present in
the poem, but to read the poem in only this way is to miss the comedy of it. We must not forget
that Eliot regarded it (to some extent) as quite a light piece. The joke hinges on the blithe
acknowledgement of Grishkin's physical attraction and charm, starkly contrasted with the final
two lines: 'But our lot crawls between dry ribs I To keep our metaphysics warm. ' 'Lot' has been
much glossed by critics, with Kenner alone claiming the authority of Eliot's personal explanation:
that it means 'kind', as in 'mankind'. 82 In this instance, it means a subset of mankind: those who
might acknowledge the niceness of Grishkin and admire her friendly bust, but who realise that
they have no hope of romancing her. In equating those compelled by Grishkin to 'the scampering
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marmoset', the speaker places himself above the action, like the zoologist observing the animal
stalking its prey and so insinuates that she dehumanises men, luring them, monkey-like, into her
clutches. The speaker positions himself as one with no hope of sexual success with Grishkin,
instead taking the high philosophical ground, as if to say, 'If my body can't be kept warm by the
likes of Grishkin, at least my metaphysics can be by contemplating death.'
Are warm metaphysics ample compensation for a cold bed? Not quite, it is implied. The
traditional satire would protest against sexual vice and imply that Grishkin's charms are fleeting
and hollow, and on one level, Eliot's poem makes this point. But, this too is rendered with irony:
the crawling between dry ribs is a comic image, picturing the speaker as a rat. 83 Ultimately, the
poem reduces everyone in it to subhuman status by force of comparison - Grishkin to the jaguar,
the men she lures to the marmoset, and the speaker and those like him (perhaps also the reader)
to that of the rat. The poem transcends traditional satire, not merely attacking an obvious target,
but displaying a clear self-reflexiveness, conscious that the speaker's position is not immune to
attack either. Disguised as a satirist, Eliot has created a work that initially seems a
straightforward assault on sexual vice, but which reveals deeper, often comic, complexity and
ambivalence on closer inspection. The poem invites us to perceive that both views it contains are
limited and insinuates there are no metaphysics without physics and that the reader must seek a
third way: a 'unified sensibility.' 84
Eliot used the satiric device of comparison repeatedly at this time, particularly to create
associations between humans and animals. This, for example, occurs in 'Mr. Eliot's Sunday
Morning Service', where the bees on the garden wall are balanced against the sable presbyters
and Sweeney in his bath shifting on his hams evokes the squatting posture of 'natives or
animals' .85 Eliot's other 'Church' poem from this period contains an extended comparison
between the True Church and 'The Hippopotamus'. Eliot experimented with light and comic
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satire in 'The Hippopotamus', with its obvious and slightly laboured suggestion that the
lumbering beast of Africa is more likely to reach heaven than the miasmic and luke-warm True
Church. 86 This poem demonstrates Eliot trialling a mildly satiric confection (tied to a particular
institution at a certain time and place), for the poem does not yield the levels of the selfconscious irony of 'Whispers of Immortality.'
In a poem such as 'Mr Apollinax' we see the use of juxtapositions: the classical references
deliberately rasp against the rather tedious afternoon-tea. The comparison of Apollinax with
Fragilion and Priapus starkly clashes with speaker's mental association of his insipid hosts with 'a
slice of lemon, and a bitten macaroon.' There is an obvious satiric point in the dissimilarity
between Mr Apollinax's passionate and memorable conversation and the meaningless and
forgettable nature of the hosts' comments and personalities. The exaggerated classical references
reinforce this point. In 1915, Eliot's poems seem to have been simpler, less ambiguous, than the
works that would follow. Of Mr Apollinax and the speaker we find little censure, and the
contrasts all appear to condemn the hosts of the afternoon tea, although John T. Mayer argues
that the poem has a second layer of irony. 87 The use of the contrast between classical myth and
modernity that underlies the satire of 'Mr Apollinax' Eliot would develop to a higher point, less
clear but more powerful, in the Sweeney poems.
The ominous and chronic animalism of the people depicted in 'Sweeney Among the
Nightingales' strongly advertise Eliot's use of this technique of comparison and contrast. In
'Nightingales', the dehumanisation of the characters is nearly complete. The animalism combines
to great effect with the tendency in the poet to reduce characters to anonymity: 'the person in the
Spanish cape', 'the silent man in mocha brown', 'Rachel nee Rabinovitch' 88 ,'the man with heavy
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eyes', 'the host with someone indistinct'; and even the use of metonymy: 'The silent vertebrate in
brown'. The poem is successful through its projection of limitation and inadequacy- all is
fragmented and opaque. Only wisteria, animated by the wind, is able to form a smile in the world
of the poem, and the liquid siftings of the nightingales correspond with the overall state of
affairs. 89 The poem is successful also in its ability to transcend satire in a manner similar to
'Whispers of Immortality'. There is an ambiguity to its tone that resists traditional satire; it does
not easily read as a straightforward criticism of contemporary society as many have read it. 9°For
example, the evocation of Agamemnon reminds us that even in the distant past, bloody acts
flowed from plotting, and that fundamentally the plot against Sweeney ( undetailed in the poem)
is not dissimilar from the one that claimed Agamemnon's life. Agamemnon does not differ from
Sweeney, but parallels him. The horror of the mighty Agamemnon's corpse befouled by bird
droppings has parallels in Sweeney's humiliation. 91 Again, the 'satire' of the poem is not a call to
reform and return to an idealised past, but a pointed illustration that 'it hath always been thus',
and creating an artistic question mark over what response is appropriate. If 'Sweeney Among the
Nightingales' is a satire, its attack is so universal that the label of 'satire' becomes largely
irrelevant; it is a catalogue of the human capacity for decadence and our ability to descend to the
level of animals.
Another example of the link between humans and animals is 'Mr. Eliot's Sunday
Morning Service'. This poem also adopts the satiric tactic of ventriloquism, in which the speaker
adopts a certain tone in order to show it in ironic perspective. The ornate, difficult, language of
'Mr. Eliot's Sunday Morning Service' mimics, parodies and condemns the meretricious formality
of the church. The description of churchmen as 'sapient sutlers' anticipates the drone bees of the
second-last stanza, and yet like their great Father Origen who castrated himself, they are
89
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enervate, neuter. Even with their assiduous commitment, all that church scholars produce are
subtle, polymath schools of controversy. The satirical bite of the poem is clear in the final stanza
where the 'masters' are directly contrasted with Sweeney in his bath, shifting his weight from one
buttock to another. B.C. Southam notes that the choice of the word 'ham' is 'not a neutral
anatomical term', that is, that it is a word used primarily to described animals or 'natives'. 92 This
distinguishes it from the precision and pseudo-scientific terminology used throughout the poem.
Here, the animalistic or savage nature of Sweeney is exaggerated in a way that compares it with
the hollow, self-serving work of the polymath masters of religious controversy. Sweeney's
carnality, and the false abstraction and asceticism of the masters, are seemingly both held up for
ridicule and rejection.
Grover Smith concludes of 'Mr. Eliot's Sunday Morning Service', 'Unhappily, the poem
is obscure, precious, and bombastic.' 93 But, this is precisely the way we are invited to view the
Sunday Morning Service that has been parodied. The poem effectively embodies that which it
criticises, successfully shifting tone and appearance to assume the posture of the target of its
attack. 'Sunday Morning Service' engages at a deeper level: caricature moves from the surface
gloss of 'The Hippopotamus' to a more profound level. As we have seen with 'Whispers of
Immortality' and 'Sweeney Among the Nightingales', the poet is not satirising from a clear
position - the walls of the church and of Sweeney's bathroom are torn down with determination,
but there is no positive alternative offered. Sweeney's irreligion is as animalistic and repulsive in
its earthiness as the subtle schools are repellent for their disengagement. Again, the attack seems
near-universal.
A common theme thus emerges from these examples of Eliot's poetry between 1915 and
1920. They reject much of what they depict (like traditional satire), but long to engage with
something meaningful, whereas traditional satire is confident of the meaningful position it stands
on. The speaker sees danger in Grishkin, but acknowledges a longing for human warmth;
perceives the peril of the abstraction of the sapient sutlers, but desires an incisive and holistic
metaphysics. Eliot's comments about Jonson posing as a satirist in order to generate a great
poetry of a largeness that transcends time and place are true also of his own efforts at this time.
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Poems that seem initially to be simple satires are reaching for something larger; full of ironic bite,
they are self-aware and self-critical in a way that does not fit with traditional satiric tropes. Eliot
is posing as a satirist, or using satire for atypical purposes. His posture is not intended to avoid
detection as a satirist or as one with serious intent but to create a series of effects that draw a
reader in and simultaneously distance them from the poem on the page, using comedy and
horror to create a state of mind where the poetry can transcend time and place. Perhaps also,
there is an inherent uncertainty in these poems: for all their satiric bite (both external and
internal) they seem to lack a unified alternative. They are not lashing out in mere anger, but
explorations of possibilities, rejecting both an idealised past and a dishonoured present, they
tentatively seek something else, ruffling the reader and raising a spectre in the mind, but nothing
more. This capacity to ruffle and raise more questions than are answered is something that
Eliot's early poems share with Waugh's first novels.

Waugh's 'Satire': Decline and Faff and Vzle Bodies.
There is an unsettling, Bakhtinian carnivalesque quality to the situation depicted at the start of
Waugh's first novel, Decline and Fall- turning everything on its head. This scene, by no means
alone in Waugh's canon, singularly undermines his claim about authors providing 'independent
systems of order', for it is a scene of unrelieved chaos. The incident takes place at a college in
Oxford, the night of the (nearly) annual dinner of the aristocratic Bollinger Club. The evening
has degenerated into a drunken debauch. The whole action watched closely and gleefully by
college authorities who stand to gain from issuing fines for breaches of college regulations. The
'treat' for the evening is when members of the Club accost and disrobe a diffident third year
student, Paul Pennyfeather, who is subsequently sent down for flagrantly indecent behaviour.
Traditional forces of order and reason have become disorderly and unreasonable. Pennyfeather,
a boring representative of moderation and regulation, becomes a victim, like Malvolio, of nasty
pranks and misfortune, and of course, his own attitudes to events. Much of the comedy in the
passage comes from a complicit understanding between the narrator and the reader that all this
reflects very badly on those supposedly representing civilisation and culture: the aristocrats and
the universities.
Waugh repeatedly employs the satiric tactic of surprise: we are not surprised that the
Bollinger club, which numbers reigning Kings among its past members, has a tradition behind it,
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but we are surprised that this is a tradition of depraved destruction. We are surprised by the way
members of the Club are torn from London and the 'indelicate advances of debutantes'.94 We are
surprised by the attitude of Mr Sniggs the Junior Dean and Mr Postlethwaite the Domestic
Bursar, who seem pleased by the breaking glass and who pray that there will be an attack on the
chapel. We are surprised finally, and most powerfully, by the narrator's apparent enjoyment of
the situation: 'It was a lovely evening ... but there was still a treat to come.' 95
There are several elements to this scene that make for unusual satire. All of the surprises
fit the traditional notion of satire showing the hypocrisy beneath the veneer of civility, but here,
vice does not even pay lip service to virtue, with prayers being raised for evil to be done. The
primary one is our reaction to what we read, for it is all uproariously funny. We laugh because the
narrator apparently adopts the celebratory tone of one of the Bollinger club and so exacerbates
the absurdity of their destructiveness. But, more dangerously, we laugh because the destruction
appeals, exciting our sense of romp and chaos. In traditional satire, we should be amused and
appalled (taking the moral high ground, laughing at the inconsistencies of others). Here we are
amused, appalled, and finally, amused again. Our final laughter comes because on a deeper level,
the Bollinger society provokes our more barbarous nature. We like a beano as much as they do,
and we join with the Boller and the narrator to look forward to the treat to come.
When Paul Pennyfeather stumbles on to the scene, completely boring, still mulling over
the 'most interesting paper about plebiscites in Poland' he has just attended, we long for the
Bollinger club to do him some harm. Transformed into bullies, we bay for blood and glass along
with the drunken debauchers. Although our civilised and cultured sense of offence rises at the
thought of this naively innocent, 'wholesome' man having harm done to him, we delight more in
the prospect of destruction than 'smoking a pipe and reading another chapter of the Forsyte Saga
before going to bed.' 96 The effect on the reader would seem to be the opposite of that suggested
by Jacqueline McDonnell, who believes Waugh to have been a sardonic and very serious satirist.
She takes Walter Allen to task because he claimed DecHne and Fallwas outside of moral
consideration, arguing: 'If from the very outset, the Bollinger barbarians did not produce shock
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and outrage, there would be no point in reading the book. It has a very strong moral stance' .97
But most readers are far more likely to be laughing heartily at Pennyfeather's downfall, than they
are to 'tut-tut' at the bacchanalian excesses of the Boller. Like so many of those who see Waugh
as primarily a satirist or moralist, McDonnell cannot encompass the raw humour of Waugh's
writing. She is the type of reader Waugh tries to ruffle with the narrator's apparent betrayal of
the cause of virtue and goodness.
The most remarkable aspect of the narration at the beginning of DecHne and Fallis its
unwillingness to be pinned to a position on the events that are portrayed. The narrator appears to
be sympathetic to the Bollinger club members, and almost immediately afterwards the narrator
apparently shares Paul's interest in the Polish plebiscites and his naYvete about the drunks in the
quadrangle. Finally the narrator seems to agree with the Domestic Bursar and the Junior Dean
that there was a 'lovely College meeting' .98 We might attribute these shifts in position to the
satiric tactic of impersonation - the narrator deliberately adopting different positions and voices
in order to unsettle the reader into grasping the satiric point. However, each position is so
contradictory of the other that it is difficult to find a clear point that Waugh might be attempting
to insinuate through implementing this ventriloquism.

DecHne and Fall does not fit the traditional mould of satire because it does not seem to
attack from a position of moral orthodoxy. There appears to be no consistent point of view in
operation as in some of Eliot's poems. The novel exposes and ridicules the hypocrisy of those
who claim to have a moral stance, as Eliot attacks the readers of the Boston Evenmg Transcript
or the sapient sutlers of the Lord. Consider, for example, Sir Wilfred Lucas-Dockery, the
governor of the prison with modern ideas that result in the hideous murder of the prison
chaplain, and, Dr Fagan, the school headmaster whose only words of advice are that
'schoolmasters must temper discretion with deceit.' 99 These and others are shown, like the
representatives of the establishment at Oxford, Mr Sniggs and Mr Postlethwaite, to be exclusively
interested in self-protection and self-promotion.
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What is satirised in Decline and Fall, if we can call it satire, is the absence of a period
worth satirising. The title of the novel suggests a period which may have been satirised is now in
decline, beyond the reaches of homogenous moral standards. All that is left is to do what the
novel does well - laugh at just about everything, particularly at those who falsely believe they
represent some order and stability. When the reader laughs at this they are drawn into a trap of
self-betrayal: how can we laugh when we are implicated too? Waugh uses some traditional
devices of satirist to create his effect, which is an enthusiastic acknowledgement that there is vice
and savagery rampant in society, but which simultaneously conveys the notion that there is no
longer any shame about this hypocrisy. In this he echoes the Eliot of 'The Boston Evening

Transcnpt whose speaker can only nod wryly to La Rochefoucauld. There are also echoes of 'Mr
Eliot's Sunday Morning Service' in which the sapient sutlers of the Lord and Sweeney shifting his
weight in his bath are simply two extremes of the human decadence to the state of animals.
Waugh's early work astutely operates on the basis that satire has become a
straightforward genre, aided by the prolific 19th century filled with Romantic and utopian satires,
by the likes of Byron and Shelley, Dickens and Tennyson, founded on the belief that evil can be
mended by the shame of satiric exposure. In The Creative Element, Stephen Spender describes
the way Waugh's early novels expose the dreamlike state of many in England:
[T]he [early] novels are all essentially concerned with the same
situation: the contrast between an England still dreaming of its past
greatness, whose memory is evoked by country houses and the
countryside, and an England of the 1920s and early 1930s in which
people live their lives as though they were part of another, and absurd,
dream. Beyond these two dreams of the old England and the Bright
Young Things, there is an awakening of the will into a nightmare
reality beyond which lies yet another dream: of the renewed greatness
of England .... The Bright Young Things of England in the 1920s ...
[have a] brittle determination not to take themselves or anything else
seriously .100
Waugh's early novels attack those who would satirise from a deluded vision of England; those
still dreaming of past greatness. Decline and Fall and Vile Bodies puncture the enduring myth
that England is still the same place it was prior to the First World War. Waugh's satire is not
based on the declining values of the pre-war era, but an attack on the superficial nature of many
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of those values and on the foolishness of those who still assume such values are appropriate in a
changed world. These early novels are not reminisces of things lost, a nostalgic glance over the
shoulder to a better era; to the contrary, they assault those who do this.
And yet, accusations of nostalgia, were levelled throughout their careers at both Waugh
and Eliot. T.S. Eliot was stung by Malcolm Cowley's allegation that his poetry conveyed the
belief that 'The past was dignified; the present is barren of emotion.' 101 Eliot wrote in a letter to
Paul Elmer More:
I was not aware, and am not aware now, of having drawn a contrast
between a contemporary world of slums, hysterics and riverside
promiscuity etc. with any visibly more romantically lovely earlier
world. I mean there is no nostalgia for the trappings of the past, so far
as I can see, and no illusion about the world ever having been a
pleasanter place to live in than it is now .102
Waugh's early novels, like Eliot's poetry, expose certain social assumptions: the beliefs that
human nature is fundamentally good, and that Britain's institutions have not declined beyond the
point where the shame caused by laughter can correct their failings. Waugh's novels reveal a
contradictory reality. The world cannot be shamed into moral or civilised behaviour- anarchy
abounds beneath the sun. The early novels throw a chaotic and absurd reality into the reader's
path, implicate us in what we read, and demand a response.
DecHne and Fallis a parody of satire - it travesties the parodic-travestying form. It does

not attempt to shock, teach and correct, conveying instead the idea that civilisation is more than
vulnerable: it has declined to a point where it seems beyond hope of revival. The novel offers no
attractive or convincing alternative of any type (utopian or conservative) to the destructive
Bollinger club, and later on, Grimes, Philbrick and Margot Beste-Chetwynde. Instead the joke is
thrown on to the reader who assumes that an orthodox alternative exists- the novel actively
recruits us to anarchy as we find ourselves enjoying the chaotic characters and events. As we fall
into the trap of enjoying it, the novel demonstrates (more brilliantly than it could have taught us)
that our notion of being civilised is a false one. The real truth is that we are lovers of anarchy and
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barbarity, that our civilisation is a fac;ade. In a brief space of time we have been recruited to
anarchy. We may well be laughing at Waugh, but he is laughing more heartily at us. 103
William Myers observes that Waugh's art, is like that of Swift, Thackeray and Shaw, who
were respected as entertainers but who felt morally estranged from the world that celebrated
them:
Such writers use their gift to lure the reader into what promises to be a
relatively irresponsible game with deliberately superficial, though
obviously witty, descriptions of the human situation; but they know the
game will go wrong, the witty, verbal strategies, apparently designed to
protect the civilised man from being undone, invite infiltration and
betrayal by dangerous emotions. They know also, precisely because the
world lacks 'homogenous moral standards' , that every man' s breaking
point in this process is different. A harmless superficial game with
words thus becomes a contest between author and reader to see who
can bear the most reality. The art of Evelyn Waugh is not one of
representation but of confrontation. Whether it should be called satirical
or not is irrelevant. It is based on the universal capacity of men to use
reason to open up the prisons of the mind. 104
One need only think of Waugh's preface to Dec}jne and Fall, in which he informs the reader:
'Please bear in mind throughout that IT IS MEANT TO BE FUNNY.' This comment perhaps
anticipates the offence that the novel might cause some (it certainly shocked his potential
publishers in original manuscript form), but also invites the reader to regard the novel as
humorous. 105 This invitation to laughter fits with the thesis that Waugh hoped to ensnare the
reader in what appears to be a superficial game only to challenge the basis of their laughter by
holding up a 'disgusting' mirror to the reader. We must be careful not to overstate the
seriousness of Waugh's intentions in Dec}jne and Fall Like Eliot, he was deeply aware of the
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state of the world around him, and his irony is so universal that it attacks the concept of satire
itself, but like Eliot at the time of Ara Vos Pree, Waugh had not the resources to promote an
alternative to laughter or horror at what he depicts. DecHne and Fallhints and guesses at a hope,
but in the end attempts to console itself, like the Bright Young Things, with unsatisfactory
laughter. 106
Dudley Carew recalled Evelyn Waugh reading the first fifty pages of Decline and Falito
him sitting in Arthur Waugh's reading chair: 'He roared with laughter at his own comic invention
and both of us at times were in hysterics.' 107 In 1928, Waugh found a cause for laughter and great
hilarity in the chaotic world in which he lived and which he replicated in his writing. He wrote in
his biography, A Little Leaming, of his time teaching in the late 1920s: 'in my case there was no
happiness; merely hilarity. 108 He would later write that it was a world 'into which I exuberantly
launched myself.' 109 Decline and Fall poses as satire -with the Bright Young Things it perceives
the world it has been bequeathed as 'bogus' . The novel reveals the hollow hypocrisy of the
establishment and the fatuity of those who take themselves too seriously, but its scorn (even
when not tempered by carnivalesque levity) does not aim to shame it into reform. It laughs
because that seems the only response available. 110
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In a 1921 article for the Lancing College magazine, Waugh had written of his peers, 'The
Youngest Generation':
The youngest generation are going to be very hard and analytical and
unsympathetic, but they are going to aim at things as they are and they
will not call their aim 'Truth' .... But they will have - and this is their
justification - a very full sense of humour, which will keep them from
'the commission of all sins, or nearly all, save those that are worth
committing.' They will watch themselves with, probably, a greater
egotism than did the young men of the nineties, but it will be with a
cynical smile and often with a laugh. 111
Displaying remarkable prescience and lucidity, the young Waugh cleverly anticipated the selfconscious hilarity of the Bright Young Things. This hilarity reflects in DecHne and Falls refusal
to yield any other clear response but laughter to the crazed mirror it holds up. There is a
hardness of analysis in the novel that corresponds with traditional satire's unsympathetic
perception and unveiling of falsehood. Although the perception of 'things as they are' might be
piercing enough to find what is wrong, no better alternative can be formed. Waugh, his
characters and peers are left with all the tools of satire except the moral stance: the positive rod
or norm against which the world is to be measured. Having rejected the moral code of the
Victorians and their parents' generation, The Bright Young Things appear in parts to love, abhor
and feel indifferent to the world they find themselves in. 112 Unable to reconcile themselves to
either position, they fall back upon hilarity and laughter and distraction to avoid a confrontation.
Brian Moynahan recounts the ways in which 'Memories of the trenches were blotted out with
pranks and hoaxes and extravagance.' 113 Waugh's private diaries and letters from the period are
sprinkled with constant repetitions of the word 'amusement' to describe the world around him.
At this time he appears to have been steadfastly determined to enjoy it and avoid a deep
consideration of a darkness about it which he had partially apprehended. 114
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This hilarity hides a fundamental passivity. There is beneath it a hopeless acceptance of
the lot one has been dealt, a belief that the world cannot change; satire without a leg to stand on.
This could be a product of an ironic worldview but for its restless refusal to accept an apparently
unchanging world. There is a constant sense of being forced to watch their elders 'doing the work
which ought to be left to the young.' 115 In a 1929 article, Waugh complained that his generation
was being denied a place in society by a preceding generation that was determined to remain
young. Such is his apparent passivity in the article that all he feels he can do is to 'whisper
diffidently that there is a younger generation.' 116 Of course, his writing was far more than
diffident whispering, for it thrust him to the front of the emerging younger generation and yet,
like them, he felt only a spectator of a world of mixed comedy and darkness.
Suddenly, a lightning bolt struck Evelyn Waugh, changing his life completely. In the
middle of July 1929, while he was working to finish his second novel, Vile Bodies, his wife wrote
to inform him that she had fallen in love with an acquaintance of theirs, John Heygate. Waugh
was completely devastated; all attempts at reconciliation failed. On 3 September 1929 he filed a
petition for divorce. At this time Waugh famously wrote: 'I did not know it was possible to be so
miserable & live but I am told that this is a common experience.' 117 After this point there are no
longer the frequent references to amusement in his diary or letters. A new, grimmer and more
serious Waugh would emerge.
There are signs that even before this personal crisis Waugh was beginning to tire of the
jolly tolerance of his generation. In an April 1929 article he had condemned his peers ( the 'latter
generation' of the article), contrasting them with the pre-war generation at whom he also levels
criticism:
Every accident of environment contributed to make of this latter
generation the undiscriminating and ineffectual people we lament
Harold Acton for the masses. Still it is very amusing in places' Diaries, 10 Oct. 1928, p.298. 'I was amused
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today .... The only thing which could have saved these unfortunate
children was the imposition by rigid discipline, as soon as it became
possible, of the standards of civilization. This was still possible in 1918
when the young schoolmasters came back to their work. Unfortunately,
a great number, probably the more influential and intelligent among
them, came with their own faith in those very standards which,
avowedly, they had fought to preserve. Every effort was made to
encourage the children to 'think' for themselves. When they should
have been whipped and taught Greek paradigms, they were set arguing
about birth control and nationalization. Their crude little opinions were
treated with respect. Preachers in school chapel week after week
entrusted the future to their hands. It is hardly surprising that they were
Bolshevik at 18 and bored at 20. 118
Waugh's growing scepticism of his generation's constant lightness and laughter and his
depression over his wife's betrayal mark a continuation of DecHne and Falls near universal
attack and laughter. Once the laughter peters out, only resentment at the world remains.
In his second novel, VIle Bodjes, Waugh captures the laughter tapering off as it is
overtaken by a more serious tone; the author treading a tightrope between comedy, tragedy and
satire. 119 Waugh claimed in the 1965 preface to the novel that 'The composition of VI]e Bodjes
was interrupted by a sharp disturbance in my private life and was finished in a very different
mood from that in which it was begun. The reader may, perhaps, notice the transition from gaiety
to bittemess.' 120 It was a best seller, although the first reviewers were split over whether it was a
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frivolity or whether it was satirical. 121 Reflecting on Vj/e Bodjes in a 1932 article, 'Why Glorify
Youth?', Waugh related that it encompassed many of responses to the decade of the 1920s:

In the last year of that decade I wrote Vile Bodies, in which I attempted
to summarise the chief features of those topsy-turvy years in which the
younger generation succeeded in knocking the nonsense out of the
attempts to sentimentalise them .... [T]he "twenties" - futile,
obstreperous, anarchic, vulgar, call them what you will - broke up the
post-war Rupert Brooke magnificently-unprepared-for-the-longbittemess-of-life sentimentality, and made youth openly and
.
l y 1ng
. l onous.
.
122
1u d1crous
Here Waugh provides a rare direct insight into his own writing, stating that V,Je Bodjeswas
written as summary of the way obnoxious youth overturned attempts to sentimentalise them, to
become 'ludicrously inglorious.' A comparison of Waugh's journalistic words with the novel's
much-debated peroration on the younger generation by the Jesuit Father Rothschild reveals a
powerful parallel:
I don't think people ever want to lose their faith either in religion or
anything else. I know very few young people, but it seems to me that
they are all possessed with an almost fatal hunger for permanence. I
think all these divorces show that. People aren't content just to muddle
along nowadays ... and this word "bogus" they all use ... They won't
make the best of a bad job nowadays. My private schoolmaster used to
say, "If a thing's worth doing at all, it's worth doing well." My Church
has taught that in different words for several centuries. But these young
people have got hold of another end of the stick, and for all we know it
may be the right one. They say, "if a thing's not worth doing well, it's
not worth doing at all." It makes everything very difficult for them. 123
One cannot anchor one's reading of V,Je Bodies on Rothschild's speech, as many have, for
aspects of it remain quite indeterminate. 124 However, both Waugh's article and Rothschild's
speech communicate a sense of failure to connect with the past- not for the sake of
sentimentality or tradition, but for the standards of civilisation. A failure to learn this has led to
apathy, a seeming inability to do anything much at all and to the tendency not take anything
particularly seriously. Waugh probably agrees with Mr. Outrage (last week's prime minister)
121
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when he says: 'There was a whole civilization to be saved and remade - and all they seem to do is
to play the fool.' 125
For Waugh, the neglect of duty to civilisation is not the exclusive domain of youth. The
elder statesman, Lord Metroland, rejects Father Rothschild's statement and subsequently
returns home. Arriving there, he calmly receives the hate filled insults of his stepson, and then
sits quietly in his study awaiting the departure of his wife's lover (in order to avoid an
embarrassing confrontation on the stairs). Glancing around from his comfortable chair he
surveys a room filled with the trappings of civilisation:
[T]he Dictionary of National Biography, the Encyclopaedia Britannica
in an early and very bulky edition, Who's Who, Debrett, Burke,
Whitaker, several volumes of Hansard, some Blue Books and Atlases a safe in the comer painted green with a brass handle, his writing-table,
his secretary's table, some very comfortable chairs and some very
business-like chairs, a tray with decanters and a plate of sandwiches, his
evening mail laid out on the table ... radical instability indeed. 126
Surrounded by this apparent stability, Metroland feels reassured despite the obvious instability of
his life: his son appears to hate him, his wife has shamelessly taken a lover, the nation's political
future is uncertain. This is to become one of the main thrusts of Waugh's fiction - the false
security of civilisation, the near-universal failure to recognise the radical instability of the world.
Again, if it is satire, it offers no alternative - both youth and age are censured alike; bastions of
civilisation and rebels against it fall together beneath Waugh's sword.
In VIJe Bodjes, Waugh throws the instability of his fictional world to the foreground in a
dazzling and disturbing display. He said in 1965: 'this was a totally unplanned novel.' 127 It is
difficult to determine how much of the trajectory of the novel was designed by the author in
advance and how much he merely noted 'with surprise what happened', what is clear is that the
novel ends in 'bitterness' .128 DecHne and Fall ends with an uncertain repetition of its beginning,
offering no sense of progression or regression; VIJe Bodjes ends with hell on earth. The novel's
central character, Adam, finds himself in the middle of the largest battlefield in the history of the
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Vile Bodies, p.111.
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Vile Bodies, p.113.
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Vile Bodies, 1965 Preface, p.191.
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Vile Bodies, 1965 Preface, p.1 92.
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world reading a letter from his former fiancee, Nina, written in the idiom of the Bright Young
Things (replete with ironic verbal tics that could come from Waugh's own diaries: 'isn't it
amusing') rendered absurd by its juxtaposition with the horrors of warfare. It is in the middle of
this battlefield that Adam apprehends the drunk Major (now General) who finally repays the
debt he has owed for the entire course of the novel. The frantic chasing has ended but the money
is now, worth next to nothing, due to inflation, and so Adam's quest has ended in the same futility
that sustained it. The novel concludes with Adam falling asleep surrounded by the sounds of
battle and oblivious to the indelicate advances of the General on a foolish and exploited young
woman.

Vile Bodjescertainly concludes with a 'distinctly grimmer air' than the DecHne and
Fal1 129 The original dust-jacket announces the novel as a 'tragedy in which comic relief
overwhelmingly predominates.' 130 This was how its author now viewed life. For all of Vile Bodjes
comedy, it has a tragic bitterness about it that cannot be ignored or explained away. It is
concerned very much with the vileness of humanity, although it offers no indication of our
potential transformation into the glorious resurrection bodies anticipated by the biblical allusion
in the title. 131 Like DecHne and Fall, Waugh's second novel is not a conventional satire. For all of
its small attacks on the Bright Young Things, the generations that preceded them, the British
political climate, the Church of England (think of Colonel Blount's hapless Rector), the novel
does not convey a clear authorial position, nor does the reader feel the rush of satisfaction at
seeing vice shamed, for it is not. The use of various comic stereotypes and plot devices would
place the book in the category of farce were it not for the recurrently miserable moments it
contains and its apocalyptic ending. As with DecHne and Fall, Vile Bodjes longs to be a light
satire, but ultimately becomes a condemnation of a world headed for destruction that cannot be
reigned in by satire. All society and humanity seems doomed.

129

In the preface of his 1946 sumn1ary of 'everything the author wishes to preserve from his pre-war travel
books' , When The Going 1rVas Good, Waugh wrote: 'Each book, I found on re-reading, had a distinct and
slightly grinuner air, as, year by year, the shades of the p1ison-house closed .... Had we known we might
have lingered ... had we known that all the seeming-solid, patiently built, gorgeously ornamented structure
of Weste111 life was to n1elt oven1ight like an ice-castle, leaving only a puddle of mud.' W7ien The Going
Was Good, p.8.
130

131

Patey, p.73.

Philippians 3:21, 'the Lord Jesus who shall change our vile body, that it may be fashioned like unto his
glorious body, according to the working whereby he is able even to subdue all things unto himself.'
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Vile Bodjes only plays at satire. Waugh's sensibility was most inclined toward the
satirical, but for one thing: he had no alternative to promote in the place of an unsatisfactory
reality. Douglas Patey, convinced Waugh's early works are satires, believes that Vile Bodjes
driving theme is embodied in Waugh's complaint to his brother Alec: 'The trouble about the
world today is that there's not enough religion in it'.132 Patey writes: 'So relentlessly does Waugh
hammer the point home that but for its riotous pace and inventiveness, Vile Bodjeswould seem a
tract.' 133 Patey would seem to make his point too stridently, for the novel seems more anxious to
heckle form s of spirituality than it does to promote them, ranging from Mrs Ape and the longsuffering Rector to Wesley and even Father Rothschild. 134 Patey also ignores Waugh's response
in the 1960 Face to Face interview, when asked whether he was not 'almost a Catholic' when
writing Vile Bodjes. 'No, no, no, I was as near an atheist as one could be, I think, at that time.' 135

Vile Bodjes is no tract for organised religion, but rather a desperately hilarious (perhaps lastditch) jab at religion and various other pillars of a decaying society; its essential hopelessness is
readily apparent in the horrific ending.
Patey's comments on Vile Bodjes are evidence of the nearly-but-not-quite nature of the
novel's use of the tactics of satire. Like many commentators, Patey finds it easier to argue that
the novel is a satire, although it means projecting some of Waugh's later views back on the text,
than to acknowledge that it does not neatly fit into the mode of satire. Another, more useful
approach, might be to consider Vile Bodjes as a development of Decjjne and Falls technique of
ensnaring the reader through our emotional responses to what we read. We enjoy the chaos
132

Evelyn told this to Alec on the telephone after he had decided to seek a divorce in late 1929. Recounted
by Alec in My Brother Evelyn & Other Profiles, Cassell, London, 1967, p.191.
131

· Patey, p.76.
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After his conversion, Waugh was at pains to distance hi1nself from the portrait of Rothschild in Vile
Bodies, indicating that he was unhappy with the depiction of the Jesuit: 'I may add that at the time I
invented "Father Rothschild" I had never met a Jesuit.' Vile Bodies, 1965 Preface, p.192. In his 26 July
1960 BBC Face to Fa ce interview with John Freeman, Waugh claimed that in Rothschild he had only
attempted to reproduce 'the wily Jesuit of popular fiction' . Transcript online:
http://www.abbotshill.freeserve.co.uk/Con1pleteFace.htm. Consider the competing 1nessages in the pits of
the car race: '[A]dvertisments proclaimed the superiorities of various sorts of petrol and sparking plugs,
while some said "£100 FOR Loss OF LIMB . INSURE TO-DAY" . There was also an elderly man walking
among the motor cars with a blue and white banner insc1ibed, "WITHOUT SHEDDING OF BLOOD IS NO
REMISSION OF SIN", while a smartly dressed young man was doing a brisk trade in bogus tickets for the
Grand Stand. ' Here Waugh seems to throw together these contrasting 1nessages without comment to
indicate the paiity of these ideas in the modern chaotic world. The spiritual is not given precedence over
the base and even criminal. Vile Bodies, pp.137-138.
135

Face to Face interview, BBC, 1960. Transcript Online:
http://www.abbotshill.freeserve.co.uk/CompleteFace.htm.
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caused by the antics of Agatha Runcible and the drunken major, and our sympathies lie with
Adam in the way his financial and romantic affairs are so drastically affected by fortune ( that
much maligned mistress!). Instead of laughing at the misfortunes of a pathetic Oxford theology
student we now find ourselves giggling over the rise and fall of governments, the suicide note of
an aristocratic gossip columnist and the death of a young woman. The final horror of war drives
home the point, virtually screaming 'if you think all this is funny, look what it leads to.' The novel
also contains bitterness, but it is ill-directed and uncertain. Waugh depicts a world that he has
become increasingly displeased with, where people accept their apparent fate passively and
without question. Like Paul it appears he would 'give anything in the world for something
different ... Different from everything ... only I've got nothing ... what's the good of talking.' 136
In Vile Bodies, we no longer find fate an amusing, whimsical friend, as would seem to be the case
in Decline and Fall Comedy remains, but ultimately, Vile Bodies is a tragedy, with satiric
elements, about those incapable of taking meaningful action. This state of affairs, Waugh
implies, will ultimately lead to the destruction so harshly pictured at the 'Happy Ending' of the
novel.
Like Eliot's poems of 1915-1920, Waugh's novels of the late 1920s pose as satire in order
to achieve something more poignant, if less directed: they expose the reader to a reality that,
although funny, is out of control and on the verge of collapse. They invite the reader to recognise
in themselves a similar passivity to the Bright Young Things, and that fate will not always return
them to where they began, as it did Paul Pennyfeather, but that it may lead them to the largest
battlefield the world has ever seen. Waugh rips back the comic fagade to show the tragic reality
underneath, but he implicates us as he does it. We who have nodded sagely at Rothschild's words
or laughed at the Bright Young People are in a society that is headed towards destruction. Like
Outrage, are we 'always just on the verge or revelation, of some sublime and transfiguring
experience'? Are we 'free and unconfined ... born for eternity' or 'resigned ... to the dust'? 137

Vile Bodies seems not to offer an answer except for the dust that forms the basis for the mud of
the battlefield in the last chapter. Vile Bodies is not a proto-Catholic tract, but it places the
reader on the hon1s of the same dilemma that Waugh must have begun to stare at in his own life.

136

Vile Bodies, p.162.

137

Vile Bodies, p.110.
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It presents an unacceptable world and asks 'what now? ' But, like Adam Fenwick-Symes, it has

nothing to offer by way of solution; longing for something different it fears that only the sounds
of battle will return. It is unsurprising that as he worked to complete Vile Bodies Waugh wrote to
Harold Acton that he did not know it was possible to be so miserable and still live. 138 Waugh's
personal crisis had heightened his awareness of the deepening calamity threatening civilisation
itself and of its effects on all in British society as Eliot had. 139

Conclusion.
The poetry T.S. Eliot wrote between 1915 and 1920 shares a common trajectory with Evelyn
Waugh's first two novels. The arc over which these works travel is so similar because both writers
appear to have been grappling at the time of writing with the use of satire. Both were, by nature,
inclined towards satire - they had a sharp sense of what was wrong with the world they lived in.
Their diagnosis was also remarkably similar: the world was filled with people who were losing
moral orientation and connection with each other. 140
Eliot, modelling himself on Jonson, amongst others, used many satiric tactics, including
mock-playfulness, and ironic contrasts to invite the reader to recognise the horror that lies
beneath a detached comic view of the world. He invites the reader into a complex state of mind
in which we are forced to evaluate our laughter against the lurking horror of nihilism or
meaningless death. His satire is in service of something more profound, questioning certain
accepted ways of looking at the world without obviously promoting an alternative. This hypnotic,
mind-altering effect transcends conventional satire, leaving the reader unsettled and uncertain
rather than smugly reaffirming received ideas. It is a literature of insinuation, casting doubt and
quiet repulsion upon us with great subtlety and behind the mask of humour. Ultimately, it
questions whether this world is worth satirising at all.

]38

To Harold Acton, September 1929, Letters, p.39.
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Rebecca West, reviewing Vile Bodies. perceived this when she described the book as funny but serious
- a development in the literature of disillusiomnent 'Vile Bodies has, indeed, apart from its success in being
really funny, a considerable value as a fluther stage in the contemporary literature of disillusionment. That
may be said to have started with Eliot's The Waste Land ... ', West, Fortnightly Review, February 1930,
pp. 273-274 in CH, p.107.
140

In this , their fundamentally pessimistic work gives no indication of W.H. Auden's traditionalist claim
that 'Satire is angry and optimistic; it believes that, once people's attention is drawn to some evil, they will
n1end their ways'. W.H. Auden, foreword to Angus Stewar1, Sense and In consequence, Michael
deHuntington, London, 1972.
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Waugh used similar satirical tactics to Eliot, though his form was more obviously comic.
Beneath Waugh's hilarious comedy there is the same underlying seriousness and perception of
decay in the world that Eliot's work evinces. Although Decline and Fallis 'MEANT TO BE
FUNNY', Waugh used this humour to unsettle the reader. His mysterious, shape-shifting
narrator offers us no hints to help us interpret what we read, we are left isolated with few cues on
what the author wants us to think. This implicit uncertainty is not accidental, for it effectively
strips back our civilised outer garments and reveals our barbarous tendencies. Like Eliot's,
Waugh's characters are often ambiguous. Our sympathy is never wholly with Paul Pennyfeather
for he seems too passive, just as Grishkin and Sweeney are censured, but their alternatives,
Webster and Donne ( and the speaker of 'Whispers of Immortality') and the Sapient Sutlers of
'Mr Eliot's Sunday Morning Service' are equally problematic. Both Waugh and Eliot are creating
an interpretive problem for the reader which provokes unfamiliar emotions and philosophical
questions. Neither is looking to score the conventional points of satire. For both, satire is a pose,
a device to probe deeper.
We have seen Waugh and Eliot flirt with satire and reject it. The pair found themselves
attacking a general malaise not easily isolated. It was the ineffectiveness of traditional satirical
methods to get to the heart of the problem that displeased Eliot - the nub of the problem was
that Eliot sought a literature of 'permanent importance' and he did not find it in satire,
foreseeing that it would lose its apposition. Instead, he sought a broader style or form, a
multidimensional poetry in which satirical tactics could nestle alongside other techniques. In The

Waste Land, Eliot would develop a multivocal poetic language that embraced the novelistic and
dramatic as well as the poetic and satiric. It would involve the use of satiric techniques,
particularly in 'The Fire Sermon' - but it was satire 'in the service of deeper emotion'. Eliot used
it to convey a state of mind and emotion that drew the reader into a state of engagement with text
in a way that distant laughter-inducing satire did not. Importantly the new poetic language would
give Eliot words to more satisfactorily explore his increasingly important theme of 'Original Sin'.
For Waugh too, satiric tendencies became a smaller component in his work as he followed Eliot's
lead into a broader examination of the philosophical causes of a world that could not be satirised.

··~•
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Chapter 2.
'Exiled Condition': Eliot, Waugh and Original Sin.

F lesh and blood is w eak and.frail,
Susceptible to nervous shock 1
T. S. Eli ot
2

I have always kno·wn hell - it is in my bones.
T.S. Eliot

It's quite permiss£bl,e to read the entfre fVaugh canon as an original use
qf original s;,·n.3

Christopher Hitchens

Satire would not do for T.S. Eliot and Evelyn Waugh. In the previous chapter we examined the
appeal of satire to both writers, and their sense that their age was unworthy of satire. This
dissatisfaction led to the production of literature that 'posed' as satire, but actually undermined
the form and revealed individuals and institutions that seem irredeemably decadent. Where
traditional satire attacks from a clear moral position, the 'satiric' works of Waugh and Eliot draw
the reader into an anarchic and nihilistic realm with no apparent way out. The morally orthodox
ideal alternative to reality is missing from these serious 'comic' texts. In the next chapter we
compare The Waste Landwith A Handful ofDust, examining the way they pose as what Waugh
called 'humanist' texts, in a manner similar to the way the earlier works had posed as satires.
In this brief chapter we consider the personal journeys to Christian faith of the two
writers. This is a task which neither man would have completely approved of, both feeling that
there was something inexorable about anyone coming to orthodox Catholic belief. Nevertheless,
their shared theological position on Original Sin, the universal fallen condition of humanity,

1

'The Hippopotamus'.

~ Eliot made this cormnent to Mary Trevelyan, whose diary is cited in Gordon, p.468 .
3

Christopher Hitchens, Introduction to Scoop , p.vi.
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before their profession of any positive beliefs about salvation, bears further investigation. Such a
theology helps us to understand some of the reasons why both writers rejected satire (with its
attempts to reform society) and secular Humanism (with its insistence on the perfectibility of
humanity). The intellectual and detached nature of the conversions of Eliot and Waugh, and the
way they wrote of Christian conversion also marks strong point of similarity. We will also
examine this 'counter-cultural' attitude to faith and belief and the way it affected their art. We
begin, however, with a brief endeavour to grasp the broader trends in faith and belief in Britain
in the years after the First World War.

State of the World.
There is a chapter entitled 'Through Darkest Zeitgeistgesheim' in C.S. Lewis' account of his
philosophical journey to Christian faith through the 1920s, The pj/grim S Regress. The 'pilgrim'
7

of the book, John, finds himself in an audience watching the performance of a primitivist who
sings and dances wearing only a cod-piece. John complains that he cannot understand the
performance, and those around him answer in indignant cacophony: 'that is because you are
looking for beauty ... you have got to realise that satire is the moving force in modern music'; 'It
is the expression of a savage disillusionment'; 'Reality has broken down'; 'Our art must be brutal';
'We lost our ideals when there was a war in this country ... they were ground out of us in the mud
and the flood and the blood. That is why we have to be so stark and brutal.' 4 C.S. Lewis' cynicism
about this type of contemporary brutal nihilism is readily apparent in John's protests: 'But, look
here ... that war was years ago. It was your fathers who were in it: and they are all settled down
and living ordinary lives. '5 Evidently Lewis finds the younger generation self-indulgent and
morally bankrupt in life and art; clearly he feels that a brutal, primitive response to the 'mud and
the flood and the blood' is not going to make for lasting, meaningful or 'good' art. 6

4

C.S . Lewis, The Pilgrim 's R egress, Fount, London, 1998 , pp.51-52.

5

C.S. Lewis, p.52 .

6

Waugh hi111self clain1ed similar things for the writing of the period in an interview late in his life. He was
asked: 'When you were a young writer, were writers trying to shock their public?' He replied: 'The matter
shocked them awfully, really, whatever you wrote. When I began writing it was a great period of shock and
- it was the tin1e of Joynson-Hicks, you know - and things that would now seem quite innocent were
thought to be obscene. I don't mean shocking in that sense, but there was a much more sinister influence
which was to try and reduce prose style to gibbe1ish. And it didn't work with prose. What Mr Cyril
Connolly has called The Breakthrough was in fact the break-up. In painting, architecture and poetry, in
which the common man has a certain feeling of awe so he's prepared to be bamboozled - they accepted
what was offered. But when it caine to prose the English conm1on man knows what prose is, he talks it all
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Lewis' cynicism about his age is readily apparent and has parallels with the satiric work of
Eliot and Waugh in the previous chapter. It is interesting that Lewis, like the other convert
writers satirises the satirists - the disillusionment, satire and savagery of the embittered youth is
queried and rejected. There was widespread belief that the First World War had unleashed a
terrible brutality in society and art. 7 The younger generation who had missed the war were keen
to put the war entirely out of their minds and avoid serious matters of politics altogether: 8
It was not surprising that these post-war young men rebelled; they
rebelled against parental tyranny and the limited conception of life for
which it stood, but still without a constructive policy. They were a
confused generation; "planted in one soil, they found themselves of a
sudden growing into another; and so their growth was arrested. Too
fastidious for the new world, their roots were yet no longer planted in
the old. They were intermediates, like the creatures in Barrie's NeverNever Land who did not quite know what they were. " 9 ·
It was this generation, which emerged in the bewilderment of the 1920s, to which Evelyn Waugh

belonged, and he believed himself to suffer its struggles with rebellion and uncertainty.
The Christian Church was undergoing struggles of its own in during and after the Great
War. George Bernard Shaw put these words in the mouth of a character in Too Good To B e
True:

I stand mid-way between youth and age like a man who has missed his
train: too late for the last one and too early for the next. I have no Bible,
no creed: the war has shot both out of my hands ... 10

the time himself and he wasn't going to be taken in. And there were a lot of A1nericans, headed by one
called Gertrude Stein, who wrote absolute gibberish. Then they hired a poor dotty Irishman called James
Joyce, if you've heard about him - he was thought to be a great influence in my youth - . ' Waugh in 1964
Monitor interview with Elizabeth Jane Howard. Transcript online:
http://www.abbotshill.freeserve.co.uk/Monitor.html
7

For exa1nple D.H. Lawrence's morbid declaration: 'It was in 1915 the old world ended. In the winter
1915-16 the spirit of the old London collapsed.' Lawrence, Kangaroo, Penguin, Harmondsworth, 1988,
p.240. 'The plunge of civilisation into this abyss of blood and darkness .. . it is a thing that so gives away
the whole long age during which we have supposed the world to be, with whatever abaten1ent, gradually
bettering, that to have to take it all now for what the treacherous years were all the while really making for
and meaning is too tragic for any words.' Henry James, The Letters of Henry James, Percy Lubbock (ed.) ,
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1920, vol.2, p.384.
8

'Their exploits showed an outward personality, their attitude an impromptu demonstration against the
dullness and conventionality of social life. Their antics were essentially hannless, often directed against
people's social or intellectual pretensions.' Nicholas Corniney, 'In Society': The Brides head Years,
Pavilion, London, 1986, p.138.
9

Courtney, p.111. Courtney quotes Patrick Balfour, p.160.

10

George Bernard Shaw, Too True To Be Good, p.1167 . Nicholas Courtney disagrees with Shaw, arguing
that the War did anything but speed up what was already occurring: 'The First World War, of itself,
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In his SoCJal History ofBrfrain: Bridsh Society 1914-45, John Stevenson comments that 'one of
the most significant features in twentieth-century Britain has been the decline of organized
religion, judged both in terms of the allegiance and membership of the Christian churches and
their role as arbiters of public conventions and private morality.' 11 A number of historians and
commentators have linked the rise of theological 'Modernism' and the related growth of
liberalism in the church to its decline in numbers and social influence. 12 Stevenson traces the
decline in church membership as a percentage of the adult population beginning in the early
1930s, although the Catholic church grew by more than a million members between 1910 and
1950. Stevenson agrees with many commentators who find the origin of the decline in the First
World War. He quotes Stephen Koss:
However much a commonplace, it is no exaggeration to say that war,
when it came unexpectedly in August 1914, dealt a shattering blow to
organized religion. The churches never recovered from the ordeal,
either in terms of communicants or self-possession. Thereafter, men
looked elsewhere, if anywhere, for their moral certainties. Yet we must
remember that here, as in other situations, wartime experiences only
hastened and intensified trends that were already under way. 13

changed little save to accelerate the ten1po of those changes started decades earlier - such was the speed of
that acceleration that it made the difference between evolution and revolution .... The standards that
prevailed before the war . .. bad largely been diluted. ' Courtney, p.2.
11

John Stevenson, Social Histmy of Britain: British Society 1914-45, Penguin, London, 1990, p .356.

Douglas Patey devotes a useful section in his Waugh biography to the rise of theological Modernism in
which he quotes such in1portant figures who supported or opposed the Moden1ist moven1ent. Patey renunds
us that, 'In the 1920s and 1930s, the word [Moden1ism] referred primarily to developments in theology
born the century before and still controversial. Even when used in a literary or cultural context, Waugh's
language of ' modernism' and the 'n1odern' - along with a related vocabulary including 'subjectivism' and
'humanism' - bears all the n1arks of these theological origins.' Patey then tracks the definition of
'Modernism' from Pope Pius IX through to the exconu11unication of Modernist leaders Alfred Loisy and
George Tyrrell and the 1910 'Oath against Moden1ism' sworn by all Catholic clergy. The principal danger
perceived by the church in Modernism, according to Patey, was its subjectivism, 'belief that the divine is
not available to abstract reason but only in the concrete flow of direct personal experience' . He quotes
Waugh's instructor Fr Martin D 'Arcy who wrote in 1931, that according to the moden1ist 'subjective
experience is the foundation of religious belief.' Patey prefaces his chapter on Modernism with a quotation
from Cardinal Mercier's 1910 book, Modernism: 'Modernism consists essentially in affirming that the
religious soul must draw from itself, from nothlng but itself, the object and 1notive of its faith. It rejects all
revelation imposed upon the conscience, and thus , as a necessary consequence, becomes the negation of
the doctrinal authority of the Chlffch established by Jesus Christ, and it denies, moreover, to the divinely
constituted hierarchy the right to govern Christian society.' Finally, Patey identifies 'humanism' as the
final fruit of the theological shifts occmTing dming the 19th century, one that according to T.E. Hulme set
itself up as an 'alternative to religion.' Patey, pp.51-60. I'v1artin D ' Arey, SJ, The Nature of Belief; Sheed
and Ward, London, 1931, p .231. Cardinal Desire Mercier, Moden1.ism, Burns & Oates, London, 1910. T.E.
Huln1e, Speculations: Essays on Humanism and the Philosophy of Art, Herbert Read (ed.), Routledge,
London, 1936, pp.8-13 .
J'.?.

13

Stephen Koss, Nonconformity in British Politics, Batsford, London, 1975, in Stevenson, p.357.
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Similarly, the decline of the Liberal Party in the 1920s was seen to have consequences for the
nonconformist churches, 'The political disintegration of the Liberal Party and the inability of the
14

nonconformist churches to redefine a political role for them selves went hand in hand. ' Alan
Wilkinson has noted the fresh approach to liturgy and theology brought about by the 'social
gospel', citing the optimistic tone of 1925's Songs ofPraise, and the spread of 'non-sectarian'
Christianity expressed in its 'modernist approach to sacramentalism, its liberal attitudes to other
religions, and its benignly immanentist theology which made it attractive to those in the post-war
period who were impatient of creeds, dogmas, religions and social divisions, and traditional
language about "sin"' .15
What emerges from the studies is a decline in overall numbers in British Churches, with
·a simultaneous growth in the membership of the Catholic Church. The impact of the Great War
on the ability of organised Christian religion to speak with apparent moral authority has been
indicated. Theological Modernism, with its diminished emphases on dogma and sin and its social
gospel, did little for the unity or cultural authority of the Protestant Churches and did not appear
to stem the flow of those exiting them. As Felipe Fernandez-Armesto and Derek Wilson have
observed: 'Theology, like nature, abhors a vacuum', and this is where modernism appeared to
lead for many who eagerly pursued it and those who rejected it. 16 Certainly it was Catholicism's

14

Stevenson, p.359 .

15

Alan Wilkinson, Th e Church of England and the First World 1¥ar, SPCK 1 London, 1978, pp.267, 287289 . Although the war precipitated a landslide of theological liberalism here were those who were dri ven
by the war to emphasise renewed orthodoxy. Wilkinson describes the son1bre view of human nature in the
writing of Bishop Gore: 'human nature, as we have had experience of it in history, presents in great
measure a scene of moral ruin'. Wilkinson, p.243. Felipe Fernandez-Armesto and Derek Wilson describe
the growing ectm1enism of the modernist n1ovement (strongly resisted by the Roman Catholic Church)
which ultimately resulted in the 1948 World Council of Churches as having at its centre 'a theological
vacuum. It is significant that the Roman Catholic church was not alone in holding aloof from it; the
Evangelical Alliance would not touch it either. · Fernandez-Arn1esto and Wilson, Reformation: Christianity
and the World 1500-2000, Bantam, London, 1996, p.264.
16

Fernandez-Armesto and Wilson. p.264. Anthony C. Thiselton notes that 'The vacuum left by Liberalism
is illustrated by the reaction of the Scottish theologian, P.T. Forsyth. Forsyth began as a liberal, but
gradually became disillusioned with what he saw as its shallowness. He discovered the truths, emphasized
by evangelicals, of the centrality of the cross and the power of grace. He comrn.ents, "I was turned from a
Cluistian to a believer; from a lover of love into an object of grace."' Thiselton, 'An Age of Anxiety' in
Ti1n Dowley (ed.), A Lion Handbook of The History of Christianity, Lion, Berkhamsted, 1977, p.595.
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intransigent grasp on the historical claims of Christianity that separated it from the general trend
of theological thought in the Western Church during this period.

17

There were other post-war attempts to meet spiritual needs: the growth of various sects
and cults has been noted; increased interest in Asian religions: Yoga, Buddhism, Chinese and
Indian philosophy and other 'substitutes' for organised religion. Matei Calinescu links the rise of
new forms of utopianism with the demise of traditional Christianity in the post-war period. He
writes that the decline of Christianity coincided with, and sparked, an intensification of religious
need and exploration 'in the guise of an untold flourishing of heterodoxies - in religion proper, in
moral, in social and political thinking, and in aesthetics.' 18 Stevenson notes, for example, the
growth of utopian Marxism in the period, and ascribes to it qualities of a religion:
For some, Marxism undoubtedly offered a system of belief and an
interpretation of the world around them which came close to a quasireligious certainty. Influencing a significant group of intellectuals and
writers in the late 1930s and 1940s as Communist Party membership
rose to a peak of almost 50,000 during the Second World War,
Marxism has a right to be placed in the same league as some of the
dynamic elements in organized religion as a focus of belief and
activity. 19
Stevenson concludes his examination of the impact of religion on British society in the first part
of the 20th century, that 'the religious and intellectual currents which moved men and women ...
and were to influence post-war attitudes' were 'plurality and uncertainty.' 20 A number of those
who espoused Marxism gradually grew weary of it and saw the failure of its utopian vision,

17

In the Protestant churches there were also shifts away from theological modernism represented, for
example, in the work of Karl Barth in the early 1920s, although this had limited impact on the British
churches.
18

Matei Calinescu, Five Faces of Modernity: Modernism, Avant-Garde, Decadence, Kitsch,
Postmodernism, Duke University Press, Durham (North Carolina), 1987, pp.62-63. Calinescu argues that
utopianism was 'perhaps the single most imp011ant event in the rn.oden1 intellectual history of the \Vest.'
He believes the void left by the declining Christianity was filled emerging modernist heterodoxies: 'the
new "vitality" of various "primitivis1ns," the innovative unities of spi1itualism like theosophy, the trust in
111achines and machine efficiency as seen in Taylorism, and finally in the ideal social and economic
con1111unities promoted by political activists of every ideological stripe. These modernist heterodoxies
demonstrate the search for a new sacral core and structure in de-sacralized European culture.' Calinescu,
p.63.
19

Stevenson, p.371. Eliot agreed that Marxis1n was a form of worship, writing that he had 'much syn1pathy
with con1111tmists' but, 'My only objection is the same as n1y objection to the cult of the Golden Calf. It is
better to worship a golden calf than to worship nothing; but that, after all, is not in the circumstances, an
adequate excuse. My objection is that it just happens to be nustaken.' Criterion, 12, April 1933, p.473.
'"!Q

- Stevenson, p.372.
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21

notably W.H. Auden after his experience of the Spanish civil war in 1937. Two individuals who
were never tempted down the path of Marxism but who wrestled greatly with a sense of spiritual
vacuum were T.S. Eliot and Evelyn Waugh.

Eliot and Original Sin.
As early as 1916, T.S. Eliot was espousing the 'Catholic' doctrine of Original Sin. He had been
teaching a course on Modern French Literature at Ilkley, Yorkshire in that year. Eliot's teaching
prospectus from his course is still extant and provides an interesting insight into his intellectual
position at the time. The course focused on Romanticism ( and its concomitant, Humanism) and
the reaction against it in the form of Classicism. Eliot defines Classicism as 'essentially a belief in
Original Sin - the necessity for austere discipline.' 22 In this declaration Eliot apparently follows
his contemporary, the philosopher and poet T.E. Hulme, whose influence on him has been
tracked by Ronald Schuchard. 23 Some have questioned Schuchard's insistence that Eliot was
influenced by Hulme prior to the publication of Hulm e's Speculations in 1924, arguing that Eliot
was more than capable of adopting Augustine's conception of Original Sin independently and
that there were other influences at work on both Hulme and Eliot. 24 Other commentators who

21

Auden was shocked by the 'den1olition, despoiling and enforced closure of the churches in Barcelona,
revolted by the maltreatement of priests' and knew that 'bishops and thousands of priests were .murdered
by Republican supporters.' The horror of what he saw punctured Auden's utopianism and 'began a process
of thought that led to his reversion to Christianity. ' Richard Davenport-Hines, Auden, Minerva Paperback,
London, 1996, pp.168-1 69.
22

Syllabus of a Course of Six Lectures on Modern French Literature, Oxford University Press, Oxford,
1916, pp.4-5, in Moody, Poet, pp.43-44.

23

Ronald Schuchard, "'First-Rate Blaspherny": Baudelaire and the Revised Clu·istian Idiom of T.S. Eliot's
Moral Criticism', English Literary History, 42:2, Summer 1975, pp.276-295 . For more analysis of Huln1e's
influence on Eliot see Ronald Schuchard's book, Eliot's Dark Angel: Intersections of Life and Art, Oxford
University Press, Oxford, 1999, pp.52-70. George Orwell was one early c01nmentator who believed that
Hulme had influenced Eliot, incidentally including Waugh in his list of those others who Hulme had
influenced: 'Wyndhan1 Lewis, T.S . Eliot, Aldous Huxley, Malcolm Muggeridge, Evelyn Waugh and
Graham Greene all probably owe something to hin1.' George Orwell, 'As I Please', Tribune, 24 December
1943, in Orwell, Collected Essays, p.63.
24

Denis Donoghue writes, 'My view is that Hulme was an overrated presence in London literary ]jfe and
that Eliot did not need to be instructed by him on original sin or classicisn1.' Donoghue, 'T. S. Eliot and
Modernism', The Southern Review, 37: 1, Winter 2001, p.168. Eliot did, however, write a letter to Allen
Tate in 1929 in which he confessed, 'Hulme has influenced n1e enormously.' In Paul Douglass, 'Eliot's
Hulme - or Pound's?' ANO: A Quarterly Journal of Short Articles, Notes, and Reviews, 13: 1, Winter 2000,
p.24. Hulme proclai1ned his 'classical' belief that 'man is by nature bad or limited and can consequently
only accon1plish anything of value by disciplines, etlrical, heroic or political. In other words it believes in
Original Sin.' This was contrasted with a sentin1ental 'inability to realise the meaning of the dogma of
Original Sin.' T.E. Hulme, p.13. Eliot, as Schuchard argues, was also drawn to Baudelaire, who had
observed, 'La vrai civilisation n' est pas dans le gaz, ni dans la vapeur, ni dans les tables toumantes. Elle est
dans la di1ninution des traces du peche 01iginal.': 'True civilization is not gas, electricity, or machines/turn
tables, but rather the dinunution of the traces of original sin'. Schuchard, "'First-Rate Blasphemy"', p.281.
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have examined Eliot's conception of Original Sin in detail include Hyatt How Waggoner, Rudolf
Germer and Kenneth Asher. 25 Germer, Schuchard and Asher's articles are well-researched and
thorough examinations of Eliot's religious development in the period between 1910 and 1930,
but they make little effort to consider the effect of Eliot's views about Original Sin on his poetry.
This chapter is intended to provide the theological context in which we can study The Waste

Land and A Handful ofDustin the next chapter.
Eliot saw Original Sin as the disease underpinning the chaos that had infected the world.
This is why he was drawn to a 'satire' that was universal, because it exposed the state of human
decadence; yet theologically he could not commit himself to a literature that might offer some
false hope of reform and renewal without acknowledging the depth of human depravity and the
need for salvation. Eliot's sensibility was one that perceived an innate corruption in the world
before he saw any hope of repairing it. 26 His poems of the period leading up to The Waste Land
point to his growing awareness that his distaste with all local and personal ills pointed to
something bigger and more widespread. Recognition of sinfulness was not a cause for utter
despair but something solid and true one could build on. Human sin was the undeniable fact that
impelled Eliot's religious thinking and his art. It was his deep awareness of this that drove his
satiric tendencies, and simultaneously made him draw back, for satire could not properly operate
in a world that denied sin. After his conversion, Eliot would often write that a recognition of sin
was a first step towards spiritual life and redemption. In 1930 he wrote an essay on Charles
Baudelaire, discussing the French poet's theology:
Baudelaire perceived that what really matters is Sin and Redemption .
. . [T]he recognition of the reality of Sin is a New Life; and the
possibility of damnation is so immense a relief in a world of electoral
reform, plebiscites, sex reform and dress reform, that damnation itself is
an immediate form of salvation - of salvation from the ennui of modem
life, because it at last gives some significance to living. It is this, I
believe, that Baudelaire is trying to express; and it is this which
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Hyatt How Waggoner, 'T.S. Eliot and the Hollow Men', American Literature, 15:2, May 1943, pp.101126. Rudolf Gern1er, 'T.S. Eliot's Religious Development' in Marianne Thon11ahlen (ed.), T.S. Eliot at the
Turn of the Century, Lund University Press, Lund, 1994, pp.91 -103. Kenneth Asher, 'T.S. Eliot and
Ideology', English Literary Histmy, 55:4, Winter 1988, pp.895-915 . Daniel Schenker connects Eliot with
Wyndham Lewis because of their shared 'Calvinistic, postlapsarian approach'. Schenker, Wyndham Lewis,
Religion and jVfodernism, The University of Alabaina Press, Tuscaloosa and London, 1992, p.115.
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Much later Eliot wrote that 'we must ren1ember that whatever refonn or revolution we carry out, the
result will always be a sordid travesty of what human society should be' . The Idea of a Christian Society in
C&C, p.47.
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separates him from the modernist Protestantism of Byron and Shelley.
27
It is ... Sin in the permanent Christian sense, that occupies Baudelaire.
One can be forgiven for detecting an autobiographical quality to Eliot's expression of immense
relief at the recognition of sin and the possibility of damnation being a relief in a world full of
traditional targets for satire. Is it a coincidence that he contrasts Baudelaire with Byron, whose
satire Eliot elsewhere discussed and which we briefly examined in the previous chapter? What
brings Byron and Baudelaire together in Eliot's mind but that their dissatisfaction with their
society was a perception of sin. Eliot deems Baudelaire's expression of it more meaningful than
that of the morals and satire of Byron. 28
In After Strange Gods Eliot reaffirmed that 'the perception of Good and Evil - whatever
choice we may make - is the first requisite of spiritual life.' 29 He was convinced that there was no
possibility of spiritual growth without a clear sense of Original Sin, and that its denial in writing
was spiritually catastrophic. Eliot made this clear as early as 1920, according to Schuchard, in
'Blake' and in his earlier essay on Yeats, entitled 'A Foreign Mind' (1919), that 'eccentricity, or
heresy, grows out of the poet's apparent ignorance or denial of man's imperfect nature and
soul' .30 Schuchard concludes that 'Eliot's moral criticism must no longer be seen as a postconversion indulgence in the application of Anglo-Catholic religious beliefs to literature.' 31
Eliot was likely drawn towards Anglo-Catholicism by his deep sense of sin. An abiding
view in the literature on the poet is that his conception of Original Sin was snatched up as a vital
weapon in the battle against the Humanist Romantics. Even Kenneth Asher leans towards such a
view in his statement that Hulme taught Eliot that the 'irreducible element in the reactionary
compound was a belief in original sin'. Asher's implication seems to be that the conception was
27

'Baudelaire' (1930), SE, p.427.

28

In his first essay on Baudelaire in.1921, Eliot asserted that all 'first-rate' poetry is occupied with
morality, and that Romantics such a 'Rousseau, Byron, Goethe, Poe were moralists. But they have not
sufficient coherence'. 'The Lesson of Baudelaire' , Tyro, l, Spring 1921, p.4 in Schuchard, "'First-Rate
Blasphen1y'", p.281.
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- ASG, p.53 .
30
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Schuchard, '"First-Rate Blasphemy"', p.279.

Schuchard, '"First-Rate Blasphemy"', p.292. Schuchard devotes a large portion of his a11icle to tracing
the shift in Eliot's idiom from the opposed tern1s 'romantic' and 'classic' to the Christian language of
'heresy' and 'orthodoxy'. Eliot's attack on Hmnanism was a pai1 of this shifting idiom. Kenneth Asher
writes also that 'those who trace his development have generally posited a n1ai·ked change in focus in the
n1id-1920s, when he ove1ily declai·ed his allegiances.' Asher feels Eliot's declaration of lus position in For
Lancelot An.drewes merely 'enunciated a position neai·ly two decades in the making.' Asher, pp.899, 904.
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purely pragmatic. 32 Such a view is understandable because Eliot's insistence on the intellectual
nature of his views on faith and religion. It might stand to reason that he would adopt or reject
perspectives in order to test them or use them in particular battles and debates in which he was
engaged. After his conversion Eliot insisted, in one of his rare biographical notes, that he had
proceeded towards faith through negative influences and pursuing scepticism:
No one ever attempted to convert me; and, looking back on my preChristian state of mind, I do not think that such a campaign would have
prospered ... I am sure that for me the strongest outside influences were
negative. Observation of the futility of non-Christian lives has its part;
and also realization of the incredibility of every alternative to
Christianity that offers itself. One may become a Christian partly by
pursuing scepticism to the utmost limit. I owe much, in this way, to
Montaigne, something, in this way, to Bertrand Russell's essay A Free
Man's Worship: the effect this essay had upon me was certainly the
reverse of anything intended. 33
It is possible to interpret Eliot's comments in a way that fits with the theory that he came to faith

by his rejection of Humanism, and this was certainly true, but it is equally true that Eliot was
driven on by 'the futility of non-Christian lives', including his own. Such futility confirmed his
sense of universal sin, and there is much in evidence in his early poems. Eliot's comments about
his conversion are often compared with his remarks on the conversion of Blaise Pascal, which are
generally regarded as autobiographical:
The Christian thinker - and I mean the man who is trying consciously
and conscientiously to explain to himself the sequence which
culminates in faith ... proceeds by rejection and elimination. He finds
the world to be so and so; he finds its character inexplicable by any
non-religious theory: among religions he finds Christianity, and
Catholic Christianity, to account most satisfactorily for the world and
especially for the moral world within. 34

32

Asher, p.898 . See also Cleo McNelly Kearns, who cmnments that Eliot's 'temperamental aversion to
liberal and revisionist religious views was strengthened' by the likes of Hulme, Maurras and Claudel.
Kearns, 'Religion, literature, and society' in Moody, Companion, p.88. Northrop Frye also assess Eliot's
actiuon in pragmatic tenns when he writes that for Eliot 'Latin and Catholic Europe began to look like a
cultural and political ally.' Frye, TS. Eliot, p.18.
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A Sermon Preached in Magdalene College Chapel, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1948, p.5,
in Germer, pp.97-98. In his essay Bertrand Russell rejected Christian notions of sin, evil and hell as human
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Again, Eliot writes about 'rejection and elimination', but notes that the quest is for a theory that
accounts for 'the.moral world within.' Eliot expressed the same sentiment in a letter to his friend
Paul Elmer More, writing of 'the void that I find in the middle of all human happiness and all
human relations, and which there is only one thing to fill. I am one whom this sense of void tends
to drive towards asceticism or sensuality, and only Christianity helps to reconcile me to life,
which is otherwise disgusting.' 35 The theory of reconciliation and filling of the perceived void
must come after a sense of sin, of good and evil. So it was that Eliot fundamentally agreed with
G.K. Chesterton, who declared in his Orthodo..rythat thinking about theology must begin with
human sin:
The ancient masters of religion ... began with the fact of sin - a fact as
practical as potatoes. Whether or no man could be washed in
miraculous waters, there was no doubt at any rate that he wanted
washing .... Certain new theologians dispute original sin, which is the
only part of Christian theology which can really be proved. 36
It was his sense of Original Sin that underpinned Eliot's inclination towards a satire that was

universal - Sweeney is as much an embodiment of it as the sapient sutlers. It was this 'world' of
decadence and associated horror that Eliot welcomed in the writing of Ben Johnson and Edith
Wharton and which he aimed at in his own poetry of humour, which was serious. For Evelyn
Waugh too, satiric tendencies and frustration with his society originated from his sense of
morality. Eliot had approvingly cited T.E Hulme's assessment of the human condition: 'man
himself is judged to be essentially limited and imperfect. He is endowed with Original Sin .... A
man is essentially bad, he can only accomplish anything of value by discipline'. 37 We have already
read above that in 1916 Eliot defined Original Sin as the recognition of 'the necessity for austere
discipline.' For Waugh too, the need for discipline grew very apparent by the mid-1920s. He
attacked his own generation, those who had been too young to go to war, for their dissipation and
stated their need of discipline:
The only thing which could have saved these unfortunate children was
the imposition by rigid discipline, as soon as it became possible, of the
standards of civilization. This was still possible in 1918 when the
young schoolmasters came back to their work. Unfortunately ... [t]hey
returned with a jolly tolerance of everything that seemed "modem."
35

Eliot to Paul Elmer More, Shrove Tuesday 1928, in Moody, Poet, pp.11-12.
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Every effort was made to encourage the children at the Public Schools
to "think for themselves." ... Their crude little opinions were treated
with respect. Preachers in the school chapel week after week entrusted
the future to their hands. It is hardly surprising that they were Bolshevik
at eighteen and bored at twenty. 38
Waugh could write knowingly of his generation, for he was a typical representative of it, and
probably by 1929 felt that the lack of discipline in his own upbringing had let him wander astray,
following his corrupt whims.

Waugh and the Fall of Man.
As a young boy, Evelyn Waugh was piously devoted to a very ritualistic version of AngloCatholicism, to which he had been introduced by his aunts while on his summer holidays at
Midsomer Norton. 39 In 1917, when he went to the Anglo-Catholic Lancing College on the South
Downs, he was exposed to theological modernism by one of his school masters and his faith was
eroded. He would later comment in an article: 'This learned and devout man inadvertently made
me an atheist.' 40 On 13 June 1921, the 17 year-old Waugh wrote in his diary: 'In the last few
weeks I have ceased to be a Christian (sensation off!) I have realized that for the last two terms
at least I have been an atheist in all except the courage to admit it to myself.' 41 Waugh's friend
Dudley Carew recollected the event in his own diary:
Evelyn ... has discovered he is an agnostic but is willing to admit that
God probably does exist as a force, like heat or electricity. "I am
convinced there is no ultimate good or evil ... There's a kink in one
man's brain which is attracted to what we call good & in another to
what we call evil." 42

It is interesting that Waugh put his crisis of faith in moral terms. His growing moral relativism
meant that God no longer seemed real and important. While at Oxford, from 1922, Waugh lived
out his more permissive beliefs with enthusiasm becoming a prominent member (secretary) of
the Hypocrites' Club, infamous for its drunkenness and debauchery. In his autobiography he
described the time as one of 'uninhibited revelry.' 43 Spiritually, it appears to have been an
38
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ambiguous time for Waugh: while professing atheism he would to occasionally attend chapel and
also lectures given at the Newman Society (for Catholic undergraduates), including one by G.K.
44

Chesterton. He also heard Roman Catholic convert Ronald Knox speak at the Oxford Union.
Around this time several of Waugh's friends began to drift towards Catholicism, including
Christopher Hollis and Alastair Graham , to whom Waugh was closely attached at the time. 45

Waugh himself appears to have been content to remain agnostic, and had been the only one of
Hollis's friends to attempt to dissuade him from joining the Catholic Church. Even then, Waugh
admitted that amidst his antagonism for Catholicism: 'Chesterton beckons like a star' .46
In Waugh's diaries of the period between around 1925 and 1928 there is an ambivalent
depiction of licentious partying on one hand, and growing disgust with himself and his peers, on
the other. 47 During part of the period Waugh was infatuated with Olivia Plunket Greene but was
driven to jealousy and condemnation by her antics at parties and nightclubs, describing her love
of the Charleston dance as 'disgusting' .48 In 1928 Waugh published his biography of Dante
Gabriel Rossetti. Martin Stannard argues that Waugh felt a deep kinship with the artist whom
Waugh described as a 'Catholic without the discipline or consolation of the Church' and as
having a 'spiritual inadequacy, a sense of ill-organisation about all he did. ' 49 There is some
indication that Waugh had taken on the book in order to correct the ill-organisation he perceived
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Waugh wrote an article for the Oxford Isis about Knox stealing the show at the Oxford Union 'Father
Knox showed how from the anthropological considerations of our present ideas about food and drink, the
apportionment of work between men and women, burial customs and drama, we were rapidly approaching
the civilization of the savage.' Isis, 20 February 1924, EAR, p.19 .
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In his diary of Sunday 20 Septen1ber 1925, Waugh complains that 'Chris and Alastair began a
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I did not know Cluis had it in him to be such a bore. Catholicism and the Colonies seem rather stultifying.'
A year beforehand, on 13 Septen1ber 1924, Waugh recorded that 'Alastair joined the Italian Church'.
Diaries, pp .223, 178.
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We can trace Waugh's battle against personal intemperance, '[T]hey are to be my last days of this sort of
life - or so I am detern1ined .. . I am resolved to attempt again a life of sobriety, chastity and obedience.'
Wednesday 22 Sept 1926, Diaries, p.265. For evidence of unrelieved debauchery during the period see
Diaries, pp .239-241, 244,252,256,265, 281 : 'Next Thursday I am to visit a Father Underhill about being
a parson . Last night I was very drunk. How odd those two sentences seen1 together.' (This was the night he
was sacked for having attempted to seduce the school matron the night before). After rus n1a.1Tiage broke up
he returned to this lifestyle. See Diaries, pp.310, 312-316.
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Tuesday 22 Decen1ber 1925, Diaries , p.236. Several days later Waugh recounts his failed attempts to set
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regret it.' Diaries, p.240 .
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in himself in order to avoid travelling down the 'failed ' path of Rossetti. But there is not enough
evidence to sustain any arguments that Waugh was already a proto-Catholic. We know only that
50

he later described it as a time when he was very far from God and the Church. Yet, less th an
two years later Waugh was received into the Roman Catholic Church. For Waugh, it was a logical
step in the process of growing up that he face his exiled position and seek salvation:
All the agonies and annoyances of growing up, which may last a
lifetime, spring from the slow, necessary realization of the truth of the
fall of Adam, and of the exiled condition of his progeny. 51
Although, like Eliot, Waugh kept his faith private in many ways, we do know that he embraced
the Catholic doctrine of Original Sin. In his first article, written shortly after he had been
received into the church, to explain why he had 'Converted to Rome', he concluded by noting:
'The Protestant attitude seems often to be, "I am good; therefore I go to church," while the
Catholic's is, "I am very far from good; therefore I go to church.' 52 This was, no doubt, intended
to be a telling blow upon a liberal Protestant view of the world that denied the innate sinfulness
of humanity. Waugh apparently wanted to communicate that he had turned to Catholicism partly
because Original Sin made sense to him, whereas Romantic Humanism felt false and indecisive.
In this he resonates strongly with Eliot and it may not be coincidental that Waugh was instructed
for the Church by the Jesuit, Father Martin D'Arcy, a friend of T.S. Eliot who was ardently
opposed to theological modernism and secular Humanism. 53 By the late 1930s, Waugh's view was
delivered even more clearly:
The widely accepted hypothesis of the Fall of Man and the Atonement
- leaving aside the supernatural credentials on which they are held did and still do explain the peculiar position of man in the uni verse.
Remove them and, if you have a sanguine temperament, you must
believe that only the most flimsy and artificial obstructions keep man
from boundless physical well-being. 54
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Waugh was quoted in chapter 1 as saying of his personal beliefs at the time of the writing of Vile Bodies
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Face intervjew, BBC, 1960. Transcript online: http ://www.abbotshill .freeserve.eo .uk/Con1pleteFace.htm
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In RobbelJ' Under Law: The Mexjcan Object Lesson he put forward a credo founded on his
belief that: 'Man is, by nature an exile, and will never be self-sufficient or complete on this
earth' .55 It became something of a favourite statement of Waugh's, repeated with variations
elsewhere:
Man is by nature an exile, haunted, even at the height of his prosperity,
by nostalgia for Eden; individually and collectively he is always in
search of an oppressor who will take responsibility for his ills. The
Treaty of Versailles, Sanctions, Jews, Bolshevists, Bankers, the Colour
Bar - anything will do so long as he can focus on it his sense of
grievance and convince himself that his own inadequacy is due to some
·
extenor
cause. 56
Waugh's sense of humanity's separation from others and from God was explained by Original Sin
and healed by nothing other than the compassion of the Word becoming flesh:
The children of Adam are not a race of noble savages who need only a
di vine spark to perfect them. They are aboriginally corrupt. Their tiny
relative advantages of intelligence and taste and good looks and good
manners are quite insignificant. The compassion and condescension of
the Word becoming flesh are glorified in the depths. 57
David Wykes, writing on Waugh's conversion, argues: 'Waugh's conversion to Catholicism
concluded a stage of his life and completed the system of ideas that, not greatly modified, was to
be his intellectual equipment for the rest of his life.' 58 Wykes tells us: 'All of Waugh's opinions
are adjusted to the idea of man as a fallen creature, never to be perfected except by God's grace,
operative only in the life to come. Individual and collective effort, without reliance on the
redemption offered by God through the Incarnation was inevitably futile. ' For Waugh: 'those
who failed to recognize earth as a place of exile were doomed to lives of meaningless chaos and
59

frustration' . Wykes' belief that Catholicism only 'completed' his system of ideas fits with our
reading of his early novels. For these novels are filled with evidence of Original Sin and the
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ending of Vile Bodjes is as horrific an image of destruction and human callousness as can be
found in Eliot's poetry.
In the work and lives of both writers Original Sin was present before a sense of salvation
and hope founded on the Christian gospel. Both were drawn to faith, not by the majesty of the
Church but by their horror of themselves and the world. Such a confrontation with human
sinfulness was a starting point for Chesterton's argument for Orthodoxy, and it would become
the starting point for Waugh and Eliot also. Waugh described the recognition of the fall of Adam
and one's exile as part of the process of growing up. We have seen the 'hunger for permanence'
of Waugh's Bright Young People; their creator believed that they needed to see their exiled state
before any progress towards permanence could be made. Impermanence must be acknowledged
for there to be hope. Eliot expressed the same sentiment in his first essay on Dante: 'The
contemplation of the horrid or sordid or disgusting, by an artist, is the necessary and negative
aspect of the impulse toward the pursuit of beauty.' 60 Eliot also praised Machiavelli for his
unflinching description of the truth of fallen human kind. 61 It was this attitude of emphasising sin
before the beauty and the glory that brought the two writers into conflict with trends in society
and art, particularly in the form of secular Humanism.

Humanism.
In his controversial lectures published as After Strange Gods T .S Eliot went on the attack against
all philosophy that denied Original Sin:
At this point I shall venture to generalise, and suggest that with the
disappearance of the idea of Original Sin, with the disappearance of the
idea of intense moral struggle, the human beings presented to us both in
poetry and in prose fiction to-day, and more patently among the serious
writers than in the underworld of letters, tend to become less and less
real. It is in fact in moments of moral and spiritual struggle depending
upon spiritual sanctions, rather than in those "bewildering minutes" in
which we are all very much alike, that men and women come nearest to
being real. If you do away with this struggle, and maintain that by
tolerance, benevolence, inoffensiveness and a redistribution or increase
60
61

'Dante', The Sacred Wood, pp.168-169.

'Machiavelli was no fanatic; he merely told the truth about humanity. The world of human motives
which he depicts is true - that is to say, it is humanity without the addition of superhuman Grace. It is
therefore tolerable only to persons who have also a definite religious belief; to the effort of the last three
centm·ies to supply religious belief by belief in Humanity the creed of l\1achiavelli is insupportable ...
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of purchasing power, combined with a devotion, on the part of an elite,
to Art, the world will be as good as anyone could require, then you
62
must expect human being to become more and more vaporous.

It was against those who denied Original Sin and promoted tolerance, benevolence and
inoffensiveness that Eliot and Waugh took up arms. Those who did away with moral struggle and
asserted the fundamental goodness of human nature Eliot termed Romantics, whose
descendants Eliot believed were the modern Humanists such as Irving Babbitt and Norman
Foerster who denied the inner voice of the Romantics but still believed in the human capacity for
self-improvement. 63 Waugh attacked those in Europe who are now 'falling back helplessly for
moral guidance on their own tenderer feelings'. 64 In the same 1916 course in which he defined
Classicism, T.S. Eliot commented that Romanticism is characterised by a struggle aga1nst:

'A uthon'tyin matters of religion', and towards a): 'Exaltation of the persona/and .indjVJdual
above the typjcal; 'Emphasis upon feeling rather than thought; b ): 'Humanitarianism: belief in
the fundamental goodness of human nature', and c): 'Depreciation of fonn in art, and
glorification of spontaneity.' 65 D.E.S. Maxwell summarises the Romantic position in a manner
that Eliot would have approved of:
Underlying the doctrine was the assumption that man's innate goodness
would in the end overcome his weakness. Godwin in political theory
and Shelley in his poetry had both proclaimed the perfectibility of man.
On this assumption romantic theory can be justified. For if man is
perfectible then he must contain within himself at least the seeds of the
perfect ethic and the perfect art: to follow the guidance of an inner
voice is therefore unimpeachable, and the important thing in a work of
art is not the object considered, but what the author felt about the
object. This is the romantic fallacy. 66
Eliot was very blunt about Romanticism around 1920, declaring: 'there is no place for it in
67

letters. ' The personal and social fragmentation that Eliot saw in Romantic Humanism, he
diagnosed as a lack of the adhesive of external authority and discipline. For Eliot, the Romantic
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assertion of the individual voice undermined a sense of external authority, and a set of objective
principles by which art could be judged. Eliot saw Matthew Arnold as one who had played a key
part in the rise of Romantic Humanist thought. 68
For both Eliot and Waugh the word 'humanist' denoted a human-centred view of the
world that ignores the spiritual realm, and the fallenness of mankind, concentrating instead on
improving life through controlling behaviour rather than mindset. 69 Humanism is a topic that
Eliot wrote a great deal about in the early 1930s. After their conversions both Waugh and Eliot
configure Humanism in theological terms, seeing the danger it causes when it establishes itself as
an alternative to Christian religion, as Eliot states:
Humanism is either an alternative to religion, or is ancillary to it. To my
mind, it always flourishes most when religion has been strong; and if
you find examples of humanism which are anti-religious, or at least in
opposition to the religious faith of the place and time, then such
humanism is purely destructive, for it has never found anything to
replace what it destroyed. 70
Eliot sees a- or anti- religious Humanism as a negative, destructive philosophy, one that is
damaging to the individual and society when not checked by the positive of religious belief. In
'Second Thoughts about Humanism' (1929), Eliot remarked:
Humanism is valuable (a) by itself, in the "pure humanist" who will not
set up humanism as a substitute for philosophy and religion, and (b) as
a mediating and corrective in a positive civilization founded upon
definite belief. 71

It is clear that neither Waugh nor Eliot saw their society as one where definite belief flourished
and that far too many of their contemporaries were setting up Humanism as a substitute for
68
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philosophy and religion. It is remarkable also that Eliot uses similar language about the place of
Humanism as that of satire - Humanism and satire have a place in a stable civilisation, but not in
the present age, which it is implied, is decadent and rife with unbelief.
Romantic Humanism's Pelagian denial of Original Sin and its concomitant suppression
of the 'divine' made it, as Eliot perceived it, its own worst enemy: 'The humanist has suppressed
the divine, and is left with a human element which may quickly descend again to the animal from
which he has sought to raise it.' 72 Eliot also spoke on tendencies in contemporary classicism: 'The
present day movement is partly a return to the ideals of the seventeenth century. A classicist in
art and literature will therefore be likely to adhere to a monarchical form of government, and to
the Catholic Church.' 73 This was more than a decade before Eliot became an Anglo-Catholic, but
he recognised that the Church stood on the same ground as the Classicists against Romantic
Humanism's assertion that man was perfectible. After becoming a member of the Church Eliot
continued to regard it as alone against the World:
The Universal Church is to-day, it seems to me, more definitely set
against the World than at any time since pagan Rome. I do not mean
that our times are particularly corrupt. I mean that Christianity, in spite
of certain local appearances, is not, and cannot be within measurable
time, "official". The World is trying the experiment of attempting to
form a civilized but non-Christian mentality. The experiment will fail;
but we must be very patient in awaiting its collapse; meanwhile
redeeming the time: so that the Faith may be preserved alive through
the dark ages before us; to renew and rebuild civilization, and save the
World from suicide. 74
Eliot saw himself as part of a battle to save civilisation, seeing the experiment to form a 'civilized
but non-Christian mentality' as an indication of the negative impact of Humanist thinking. It is
also instructive for us to note that in 1930 Waugh described the present situation in nearly
identical terms:
It seems to me that in the present phase of European history the
essential issue is no longer between Catholicism, on one side, and
Protestantism, on the other, but between Christianity and Chaos .... In
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries the choice before any educated
72
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European was between Christianity, in whatever form it was presented
to him in the circumstances of his upbringing, and, on the other side, a
polite and highly attractive skepticism. So great, indeed, was the
inherited subconscious power of Christianity that it was nearly two
centuries before the real nature of this loss of faith became apparent.
Today we can see it on all sides as the active negation of all that
western culture has stood for. Civilization ... the whole moral and
· artistic organization in Europe - has not in itself the power of survival.
It came into being through Christianity, and without it has no
significance or power to command allegiance. The loss of faith in
Christianity and the consequential lack of confidence in moral and
social standards have become embodied in the ideal of a materialistic,
mechanized state ... It is no longer possible, as it was in the time of
Gibbon, to accept the benefits of civilization and at the same time deny
the supernatural basis upon which it rests. 75
These two statements provide real insight into the similar philosophical and theological positions
that Waugh and Eliot came to adopt. Of course, 1930 is eight years after the publication of The

Waste Land and four years before the publication of A Handful ofDust There is no question
that by then, both authors saw themselves on the side of Christian faith against a world that no
longer saw that faith as necessary to the civilisation that it had nurtured. For Waugh and Eliot,
Humanism was a·philosophy that tried to accept the benefits of civilisation while denying the
'supernatural basis upon which it rests.'
For Waugh, there was only a short period of time between acknowledging the universal
decadence and attacking the idea that it could be successfully satirised in Decline and Fall and
Vile Bodies, and his conversion in 1930. For Eliot, the period was longer between his discussion
of Original Sin in his 1916 lecture and his 1927 reception into the Church. He acknowledged that
human sin necessitated discipline, but initially he felt that such discipline could be found away
from the hypocritical and enervate church that he had attacked in 'Mr Eliot's Sunday Morning
Service.' Eliot's mistrust of the sinful inner voice led him to look actively for outside authority. In
1919 he believed this authority to exist in the literary tradition, an external authority that could
give his poetry resonance and that it could join as part of a 'simultaneous existence' to form a
'simultaneous order'. 76
In 'Tradition and the Individual Talent' Eliot wrote of the need to connect the poet with
'the mind of Europe ... a mind which he learns in time to be much more important than his own
75
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private mind.' 77 He put it most clearly and anti-Romantically when he claimed, 'The progress of
the artist is a continual self-sacrifice, a continual extinction of personality.' 78 The emphasis on the
communal, historical mind of Europe, absorbed by the artist in place of his own personality, is in
provocative and pointed opposition to the Romantic embrace of the private mind expressed.
Where Eliot differed from his Augustan predecessors was in his conception of a tradition that
does not remain static: for him it was constantly being built upon and into. For Eliot it had a
presence as much as any contemporary and he believed that what was added to it by him and his
contemporaries could change the pastness of the past. Tradition could not be passively received
but must be actively pursued and embraced by any poet who would aim to submit himself to it.
D .E.S. Maxwell, who is clearly an admirer of Eliot's poetic theory, defends it against attacks from
those who argue that it might destroy a poet's inherent enthusiasm. He claims that it is an
antidote to passivity and that it is 'the sole remaining hope for the construction of ordered art.' 79
Maxwell concludes that for Eliot ( and perhaps himself), 'Tradition is the poetic authority
because it contains the nature of poetic truth - order and design .... The true starting point is an
understanding of the nature of the already existing pattern, and a willingness to find a community
on the basis of that understanding.' 80
Ultimately, Eliot ran foul of his cynicism about attempts to set up a 'positive' philosophy
or doctrine without a foundational religion. This failure is documented by The Waste Land,
examined in the neAi chapter. Like his Harvard mentor, Irving Babbit, during this period Eliot
espoused a view of tradition, continuity and self-discipline without a supernatural foundation. 81
Shortly after his conversion Eliot would write on his perception of the dangers of 'The
Humanism of Irving Babbitt' in 1928:
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The centre of Mr. Babbitt' s philosophy is the doctrine of humanism ...
The problem of humanism is undoubtedly related to the problem of
religion. Mr. Babbitt makes it very clear, here and there throughout the
book, that he is unable to take the religious view - that is to say that he
cannot accept any dogma or revelation; and that humanism is the
82
alternative to religion.
In the same essay Eliot also wrote, 'Humanism is either an alternative to religion, or is ancillary
to it. ... You cannot make humanism itself into a religion. What Mr. Babbitt, on one side, seems
to me to be trying to do is make humanism - his own form of humanism - work without
religion.' 83 Eliot's attempt to submit himself to the literary tradition formed its own type of
Humanist religion; his attempt to escape from that which he rejected was ultimately founded
upon it. Frank Kermode comments on Eliot's movement away from Humanism: 'The classicist in
literature might, for a time, rest content with the traditionalist, even elitist humanism of Babbitt;
but there was an element of mysticism also, and a scholastic sense of the complexities of time and
eternity, that impelled him to a Catholic Christianity and a conservative-imperialist politics.' 84
We might, perhaps add to Kermode's mysticism Eliot's deep-seated sense of horror and sin. In
his Page-Barbour Lectures in 1933 he expressed his revised views: 'Tradition by itself is not
enough; it must be perpetually criticised and brought up to date under the supervision of what I
call orthodoxy' .85 He wrote in 1930 of his conversion from Humanism to 'dogmatic religion':
Humanism has much to say of Discipline and Order and Control; and I
have parroted these terms myself. I found no discipline in humanism;
only a little intellectual discipline from the study of philosophy. But the
difficult discipline is the discipline and training of emotion; this the
modem world has great need of; so great that it hardly understand what
the word means; and this I have found is only attainable through
dogmatic religion .... Only those have the right to talk of discipline
who have looked into the Abyss.' 86
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For Eliot and Waugh, the Catholic Church stood against the nihilism unleashed in society by the
Great War and in increasingly liberal Protestant churches. It was the intransigence of the Church
that appealed to them. But for Eliot, staring into the 'Abyss' preceded and prompted his quest
for escape and salvation. The Waste Landmarks interesting territory in that it appears to
exercise faith in a tradition, but as Kenneth Asher says (unfortunately, only in passing): 'In The
Waste Land ... the eroded tradition is conceived of as a series of interlocking rituals designed to
contain the manifestations of Original Sin.' 87 Belief in Original Sin gave Eliot a clear sense of
what was wrong with civilisation, and this belief naturally emerged in his poetry; in evidence in
the poems we looked at in the first chapter, and even more in evidence in The Waste Land Eliot
spoke to his society from within, looking to provide a glimpse into the Abyss in order to give
people the right to 'talk of discipline'. Eliot had seen from within Humanism that the 'recognition
of Sin is a New Life', and his poems were to some extent 'humanist', as we shall see in the next
chapter. Waugh too had emerged from an adolescent Humanist perspective, having believed that
there was 'no ultimate good or evil', to a position that recognised a 'radical instability in our
world-order'. 88 One reviewer of Vile Bodies had commented that 'Mr Waugh has a missionary
ambition, less, perhaps, to save souls than to expose what pass for souls.' 89 This was a perceptive
observation because it recognised that Waugh offered no positive 'satiric' solutions in his writing
but that he wanted to bring his readers to a state of spiritual awareness. After his wife left him in
1929 Waugh was overwhelmed with despair and remarked to his brother, 'The trouble about the
world today is that there's not enough religion in it. ' 90 Waugh's ne1.1: novels would demonstrate
the despairing horror of a Humanist world, where God and religion were largely absent; this
theme would climax in Decline and Fall
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Chapter 3.
'All I Had to Say About Humanism': A Handful of

Dust and The Waste Land
[I]t is not necessary here to argue whether the other-worldly or the humanistic ideal is
"higher". The point is that they are incompatible. One must choose between God and
Man, and all 'radicals ' and 'progressives', from the mildest liberal to the most extreme
anarchist, have in effect chosen Man. 1

George Orwell
my house is a decayed house 2
T.S. Eliot

I will show you fear in a handful of dust. It has been well documented that the ominous title and
epigraph of Evelyn Waugh's fourth novel, A Handful ofDust, derive from 'The Burial of the
3

Dead', the first section of T.S. Eliot's 1922 poem, The Waste Land The origins of Waugh's title
are recognised but his reasons for using Eliot's poem, and the magnitude of the similarity of
sensibility of the two texts, is less well documented. Harold Acton boldly described Waugh's
novel as 'a prose analogue to T.S. Eliot's Waste Land, although few critics have wrestled with
4

such a claim. What emerges from a comparison of these texts is their remarkable similarity in
perspective, themes and technique and the correspondence of sensibility that shaped them.
Numerous critics have mentioned the epigraph and its source in passing, paying little
further attention. This tradition began in the newspaper reviews of the novel when it was first
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George Orwell, 'Reflections on Gandhi', Partisan Revie1v, January 1949. Online:
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published. 5 In the 1950s and 60s, when the first monographs on Waugh emerged and references
to his works appeared in overviews of the 20th century novel, critics alluded briefly to the
reference to Eliot in the title. 6 More recently, Waugh's biographers have commented on the
origin of the novel's title.7 Notwithstanding the regular references to Waugh's chosen epigraph,
critical assessment of the relationship between A Handful ofDust and The Waste Landhas been
largely superficial, with a few exceptions.
Peter E. Firchow's 1971 essay and Nicholas Joost's in 1976 represent the fullest, still very
brief, assessments of Waugh and Eliot in English. More recently there has been a short
examination of the similarities of the poet and the novelist by D.J. Dooley and David Lodge. But
Sally Atkins Paulsell in her full-length dissertation on Waugh, Eliot and Aldous Huxley does not
devote any space at all to examining the interplay of A Handful ofDust and The Waste Land

8

The only detailed comparison of the two texts has been in Italian by Giovanni Cecchin. Cecchin's
appears to be the only article in any language devoted entirely to the influence of Eliot's poetry
on Waugh's entire oeuvre. He mounts an argument that Waugh's novelistic technique is heavily
9

influenced by Eliot's poetic use of the 'objective correlative'. Cecchin devotes several pages to A
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Handful ofDust, and its links with The Waste Land Although most of his conclusions are
different from those of this thesis, Cecchin's article is the only exception to the otherwise scant
examination of the degree and type of correspondence between Eliot's poem and Waugh's novel.
Such a correspondence is deeper and more pronounced than other studies have indicated.
In the first chapter we examined the use of satire in the early poems of T .S. Eliot and
novels of Evelyn Waugh. Comparisons of these texts revealed a shared frustration with trends in
contemporary British society cloaking an even deeper dissatisfaction with human failings. The
texts implicate even the speaker and reader in a manner that uses the techniques of satire, but
which transcends it, offering no alternative world view but illustrating the void that must be filled.
What emerges in the work that follows these early 'satirical' texts are a poem and a novel which
assess the nature and cause of the void diagnosed in the previous work. In the last chapter, we
saw that the two writers defined this void as Original Sin, even before their conversions.
Acknowledging human sinfulness brought them into conflict with a dominant perspective in life
and art: the Humanism that had evolved from a Romantic world view which asserted human
perfectibility and denied the supernatural. Eliot and Waugh were in agreement that Humanism
was a root cause of individual and social moral dryness and decay. In a development of their
natural inclination for satire and literary posture, The Waste Land and A Handful ofDust attack
not from without, but from within: adopting the stance and perspective of Humanism to expose
its inadequacies in a brutal and horrific world. They make their case against Humanism by be1ng
Humanist texts. The spiritual dimension of the work of both writers becomes increasingly
apparent as they explore the widespread mouldering of houses, devotion to false images and the
thwarted search for external authority. Both texts feature a failed 'humanist' quest for a city,
indicted because the city is couched in unreal, perverted terms. The influence of Eliot upon
Waugh becomes clearer at this time, as the young novelist adapted the familiar theme and many
of the techniques of The Waste Landin A Handful ofDust, flagging his serious intentions and
desire to be regarded as a literary artist on the side of civilisation against chaos.

con-elative » che e alla base del libro, cioe il ten1a della foresta nel suo significato di violenza e di
nusteriosi poteri bestiali. ' pp.249-250, 250.
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Waugh's Familiarity with Eliot.
When he wrote A Handful ofDust Evelyn Waugh was thoroughly familiar with The Waste Land
and T.S. Eliot's other poetry. He had been first exposed to Eliot while at Oxford by his urbane
friends Brian Howard and Harold Acton; it was Acton who had famously recited the poem
through a megaphone from the balcony of one of the colleges.

10

Eliot's impact on Waugh's

contemporaries was enormous. One peer, Cyril Connolly, asks: 'For what can convey the
veritable brain-washing, the total pre-occupation, the drugged and haunted condition which this
new poet induced in some of us?'

11

Although not as superficially smitten by Eliot as many of his

friends, Waugh's various remarks on the poet indicate an early acknowledgment and
appreciation the quality and importance of Eliot's poetry and Waugh's belief that it spoke for,
about, and to, the post-war generation.

12

His abiding interest and study of the poet is clear from

regular references in his private diary and his published articles throughout the 1920s and 30s.

13

10

Waugh wrote of Ac ton : 'Harold brought with him the air of the connoisseurs of Florence and the
innovators of Paris, of Berenson and Gertrude Stein, Magnasco and T. S. Eliot; above all , of the three
Sitwells . .. Harold led me far away from Francis Crease to the baroque and the rococo and to the Waste
Land.' ALL, p .1 97. SJ, p.80. Acton and Howard were the model for Bridesliead Revisited's Anthony
Blanche who recites Eliot's poe.m from a balcony. BR , p .34.
11

Cyril Connolly, 'T.S. Eliot: l ', The Evening Colonnade, David Bruce & Watson, London, 1973, p.250.
Waugh comn1ented in his marginalia of Connolly's pseudonymously published The Unquiet Grave, 'He
has the authentic lack of scholarship of 1ny generation . . . the authentic love of leisure and liberty and good
living, the authentic romantic snobbery, the authentic waste-land sense of despair, the authentic high gift of
expression.' Cited in Robert Murray Davis, 'Man Overboard: Cyril Connolly in Austin', Evelyn Waugh
Nev1 Jsletter & Studies, 27: 1, 1993, p .3. E.M. Forster also commented on the effect of T .S. Eliot on the
younger generation, 'Mr Eliot's work, particularly The Waste Land, has made a profound in1pression on
them, and given them precisely the food they needed. And by "the young" I 1nean those n1en and women
between the ages of eighteen and thirty whose opinions one most respects, and whose reactions one most
admires. He is the most important author of their day, his influence is enormous, they are inside his
idiom ... ' E .M . Forster, Abinger Harvest, Edward Arnold, London, 1936, (1965 reprint), pp. I 08 -109.
12

Waugh's friend Dudley Carew recalls: 'I remen1ber him insisting that I buy The Waste Land. His
reactions were still subjective and instinctive and he was at all times extreme in his response to his friends
and the ideas they represented.' Dudley Carew, 'He-Evelyn and She-Evelyn' in David Pryce-Jones (ed.),
pp.44-45 .

Diaries, Monday 11 January 1926, Wednesday 13 January 1926, '\Ve stopped on the way at Oxford and
bought . .. some books - including T.S. Eliot's poe1ns which seem to me marvellously good but very hard
to understand. There is a 111ost impressive flavour of the 1najor prophets about them.', 'T.S. Eliot's poen1s
are incredibly good.' p.242 . What was impressive about the major prophets for Waugh which aligned them
with Eliot, but their proclaination of judgement on the sin of Israel? In 193 7 after the publication of A
Handfu l of Dust, Waugh wrote a review of David Jones' long poen1, In Parenthesis, in which he gives his
n1ost detailed assessment of Eliot's work and impact, highlighting Eliot's 'statement in ponderous detail of
simple physical facts' and comn1enting that 'J\1r Eliot in his great passage of the unknown intangible
companion is writing metaphorically; he is seeking concrete images to describe a psychological state.'
'Mystic in the Trenches', Night and Day, l July 1937, in EAR, pp.195-196.
JJ
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In a review of his friend Henry Green's novel Ljvingin 1930, Waugh mischievously
compared it with James Joyce, Charles Dickens and Eliot: 'I see in Ljvingvery much the same
technical apparatus at work as in many of Mr T.S. Eliot's poems - particularly in the narrative
passages of The Waste Land and the two Fragments ofan Agan. Space does not allow me to say
more'. 14 Waugh's attention to the 'technical apparatus' of Eliot's writing is interesting because it
has been argued that his own work exhibits a similar influence. For instance, Robert Murray
Davis suggests that 'he borrowed T .S. Eliot's technique of symbolic detail to imply without
directly stating the author's attitude.'

15

Waugh was drawn to the invisible poet's symbolism

distance and his deployment of different speaking voices to create a complicated and ironic
literary art, but he was also drawn to Eliot's broadly Catholic worldview and rejection of the
prevailing philosophy of the 'present evil age'.

'Humanist' Texts.
In 1946 Evelyn Waugh made the oft-quoted and slightly mysterious comment that 'A Handful of

Dust ... dealt entirely with behaviour. It was humanist and contained all I had to say about
humanism.' 16 He revealed that A Handful ofDustwas triggered by his short story 'The Man Who
Liked Dickens' about a man imprisoned in the jungle reading the works of Dickens (it is virtually
identical to the final section of the novel). Waugh claimed that novel was conceived to discover
how the central character came to be in the hands of savages: 'I wanted to discover how the
prisoner got there, and eventually the thing grew into a study of other sorts of savage at home
and the civilized man's helpless plight among them.'

17

Writing to his friend Henry Yorke

(Green), shortly after the novel was published, Waugh explained the novel's concern with
savages:
You must remember that to me the savages come into the category of
"people one has met and may at any moment meet again" .. . wishing to
bring Tony to a sad end I made it an elaborate and improbable one ...
But the Amazon stuff had to be there. The scheme was a Gothic man in
the hands of savages - first Mrs Beaver etc. then the real ones, finally
14

'A Neglected Masterpiece', Graphic, 14 June 1930, in EAR, p.80-82.

15

Robe1t Murray Davis, Evelyn Waugh: Writer, Pilgrin1 Press, Norman Oklahoma, 1981, p.63. See also
McDonnell, p.22-23.
16

'Fan-Fare', EAR , p.304.

17

'Fan-Fare', in EAR, p.303 .
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the silver foxes at Betton. All that quest for a city seems to me
18
justifiable symbolism.
Waugh made a connection between savagery in the jungle and savagery in the heart of civilisation
and used the label 'humanism' to express that connection. From the conclusions drawn in the last
chapter we can perceive that "'\Naugh believed Humanism was a short step to outright savagery,
because it denied any external standards by which human activity could be judged and measured.
This is why satire could not effectively operate. "'\Naugh felt that humans who denied the
supernatural were liable to revert to rapidly revert to the state of animals. A Handful ofDustwas
to be the novelist's shocking mirror of this tendency in society with the latent message that
external authority was necessary. In this he foUo"'rs the model of Eliot's The Hlaste Land
Eliot's essays in the years around the poem 's publication in 1922 speak of the authority of
tradition: a poet must be 'judged by the standards of the past' and 'The progress of the artist is a
continual self-sacrifice, a continual extinction of personality.'

19

He expressed in 'Tradition and

the Individual Talent' in 1917 his belief that poetry was about impersonality, that good poetry
expressed emotion that existed in the life of the poem and not in the history of the poet.

20

Shortly

after the publication of The lVaste Land, in 1923's 'The Function of Criticism>, Eliot approvingly
cited Middleton 1v1urray's definition of 'Catholicism' as 'the principle of unquestioned spiritual
authority outside the individual; that is also the principle of Classicism in literature.'

21

Eliot takes

umbrage with those who obey the 'Inner Voice':. 'they will not be interested in the attempt to find
any common principles for the pursuit of criticism. V&y have principles when one has the inner
voice ?'

22

The many voices of The lVaste Land seek to cohere via the ordering of an external

spiritual authority.

10

To Henry Yorke [September 1934], Letters p .88 . Yorke had written about the novel: 'I feel the end is so
fantastic that it throws the rest of the novel out of proportion. Aren' t you mixing the nvo things together?
The first part is convincing. a real picture of people one has met and may at any time meet again .. .. But
then to let Tony be detained by some n1adman introduces an entirely fresh note and \Ve are in fantasy .. .
you spent far too much time on the trip.' Letters, pp.88-89.
19
20

·Tradition and the Individual Talent', SE. p .1 ..
'Tradition and the Individual Talent', SE , pp.15,17, 22.

21

'The Function of Criticism' (19 23). SE, p.26 .

...2

'The Function of Criticism', SE. p.29.
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Yet, The Waste Land, published in 1922, shows no evidence that Eliot then sided with
Christianity. It is in no way a 'Christian' poem; Eliot was not 'consciously' attempting a work of
religious literature. 23 Yet, it is a profoundly spiritual poem, conscious of sacred te}.is, aware of
the moral and spiritual state of its characters and their society. The Waste Landwas carrying
through to its logical conclusion the technique Eliot had first utilised in 'The Love Song of J.
Alfred Prufrock' .24 The Waste Land represents both the highest achievement of the literary
schema of 'Tradition and the Individual Talent' and its miserable failure. Eliot had bowed down
before an external authority of the literary tradition and it had failed him; The Waste Land
communicates thwarted desire for external authority, the desire for belief. Yet, the poem ends
with the speaker overwhelmed by fragments of the literary past: they are only shored against his
ruins, the authority they possess has failed to bring salvific renewal. The ruined fragments leave
the speaker in a worse state than he began, conscious of the need for something external but
helpless to find one. Instead of the disembodied voice of lyric poetry (impersonated and
parodied in 'Prufrock'), Eliot's long poem speaks with a collage of voices, pasted together
without authorial comment, orbiting around a common theme of spiritual, social and moral
decay: imprisonment in the personal. A Handful ofDust imitates this, offering no positive view
to help the reader interpret Tony's personal tragedy; no authorial perspective.
Eliot had a grouse against contemporary life, against its moral bankruptcy and Humanist
lack of external standards.25 The Waste Landthrusts this Humanist view of civilisation under the
23

In his 'Writers at Work' interview, Eliot was asked, 'Now F.R. Leavis, I believe, has said that the poem
[The Waste Land] exhibits no progression; yet on the other hand, 1nore recent critics, writing after your
later poetry, found The Waste Land Christian. I wonder if this was part of your intention.' Eliot replied:
'No, it wasn't part of my conscious intention .... I wonder what an "intention" means! One doesn't know
quite what it is that one wants to get off the chest until one's got it off.' Interview by Donald Hall, Writers
at Work: The Paris Review lntervievvs, Secker & WarbLffg, London, 1963, p.83. The interviewer n1ay have
had in mind the influential claim by Cleanth Brooks that The Waste Land is already Christian poem, 'the
statement of beliefs emerges through confusion and cynicisn1 - not in spite of the1n.' Brooks may be
misindentifying Eliot's quest for an answer to the sin of his poetic world with the answer that he later
found and expressed. Cleanth Brooks, Modern Poetry and the Tradition, University of North Carolina
Press, Chapel Hill, 1939, p.170.
24

A.D Moody writes of 'Prufrock', 'The music of the poetry ... serves to operate a radical c1itique of
experience. Instead of being a syn1ptom of a persistent ron1anticisn1 in Eliot himself, this music transforms
its aesthetic idealism into an active force. Ro1nanticism weakened when instead of criticising its world
from the viewpoint of its ideal feelings, it sought to express something permanent and vital in human
nature. By applying them to the actual world of expe1ience Eliot was cmTying romanticism through to
conclusions that had been missed.' By Moody's reading, Prufrock' s song is Eliot's impersonation of
Romantic poetry to expose its flaws. The tVaste Land is a continuation of this impersonation, adapted to the
perspective of Humanism and withdrawing lyric authority. Moody, Poet, p.31.
25

See note 80 below.
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nose of the reader and expects fear as a response. It is a text that tracks individuals and a society
where there is no definite belief. Both the poem and the novel it inspired describe failed efforts
to reach for an external structure, an abiding city. Tony Last and the speaker of The Waste Land
are left at the end in a hopeless state of imprisonment in chaos and decay. One who perceived
and resented the chaotic elements of Eliot's poem was C.S. Lewis, another who converted to
Christianity around 1930 as Eliot did. After his conversion Lewis wrote to Eliot's friend Paul
Elmer More:
Surely it is natural that I should regard Eliot' s work as a very great evil.
He is the very spearhead of that attack on nspm; which you deplore. His
constant profession of humanism and his claim to be 'classicist' may
not be consciously insincere, but they are erroneous. The plea that his
poems of disintegration are all satiric, are intended as awful warnings ,
is the common plea of all these literary traitors to humanity ... His
intention only God knows: I must be content to judge his work by its
fruits, and I contend that no man is fortified against chaos by reading
the Waste Land, but that most men are by it infected with chaos. The
opposite plea rests on a very elementary confusion between poetry that
represents disintegration and disintegrated poetry. The Inferno is not
infernal poetry: The Waste Land is. 26
Lewis, whose resentment and suspicion of Eliot is clear, raises an important issue. Do Eliot's
poem and Waugh's novel fortify against, or infect the reader with, chaos? This thesis contends
that they represent attempts to do both. In a world without homogenous standards they seek to
perform one function of satire - that is to give the reader a mirror of what is wrong. Both writers'
doctrine of Original Sin and their natural recoil from the disordered world is the platform for
their art in this period. Their art inhabits chaos to reveal its growth and to demonstrate failed
contemporary efforts to acknowledge and repair civilisation's mouldering spiritual house. By
writing from inside Humanism they create a meta-literary problem for the reader. The early
works posed as satire and drew the reader in to a light hearted game and then betrayed them;
The Waste Land and A Handful ofDust acknowledge no game: their sombreness raises the
stakes for the reader and removes the danger of being interpreted as light satire. Eliot and
26

C.S. Lewis, 'To Paul Elmer More', 23 May 1935, in Ricks, Eliot and Prejudice, pp.197-198. Elsewhere
Lewis gave attention to C. Day Lewis' idea that 'the right answer to a disintegrated civilization is a
disintegrated poe1n' . See Charles A. Huttar, 'C.S. Lewis's Poetry' in Peter J. Schakel and Charles A. Huttar
(eds), Word and Story in CS. Lewis, University of Missomi Press, Columbia and London, 1991, pp.94-97.
C. Day Lewis, The Poetic Image, Jonathan Cape. London, 1947, p.117 . Day Lewis ren1arks (in a chapter
entitled 'Broken Images') that 'It is the business of poetic reason to create order out of chaos : and, even if
its business were merely to give an imaginative reproduction of chaos, it must still en1ploy formal pattern
to do so .... Yeats did not mark his conviction that "the centre falls apart" by letting the poem drop out of
his hand and presenting us with shattered pieces.' Day Lewis, p.117 .
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Waugh perceived a world devoid of external authority and demonstrate what it is like to be in
that world - the speaker of the poem and Tony Last both struggle to build something to shore
against their ruins, but fail. Yet, there is no divine hand of providence in their fate; no God lives
in the world of either text and this is communicated by the removal of God-like authorial aids to
help us interpret what we read. As readers we are left (unless we hold to a non-Humanist
external authority) lost and trapped like Tony Last, infected with chaos, and but perhaps
beginning to seek the cure of external authority, if the art is successful and the writers have
achieved their intentions.

27

In East Coker, written nearly 20 years after The Waste Land, Eliot would write 'Our only
health is the disease', picturing the wounded surgeon applying 'The sharp compassion of the
healer's art'. 28 In a section that develops a rather clumsy allegory, Eliot formulates the role of the
Nurse (read: the Church) in the care of the diseased_world:

If we obey the dying nurse
Whose constant care is not to please
But to remind of our, and Adam's curse,
And that, to be restored, our sickness must grow worse. 29
There is an obvious and inherent danger in citing the late, Christian, Eliot to illuminate early
'pre-Christian' Eliot, but in section IV of East Coker he provides a key or precis of an aspect of
poetic technique he employed throughout his oeuvre. It is the technique of confrontation. The
first chapter cited William Myers' argument that Black Mischiefpresents a witty game that the
author knows will go wrong to present a serious problem for the reader and the critic. Myers
builds on the comment of David Lodge that 'in Waugh's historical scheme there is no point at
which all was right with the world' and describes Waugh's proclamation of this truth as the art of
'confrontation.'

30

Giovanni Cecchin makes a similar point when claims that like Eliot, Waugh

does not attempt to creates dense atmospheres of meaning that are varied and ambiguous, but

27

Gene D. Phillips n1akes a sin1ilar assess1nent: 'Ultin1ately Tony is betrayed not just by Brenda,
Messinger, and Todd, but by his en1pty Vict01ian code of morality, which has lost its grounding in
religious belief. Tony is therefore not so much the betrayed romantic as the betrayed humanist. ' Phillips,
p.33 .
28

East Coker, IV.

"l9

- East Coker, IV.
30

David Lodge, Evelyn vVaugh, Columbia University Press, New York, 1971 , p.8. Myers , p.104, pp.107108.
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In

Decline and Fall, Vile Bodies and Black Mischief, this confrontation is leavened with laughter
(laughter that became more stretched and hilarious and stretched with each novel); in A Handful

ofDust the laughter is largely replaced with horror. Rose Macauley encapsulates the shift in
tone: 'A Handful ofDust seems to reach the climax of Mr. Waugh's view of life as the
meaningless jigging of barbarous nitwits. Pleasure, sympathetic or ironic, in their absurdities has
vanished: disgust has set in.'

32

Similarly, Eliot's poem is not an invitation to a superficial game ( although it does feature
'A Game of Chess'), but it is an invitation for the reader to confront the world - to be shown
'something different', something fearful. The Waste Landissues a clear challenge to the reader,
an enticement to enter in and wrestle with the difficult and confronting images that jut from the
words in front of them. This makes for a new uncomfortably claustrophobic reading experience.
Both texts share an underlying motivation: to confront the reader with a reality that is horrific
and fearful and unrelenting. Eliot rejected I.A. Richards' claim that the poem was a separation
from all belief, claiming: 'A "sense of desolation", etc. (if it is there) is not a separation from
belief; it is nothing so pleasant. In fact, doubt, uncertainty, futility, etc., would seem to me to
prove anything except this agreeable partition'.

33

The Waste Land and A Handful ofDustshare

a common concern with the moulder and decay of civilisation and of the failure of Humanism to
repair or even fully perceive this. At the poem's disturbing close the speaker repeats words of
Hieronymo from The Spanish Tragedy, driven mad by the death of his son, preparing a
confrontational play to 'make mad the guilty and appal the free.'

34

Hieronymo's aim is that of

Eliot's poem also.
The 'literature of confrontation' produced by Eliot and Waugh was not a recent
development. In writing a world devoid of the supernatural, full of vanity and uncertainty they
echoed the biblical book of Ecclesiastes. The writer of Ecclesiastes laments, 'I have seen all the
31

See Cecchin, pp.257-258 .

32

Rose Macauley, 'The Best and the Worst II. Evelyn Waugh', Horizon, 1946, p.367, in CH, p.158 .

33

'A Note on Poetry and Belief' , in Gordon, lmpe1fect Life, p.189.

34

'Hamlet' , in 1Villiam Shakespeare: The Complete Works, Michael O'Mara Books Ltd, London, 1988,
Act 2, Scene 2. See Thomas Kyd, The Spanish Tragedy, J.R. Mulryne (ed.), A&C Black, London, 1989,
Act 4, Scenes 1 and 4. See also Helen Gardner, Art of T.S. Eliot, Cresset Press, London, 1949, p.96.
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works that are done under the sun; and, behold, all is vanity and vexation of spirit.' 35 The Waste

Land and A Handful ofDust, are concerned with the vanity and vexation of all the work done
under the sun. What fascinates about Ecclesiastes is its sharp dissimilarity from the rest of
biblical scripture. Elsewhere in the Bible, God is close at hand, interventionist, communicative
and personal; Ecclesiastes describes a world without God, or where God cannot be known.
Ecclesiastes deploys the term 'under the sun' in a specialised sense, for the book details the
absurdity and repetitive frustration of life on earth where God remains distant or absent. 36 Life
remains futile and thwarted: only a circular pattern of birth and death, laughter and sorrow which
is portrayed in the third chapter, where 'All go unto one place; all are of the dust, and all turn to
dust again.' 37 Ecclesiastes poses the same interpretive problems for the reader as its 20th century
counterparts by Eliot and Waugh do. Ecclesiastes offers few apparent answers to its resounding
declamation that life under the sun is 'vanity' or meaningless. For such answers the reader must
rely on its biblical context, where the withering blast of its confrontation is soothed by words of
spiritual hope and redemption. For Waugh and Eliot hope and redemption would come later,
but in a comparison of The Waste Land and A Handful ofDustwe can readily see the way in
which they address Romantic Humanism through tactics of confrontation.

Titles and Epigraphs.
The clearest link between The Waste Land and A Handful ofDust is that the title of the novel
derives from line 30 of the first section of the poem, 'The Burial of the Dead'. In his epigraph,
Waugh makes the allusion explicit, referencing The Waste Land and quoting lines 27-30:
... I will show you something different from either
Your shadow at morning striding behind you
Or your shadow at evening rising to meet you;
I will show you fear in a handful of dust. 38

35

Ecclesiastes 1: 14.

36

At the beginning of Ecclesiastes 3, there is a long series of statements and reversals 'a time to be born
and a tin1e to die': a picture of a cyclical futile world. The statements end with a rhetorical question 'What
does the worker gain fron1 his toil?' The answer would seem to be 'nothing' - the cycle is an illustration of
an essential 1neaninglessness 'under the sun'; that is, without God. Humans are unable to fathon1 what God
has done, though he has set eternity in their hemis, they carry a burden of not being able to perceive the
spiritual, leaving them no different from the animal (v.19).
37

Ecclesiastes 3 :20.

38

WL. I. 11.27-30.
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Why did Waugh adopt these lines? What do they convey that is important to his novel? Giovanni
Cecchin emphasises the importance of the epigraph to Waugh's text, particularly regarding
Tony's Brazilian exploring (my rough translation): 'Those lines of the Waste Landthat Waugh
quotes on the first page of his novel could have orientated the critics to interpret the symbolism
in the episode of the exploration expedition. It is surprising that nobody I am aware of, has, until
now, made such an account.' 39 There are several factors that are important to note about
Waugh's choice of these lines for his title and epigraph.
The first thing to note about the title of A Handful ofDust is that Waugh did not
determine the title of the novel until late in the process of composition. Waugh's biographers
have disagreed over the process by which he came to title the novel and over the appropriateness
of his selection. Christopher Sykes reports that the novel was originally to be called 'A Handful of
Ashes': however a dispute (Sykes does not indicate the nature of it) with the American publishers
led to Waugh preferring the title 'Fourth Decade'. Finally 'A Handful of Dust' was settled on.
Sykes remarks that 'The reference to T.S. Eliot's Waste Land, stressed by a four-line quotation
from the poem, may have given the book a certain extra selling value, but the title was not
apposite.,4o Martin Stannard also mentions the assorted titles that were considered. Stannard
cites a letter from Waugh to his agent, A.D. Peters, in which he announces that the novel is to be
titled 'A HANDFUL OF ASHES', but in the post-script of the letter refers to it as 'A Handful of
41

Dust.' Stannard concludes that 'as the post-script of his letter demonstrates, the eventual title
had been in Waugh's mind throughout the later stages.'

42

Stannard's cautious remarks are more

convincing than Sykes' which seem casual and off-the-cuff. In declaring that 'the title was not
apposite', Sykes ignores many of the parallels between the novel and the poem. The deeper
structural similarities between the poem and the novel support Stannard's inference that Waugh
had The Waste Landin mind throughout the composition of A Handful ofDust

39

Cecchin, p.257, In Italian: 'Questi versi del Waste Land che il Waugh ripo1ia nella prima pagina del suo
romanzo avrebbero potuto orientare i critici ad una interpretazione simbolica di tutto l'episodio della
spedizione esplorativa. Sorprende come nessuno, ch'io sappia, ne abbia finora tenuto conto.'
40

Sykes, p. 138.

41

To A.D. Peters [March? 1934], Letters, p.87.

42

SJ, p.3 64.
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Waugh's use of Eliot's poem is not just the convenient adoption of a well-known and
controversial work for public attention and literary weight. In citing The Waste LandWaugh
immediately summons a range of serious images and themes for a reader familiar with Eliot;
themes he intends to develop and explore in his novel.

43

This sets A Handful ofDust apart from

Waugh's earlier novels which had been published without epigraphs, with the exception of V,Je

Bodjes, which took its epigraph from Through The Looking Glass. The Lewis Carroll quotation
placed V,Je Bodjesin that ambiguous territory of comedy which made its bleak ending even more
unsettling and disarming for the reader. A Handful ofDustis different, with a distinctly new
tone, established by its title and epigraph.
Martin Stannard assesses Waugh's motives in choosing the epigraph: 'This time, it seems,
he wanted to write a novel which would unequivocally establish him as a writer in T. S. Eliot's
camp, defending civilisation against the barbarians.'

44

Stannard is right-with a simple epigraph,

Waugh flags himself as a serious writer. A Handful ofDustwas to be Waugh's serious novel, as
he indicated in a number of his letters during its composition.

45

Waugh had been shocked at the

criticism of his previous novel, Black Mjschjef, by Earnest Oldmeadow, editor of the Catholic
weekly The Tablet This much discussed and influential event led him to pursue a 'good taste'
mode, more serious than before. This incident will be discussed in more detail in the next

43

Harold Munro and Edmund Wilson wrote representative reviews of the poem: 'This poem is at the same
time a representation, a criticis1n, and the disgusted outcry of a heai1 turned cynical. It is calm, fierce , and
hoITible: the poetry of despair itself become desperate', Harold Mum·o, 'Notes for a Study of The Waste
Land: an Imaginary Dialogue with T.S. Eliot' Chapbook no.34, February 1923 , pp.20-24, in Graham
Clai·ke (ed.) , T.S. Eliot: Critical Assessments Vol II, Christopher Helm, London, 1990, p.90. 'Now Mr.
Eliot uses the Waste Land as a concrete image of a spiritual drouth ... . T.S. Eliot, walking the desert of
London, feels profoundly that the dese1i has always been there .. . he has seen the world as an arid
conflagration' 'And sometimes we feel he is speaking not only for a personal distress, but for the stai·vation
of a whole civilization - for people grinding at barren office-routine in the cells of gigantic cities, drying up
their souls in eternal toil whose products never bring them profit, where their pleasures are so vulgar and so
feeble that they are almost sadder than their pains .... It is a world in which the pursuit of grace and beauty
is something which is felt to be obsolete - the reflections which reach us fron1 the past cannot illumine so
dingy a scene; that heroic prelude has ironic echoes among the streets and drawing-roon1s where we live. '
Edmund Wilson, 'The Poetry of Drouth' , Dial, 73, December 1922, pp.611-616, in Clarke, pp .71-75 .
44

45

SI, p.361.

To Katharine Asquith [January 1934]: 'I peg away at the novel which seems to 111e faultless of its kind.
Very difficult to write because for the first tin1e I am trying to deal with normal people instead of
eccentrics. Comic English character paiis too easy when one gets to be thirty.' Letters, p.84. To Lady Mai·y
Lygon [1934]: 'I have written 18,500 words. It is excellent- very g1im. About adultery so far. ' Letters,
p.84. To Lary Mary Lygon [January? 1934]: 'My good taste book is % done.' Letters, p.85. To Tom
D1iberg [September 1934]: 'Here is my new novel. I hope you will like it. I think it is better than the
others.' Letters, p.88 .
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chapter. 46 Having advertised his seriousness Waugh could then use horror to confront the reader
without it being interpreted as a variation on his earlier and more apparently farcical humour.
More than a random excerpt to create serious effect, Waugh's epigraphic quotation of
T.S. Eliot hints at the wretchedness of the novel's subject matter and ending (where Vile Bodjes
caught the reader unawares, A Handful ofDust advertises this intention). A Handful ofDust is a
novel concerned to induce 'fear' in the reader more than laughter or smug derision. The lines
Waugh quotes conclude with the promise to show the hearer 'fear in a handful of dust.' This is
the clear purpose of Waugh's selection: a symbol of death, the personal reminder of mortality.
Moreover, in the poem the handful of dust is shown amid 'stony rubbish' and 'a heap of broken
images'. This is the dust of an entire land laid to waste. The fear is not of merely personal
physical and spiritual death, but of civilisation's decay. The decay of Hetton is representative of
the broad destruction of wider Britain at the hands of Mrs Beaver and her peers. Tony's failure
to find a transfigured Hetton ( a spiritual quest) corresponds with the passing of London into the
hands of savages and the failure of civilisation to prevent it. Waugh's epigraph therefore serves
several purposes. Firstly, it alerts the reader that Waugh is attempting a 'serious' novel in the vein
of the well-known serious poem. Secondly, it points to Waugh's major theme of personal and
social mortality. Finally, it anticipates the novel's ending, signalling limitation and despair.
In his reasons for using The Waste Land as an epigraph Waugh emulates Eliot, for the
poem's epigraph serves identical functions. In selecting Petronius as the source of his epigraph
rather than his original choice, Joseph Conrad, Eliot signals his commitment to a literary
tradition more clearly embodied by the former. 47 The Petronius epigraph reports the words of
the Sybil of Cumae, who is associated with personal withering. She had nearly eternal life without
46

See Oldmeadow' s reviews of Black Mischief Ernest Oldmeadow, Tablet, in CH, pp.132-140. For
accounts of The Tablet incident see Sykes, pp.122-123. SI, pp .336-342. Patey, pp.107-115. Selina Hastings,
pp.282-284.
47

Pound had queried Eliot's choice: 'I doubt if Conrad is weighty enough to stand the citation.' Eliot
responded that the passage was the most 'appropriate' and 'elucidative' that he could find. In an exchange
of letters between Decen1ber 1921 and January 1922, in Valeiie Eliot (ed.) , The Letters ofT.S. Eliot, Vol. 1,
Faber & Faber, London, 1988, pp.497 ,504. See also Southam, p.134. Haniet Davidson argues that the
choice of Petronius, 'suppresses Eliot's appreciation of his contemporaries, instead i1npressing upon the
reader the seriousness of classical scholarship . And importantly, the reader loses the helpful psychologizing
of the emotional tone of Kurtz's horror at his improper acts, so contrasted with Eliot's images of
Prufrockian tinudity and propriety. Kurtz' s response of hoffor is not to an empty or even necessarily
n1eaningless life, but to his rather too full en1brace of human possibilities quite beyond the bounds of
"proper" behavior.' Harriet Davidson, 'Improper desire: reading The Waste Land' in Moody, Companion,
p.122.
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eternal youth, but also with social waste. She is depicted, imprisoned in a jar, enduring the jeers
of children in an age that no longer respects her prophetic ability and exploits. Her civilisation,
now in decline, makes her desire only death. The third effect of the epigraph is to signal the
almost unrelenting bleakness of the poem and prepare the reader for what follows.
Epigraphs are especially important in these texts because they are almost the only
'elucidative' guide that their respective authors provide us with. For both writers avoid an
interpretive speaker or narrator. It is for this reason that Eliot has been called 'The Invisible
Poet'.48 We see important similarities between A Handful ofDust and The Waste Land, in the
way their epigraphs form a multi-layered interpretive guide to the text they precede and
anticipate their ending. The poem and the novel conclude in an uncertain, pessimistic tone,
presaged by their prolegomena. Such pessimism is present in the concern of both texts with
decaying houses and cities, and in the failed quests for to find an ideal City that brings only agony
and imprisonment.

A Handful ofDust and The Waste Land: Mouldering Houses /
Cities.
A Handful ofDust commences with a depiction of life in contemporary England in the London
house of the interior decorator Mrs Beaver and her son John. Mrs Beaver is celebrating the
gutting of a house by fire because it will give her an opportunity to profit through the renovation.
John Beaver, who is unemployed, spends his time awaiting last minute lunch invitations. He is a
member of Bratt's club, which has 'an air of antiquity' that is 'entirely spurious, for it was a club
of recent origin.' 49 Beaver, ignored at the club for, we infer, 'a lack of manly and gentlemanly
qualities', is contrasted with Jock Grant-Menzies, who is liked in the club. Two contrasting
opinions are given about Tony and Brenda Last. Mrs Beaver sees Brenda as lovely, and regards
Tony as a stick on whom Brenda is wasted. She comments 'I should say it was time she began to
50

be bored. ' She also comments on the hideous nature of their house, Hetton Abbey. Jock
accords with Mrs Beaver's opinion of Brenda, but comments that Tony 'is one of the happiest

48

49
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Hugh Kenner, The Invisible Poet: T.S. Eliot, McDowell, Obolensky, New York, 1959 .
HD , p .11.
HD,p .9.
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men I know. He's got just enough money, loves the place, one son he's crazy about, devoted wife,
not a worry in the world.' 51 Like Eliot's poem, Waugh's novel is full of contemporary voices,
speaking over breakfast or at the dressing table, pursuing empty affairs, living mundane lives to
which the first readers could relate.

A Handful ofDusts second chapter, 'English Gothic', begins with an indirect opinion of
Betton Abbey from the County Guide Book, which describes the house being tom down and
rebuilt in 1864 in Gothic style. It is 'now devoid of interest'. 52 Waugh unsettles the reader's
attitude toward Tony Last before he is ever depicted. Three different pictures of him and his
property are presented, and we read his reaction to the third: he is not seriously annoyed by the
derisive review of his beloved estate. The account of the estate that follows is full of subtle irony
in its description of the modern fakery of the neo-Gothic: from the vast gasolier, 'wired now and
fitted with twenty electric bulbs', to the alternating blasts of hot air and cavernous chill and the
Arthurian names of the bedrooms. 53 The house is unfashionable, Tony acknowledges, but he is
certain that in future it will come back into fashion.
Malcolm Bradbury is of the opinion that Betton represents the embodiment of a
54

'desirable' set of values, and forms a 'centre of incorruptibility' . Bradbury is doubtless
influenced by Frank Kermode's 1960 claim that for Waugh, 'The great houses of England
become by an easy transition types of the Catholic City, and in this book the threatened City is
Hetton'.

55

Kermode declares that 'Tony is a nice dull gentleman who knows vaguely that the

defence of Betton is the defence of everything the past has made valuable.' 56 Kermode sets
Betton in opposition with the sterile affair that occurs in the London flat. When Tony departs for
South America, Kermode argues, he is pursuing another City, but there is no other city. He
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HD, p.12.
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HD, p.14.
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HD, p.14.
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Bradbm-y, p.66.
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Frank Kermode, 'Mr Waugh's Cities', Encounter, November 1960, in Stannard, CH, p.283.
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Kermode, 'Mr \Vaugh's Cities', p.283. Others agree with Kermode, although not so pointedly. A.A.
DeVitis anticipates this argument and suggests that Waugh sees Betton as 'a link between the present and
the meaningful past'. De Vitis, p.33.
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The

argument of Bradbury and Kermode stands or fall s on their interpretation of the symbolism of
Hetton within the novel as an incorruptible type of the Catholic City. A Handful of Dust is
ambiguous, but contrary to Bradbury and Kermode's reading, it appears that Hetton was
intended to be ironic. Waugh had instructed his illustrator to depict the 'worst possible 1860'
Gothic house for the frontispiece.

58

The paragraph describing Tony's bedroom 'Morgan le Fay'

conveys much of this irony: the plaster of the ceiling affects 'appearance of coffered wood' but
has been penetrated by damp and the wood has warped.

59

Hetton is a fake in questionable taste,

and in decay. Tony is keenly aware that the house needs repairing: 'Tony studied these defects
and resolved anew to have them put right. ' 60 In fact, his awareness of the decay of Hetton is one
of his driving motivations in the novel. His desire to restore and improve Hetton indicate that
though he loves it, he is aware of its imperfections: he recognises that it is not 'in fashion', but he
feel s he has a 'duty ... towards the place'.61 And yet, for Tony, 'all these things with which he had
grown up were a source of constant delight and exultation ... things of tender memory and proud

57

Kermode, 'Mr Waugh's Cities', p.284. Waugh was outraged by the allegations and wrote a vehement
rejoinder to Kermode's publisher: 'Your reviewer's theme has long been tedious to me, but as it impugns
my good faith as a Catholic it is right to answer. He in1putes to me the absurd and blasphen1ous opinion
that divine grace is "confined" to the highest and lowest class. May I draw his attention to a passage in a
book which he appears to have read with i1nperfect comprehension [then quotes fron1 He lena ... to 'the See
of Peter.'] - a passage en1phasizing the interdependence of all social classes who could be 'one with the
Empress Dowager in the Mystical Body' . 'Evelyn Waugh Replies', Encounter, Dec. 1960, p.83, in
Stannard, CH, p .279. He lena, pp.92-93 .
58

Mentioned in a letter to Tom Driberg [Septe1nber 1934], Letters, p.88. Waugh's attitude to the Gothic
revival is difficult to gauge at times. In an article on architecture, 'A Call to Orders' in 1938, he considers
imitation 'Georgian' architecture: '[vV]e are in danger of doing to the styles of the eighteenth century what
our fathers and grandfathers did to Tudor and Jacobean. It is a serious danger, becm1se imitation, if
extensive enough really does debauch one's taste for the genuine . . . . We are now threatened with a new
disorder.' Waugh's general suspicion of all architectural inlitation is evident here, on the grounds of
retaining p1u-ity of taste and keeping order. However, shortly after this in the article he con1rnents on Gothic
revival: 'Gothic was made to be played with, and its 1nisuse, like that of oriental styles, has often had the
n1ost enchanting effect; but classical architecture must be taken seriously if it is taken at all.' Waugh's
primary argun1ent in the article is that fundan1ental principles or 'orders' of architectural style must be
understood, and then meaningful experimentation is possible, but mere imitation is sterile and will produce
notlling new. 'A Call To Orders', Country Life, 26 Feb. 1938, in EAR, pp.215-218. In his manuscript for A
Handful of Dust, Waugh had deleted an authm·ial intrusion describing Hetton: 'It was a huge building
conceived in the late generation of the Gothic revival when the movement had lost its fantasy, and become
structurally logical and stodgy.' Manusc1ipt, p .19 in SI, p.380.
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HD, p .15. Could Waugh be referencing WL, II . 1.93, where the sn1oke from candles stirs the 'pattern on
the coffered ceiling.'?
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possession.' 62 This early description of Betton is intended to illustrate Tony's na1ve and poor
taste, as well as his lack of good judgment. Kermode and Bradbury recognised the importance of
the city / house in Waugh's novels and particularly in A Handful ofDust, but perhaps
misinterpreted it.

63

Douglas Patey proffers his view that Betton is a vision of Victorian

Anglicanism in its last throes.

64

For Waugh, it appears that Betton 1srepresentative of a spiritual

city, but it is a false one: in place of the one that is eternal; a false religion; a false idol in place of
the true God.
Richard Wasson discusses the importance of the 'picturesque' fac;ade that Betton
represents, observing that Waugh uses the word 'picturesque' in a number of contexts to convey
the false aesthetic appeal of hollow belief- citing the example of the superior architecture of the
Church of England in contrast to Catholic Church. Wasson suggests that 'picturesque' is a
disguise: 'The picturesque does not create authenticity but rather constitutes a clear and present
danger to those seeking true faith, for it beguiles the imagination and leads it astray.'

65

It is

unclear that Waugh intended Betton to be aesthetically appealing to the reader, for it is
repeatedly described by characters in the novel as ugly and hideous, and as mentioned above,
Waugh wanted it depicted as 'the worst possible 1860'. Also, as Donald Greene has shown,
Betton is an 'Abbey' that historically must have been confiscated from the Catholic Church when
Henry VIII severed the English Church from Rome. 66 The destruction of the original Betton
Abbey and its replacement with a Gothic imitation would have cut a physical tie with the
ecclesiastical past, something Waugh would surely have seen as disastrous and deeply ironic. This
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HD, p.15.
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Douglas Patey's comment that 'Nearly the opposite is true' of Kennode's argum.e nt would seem a more
preferable reading of Decline and Fall. Patey, p.119.
64

Patey, p.119.
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Wasson notes the repetition of the term 'deplorable design' to describe Catholic buildings and articles in
Waugh's essay on his conversion "Come Inside" and in Bridesliead Revisited. He concludes that Waugh
was conscious of the 'lure of the picturesque.' Richard L. Wasson. 'A Handful of Dust': Critique of
Victorianism.' Modern Fiction Studies , Winter 1961-62, VII, pp.327-37, pp.328-329.
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Donald Greene, 'A Note On Betton and S01ne Other Abbeys' , Evelyn Waugh Nevvsletter & Studies,
26:3, Winter 1992, p. l. see also Firchow. p.409. Waugh's disdain for Hem·y VIII is illustrated in an
anecdote retold by Frances Donaldson. When sight-seeing in St George's Chapel with his Daughter Teresa,
they came across the t0111b of Hem-y VIII, "Is that. .. ?" asked Teresa. '"Yes," he replied. "You 1nay spit on
that." ' Frances Donaldson, Evelyn 'vVaugh: Portrait of a Country Neighbour, Weidenfeld and Nicolson,
London, 1967, p.46.
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historical irony emphasises Hetton's effectiveness as a symbol of a modern spiritual fa~ade
supplanting a meaningful and true past.
Waugh's symbolic use of Hetton as a representation of spiritual hollowness has a
consonance with some of the symbolism in The Waste Land Tony's mild concern at the
mouldering of his home relates to the much grimmer and more ominous devastation in the first
section of Eliot's poem from which Waugh took his epigraph:

67

What are the roots that clutch, what branches grow
Out of this stony rubbish? Son of man,
You cannot say, or guess, for you know only
A heap of broken images where the sun beats 68
At line 19, The Burial of the Dead' assumes the stark and confrontational tone which doubtless
led Waugh to describe the poem as having the 'most impressive flavour of the major prophets. '

69

Although this section is rich with biblical allusion, the primary influence on the lines 19 to 22
appears to be the wisdom literature of Ecclesiastes and Job, particularly Job chapter 18. This is a
passage concerning the 'dwellings of the wicked' and 'the place of him that knoweth not God.'

70

Wicked men will be constantly chased by terrors and destruction and are pictured as dead and
fruitless tree in language that reverberates through lines 19 and 20 of The Waste Land
[B]rimstone shall be scattered upon his habitation. His roots shall be
dried up beneath, and above shall his branch be cut off. His
remembrance shall perish from the earth, and he shall have no name in
the street. He shall neither have son nor nephew among his people, nor
any remaining in his dwellings.
The wicked man, who 'knoweth not God' will have his dwelling place destroyed and covered with
brimstone, the 'stony rubbish' of line 20 and he will wither and die, becoming forgotten and
having no descendents to inherit his ruined home. The stony rubbish that surrounds the speaker
and hearer is the remains of a dwelling that has mouldered away. By apparently addressing us
67

'11ou]der' is a word that perfectly captures the spirit of the poe1n and the novel - for it means 'To turn to
dust by natLu-al decay; to waste away; to crun1ble. By happy coincidence, the OED's first recorded use of
the word is in The Bake Nanied the Govern.our by T.S. Eliot's ancestor and namesake, Sir Thmnas Elyot:
'It aught to be well considered that the cement.be firme ... For if it be broke, and will mouldre away with
euery showre of raine, the buyldynge may nat contynewe.' ( Goveniour III. xix) Oxford English Dictionary,
'moulder, v' .
68

WL, I. 11.19-22.
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Diaries, Monday 11 Jan 1926, p.242 .
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Job 18:21.
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directly as 'son of man', the poem places the reader in the 'humanist' position of those who
'knoweth not God': for we receive the horrific prophecy of our roots being cut off without being
told howto know God; we hear fearful words and see terrible sights with no interpretive
framework to place them in.
Lines 21-22 of The Waste Landindict the hearer ('you') for being unable to answer the
question asked(' ... what branches grow

I out of this stony rubbish?'). The hearer cannot answer

for he knows 'only I A heap of broken images'. There is a wonderful richness of allusion and
ambiguity in the phrase, 'heap of broken images', which are generated out of the broad
connotations and denotations of 'image'. For an image can mean 'an artificial imitation or
representation of the external form of any object'.

71

In this instance broken images are less

authentic reproductions: by definition less valuable. The pile of broken images is worthless,
comprised of that which is already destroyed and which was only an artificial imitation in the first
place. There are parallels with Tony Last's Hetton - it is all that he knows, and it is only a poor
imitation of real Gothic. When Tony tries to think of the lost city he seeks at the novel's end, he
can imagine only something 'Gothic in character', a 'transfigured Hetton', so inadequate is his
Romantic aesthetic. 72 As Waugh wrote elsewhere: 'one's palate gets debauched by so much
imitation and reproduction Gothic, that it is an effort to understand it when one meets the real
thing.'

73

Image-making in this sense, for Waugh and Eliot, is a dangerous thing.
This is not the only meaning that 'image' generates, for it conveys also the idea of a false

god - an idol, created in the image, the form of a human or animal in order that it be worshipped.
The allusions to Old Testament prophets in The Waste Land almost certainly evoke this meaning
of 'image', for they regularly denounced the Israelites turning from the worship of Yahweh and
to false gods, and their images:

In all your dwelling places the cities shall be laid waste, and the high
places shall be desolate; that your alters may be laid waste and made
desolate, and your idols may be broken and cease, and your images
may be cut down, and your works may be abolished. 74
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Oxford English Dictionary, 'Image', 1.
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Waugh in an unpublished letter to Hon. W indham Baldwin [probably late March, 1932] , in SI, p.381.
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The prophet Ezekiel connects the consequence of destroyed homes and dwelling places with the
worship of idol images. There is little doubt that Eliot had this passage in mind as he wrote these
lines of the poem for his footnotes direct the reader to Ezekiel at line 20. The mouldering rubble
is a combination of dwelling places and idols. A Handful ofDust combines the two, for Tony's
house is an idol to him in the novel: 'there was not a glazed brick or encaustic tile that was not
dear to Tony's heart'; 'He's crazy about the place'. 75 When Brenda leaves Tony for Beaver and
her brother Reggie demands a huge alimony, Tony realises this will mean losing Betton and his
world collapses: 'A whole Gothic world had come to grief ... there was now no armour glittering
through the forest glades, no embroidered feet on the green sward; the cream and dappled
unicorns had fled ... '. 76 Tony's devotion to the house affects his world-when the house is
threatened, and the values he associates with it, his entire world comes to grief. More precisely,
Tony is dragged into a chaotic reality in which Betton is only a decaying and ugly building, his
son his dead, and destruction and misery abounds. Later, in Brazil, Tony feverishly confuses
Betton with his image of the City that he seeks. Like Betton, Tony's image of the city is
crumbling- the savages have changed it irreparably, its values of chivalry have been exchanged
for base love. Its battlements have fallen: it has been invaded and conquered and is no longer a
City.
This corresponds with the concluding section of The Waste Land accompanied by the
sound of maternal lamentation, horded hordes swarm over endless planes, conquering cities:
Falling towers
Jerusalem Athens Alexandria
Vienna London
Unreal77
As the poem concludes, 'London Bridge is falling down falling down falling down', the speaker
can only shore fragments against ruins. The barbarians have penetrated the centres of civilisation
and the cities are reduced to ruins. 78
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HD, p.14. HD, p.36.
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In both The Waste Land and A Handful ofDust houses and cities are connected directly
with civilisation; indeed, they represent civilisation on a small scale. Combining metonymy and
synecdoche, crumbling and decaying houses betoken both crumbling and decaying society and at
the same time, the hollowness of individuals within it.

79

Allusions to the major prophets alert the

reader to the cause of this moulder: it is a consequence of sin, even a punishment of unchecked
sin. When the products of civilisation are worshipped as false images there is no external
standard by which to judge decay; all is rendered unreal and is exposed only to those whose eyes
are open to the cause of its decline. There seems no option to repair and renew that which is
cracked and disintegrating - the solution in both The Waste Land and A Handful ofDust is to
seek a new city, a fresh Humanist ideal where one might be free of the chaos.

The Quest Theme.
The place of the city and the quest for 'The City' in these works of Waugh and Eliot marks an
important point of interpretation and comparison. Throughout the poem, Eliot figures London
and other major cities of Europe as 'Unreal'; the first three sections of the poem are coupled to
the city: its geography and inhabitants s~ape it and are in tum reflected and refracted by it.

80

The

fifth section of the poem contains a journey, as the speaker travels through mountains in what
many commentators have interpreted as a quest for the Holy Grail. Yet, more than a quest for a
Grail, there is a quest for a city, 'over the mountains', which contrasts the unreal cities that
follow: 'Jerusalem Athens Alexandria I Vienna London'. 81 London and its counterparts have
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Eliot spoke of the dual meanings readers have found in his poem in the quote that his second wife,
Valerie, used as an epigraph for his Waste Land Facsimile : 'Various critics have done me the honour to
interpret the poem in tenns of criticisn1 of the contemporary world, have considered it, indeed, as an
important bit of social criticis1n. To me it was only the relief of a personal and wholly insignificant grouse
against life; it is j ust a piece of rhythmical grumbling.' David Craig says the same thing in an attack on
what he deems Eliot's snobbishly supe1ior and cynical method: 'T.S. Eliot's The Wa ste Land is one of the
outstanding cases in niodern times of a work which projects an aln1ost defeatist personal depression in the
guise of a full , impersonal picture of society.' David Craig, 'The Defeatisn1 of Th e vVaste Land' , Critical
Duarte rly, 2, 1960, p .241.
80

See Marianne Thormahlen, The vVaste Land: A Fragmentary Wholeness, CWK Gleerup , Lund, 1978,
pp.112-135 . Thormahlen argues that the city in Th e Waste Land is: '[N]ot merely a stage subordinated to
the action upon it; it helps direct the action and the action reflects on it, too. It is an urban counterpart to the
desert depicted in What the Thunder Said ... It is neither a Biblical harlot nor a City of God. In Eliot's
poetry, and particularly in The Waste Land, the metropolis is a huge, decaying receptacle which holds
nlillions of people unable to reach across to one another.'
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become the anti-types of a 'real' city; their cracks, decay and ghostly spiritually dead inhabitants
provoke a quest for a city that is without decay and filled with solid, complete people.
Both Waugh and Eliot present a conception of reality that is somehow less than real- a
view shaped by Platonic and Augustinian philosophy. In Repubhc, Plato described ideal forms of
objects, unrealisable on earth, but found 'in another world', so a city on earth is but a poor copy
of an ideal one. Augustine's Confessjons and Cjty of God are present in Eliot's poem in 'The Fire
Sermon': 'To Carthage then I came', and, 'O Lord Thou pluckest me out'.

82

In Augustine's work,

there is interpenetration between the intelligible City of God, and the sensible world. However,
the City of God is distant in The Waste Land and A Handful ofDust, and seemingly unattainable
- over the mountains, perhaps an idea only. Such interpenetration would await expression until

Four Quartets, something we will explore in Chapter 5. Nicholas Joost draws attention to the
influence of Augustine on the poem and Waugh's novel, detecting a connection between Tony's
search for a city and 'St. Augustine's classic expression of man's quest for the ideal, with its
analogy between the Christian's search for an unending bliss as opposed to the worldly man's
futile search for bliss in the material and transient.'

83

Augustine certainly figures the citizens of

the City of God as pilgrims on earth, looking to the eternal rather than for a city on earth.

84

Augustine also links the destruction of earthly cities with divine punishment, the consequence of
sin; a theme that resonates through his twentieth-century literary heirs with their conception of
. . 1s·1n. ss
0 ng1na
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WL, III. 1.307, 309. In his manuscript of the poem, Eliot originally included some lines in 'The Fire
Sermon' dwelling on London and its mechanical umeality, that end, 'Not here, 0 Glaucon Ademantus, but
in another world.' Valerie Eliot notes that Adeimantus and Glau con where two of Plato's interlocutors in
The Republic, and suggests that Eliot may be alluding to the passage in book IX which inspired the idea of
the City of God for Augustine. Waste Land Facsimile , pp.31 , 127-128.
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-' Joost, pp.184-185.
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See Augustine's introduction of the idea of the City in City of God, book XV, chapter 2: 'Scripture tells
us that Cain founded a city, whereas Abel, as a pilgrin1, did not found one. For the City of the saints is up
above, although it produces citizens here below, and in their persons the City is on pilgrimage until the
tin1e of its kingdom comes.' Augustine, City of God, trans. Henry Bettenson, Penguin, Harmondsworth,
1972, p.596.
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In a flight from the savage and unreal city perceived in the first four sections of The

Waste Land, the fifth section takes the form of a journey.

86

There are a number of competing

and coalescing subjects and symbols in the final section of the poem, but one that enfolds them
all is the unifying theme of a journey away from destruction to search for a place of peace and
revival- the 'real' City (if such a place exists). The journey is a reaction to that which precedes it;
it comes 'after' all the pain and decay of the previous sections- 'After the torchlight ... After the
frosty silence ... After the agony ... The shouting and the crying I Prison and palace and
reverberation'. 87 The perception of the terrible reality of barbarity and pain has culminated in the
declaration at the end of 'The Fire Sermon':
On Margate Sands
I can connect
Nothing with nothing. 88
These are words spoken by the third Thames-daughter - a woman seemingly overwhelmed and
numbed to the edge of mental breakdown. Tony Last's voyage is prompted by a similar moment
where he is overwhelmed by the chaotic world into which he has been cast by his son John
Andrew's death, and Brenda's unfaithfulness:
[F]or a month now he had lived in a world suddenly bereft of order; it
was as though the whole reasonable and decent constitution of things ,
the sum of all he had experienced or learned to expect, were an
inconspicuous, inconsiderable object mislaid somewhere on the
dressing table; no outrageous circumstance in which he found himself;
no new, mad thing brought to his notice could add a jot to the allencompassing chaos that shrieked about his ears. 89
Tony's world has become disconnected as though a veil has been drawn back to reveal an allencompassing chaos that his routine had only hitherto obscured. Like Eliot's speaker returning
from the hyacinth garden, Tony is suddenly uncertain whether he is alive or dead and he knows
nothing; like the voice at the end of 'The Fire Sermon', he can connect nothing with nothing.
When it dawns on him that Brenda's alimony demands will mean losing Hetton, Tony suddenly
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See Michael Long, 'Eliot, Pound, Joyce: unreal city?' in Edward Ti1runs and David Kelley (eds), Unreal
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realises that a 'whole Gothic world had come to grief . It is the puncturing of his Romantic
dream that determines him to go away on his journey of exploration. In both The Waste Land
and A Handful ofDust the journey in the last section is precipitated by a distressed mind reacting
to a realisation of chaos and death. Both journeys begin, 'After', and are efforts to escape chaos
and destruction.
The journey in 'What the Thunder Said' unravels slowly but restlessly, excursing through
the deserts and mountains: 'If there were water we should stop and drink' .91 The nature of the
travel is that of refugees fleeing ahead of an invasion seeking a safe haven where they might stop
and rest, but there is no hospitality in the mountains, nor any water. Instead there is hostility: in
the mountains 'red sullen faces sneer and snarl

I From the doors of mudcracked houses'. In A

Handful ofDust the explorers arrive at a village of 'circular huts of mud and palm thatch', where
a woman reluctantly emerges, 'her brown, Mongol face was perfectly blank, devoid alike of
comprehension and curiosity'. 92 The speaker has left behind the unreal, dirty and ghostly city,
seeking firstly water and shelter and saying nothing of a desire to restore the city or the land. At
the speaker's back are nightmarish sounds of cities being overrun by the invading barbarian
hordes: 'that sound high in the air

I Murmur of maternal lamentation' .93 It is important that we

perceive that journey is not only an escape from destruction but a quest fora City.
The unknown 'city over the mountains' is a potential destination for the refugee speaker,
but he doesn't even know what it is or whether it is real. 94 It remains shadowy and unreached, and
there is a suggestion as it 'Cracks and reforms and bursts in the violet air' that it might possibly be
a mirage or chimera. 95 Is the city a 'real' city or a coalescence of important cities of Western
history, crumbling together, mouldering into a single unreal city? The lines 331-365 convey an
exhaustion and the repetition within them points to a speaker on the edge of hallucination,
wondering, for example, 'Who is the third who walks always beside you?
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Nevertheless, this section articulates not only motion, but real

longing for the first time in the poem. The desire to escape from the horrific unreal city and the
'horded hordes' is evident in the journey itself. But the destination lies 'over the mountains'. For
the city is over the mountains, and the speaker awakens from his nightmarish vision of a woman
fiddling on her hair and bats with baby faces to find himself 'In this decayed hole among the
·
, 97
mountains.

Many commentators, particularly those writing in the first 40 years of The Waste Land
criticism, interpret the journey in 'What the Thunder Said' as a quest for the Holy Grail in the
hope of restoring fertility to the waste land.

98

Such accounts regard this journey as a part of the

quest of representative knights or the fisher king to bring restoration to a decaying land. These
interpretations flow more directly from Eliot's notes on the poem than anything explicitly in the
poem itself. In his notes Eliot argued that 'the title ... the plan and a good deal of the symbolism
were suggested by Jessie L. Weston's book on the Grail legend: From Ritual to Romance.'
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According to the Grail myths, fertility would return to the land when a knight (Parzifal or
Gallahad) asked the correct question at the Grail castle. Weston writes that when we consider
the Grail quest 'the general impression is that this is an adventure in which supernatural, and
evil, forces are engaged. '

100

Eliot's confrontationally Humanist text is devoid of clear views of the

supernatural, leaving only hints and guesses (such as offered by Mme Sosotoris) at what is taking
place in the spiritual realm.
Apart from Eliot's endnotes for the poem (which have a growing reputation as lightly
satirical red herrings), the poem offers no clear indication anywhere in the final section that the
journey is a quest for personal or social renewal. As remarked above, the tone of the journey is
more akin to fleeing an invasion and seeking refuge where it may be found than bravely
overcoming supernatural opposition to retrieve the Grail. The journey begins with the only the
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faintest hope of revitalisation. An almost hopeless quality haunts the opening of section V: 'We
who were living are now dying I with a little patience' .101 The 'third who walks always beside you'
seems the delusion of a mind affected by fatigue and lack of water, ironically perverting the
spiritual imagery of Christ on the road to Emmaus, but rooted in the physical rather than
spiritual. 102 In Evelyn Waugh's reinterpretation of this, Tony becomes feverish and, driven to
near madness, begins seeing visual hallucinations ( as we shall see below).
Whether the speaker's journey is a quest for a Grail, a quest for a 'real' city or safe haven
or merely a flight from harm, it would seem to end in failure. The destination is not reached. The
journey has brought the quester no peace and no new city- only nightmares and a deep sense of
death and mourning. The chapel is empty, containing no Grail or shelter ( or worshippers ).

103

Unlike the Grail legends, there is no question asked, no goal achieved implicitly or explicitly.
However, rain does fall, seemingly coincidentally with the arrival at the ruined chapel. There is
no indication in the remaining lines of the poem that this rain is nourishing, meeting the
expressed need for water. In fact, the final lines of the poem picture a speaker before an arid,
unwatered plain. The journey which began as an flight from 'Prison' and 'agony', and developed
into a trek to the 'city over the mountains', has concluded with imprisonment and agony. 104
Like one of Eliot's refugees Tony Last also flees the savage and chaotic reality he
perceived when Reggie revealed Brenda's plan to dispossess him of Betton. His journey begins
as an escape and he seizes on the idea of 'the City' when he hears Dr Messinger's plans to find it.
The city that Tony searches for is of his own mind. It is completely unreal, but for him it is a
fantastical and fictional 'sanctuary'.
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Waugh seems to insinuate that Tony's tendency to unreal

dreaming comes from his Romantic view of life which is escapist and which refuses to face hard
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facts. Tony impresses the Trinidadian girl, Therese, with a colourful explanation of the
anticipated journey in which he describes arriving beneath the walls of the city 'like the Vikings at
Byzantium'. 106 His thoughts of the city are constantly fantastical and escapist:
For some days now Tony had been thoughtless about the events of the
immediate past. His mind was occupied with the City, the Shining, the
Many Watered, the Bright Feathered, the Aromatic Jam. He had a clear
picture of it in his mind. It was Gothic in character, all vanes and
pinnacles, gargoyles, battlements, groining and tracery, pavilions and
terraces, a transfigured Hetton, pennons and banners floating on the
sweet breeze, everything luminous and translucent; a coral citadel
crowning a green hill-top sown with daisies, among groves and
streams; a tapestry landscape filled with heraldic and fabulous animals
. 1, d"1sproport1onate
.
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Impelled by the penetration of a dreadful reality into the Gothic fantasy land he has made for
himself at Hetton, Tony sets out to find another unreal place to escape and be mentally at peace.
His search for a city is really a transmuted quest to escape the painful, savage and real embodied
by Brenda and the Beavers. Like the speaker of Tile Waste Landhe is a refugee from the real,
which is spiritually 'unreal'.
One of T.S. Eliot's primary objections to the Romantic poets was that, like Tony Last,
they too sought only gentleness, tranquillity and escape; they were 'half in love with easeful
108

death' .

A.D. Moody describes Eliot's opinion of the Romantics as follows, 'They were at once

weary of the world and resigned to it; if they could not master it spiritually, they would have been
better broken or ruined. They should have suffered more, instead of wishing not to suffer.' 109 For
the Romantic Tony, reality is filled with suffering and if he faces it squarely it seems likely that he
will be broken and ruined. Instead he engages in a flight of fancy to avoid suffering. Both Tile

Waste Land and A Handful ofDust bring down the judgement of fate on such attitudes: efforts
to escape from a terrible reality fail, and end in pain and imprisonment. Fantasies are brought
down into nightmarish reality, becoming a blurry mixture in which the real and the unreal cannot
106
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be neatly separated. In his account of Tony's exploring in the jungle Waugh seems to deliberately
parallel the journey in The Waste LandV.
The repellent description of the jungle at night that begins Section II of A Handful of

Dusts 'In Search of a City' appears immediately to be filled with echoes of 'What the Thunder
Said.' The Amazon jungle is filled with a cacophony of alien sounds and voices, even the sound of
death as dead wood reverberates among the trees:
The nights seemed interminable to Tony; twelve hours of darkness ,
noisier than a city square with the squealing and croaking and
trumpeting of the bush denizens. Dr Messinger could tell the hours by
the succession of sounds. Sleep was irregular and brief after the days of
lassitude and torpor. ... Tony lay awake, scratching.
Since they left Georgetown there had not been any part of his body that
was ever wholly at ease. 110

The Waste Landjourney also takes place where there are many sounds but no relief. Like Tony
assailed by jungle, the speaker cannot be at ease, 'Here one can neither stand nor lie nor sit

I

There is not even silence in the mountains' .111 Although both quests are in search of relief, the
journeys are immensely discomforting and noisy:

If there were the sound of water only
Not the cicada
And the dry grass singing
But the sound of water over a rock 112
In both instances natural noises torment humans seeking relief. Insects and animals remind the
speaker of the poem of the lack of water almost with jeering. Through sheer weight of allusions
and parallels Waugh appears eager to draw upon the speaker of The Waste Lands pain and
discomfort in Tony's last's journey. Like 'What the Thunder Said', Tony's journey takes him to
thirsty and waterless places through rocks and dry grass:
Sometimes they climbed up into the wind, over loose red pebbles that
bruised their feet; after these painful ascents they would lie in the wind
till their wet clothes grew cold against their bodies; ... As each man and
woman arrived he sank on to the dry grass and rested against his load;

uo HD , pp.169-170. Waugh emphasises bats (wruch feature in 'What the Thunder Said') in his account,
trying to create the same eerie and nightmarish atmosphere that affects the speaker of Th e Waste Land.
'Bats like blighted fruit hung in clusters from the thatch' (p.169). In Eliot's poen1, the line that coITesponds
is 'And bats with baby faces in the violet light' (V. 1.379).
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... In the last five days of the march they suffered from lack of water.

The streams they came to were mostly dry; they had to reconnoitre up
and down their beds in search of tepid, stagnant puddles.11 3
On one level Waugh's account is based on his own actual experience of exploring in the Amazon
region, but on another, water serves a similar symbolic purpose in A Handful ofDust as in The

Waste Land, signifying a spiritual need. For instance, the camping sites of the expedition are
dictated by 'water and evil spirits.' 114 Where there is water in both texts, it is dirty and dangerous.
In 'The Fire Sermon', the speaker sits next to filthy water and rats creep slimly up the bank. In
'Death by Water' we read of the body of Phlebas slowly rotting in the water: 'Entering the
whirlpool.' 115 Similarly, in A Handful ofDust, the explorers are forced to drink brown river water
and suffer the streams they find being infested with cabouri fly that sting them constantly.
Eventually Dr Messinger himself suffers death by water disappearing over some falls into 'a great
pool ... and the water closed over his bald head.' 116 In the novel, the symbolism of the water is not
as clear as the poem, but the same sense of longing and menace surrounds it; lack of it and
submersion under it bring the same catastrophes to travellers.
In 'What the Thunder Said', the speaker seems to suffer delusions and nightmarish
visions, seeing a 'third who walks always beside you' and yet 'when I look ahead, there are only
you and I together'. 117 In his footnotes Eliot tells how his lines about the third person originated:
The fallowing lines were stimulated by the account of one of the
Antarctic expeditions (I forget which, but I think one of Shackleton' s):
it was related that the party of explorers, at the extremity of their
strength, had the constant delusion that there was one ,nore 1ne1nber
than could actually be counted. 11 8
Exploration inspired this passage and it in turn inspired Waugh's exploration passages. Shortly
after these lines in The Waste Land there is the account of the city over the mountains and the
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falling towers of the western cities at the hands of the barbarians. These nightmarish lines follow
them:
A woman drew her long black hair out tight
And fiddled whisper music on those strings
And bats with baby faces in the violet light
Whistled, and beat their wings
And crawled head downward down a blackened wall
And upside down in air were towers
Tolling reminiscent bells, that kept the hours
And voices singing out of empty cisterns and exhausted wells. 11 9
These would seem to be a dream or a hallucination of horror and destruction.

120

The baby faces

of the bats and the haunting music of the woman playing on her hair combined with the voices
singing from the waterless wells and cisterns is a truly disturbing one. The upside down towers
prompt us to think of the destroyed cities and to see this music as a lament for a destroyed world.
When he is overcome by fever, Tony also has visions of a world that is undergoing destruction
and of the city he seeks.
Initially, Tony only sees Brenda in his fever but as it becomes worse 'a constant company
of phantoms perplexed his senses.' 121 Waugh begins to blur his segments describing Brenda in
London with the one Tony sees in the jungle. Tony believes he is at a meeting of the County
Council which blurs his memories of recent months, combining the green rats that scared the
natives leaving him isolated in the jungle with Brenda and Polly Cockpurse and Milly, the
prostitute with whom he went to Brighton to fulfil his part in the divorce case. The destructive
Beavers occur prominently in the hallucinations, invading them and threatening to cover
everything with chromium plating. At the climax of his visions Tony imagines the City he has
been searching for, with its 'gatehouse' and 'the sound of music' .122 The mixture of the bizarre
rats and the sounds of music correspond with the bats and the eerie voices in 'What the Thunder
Said'. At this point both have an unsettling effect on the speaker and reader; we recognise that
this is fantastical but we still attempt to interpret what happens in the larger context of the poem
and the novel. We perceive the nightmarish effect as indicating the state of mind of the speaker
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and of Tony, and grasp simultaneously that such an effect is more indicative of the true state of
affairs than some of the 'realistic' descriptions found in both texts. Waugh's chapter ends as Tony
stumbles towards the gates of the hallucinated City. Like the speaker arriving at the empty chapel
in 'What the Thunder Said', Tony's City is empty and fruitless. Worse than that, 'The City thus
served was Mr Todd'.

123

Tony staggers into the clutches of the mad Mr Todd to whom he

announces in his delirium:
I will tell you what I have learned in the forest, where time is different.
There is no City. Mrs Beaver has covered it with chromium plating and
converted it into flats. Three guineas a week, each with a separate
bathroom. Very suitable for base love. And Polly will be there. She and
Mrs Beaver under the fallen battlements ... 124
This is an incredibly poignant and important speech in the novel, for it articulates the failure of
Tony's worldly pilgrimage and his recognition that the City he had envisioned is subject to
desecration and ruin at the hands of Mrs Beaver and those like her. Tony's quest for the City
ends in the terrible recognition that it has been destroyed. He perceives the truth more clearly
when feverish and delusional than at almost any other time in the novel. His recognition is that
his City, which is a Romantic dream based on Hetton and his notions of chivalry and honour, has
been destroyed by a modern world led and represented by Mrs Beaver and Polly Cockpurse. His
dreams have failed and he has very few fragments to shore up his ruins. Waugh's confrontational
point is made with force; Tony, with whom the reader has sympathised, is undone by a
destructive reality from which he has tried to escape. His dreams have no place in a world of base
love and rapacious greed. His escape from one earthly city to another has been doomed to
failure. His moments of truth become increasingly painful in the novel as reality smashes down
his Romantic walls: firstly with chromium walls in Hetton, then the death of John Andrew (his
roots literally cut off), the adultery of Brenda and the threatened loss of his estate, and his final
fate: lost, alone and feverish in the Amazon.
Tony's exploration for a lost city in the jungles of the Amazon is the Romantic Humanist
man's futile search for bliss in the material and transient. His quest is ultimately thwarted
because he is looking for a dream world - he mistakenly seeks a transfigured Hetton, which is
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after all, a decaying fake (a fact he has never properly comprehended). Waugh assumes most of
his readers will not completely see through and reject his sympathetic central character. He does
this with the intention of confronting us with Tony's fate. We are betrayed by our commiseration
with his misery at the hands of a combination of the evils of the modern world represented by the
Beavers and cruel fate in the death of John Andrew and his lost and fevered state in the Amazon.
We have shared Tony's delusions with him: perhaps not that Hetton will be restored, but we have
believed that his life is innocuous. But it is Romantic desire to escape from pain that leaves his
world defenceless against modern, barbarous attack. More than that, his denial of the actual state
of affairs has left him effectively imprisoned in his dream world in England, and created the
circumstances for his actual imprisonment in Brazil. His exploration and flight of fancy ends with
his perception that 'There is no City'. But the truth does not set him free. Instead he finds himself
reading to Mr Todd, imprisoned with little hope of escape. Tony's quest for an idealised city of
romance has led him to a betrayed Romantic reality, imprisoned by an incorrigible Romantic, no
closer to a non-existent city, but closer to truth. His journey has ended in failure, a failure that is
unalleviated by his horrible recognition that he has been searching for a non-existent dream city.

Failure and Imprisonment.
The journey of the speaker in The Waste Land ends in failure also, in a hole near an empty
chapel in the mountains. Perhaps he is safe from the barbarian hordes, for he is alone except for
bones in the graveyard and 'Dry bones can harm no one.' 125 But then the thunder speaks its
instructions and causes the speaker to reflect further on the human condition, which, like Tony's,
is one of imprisonment. The thunder says 'DA': Datta, Dayadhvam, Damyata, meaning 'give',
'sympathise', 'control'. Our understanding of the poem's use of these words is important to our
interpretation.

'Datta:what have we given?', the poem asks, and its answer is in 'blood shaking my heart'
and the 'the awful daring of a moment's surrender' - sexual love, and perhaps, spiritual faith.
These are things that an age of prudence can never retract - that one determined to be part of
polite and 'civil' society cannot commit to. The poem implies that this failure to give of oneself
will not be found in the obituaries or wills of the current prudent age. Perhaps this kind of giving
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can never be found in obituaries or wills. Certainly, this failure in sexual and spiritual giving is
imputed to Tony in Waugh's novel - he is non-committal in his spiritual and religious beliefs. He
knows he is only posing 'as an upright God-fearing gentleman of the old school', for when
Brenda teases him about it, he 'saw the joke, but this did not at all diminish the pleasure he
derived from his weekly routine'. 126 Similarly, Tony's situation has been humiliated by his wife's
sexual perfidy with a unambiguously undesirable man, leaving Tony to cut the figure of a slightly
pathetic cuckold. 'An age of prudence can never retract' the sexual act that leads to reproduction
and birth. Cleanth Brooks interprets this as meaning that: 'Man cannot be absolutely selfregarding. Even the propagation of the race - even mere "existence" - calls for such a surrender.
Living calls for ... belief in something more than "life".' 127 Tony Last's surrender to his Romantic
dreams and his illusory identity as an old fashioned gentleman are the wrong kind of giving. 128
The second word, Dayadhvam refers to sympathy or compassion. Its use in the poem
appears to suggest that imprisonment in our own subjective worlds isolates humans from each
other. Thomas Rees suggests that each is 'locked in his solitary dream ', something that is
certainly true of Tony as he is isolated from Brenda and the rest of the world by his deluded
vision of restoring Hetton, and later by his imagined version of the City that he seeks. 129 Here is
the relevant section of the poem:
Dyadhvam: I have heard the key
Tum in the door once and tum once only
We think of the key, each in his prison
Thinking of the key, each confirms a prison
Only at nightfall, aethereal rumours
Revive for a moment broken Coriolanus 130
Presumably the reference to Shakespeare's Coriolanus is to his solo escape from near
imprisonment in the city of Coriole to lead his soldiers to triumph. 131 But the tragic end to the
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play indicates Coriolanus's ongoing isolation from his fellow citizens. Coriolanus staggers from
physical imprisonment to a spiritual and emotional one. His tragedy of isolation is one that
befalls the inhabitants of the unreal city, London. The image communicates the idea of
separation from meaningful relationships with others and of imprisonment in one's own private
self, locked away from the world of other people. 132 The tie between a failed quest for a city and
imprisonment is present in the poem and clearly visible in Waugh's text. Tony's disastrous quest
for the earthly city concludes with him imprisoned like Coriolanus, snared by his own selfdeceiving attitude, as indeed Brenda is. Tony is no more imprisoned in a living death in Brazil
than Brenda is in London. In fact there can be no more unsympathetic moment, no more
isolating one, than Brenda's expression of relief that her son has died and not her lover. The
imprisonment motif that concludes both texts is not accidental. It emerges with the theme of the
unsuccessful quest for a city. Imprisonment is an imprisonment in the self; renewal is impossible
for the Romantic Humanist for there is no way of accessing an external reality.
The final command of the thunder is Damyata: 'control'. Damyata suggests a
combination of self-control and willingness to be submit to the external control of authority
(perhaps God). 133 The uplifting of imagery of the gaily responding heart, 'beating obedient

I To

controlling hands', is rendered less uplifting for it occurs in a hypothetical world. 134 The use of
'would have' indicates something that might have happened in an ideal world, but not in this one.
For in this world, the invitation has not been heard or responded to. The world of the poem is
one where control is missing. 135 The speaker cannot control his thoughts or eyes or speech when
confronted by the hyacinth girl; Lil and Albert cannot control their fertility or their physical
appearance; The river flows on steadily throughout 'The Fire Sermon', sweating oil and tar,
outside of human control, and the barbarian hordes sweep uncontrollably through the cities of
Europe in the first part of section V. Even the literary fragments that populate the poem seem to
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have no controlling hand behind them - they intrude into lyric sections and dramatic sections
alike. They neither control the poem which incorporates them, nor does the poem (or the poet)
seem to control them in any tight fashion. The ending of the poem is a good example of this, for it
throws together literary fragments without shape or form and with only a dying hope that they
will bring order. The Waste Land assumes the form of a text that is chained to chaos; imprisoned
by the inability of the speaker or the subject to exert control over meaning and form. It is the final
end of Romanticism.
Tony Last's world is one in which control is absent too - his wife exhibits no self-control,
an uncontrollable horse kills John Andrew (who might not have died if Tony had exercised more
control over his fox-hunting dreams). Similarly, Tony's is ultimately thwarted by his inability to
exercise control over his own dreams or submit to anything external. Although he is uncertain if
God even exists, Tony fulfils his religious duties in an effort to confirm his own place in the world
and out of his Romantic dream of being an old-fashioned squire. Tony's Romantic notions of an
old, chivalrous world are his weakness. The modern savage world of manipulation overwhelms
him, threatening even his precious Hetton with renovation and subsequent loss if the divorce
should go ahead. Todd exhibits none of these redemptive qualities and his power over Tony is
symbolic of the power savagery has over toothless Humanism. David Wykes agrees that the
ending is a parody of the happy Humanist idea:
It is a parody, of course, of the happy ending - hermetic domesticity of the Dickensian novel, and in form it is a happy ending .... Since this
is a humanist ideal, paradise needs must be an earthly paradise, and
since humanism is absurdly fallacious, the earthly paradise is in reality
Mr Todd and a diet of Dickens and farine. Tony has got what he sought
and is left to enjoy it. 136
Tony has received the full measure of what he was already beginning to reap in England. Tony's
imprisonment to Todd, ·as we have noted, is nothing but the final removal of the curtain that was
obscuring reality from Tony and the reader, and Waugh has one final nail for the coffin of Tony's
Romantic dream. Led astray by his futile Romantic Humanism Tony is imprisoned by a more
powerful and savage Romantic in Todd.
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Tony's imprisonment at the hands of Todd leaves him reading Dickens aloud until he
dies or escapes. When Todd asks Tony if he believes in God, Tony's lack of commitment draws
the rejoinder that 'Dickens did'. 137 The indictment of Dickens' moralising that then follows is
obvious - Todd, who loves the works and for whom they are the only scriptures he has heard,
remains completely immoral. Tony's reading to him begins, ostensibly, while he recovers and
prepares to leave. Todd, we learn, is a unique and interested audience, who emotionally engages
with the characters, asking questions and weeping when their sufferings are described, making
simple moral pronouncements and living vicariously through the texts, worrying about the
characters and then reminding himself 'if I remember it rightly, it will all turn out well'. 138
Douglas Patey comments perceptively that 'Todd is, in short, the ideal humanist reader, one
whose emotional receptivity and sympathetic understanding ( and emphasis on character rather
than plot) are exactly what Dickens trusted would foster in his audience a moral amelioration
akin to the saving change of heart experienced by so many of his characters.'

139

On the surface

Todd seems an ideal host: giving and sympathetic, but Tony's true state of affairs becomes more
apparent the more he presses Todd on the subject of returning home. The indictment of the type
of Humanism represented by Dickens is powerful. In the world of A Handful ofDust, Dickens
has no power to implant morality at all, no control. Dickens' writing marks only an escape from
reality for Todd and belief in Dickens' God would make no difference to Tony or the old man for
he is a toothless God, powerless to save or free from imprisonment.

Conclusion.
The conclusion of Eliot's poem is in keeping with its opening, it is tentative, expressing a
recognition of personal and social dissipation. The end is an unflinching depiction of a
fragmented, structureless and nearly hopeless state. The journey to escape the destruction in
section V has been at least a partial failure - the barbarian hordes have swept through
civilisation, the speaker's thirst for water has not been quenched. He sits at the poem's end,
fishing with the arid plain behind him, anticipating death. Destruction abounds: London Bridge
is falling down and the speaker can only set his lands in order like the biblical king, Hezekiah who
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was commanded to put his house in order as he would shortly die. Death is nearby and a cause
for fear, for it seems impossible to save society or ourselves from the moribund state the poem
depicts. Unlike Waugh's novel, the speaker has from the outset been aware of social and spiritual
decadence symbolised by the waste land and the falling towers. The waste land has not been
refreshed, nor has the 'Fisher King' figure (if we are to interpret him as such) been apparently
healed. London is falling down and the speaker is left imprisoned in the waste land with only the
barest shreds of tattered hope, in a purgative flame, and in 'Shantih shantih shantih' - 'the peace
which passeth understanding'. At best these rags are tiny, ill-defined precursors of something
better, at worst they ironically jar with the hopeless case presented by the rest of the poem. The
similarities with Waugh's novel emerge most clearly towards the end where in the face of the
horror of sexual dissipation, a city filled with ghosts, and breakdown of personal and social
communication we see a number of the poem's voices seemingly on the brink of mental
breakdown. The journey at the poem's end is the flight of refugees as much as it is a quest for a
'real' City or for renewal of the land. This journey ends with the recognition of spiritual and
emotional imprisonment that corresponds to the physical incarceration of Tony Last.
The reading of A Handful ofDustin this chapter has built on the premise that, adopting
the detached tone of the satirist (though the novel is not really a satire), Waugh is not on

anyone's s1de. The passing of Hetton to the impoverished cousins who retain the same vision as
Tony is not a happy ending. We are not to suppose that Teddy Last might succeed where Tony
failed. The failure is not of intent but of vision. Waugh has invited the reader to sympathise with
Tony only to betray that sympathy and confront it with his impotence and escapism. The curtain
has been drawn back for the reader: Tony was powerless against the forces of chaos led by Mrs
Beaver and Mr Todd, and so will Teddy be. Already, the rot at Hetton has spread- the clock has
stopped working properly, more rooms are closed down, Mrs Beaver is waiting in the wings and
has already advised the family on their monument to Tony. Teddy's hope to restore the place to
the glory of Tony's time shows that his vision of Hetton's glory has contracted even further than
the corrupt version Tony inherited. There is no external basis for the view of Tony and Teddy,
merely a sense that things were better in the past and that this is reason enough to preserve the
place. We have seen the tragic outworkings of Tony's escapist dream and must assume that the
pattern will continue for as long as the Lasts seek to escape pain and control and seek an earthly
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City. Waugh wrote that the scheme of A Handful ofDustwas 'a Gothic man in the hands of
savages - first Mrs Beaver etc. then the real ones, finally the silver foxes at Hetton. All that quest
for a city seems to me justifiable symbolism.'

°For as long as an early City is the goal of the

14

Lasts, the result will be imprisonment like the caged foxes and rabbits. In the world of A Handful

ofDustthe Humanist civilised world (without God and real spiritual belief) is a dead dream. It is
only a veneer, like chromium plating over a mouldering wall, and that as when that veneer or
curtain is drawn back, a chaos is revealed that will overwhelm and imprison the Romantic
Humanist.
This chapter has argued that The Waste Land and A Handful ofDust are 'humanist'
texts in that they start out with the premises of Romantic Humanism prevalent in the early
decades of the Twentieth Century. Neither T.S. Eliot nor Evelyn Waugh subscribed to this
philosophy either before or after their conversions to Catholicism. Building on their successes
and frustrations with the perspective and tactics of literary satire, both developed a literature of
confrontation in which their texts forced the reader into unfamiliar interpretive situations.
In the case of Eliot's text this involved separating and comprehending a mixture of .
different speaking voices of which few seemed to be the typical voice of lyric poetry. Eliot's poem
has some qualities that he identified with 'romantic' with its spontaneity and apparent non
sequiturs. Neither is there any apparent authority in matters of religion, containing a voice
infused with the tone and message of the major prophets abutting a tarot card reader and
fragments from Hindu and Buddhist scripture and teaching. It shares Romanticism's
depreciation of form, taking such an attitude to its logical and chaotic extreme. The speaker
responds to horror and pain in the manner of the Romantics by fleeing them on a flight from the
unreal cities, looking for something else. He finds condemnation in the words of the thunder and
a sense of imprisonment in the self which is the outcome of the overly personal and subjective
philosophy of the Romantics. The poem ends with the same sense of chaos and near defeat that
pervaded it. The Waste Land exposes Humanism by em bodying the extremities of such attitudes
and inviting the reader to perceive shortcomings. Like Ecclesiastes, it paints a godless nightmare
of the world, offering only a handful of dust, to stimulate the reader to rise from Humanist
slumber and seek comfort elsewhere. C.S. Lewis attacked the poem for infecting men with chaos
140
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under the guise of fortifying against it. The poem does infect us with chaos, the same shrieking
chaos that surrounded Tony Last, but it was a chaos that Eliot felt was omnipresent and
unacknowledged in contemporary life ( although we saw in the previous chapter that Lewis
acknowledged it in his own writing). If chaos was acknowledged at all, it was falsely celebrated by
the likes of the Dadaists, or the basis for a call for greater self-control from Humanists like Irving
Babbit. Some, like I.A. Richards, sought the answers in literature, here exposed as a false gospel.
Richards declared that poetry 'is capable of saving us; it is a perfectly possible means of
overcoming chaos.'

141

Eliot's retort in his review of Richards' book deployed his house imagery

again: 'Poetry "is capable of saving us", he says; it is like saying the wall-paper will save us when
the walls have crumbled'.
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Or, one might say, like shoring fragments against ruins. Eliot

believed that James Joyce's use of myth was 'simply a way of controlling, of ordering, of giving a
shape and a significance to the immense panorama of futility and anarchy that is contemporary
history.'
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Eliot's poem reveals the use of myth to reveal horrific truth that we cannot control

ourselves or our world; we are trapped by Original Sin and even external tradition found in the
canon of literature cannot help. Myth may give poetic shape to futility and anarchy, but it cannot
relieve it. C.S. Lewis was partially right in his belief that the poem infected the reader with chaos,
but its theology was more sophisticated than he thought. Eliot was working towards a nadir of
disgust and horror to reveal his longing to build something upon which to hope, and perhaps
infect the reader with the same horror and the same hope. Like any good builder he was digging
down to the foundations to rip them out before he could replace them with something upon
which to rejoice.
Waugh, too, was one to infect men with chaos. His novels prior to A Handful ofDust had
been criticised sharply for doing precisely this. He was determined to remake himself as a serious
writer and he seized the ·sensibilities and devices of Eliot's The Waste Land to help him. A

Handful ofDust is a 'humanist' book; Tony Last is a Romantic Humanist who lives a fantasy in
which he thinks of himself as an old fashioned, God-fearing country gentleman. When faced with
contemporary savages like the Beavers he is overwhelmed for he has only a semblance of civility
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himself. He is civilised on the surface but lacks core beliefs of the God-fearing gentlemen of the
past: particularly regarding human depravity. His aesthetic is perverted and devoid of spiritual
content, which Waugh symbolises by the ugly and decaying faux-Gothic Hetton. Instead of facing
the decadence in the world squarely, Tony seeks to escape it, even when his son is killed and his
wife leaves him, threatening to force him to sell his estate. He flees to Brazil and seeks a new
City: a perverted ideal based on an empty philosophy. His quest fails because his ideal does not
exist. There is no City of his Romantic imagining and instead he is lost and imprisoned. Waugh
withdraws authorial comment to implicate readers in Tony's sympathies and so confront them
with his fate. A Handful ofDust is more complicated than a satire; like The Waste Land it offers
no alternative perspective, but its message is clear: Romantic Humanism is moribund, and with it
the civilisation it has inherited, for there are no weapons in such a philosophy to save even
oneself, let alone a whole society from those who are openly savage. All that remains is the vanity
of Ecclesiastes.
Neither Eliot nor Waugh offer any hope for readers- neither text features more than the
faintest whiff of the possibility of salvific renewal. And yet they mark a progression from the
earlier works that pose as satires. They are much more confronting of the reader; their sensibility
is one of increased sombreness and horror. They carry the reader further down a philosophical
path that Eliot and Waugh expected them to already be travelling and draw an identical
conclusion. It is hopeless, terrifying and has an odour of death. There is very little anticipation of
those important works of hope that would follow -Ash- Wednesday and Brideshead Revisited,
except that author and reader have been taken to the practical limits of the pervasive worldview.
The logical conclusion was to seek answers elsewhere and both writers found them in Catholic
Christianity which took on an increasing significance in their subsequent work. Frederick Stopp
concludes his chapter on A Handful ofDustwith these expectant words, partially fulfilled in
Waugh's Brideshead Revisited.
Man is doomed to remain in his wire cage, reinforced against escape,
unless some other principle is found to restore him to his liberty and to
banish fear. Instead of the ravening tiger and the furtive jackal, the ox
and ass of Bethlehem. 144
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Chapter 4.
'The Human Spirit, Redeemed': The 'Between'
Works, Ash- Wednesday, Marina and Brideshead

Revisited.

Jvfany p eople live on an uwnarkedfrontier enveloped in densefog; and
those who dwell beyond it are nwre numerous in the dark waste ef
ignorance and indifference, than in the well- lighted desert ef atheism. 1
T .S. Eliot

Brideshead Revisited indicates strongly that belief in God is the most
logical a11swe1· to contemporary problenis. The pattent ef conversion
that the hero follO"ws is sitnilar to Eliot's own as he moves from The
Waste Land into the rep entance efAsh-Wednesday and slowly into
the more cadenced harmonies ef the Four Quartets .2

A .A. De Vitis

In this chapter we trace the parallel artistic development of T.S. Eliot and Evelyn Waugh from
their earlier non-Christian ethos towards a mature literature of proselytism, faith, redemption
and hope. In previous chapters of this thesis we have examined the way in which the naturally
satiric impulses of both writers expressed themselves early in their respective writing careers.
Their preoccupation with the evils of Humanism echoed through 'humanist' texts that faced the
reader with a world of horrors and absurdity where God was absent but the terrible
consequences of Original Sin indubitably present. Their Catholic conversions prompted them to
seek to redefine themselves as writers, to address misconceptions: in Eliot's case that he had
rejected all beliefs; in Waugh's case, that he was only a light novelist. This chapter makes the case
that in their theories of Christian art, in their combativeness and their themes the postconversion trajectories of both writers bear many important similarities.
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In the years immediately after their conversions in the early 1930s both Eliot and Waugh
admitted that popular misconceptions of their writing were partially their own fault and that
some things they had written had even had a pernicious influence on some readers. They began
to emphasise the importance of external, specifically Christian assessments of goodness and
beauty. There is an emergent attention to the supernatural, and its impact on the same world
portrayed in their pre-conversion writing. Previously they had both attacked Humanism from
within; now they sought to depict a larger world in which the supernatural was naturally a
primary and, to use Eliot's term, 'unconscious' element. In their non-fiction Eliot and Waugh
lambasted a world they saw marching down the wide road to hell. In After Strange Gods and

Edmund Camp1on they took up arms against modern secularism and 'heresy' with a partisan
violence that aroused varying degrees of public hostility. These efforts were 'consciously'
Christian. As writers who appreciated subtlety and artistry, and whose satiric antennae were
finely tuned to pomposity, they believed that such propaganda was to be avoided in poetry and
novels.
In this chapter we examine Eliot's poems 'The Hollow Men', Ash-Wednesdayand the
Ariel poem, Marina. Each of these poems is, in its way, what Christopher Ricks has termed a
'between' poem: written by an accomplished poet grasping for new expression for his Christian
faith. 3 The poet is reaching for a maturity of Christian perspective, and the faith and artistic
techniques to express this. We will trace the way 'The Hollow Men' introduces a faint possibility
of hope amidst the waste land and the manner in which Ash- Wednesday and Manna express this
hope through several key themes. Following the example of his mentor Dante, Eliot
communicates the escalation of human love into Divine love, where the speaker discovers his
love of a woman has been transfigured into love of God. In Dante's scheme the supernatural
gradually penetrates the.natural, so that these poems nestle 'between' two worlds that overlap
within them. In these poems Eliot evinces a theology in which pain may lead to purification and
holiness. Previously pain had been an unanswerable part of the horror of the modern world, a
consequence of sin; now the poet figures it as a necessary stage in the process of taking hold of
spiritual inheritance and the basis for future hope. Another important motif of these 'between'
poems is the use of memory- in Ash- Wednesday and Manna the speaker is simultaneously

3
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remembering a past tarnished by sin and longing for the future, to forget personal sin and take
hold of future grace. Throughout this chapter Evelyn Waugh's own 'between' works, particularly
Work Suspended and Bndeshead ReVJsjfecf, are interleaved with Eliot's to highlight the parallels

between the two. Like Eliot, Waugh also introduces hope for the first time in his writing through
the same channels as the poet - the motifs of pain, escalating love and memory. Waugh's writing
in the period shows the novelist's development from the imprisoned Humanist, Tony Last, to be
able to tell the story of the redeemed Humanist, Charles Ryder.

Obviating Pernicious Influence.
Evelyn Waugh had initially shown little sign that his Catholic conversion would affect his writing
at all. We have already examined his militant rejection of contemporary culture from the
beginning of his published career, but by the mid 1930s it was becoming more explicit. His
attitudes towards popular Humanism remained cloaked by the irony of his early fiction but
became increasingly clear in his articles and other public utterances of the early 1930s.4 At the
same time Waugh was using an insidious fifth column device in his novels to subtly undermine
the prevailing secular episteme that he had rejected when he had joined the Church. Like the
book of Ecclesiastes, these novels presented and explored a universe without God, unearthing its
horror and despair without promoting a clear alternative. Black Mlschjef, written in 1932, was
very much in the vein of the work that had preceded Waugh's reception into the Catholic church,
in that it has a veneer of satire and farce beneath which lurks an abyss of horror and nihilism.
Upon the publication of Black MlschjefWaugh found that he continued to be either
celebrated as a light entertainer in the style of P.G. Wodehouse and Ronald Firbank, or attacked
because the realms he was exploring were regarded as immoral. 5 In early 1933 (while the author
was trekking in the Amazon) Black Mlschjefwas harshly attacked for its 'coarseness and
foulness' by Ernest Oldmeadow, editor of the Catholic mouthpiece the Tablet. Oldmeadow
4

This is exemplified by Waugh's words in a 1931 BBC broadcast in which he rejected liberal Humanist
notions of 'Progress', declaring that for hi1n 'man's capacity for suffering keeps pretty regular pace with
the discoveries that ameliorate it and that for every new thing found there is one good use and uncounted
misuses.' As Eliot was to do in numerous essays, speeches and books, culminating in Notes Tm,vards a
Definition of Culture in 1948, in 1931 Waugh clearly opposed the Humanist belief in 'a process of
inarrestable, beneficial change .' (Typescript at the Hmnanities Research Center, University of Texas,
Austin) cited in SI, pp.292-294.
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'It is a masterpiece of inconsequence', wrote Ralph Straus of Vile Bodies. Straus, p.95. 'Mr. Waugh still
seems to suffer from his early illusion that the vapid fatuities of Ronald Firbank are funny', Geoffrey West,
Bookman, November 1932, in CH, p.131.
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declared that it was 'a disgrace to anybody professing the Catholic name.' 6 Waugh wrote an
indignant open letter to Oldmeadow's sponsor, Cardinal Bourne, which was never published at
the time because his friends convinced him that it would be considered impertinent and libellous.
In it he admitted that his work may have had a harmful effect:
My own trade is that of novelist ... let me rather suppose that I sell
wines and spirits. It is highly probable that in the course of my business
I am providing the occasion for gluttony to some of my customers;
should my wares fall into the hands of children they are likely to
endanger their health but it is not taught by the Church that it is my
duty to put up my shutters; still less that I must wrap up every bottle in
a penny catechism or a tract from the Catholic Truth Society. But the
Church does teach ... that a writer is culpable if his work becomes an
occasion for sin to his readers. 7
Waugh knew he was treading a fine moral line, although he was unwilling to play the role of
propagandist or to cease writing novels altogether. He d1dhope to exert a moral influence, as we
have seen, in his previous novels, but this assault from the Tabletwas caused him to begin a
process of reassessment. Waugh admitted that the Church considered that 'a writer 1sculpable if
his work becomes an occasion for sin'. 8 Despite his fury at Oldmeadow's attacks, and his desire to
expose the editor as a poor critic and a fool, criticism from such a prominent co-religionist in an
official publication seems to have shocked the young author. The Tablet affair seems to have
helped to shift Waugh's perception of himself as a specifically Roman Catholic author. The critic
Howard Marshall wrote perceptively of Waugh shortly before this crisis:
I've a tiny fear that he is going to tum serious on us. The truth of the
matter is that all satirists are serious at heart. They may destroy, but
they also long to construct. Mr. Waugh has had his fling at the follies of
the age, and now, unless I am much mistaken, he is searching for
something to put in their place. 9

6
7

Oldn1eadow, p.10, in CH, p.132.
This section of the letter, not published in Mark Amory' s Letters , is reprinted in SI, pp.339-340.
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Waugh was cognisant of the important theological distinction between a writer who has intention to cause
sin by, for example, prescribing sinful behaviour, and the writer who only describes sinful behaviour. Even
in the latter category a writer is held to be culpable if his work occasions sin for his readers: creates a
circun1stances of temptation or incitation to sin. It is clear that various situations will ten1pt some people
and not others, but Waugh admits that the novelist must avoid describing incidents that will clearly be an
occasion for sin to a large number of readers. In his letter he thus makes clear that he does not consider
Black Mischief contains occasions for sin. Reference made to ' Occasions of Sin ' in Th e Catholic
Encyclopedia. Transcript online: http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/
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Waugh's next major work in 1934, A Handful ofDust, shows signs of an evolution in style and
content towards altogether more serious outlook, although he includes no overtly Catholic figure
or theme. We can surmise that after the Tabletincident Waugh was determined not to provide
an occasion for sin, but neither to write explicitly Christian novels. His non-fiction (specifically
the biography, Edmund Campjon) and short-stories over the next decade would explore
theological ideas, but it was not until Bndeshead Rev1sjtedin 1945 that he would combine an
attempt at serious literary art with an explicitly Christian theme. 10
Like Waugh, T .S. Eliot was anxious to alert the critics and the reading public that
Christian belief was now a part of his poetic interest and would continue to be so. 11 At much the
same time as Waugh's confrontation with the Tablet, T.S. Eliot was meditating on his own public
impact, writing in 1935:
Our religion imposes our ethics, our judgement and criticism of
ourselves, and our behaviour towards our fellow men. The fiction that
we read affects our behaviour towards our fellow men, affects our
patterns of ourselves. When we read of human beings behaving in
certain ways, with the approval of the author, who gives his benediction
to this behaviour by his attitude towards the result of the behaviour
arranged by himself we can be influenced towards behaving in the same
way. When the contemporary novelist is an individual thinking for
himself in isolation, he may have something important to offer those
who are able to receive it. 12
In words that correspond with those of Waugh's unpublished retort to Oldmeadow, Eliot admits
that this apparent benediction upon immoral or amoral behaviour can occur even in the 'better
writers' of an age, who may exercise a degrading effect on the reader. Such writing, in Eliot's
10

Waugh's incipient overtly Christian 1nethod can been seen in the short story 'Out of Depth' from 1933,
in which the central character finds himself 500 years in the future . Society has regressed and its only
unchanged institution is the Roman Catholic Church. This precipitates the central character's conversion
upon his return to the year 1933. It is unashamedly and belligerently Catholic propaganda n1ore in line with
what Oldmeadow would expect from a Catholic author, and probably written partly to assuage those who
had been offended by Black Mischief
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In 1927, Eliot strongly rejected I.A. Richards' claim that The Waste Land was a separation from all
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SE, p.368.
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opinion, might then become an occasion for sin. He confesses a fear that even he has had a
detrimental influence on his readers at times: 'I am not sure that I have not had some pernicious
influence myself.' 13 Throughout the late 1920s and early 1930s it seems that Eliot was intent upon
producing work that could not be so ambiguous as to leave the reader floundering in moral
uncertainty and so make Eliot culpable for the pernicious effect of his poems.14 Like Waugh,
Eliot began to assess the implications of his Christian faith on his writing.

Redefined as Christian Writers.
In previous chapters we examined the ways Eliot's poetry expressed the despair of those
separated from belief, ensnared in what Eliot felt was horror and Humanist hollowness. How
would Eliot henceforth communicate such despair while avoiding the danger of 'pernicious
influence'? In 1935 he contended that this would come through a continual awareness of the
supernatural in the writing of literature:
[T]he whole of modem literature is corrupted by what I call Secularism,
that it is simply unaware of, simply cannot understand the meaning of,
the primacy of the supernatural over the natural life: of something
which I assume to be our primary concem. 15
This emphasis on the supernatural is important. Eliot's 'Religion and Literature' essay staked his
claim on a particularly Christian approach to both the reading and writing of literature although this is displayed differently in his essays and in his poetry. The revelation of the
possibility of 'real belief in a supernatural order' was a telling one for the poet. 16 Eliot wrote to
his friend William Force Stead in 1930:

13

'Religion and Literature', SE, p.397.
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For exan1ple, Hugh Kenner notes the uncluttered clarity of Eliot's Ariel poems, which were written 'as
no Eliot poem had been, explicitly for publication, as an object to be purchased by - it was hoped - a
relatively large number of people of taste .... As in his later stage-verse, so here, he can be seen
deliberately thinning out his custon1ary opacities of i1nage and tying his effects to a running line of
consecutive argument'. Kenner, p.243 .
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'Religion and Literature', SE, p.398. Eliot's term for secular efforts to embrace the supernatural was
'heresy.' SeeASG, pp.21-30. Eliot's use of the term 'secularis1n' may have been influenced by his f1iend
(and a friend also of Evelyn Waugh), Christopher Dawson. Dawson delineated a process of spiritual
deterioration: 'Protestantis1n, Liberalism and Con11nunism are the three successive stages by which our
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second eliminated Christianity, and the third elin1inates the human soul.' Religion and the Modern State ,
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Adrian Hastings, p.295.
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[B]etween the usual subjects of poetry and 'devo_tional' verse there is a
very important field still very unexplored by modem poets - the
experience of man in search of God, and trying to explain to himself his
intenser feelings in terms of the divine goal. I have tried to do
something of that in Ash-Wednesday. 17
Eliot's poetry of this time set out to trace the journey of man in search of God. This was not
through pious language and devotional themes, but through an examination of those same
intense feelings that had featured so prominently in The Waste Land These feelings of horror
and also of illumination were now to be explained 'in terms of the divine goal'. Eliot would bring
eternity and the spiritual to bear in a way that he had not previously done.
Eliot's efforts to combat secularism showed tendencies towards belligerence apparent in
sections of The Rock and After Strange Gods(both 1934) and in various places in the Criten·on.

It is not surprising that a sensibility such as Eliot's, which had been drawn to satire earlier, should
now seek other, less ironic, modes of confronting readers with the deficiencies of secularism.
From his position of Christian orthodoxy Eliot could now adopt the tone of a prophet (to which
he had been drawn even before he joined the Church) to decry the theological failings of his
society. The subtitle of After Strange GodsJ 'A Primer of Modern Heresy', is telling for it shows
the religious underpinnings and intent of the text. Much has been made of the racism of the text,
but what is important to this thesis is Eliot's introduction of the terms 'orthodoxy' and 'heresy' in
his lectures at the University of Virginia. 18 He declared clearly in a way that indicated the
importance of his theological views on literature that 'tradition by itself is not enough; it must be
perpetually criticised and brought up to date under the supervision of what I call orthodoxy ... ' 19
Eliot anticipated heresy overcome not by censorship but through the influence of 'the Church
itself, in which orthodoxy resides' .20 He lamented that 'the number of people in possession of any

17

Eliot to \Villian1 Force Stead, 9 August 1930, in Ronald Schuchard, 'If I think again of this place': Eliot,
Herbert and the Way to Little Gidding' in Edward Lobb (ed.) Words in Time: New Essays on Eliot's Four
Quartets, The University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, 1983, pp .62-63 .
18

Pron1inent an1ong those who have found offence in Eliot's cormnent on Jews is Anthony Julius, TS.
Eliot, Anti-Semitism, and Literary Fann, Camb1idge University Press, Can1bridge, 1995. See also
Christopher Ricks, T.S. Eliot and Prejudice . More recently, Ronald Schuchard has sparked an extended
dialogue with a nun1ber of prominent Eliot scholars on the subject. Ronald Schuchard, David Bromwich,
Ronald Bush, Denis Donoghue, Et al: 'Burbank with a Baedeker, Eliot with a cigar: A1nerican intellectuals,
anti-sernitisn1, and the idea of culture' and the published responses. Modernism/Modernity , 10: 1, January
2003, pp.1 -70.
19

ASG, pp.1 5, 62.

20

ASG, p.32.
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criteria for discriminating between good and evil is very small', but believed it was important to
have 'an external test of the validity of a writer's work' .21 Eliot won few friends with his remarks,
and the anti-Semitic comments in the work have continued to tarnish his reputation since their
publication. In 1940 he wrote: 'The whole tone of After Strange Gods is of a violence which I
now deprecate' .22 Such writings might have got part of Eliot's point across, but they alienated the
very people he hoped to speak to and he found that as his theology matured they contained much
'that I should now wish to qualify.' 23 About the same time Waugh was producing work of a
similarly strident tone.
In 1933 Waugh was in 'Heavy Catholic trouble' as a result of Earnest Oldmeadow's
attack on Black Mischief24 Such accusations of immorality continued after the publication in
1934 of Ninety-Two Days and A Handful ofDus~ and their persistence seems to have given the

novelist pause to consider his Catholic reputation. His first marriage was going through a process
of annulment in Rome at the time. Meanwhile, Waugh was courting a young Catholic woman,
Laura Herbert. Anxious to regain some credibility in the eyes of those Catholics whose opinions
he valued (such as the staunchly Catholic family of his prospective wife), Waugh embarked on a
biography of the 16th century Jesuit martyr, Edmund Campion, to be published in 1935.

Edmund Campion is a combative work that seeks to validate and uphold an
uncompromising Catholic orthodoxy while simultaneously attacking Protestantism for heresy
and stupidity, with the apparent intent of revealing its author's orthodox and pious aims. The
biography opens in truculence with Waugh's pungent description of Queen Elizabeth's death
amid darkness, superstition and fear. This he contrasts powerfully with the light of Cam pion's
Catholic reason. 25 Campion is Waugh's first explicitly Catholic book in both its subject matter
and its attitude. One is struck by the continual emphasis on its protagonist's self-sacrifice,
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- ASG, pp.61, 62.
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Letter to J.V. Healy, 19 June 1940, in Ricks , p.47. Ricks's assessment of Eliot's antj-Sernitism is superb.
See also Peter Dale Scott 'The Social Critic and his Discontents' in Moody, Companion, pp.60-76.
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Letter to J.V. Healy, 19 June 1940, Ricks, p.47 .
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'To Henry Yorke', May 1933, Letters, p.72.
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Waugh draws attention to the i1npo11ance of reason in the Catholic faith: 'He now makes the claim,
which lies at the root of all Catholic apologetics, that the Faith is absolutely satisfactory to the 1nind,
enlisting all knowledge and all reason in its cause~ that it is completely compelling to any who give it an
"indifferent and quiet audience".' Edmund Campion, p.101.
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26

courage and hardship; and the malicious stupidity of his Anglican persecutors. Edmund

Campjon met with success ( and confirmation of its author's orthodoxy) in Catholic circles and
provoked controversy everywhere else. What makes it interesting and important is the way it
marks out historical and theologjcal territory. Waugh's biography functions in much the same
way as Eliot's statement about being an Anglo-Catholic, Royalist and Classicist in the
introduction to For Lancelot Andrewes, it made it clear beyond doubt for readers where the
author stood on matters of belief. Like Eliot's After Strange Gods, which emerged the previous
year, it condemned those who, according to its author, inherited the mantle of heresy and
stupidity in 20th century Britain. It was defiant and clear in its position. Yet their Christianity did
not only express itself in defiance for either Eliot or Waugh.
Waugh's next works, Waug/J jn Abyss1nia (1936) and Scoop (1938), flowed from his
second trip to Africa to report on the Italian invasion of Abyssinia. Waug/J in Abyss1111a was
dogged by the criticisms of those who did not share Waugh's pro-Italian view (which was almost
everybody!) .27 Scoop was a light, openly satirical novel about journalists which was welcomed by
the critics after the grimness of Dechne and Fall Scoop was a relief for Rose Macaulay and
'those of us who had begun to fear that we were losing him, that the wit was being slain by the
propagandist and the partisan.' 28 But the critics' fears were coming true: they were already losing
Waugh. He was not happy with Scoop as a novel, acknowledging that it was 'light' but frustrating
to write. 29 David Wykes dissects the reasons for Waugh's unhappiness with Scoop.
Waugh ... was beginning to feel strongly that he needed to make a
major shift of direction in his fiction and that the progress he had made,
especially with A Handful of Dust, was insufficient for the need he was
experiencing. Characterisation and style had changed slightly but
6
~

Waugh wrote in a letter to Canon F.E. Hutchinson in 1936: 'I daresay I am at fault in giving too grim a
picture of the Anglicans. There n1ust have been sincere 1nen an1ong then1. Obviously in Mary's reign and
later, under Laud, there wete hundreds. But I do think that at Can1pion' s pai1icular epoch the English
church, at the top, was run almost exclusively by arrivists.' Selina Hastings, p.324.
27

Rose I\1acaulay described it as a 'Fascist tract' . Macauley, pp.370-371, CH, p.193. I\1artin Stannard
concludes that 'he had foolishly attached himself to a public cause where normally he considered political
involvement anathema to good writing.' SI, p.437.
78

- Rose Macaulay, pp.370-371, CH, p.202.
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Waugh confessed its frivolity when he wrote a 111emorandum for Hollywood adaptation. 'This is a light
satire of modern journalism ... Lightness must be preserved.' 'Memorandum for Messrs Endfield and
Fisz', 12 April 1957, p.l. Waugh wrote this in 1957, and the document fon11s part of the Waugh collection
at Humanities Reseai-ch Center Library at the University of Texas at Austin. Rep1inted in Heath, p.126.
Waugh was also frustrated by the time and drafting required to complete the novel, the 'infinite
inten-uptions and distractions'. Monday 10 Januai·y 1938, Diaries , p.430.
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significantly from book to book, but the "deep structure" of the comic
novel and the unintrospective narrational style were still there ....
Suffice it to say now that, in its author's eyes, Scoop did not represent
change enough. 30
The problem was that Waugh was still misunderstood critically and by the wider public. Martin
Stannard tells us that the year Scoopwas published, Chapman and Hall issued a Collected Works
of Waugh, advertising it in this way: 'We have had collected editions of most of the contemporary
bores from Lawrence downwards: here ... is an author we can read for amusement and not for
exercise.' 31 For Waugh, who had aimed at rather more than amusement in A Handful ofDus~
light entertainment, even light satire, was increasingly unacceptable in a 'time of general anxiety
and distress'. 32 Waugh's satiric technique was still remarkably similar to that of Decline and Fall,
indeed, Scoop has been frequently compared in style and structure to the earlier novel. 33
Waugh's primary targets of attack in Scoop are the popular press and the state of contemporary
politics, but Waugh knew already that his satire was largely ineffective - too many people thought
he was just plain funny, when, as Wykes puts it he was 'intending to be severe and a little fierce. '34
Waugh was reaching a climacteric. He enjoyed writing novels that sold to a wide public and
which diverted his readership but he was frustrated at constantly being labelled a mere
'entertainer' .35 He expressed this sentiment in an article written during the composition of Scoop.
The vast bulk of the reading public treat books as they do films. They
want something to amuse them on a wet evening ... according to their
mood. They don't care a hoot about individual experiments and
technical adventures of the author. Why should they? But they come to
associate certain authors' names with a certain mood of entertainment and woe betide the writer who disappoints them by exhibiting a change
of interest. 36
Waugh's thought and writing was to alter down a path that led to Work Suspended and

Bndeshead Revisited It was a shift from art which merely appealed and amused, even when
30

Wykes, pp.11 5-116 .

31

SI, p.163 .

32

Waugh wrote in the 1964 preface to Scoop, 'This light-hearted tale was the fruit of a time of general
anxiety and distress, but for its author, one of peculiar personal happiness.'
33

See Patey, pp.157-158 . Wykes, p.115.

34

Wykes, p.116.

35

See John Brophy's review of the novel in the Telegraph: 'His job is to provide laughter, and how well he
does it. ' Brophy, Daily Telegraph, 13 May 1938, p .6 in CH, pp.198-199.
36

'Barabbas, Publisher', 'Nash 's Pall Mall Magazine', July 1937, p. 10, in Patey, p.163 .
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satirical, to that which was counter-cultural and more clearly 'serious'. As a Catholic writer,
Waugh was increasingly concerned with the difference between that which people do like and
that which people shouldlike. Martin Stannard describes the shift in this way: 'Since 1931 his
writings, working within a humanist framework, had described behaviour and asserted Catholic
values by negative suggestion. But as we shall shortly see, they seemed light because they omitted
'the determining character' of the 'soul'.37 In his non-fiction Waugh had divided readers with his
hostility, in his fiction he would attempt to employ more subtlety.

Rethinking Christian Literature.
In his poetry, T.S. Eliot's aim, like Waugh's, was not the creation of defiant Christian
propaganda, but a literature of words flowing from a transformed and renewed Christian mind.
For Eliot, the unconsciously Christian writer looks on the world with a vision unlimited by the
intention or desire to be pninanij7'devotional' or persuasive. 38 Eliot here contrasted himself with
G.K. Chesterton, whose work he believed was propagandist, but admirable. For Eliot the
problem was that the world separated Religion and Literature, and the connection needed to be
lived and demonstratedrather than taught or imposed upon the reader. This might seem similar
to Eliot's injunctions in Tradjtjon and the Jndjvklual Talentfor a writer to write with all the
literature of Europe in his veins. One could suggest Eliot was merely emphasising that a writer
must write with Christian orthodoxy in his soul (rather than his mind). But the poet was now
wrestling with issues of what it meant not only to be a writer, but to be a ChristJ"anwriter. Eliot's
answer was challenging and fundamentally theological.
In his 1935 essay 'Religion and Literature' Eliot insisted on the importance of finding
standards by which to judge what is good in art. He argued that 'for literary judgement we need
to be acutely aware of two things at once: of "what we like", and of "what we oughtto like".' 39
Eliot implied that as readers we must know ourselves, what we 'really feel' , and also that we must
perceive our shortcomings against an external measure of truth and goodness. For 'we do not
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SI, p.490. Stannard is refen"ing to Waugh' s staten1ent in his 'Fan-Fare' article that he would write novels
that represented the human soul. EAR , p.302.
38

'Religion and Literature ', SE, p.392.

39

'Religion and Literature', SE, p.399 .
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understand what we are, unless we know what we ought to be.' 40 The non-Christian Eliot had
exhorted young authors to imbibe all of the literature of Europe to be able to contribute to it; the
Christian Eliot encouraged a knowledge of orthodox values by which to judge oneself and one's
world. These Christian principles he called 'our most fundamental and important beliefs' .41 Eliot
was now encouraging Christian readers to judge art by the standards of orthodox morality and
theology where he had previously urged the 'extinction of personality' to the 'standards of the
past' without being in possession of a timeless standard by which to judge the past. 42 This is not to
impose a mutual exclusion on Eliot's standards - there are clear similarities between the
standards to which he subscribed before and after his conversion, but it was the timelessness of
his Christian ones that he believed gave strength to his position.
Eliot emphasised the moral considerations of reading and writing literature. This moral
dimension corresponds with Evelyn Waugh's concerns with the impact of Christian theology on
the question of what makes good art. The relationship between art and theology interested
Waugh deeply for the rest of his life. In 1949 he wrote to Lord David Cecil (Goldsmiths'
Professor of English Literature at Oxford) of the danger of theological ambiguity in art and of
ascribing mysticism to it:
I am a bigot and a philistine ... and I feel you can' t hint at God. You
must either affirm or deny. If affirm, the soul is born with a longing for
God and Beauty, Harmony and Order are only desirable as attributes of
His .... God is manifest everywhere. You and I, as men specially
concerned with writing, are entitled to see it specially in writing, so
long as we recognise writing as differing not at all from gardening or
needlework or any other activity, and so long as we regard all
humanism as recreation - a harmless way for fellow[?] men to occupy
their leisure and earn their livings .... I can' t recall a passage but is not
Bridges full of a sort of mysticism of Art? The idea that the great flights
of the human spirit, which reconcile man with his unhappy predicament
on earth, are embodied in the Everyman' s Library? 43
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'Religion and Literature', SE, p.399.

41

'Religion and Literature', SE, p.401.
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'Tradition and the Individual Talent', SE, pp.15,17. By 1935 Eliot was arguing that 'Literary criticism
should be c01npleted by criticism from a definite ethical and theological standpoint.' 'Religion and
Literature' (1935), SE, p.388.
43

'To David Cecil' , 27 July 1949, 7 August 1949, Letters, pp.303, 305. Waugh's spelling and punctuation
retained. B1idges, n1entioned by Waugh, is the poet Robert Bridges (1844-1930).
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Waugh saw a mystical aesthetic in Art theory as another consequence of Humanism in society
and culture and emphasised the importance of external standards of beauty, harmony and order
proceeding from God. Eliot had countered Secularism (which he interpreted as the absence of
the supernatural in life) by asserting the 'primacy of the supernatural over the natural life'.
Waugh attempted the same thing using different but synonymous terms. His response to the
absence of God in contemporary thinking was no longer to show the futility of a world where
God was absent but to stress the way in which 'God is manifest everywhere' in his art.
Art theory is a topic that surfaces in Brideshead Revisited In a discussion about the
quality of the art in the chapel of Brideshead Castle, the novel's narrator Charles Ryder is asked
whether it is 'Good Art'; he responds that it is remarkable of its period and may be admired in
time. When pressed on the matter he replies: 'Well, it may be good now. All I mean is that I don't
happen to like it much.' The pious Earl of Brideshead asks, 'But is there a difference between
liking a thing and thinking it good?' 44 Bridey is arguing that the end, the goal or purpose, of art is
most important in understanding whether it is good or not. Bridey perceives the theological
aspects of Ryder's art theory: 'You take art as a means not as an end. That is strict theology, but
it's unusual to find an agnostic believing it.' 45 Bridey's position on art ( and Ryder's) is that of
Waugh, and also of Eliot: art has a purpose beyond itself and can be judged by external
standards. The conclusion of such thinking is that artistic appreciation must incorporate theology
and morality, it must acknowledge an orthodox point of view. Such a view counters 'the idea that
the great flights of the human spirit ... are embodied in Everyman's Library' with the belief that
'Beauty, Harmony and Order' are desirable only as attributes of God. In The Waste Land and A

Handful ofDust, Beauty, Harmony and Order had been longed for but the world was seen as
their absence; in the works that follow Eliot and Waugh put in place the technical and theological
apparatus to display 'God manifest everywhere' and show the world in light of this presence.

'The Hollow Men' and Work Suspended as 'Between' Works.
Before there can be satisfaction or baptism, there must be dissatisfaction and consciousness of
the guilt of sin. Before there can be hope there must be awareness of how grim the situation is; a
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BR, pp.89-90.
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felt need and desire for something better. Before Eliot's 'convert' poems he had written 'The
Hollow Men' in 1925. It was published during the period of relative artistic dryness after The
Waste Landbut before Eliot was received into the Church of England in 1927. It lies between the
position of The Waste Land and that of the convert poems, and seems to bridge the phases of

. an d fait. h.46
satire
Although filled with spiritual emptiness 'The Hollow Men' contains a tiny spark of hope,
the 'hope of the hopeless'. The Hollow Men are pictured as blind, empty and helpless:
Sightless, unless
The eyes reappear
As the perpetual star
Multifoliate rose
Of death's twilight kingdom
The hope only
Of empty men. 47
The recurrent image of watching eyes represents this emerging possibility of hope, the hope
inherent in 'unless'. The judging eyes ( an image introduced in Eliot's poetry in 'Prufrock'), whose
gaze the speaker does not dare to meet even in dreams, look towards an external standard that
the speaker cannot meet. In 'Prufrock' - eyes had been eyes of human judgement that 'fix you in
a formulated phrase'. In 'The Hollow Men' the eyes are not of this world; 'The eyes are not here'
in the hollow valley from which the speaker talks. These are eyes of divine, not human,
judgement. In section IV, the speaker relates that we all will remain blind and groping in
darkness unless the judging eyes reappear, transformed into a 'perpetual star', a 'multifoliate
rose'. This image is one of judgement transformed into something delicate and beautiful, a shift
from the pain of damning judgement on sin and spiritual numbness to grace and beauty.
Many readers of 'The Hollow Men' believe it to be Eliot's exploration of the farthest extremities
of numbness and dryness. G.K. Chesterton (whose writing had exerted a powerful influence in
Eliot's conversion) was among those who read the poem as a study in cynical pessimism.
Chesterton responded with a verse rereading of the conclusion of Eliot's poem:
Some sneer; some snigger; some simper;
46

Eliot believed that 'The Hollow Men' marked an end to his first period, writing to Marianne Moore that
he did not wish to expand his Collected Poems until the period around Ash-Wednesday could equal the first
for weight. 'To Moore', 31 January 1934, in Ackroyd, p.209.
47

'The Hollow Men', IV.
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In youth where we laughed, and sang.
And they may end with a whimper
But we end with a bang. 48

Much more recently, John Kwan Terry has written of the poem: 'Images, tantalizing or terrifying,
remain echoes and fragments of mankind's abortive effort to make sense of a history of wisdom
and spirituality' .49 Terry's reading is essentially in agreement with Chesterton's, although he does
not link it to an exultant triumphalism as Chesterton does. It is typical for readings to focus upon
the apparent failure of the speaker to complete the Lord's Prayer in the last section whereas the
fact that a prayer has begun is overlooked. We can read the ending of 'The Hollow Men' as the
most positive note in which Eliot's poetry of Original Sin had ended hitherto.
The final section of 'The Hollow Men' appears to be comprised of two voices speaking.
One voice speaks in philosophical terms. The other, uttering the first words of the Lord's Prayer,
makes an attempt at a prayer of faith. These two voices represent two possible paths: to either
return to the tone of the empty opening of the poem or, as Helen Gardner observes, 'by an act of
faith assert that there is meaning, though not here in the kingdoms of death, and with the prayer
"thine is the Kingdom" wait for the eyes' appearing.' 50 The poem may be read as ending with the
'simple whimper of defeat' or the birth of hope. 'The whimper with which the poem closes may
be the first faint querulous sound which tells us that a child is born, and is alive.'51
In 'The Hollow Men' Eliot appears to make tentative approaches to the possibility of
hope. Such hope is barely articulated, and may be read, as it is by many, as utter hopelessness.
This fundamental ambiguity imparts to the 'The Hollow Men' a quality that makes it a
transitional poem in the minds of many critics, a 'between-poem.' 52 At its first appearance the
poem was interpreted in the same manner as The Waste Land, although if anything more empty
and vacant than the earlier poem. Within 'The Hollow Men' we can see the seeds of the future
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G.K. Chesterton, BBC Broadcast, 'We Will End with a Bang', from the Spice of Life series, 15 March
1936, in Pearce, p.128.
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Terry, 'Ash-Wednesday: a poetry of verification' in Moody, Companion, p.133.
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Gardner, Art of T.S. Eliot, p .113.
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Gardner, Art ofT.S. Eliot, p.105 .
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Ricks. p.222. Elsewhere Ricks writes: 'But where then, in the terms of such a story, does this leave the
poems that come between The Waste Land and Four Quartets? It leaves them where it finds them:
between.' Ricks, p.207. Helen Gardner sees the poem as 'both the last poem in the old manner and the first
in the new.' Gardner, Art of T.S. Eliot, p .105.
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faith Eliot was to adopt and incorporate into his poetic vision. It shows several signs of
progression - firstly, in the image of the judging eyes it depicts the penetration of the
supernatural into the realm of the Hollow Men. Secondly, it highlights the spiritual state of the
Hollow Men who are judged and found wanting by eyes that one dares not meet. Thirdly, the
poem offers the possibility of renewal in the transformation of the eyes to a rose or star and the
whimpering sound of a newborn child. Christopher Ricks draws to our attention the way section
V of the poem is swayed by the preposition 'between':
Between the idea
And the reality
Between the motion
And the act
Falls the Shadow
For Thine is the Kingdom 53
The praying voice in the text falls 'between' the speaking of the other voice, in an act of
mediation. 54 Prayer is a link between the temporal and the eternal, just as the world ending with a
whimper rather than a bang leaves the reader hanging between meanings: this could be a
pathetic ending, or the whimper might signify a child moving between two worlds, with overtones
of spiritual rebirth and renewal. 'The Hollow Men' is a between poem in its placement in Eliot's
oeuvre, it sits between the despair of The Waste Land and the hope of Ash- Wednesday, - we can
read it as the empty whimper of physical death, the ultimate defeat of the Humanist, or as the
fulfilment of the hope of empty men, the whimpered prayer of 'one beginning the New Life. '55
The ambiguity remains unresolved, but the spiritual dimension is undeniably present in the
poem, whether we interpret it as a presence of judgement or grace. The next poem published in
Eliot's Collected Poems, Ash- Wednesday, presents the sapling that has grown in the soil of 'The
Hollow Men'.
The parallels in the development between Eliot's 'The Hollow Men' and AshWednesdayand Evelyn Waugh's progression from A Handful ofDustto Brideshead Revisited
cannot be denied. The Waste Land sat outside a universe where heaven and hell exist; AshWednesday displays faith being exercised; 'The Hollow Men' sits uncomfortably in between and
53

'The Hollow Men' , V. See Ricks 's assessn1ent, pp .204-223.
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Ricks glosses the term this way: "'Between" is mediation; Christ, variously craved in these poems, is the
Mediator' . Ricks, p.214.
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) Moody, Poet, p.126.
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causes a variety of interpretative challenges. For Waugh the process is remarkably similar: where

A Handful ofDust had concluded with Tony Last lost, abandoned and hopeless in the jungle,
betrayed by a civilisation that he had no strength to stand against, BridesiJead Revisited ends
with Charles Ryder praying: he has witnessed the decay of Brideshead, and nearly despaired, but
he finds hope in the burning altar flame. Between these texts sits Waugh's unfinished novel,

Work Suspended
As 'The Hollow Men' is a 'between poem' so Evelyn Waugh's fragment Work Suspended
is a 'between novel'. Numerous critics have seized on this unfinished novel of 1939 as the
beginning of something new and unexplored in Waugh's writing. 56 It certainly marks a departure
from his previous novels in that it is written in the first person and is in a serious and 'realistic'
mode. But its newness has been overstated; it was a development of the direction his work had
been moving in since Vile Bodies, with Decline and Fall as a clear stepping stone in between.
What makes Work Suspended stand out is that Waugh's semi-autobiographical first person
narrator is so different from the nearly absent God-like narrators of the previous works. Work

Suspendedwas a technical progression that allowed Waugh to create 'rounder' characters whose
thoughts he could interrogate, but its serious tone was nothing new, only a clearer iteration of the
weightiness of A Handful ofDust
John Plant, the narrator of Work Suspended, is a writer of detective novels whose career
has very much paralleled Waugh's own. Like Waugh himself, John Plant has reached a
climacteric in his career. Discussing the problem with his editor he reveals his intention to pursue
some 'new technical experiments. I don't suppose the average reader will notice them at all.' 57
Plant and his friend, Roger Simmonds, a famous comic novelist, share quite a number of
biographical and literary characteristics with Evelyn Waugh, to the point where they are almost

56

On 23 January 1943, the unsigned review of the 'Tin1es Literary Supplement' recognised s01nething new
in Work Suspended: 'The fragment seems a little more urbane and rounded in n1anner than usual and may
reflect - it is hard to tell - a more transparently serious intention' TLS, p.41 in CH, p.227. Jeffrey Heath
declares: 'Work Suspended is so different fron1 \Vaugh' s earlier books that at first glance it might be the
work of some other novelist.' Heath, Picturesque Prison, p.139. Robert Mun-ay Davis argues that: 'Work
Suspended was clearly an attempt to write a n1ajor work, and in this fragn1ent Waugh introduced what were
for him major technical innovations.' Davis, p. l 08 .
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Work Suspended in The Complete Short Stories (I use this edition because it contains the text of the 1942
edition of the fragment as well as the truncated 1949 edition), p.255 .
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like two parts of his personality. 58 In fact, Roger Simmonds has also reached a climacteric and
has written a serious socialist play in which the characters are all parts of a motor-car - 'not in the
least funny.' 59 Waugh wanted to be serious too, but we sense his anxiety that the tone of Work
Suspendedshould avoid the clumsy typology of a 'magneto and sparking plugs and camshaft all

talking in verse about communism.' 60
Unlike the car parts of Roger Simmonds's play, the characters in Work Suspended are
'rounder' humans than any characters Waugh had created before. He needed to have more
'subjectivity', as Jeffrey Heath calls it, because it was his intention to counter the tendency of
socialist authors (typified by Roger Simmonds) to reduce humans to types. 61 Waugh was
convinced from theological premises that each human was unique and gifted with an individual
soul. He must write subjectively - representing each soul's uniqueness necessitated that. Yet, he
was aware of the technical difficulties in creating more rounded characters. In a section of Work
Suspended excised after 1942 he has Plant say:

The algebra of fiction must reduce its problems to symbols if they are
to be soluble at all. I am shy of a book commended to me on the
grounds that the "characters are alive". There is no place in literature
for a live man, solid and active. At best the author may maintain a kind
of Dickensian menagerie ... The alternative, classical expedient is to
take the whole man and reduce him to a manageable abstraction .... It
is, anyway, in the classical way that I have striven to write; how else
can I write of Lucy? 62
With a suspicion of 'psychology', Waugh was anxious in his work to avoid the 'types' to which the
socialist writers of the thirties diminished humans. 63 How could Waugh write without reducing
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The character of Roger Sinunonds is also like Waugh except that he is a Socialist: 'In the late twenties he
set up as a writer and published son1e genuinely funny novels on the strength of which he filled a
succession of jobs with newspapers and film companies, but lately he had n1arried an unknown heiress,
joined the Socialist Party, and becon1e generally conventional.' Work Suspended, p.257.
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Work Suspended, p.255.
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Work Suspended, p.255. Roger says of his play: 'The usual trouble with ideological drama ... is that
they' re too mechanical. I mean the characters a.re economic types, not individuals, and as long as they look
and speak like individuals it's bad art ... Hmnan beings without hmnan interest ... Well, I've cut hu1nan
beings out altogether.' p.258.
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Waugh attacked a Marxist philosophy of writing on the grounds that it fails to observe 'the basic
assumption of all traditional Christian art and philosophy that every human being is possessed of free will,
reason and personal desires. ' Night and Day, p.171, in Patey, p.179.
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Work Suspended, pp.278-279.

'Psychology - there isn't such a thing as psychology ... the vvhole thing 's a fraud' he told an interviewer
in 1949. Patey, p.36. When interviewed by a psychologist in 1942, who 'neglected to mention religion',
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humans to types? His solution was a theological one: 'what finally individuates us, and what must
be at the ground of literary characterisation, is the unique purpose given to each of us by God.'

64

Waugh had to give up the pure abstractions of the early novels because they only worked in a
novel when 'you ... leave God out. ' 65 He now intended to produce novels where God was present,
writing in 1946 that 'in my future books there will be two things to make them unpopular: a
preoccupation with style and the attempt to represent man more fully, which, to me, means only
one thing, man in his relation to God.'

66

Here was the real development in Work Suspended it was not a technical experiment for
the sake of novelty, nor did Waugh intend primarily to produce a 'major' work (as Robert
Murray Davis puts it). 67 Waugh turned to the subjective and first-person discursive style because
his theological and thematic convictions prompted a desire to create 'manageable abstractions'
who seem realistic and multi-faceted. In this way, Waugh believed it was possible to represent the
spiritual dimension of his characters - showing that they have souls; it was impossible to conceive
of Paul Pennyfeather or Agatha Runcible having souls, primarily due to the way Waugh had
depicted them. The critics are right about the importance of Work Suspended, it heralds
something new in Waugh's writing, but it flowed clearly from Waugh's developing themes and
was the clear step for one who no longer wished to write in 'humanist' style. Like 'The Hollow
Men', Work Suspendedis a 'between-work', not dearly enunciating Christian hope and belief,
but preparing a path for it to be expressed in what followed.

Waugh 'gave him a little lecture about that at the end.' Monday 5 January - Saturday 7 January 1942,
Diaries , p.518.
64

Patey, p.180.

65

See Heath, Picturesque Prison, pp.142-143. Waugh wrote: 'I have already shaken off one of the
An1erican critics, Mr Edmund Wilson ... He was outraged (quite legitimately by his standards) at finding
God introduced in my story. I believe that you can only leave God out by making your characters pure
abstractions. Countless admirable writers, perhaps some of the best in the world, succeed in this. Hem·y
James was the last of then1. The failure of modern novelists since and including James Joyce is one of
presun1ption and exorbitance. They are not content with the artificial figures which hitherto passed so
gracefully as 111en and women. They try to represent the whole hmnan mind and soul and yet omit its
detennining character - that of being God's creature with a defined purpose.' Fan-Fare', Life, 8 April 1946,
p.56, in EAR , p.302.
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See fn.40.
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Outline of Pain, Memory and Hope in Ash- Wednesday, Mar111a,
Brideshead Revisited
A sh- Wednesday, published as a whole from several fragments in March 1930, is the work in
which, for the first time, Eliot expressed the search for God in overt poetic form. In a letter about
the poem to his friend William Force Stead he emphasised that Ash- Wednesdaywas a spiritual
journey, 'the experience of man in search of God, and trying to explain to himself his intenser
human feelings in terms of the divine goal. ' 68 Eliot endeavoured to express hope unambiguously
in language and imagery that would communicate to a Hollow Man living in the Waste Land.
Allen Tate, writing shortly after Ash- Wednesdays publication, noted this poem's unique
place in religious verse, drawing attention to the two features that distinguish Ash- Wednesday
'from any other religious poetry of our time. It is possibly the only kind of imagery that is valid for
religious verse today':

The first feature is the regular yet halting rhythm, the smooth
uncertainty of movement which may either proceed to greater
regularity or fall away into improvisation. The second feature is the
imagery itself. It is trite; it echoes two familiar passages from English
poetry. But the quality to be observed is this: it is secular imagery. 69
Tate's analysis is cogent. His recognition that Ash-Wednesdayis primarily a religious poem
written with secular imagery is helpful because it draws attention to Eliot's efforts to span the gap
between secular and sacred, between a world without God and a world where God lived. It is
another type of 'between poem'. Ash-Wednesdaywas designed to communicate to Eliot's broad
readership. Writing from a new, Christian perspective Eliot deployed a composite imagery to
converse with a primarily secular readership and to impress other Christians. In this he was
largely successful. Peter Ackroyd recounts that Eliot was gratified by the reception of Ash-

Wednesday, for it had pleased his Christian friends and had 'at least been accommodated by
those who were not Christian.' 70 Waugh attempts the same in Bndeshead Revisitedin using
Charles Ryder as his narrator. Ryder as the cynical agnostic forms a bridge between nonChristian and Christian realms, describing the Catholic beliefs of the Flyte family from without,
68

See fn .12.

69

Allen Tate, 'On Ash- vVednesday' (1931), in Hugh Kenner (ed.), T.S. Eliot: A Collection of Critical
Essays, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1962, p.134.

7o A ckroyd, p.180.
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from a secular perspective in secular terms. In this way Waugh was attempting to create
sympathy in Christian and non-Christian readers alike.
Eliot's muse for Ash- Wednesdaywas Dante. He had always been drawn to the poetry of
Dante, but it was Ash- Wednesdaythat most clearly revealed this thematic debt. Like Dante's
poems it was a personal work. Eliot's poem is written in accessible 'secular' language that is
largely devoid of overtly Christian terms and images, but nevertheless the poem bears a firm
Catholic imprint. Unlike previous poems the supernatural realm penetrates the natural order in
Ash- Wednesday. Eliot's poem is, as he says, a man 'trying to explain' his feelings in relation to
the 'divine goal', to work out the implications of spiritual experience wjthin the poem rather than
merely assuming them, as devotional poetry does. We also see the way in which the supernatural
order does not suddenly eradicate the natural but rather infuse and change it from within,
altering the speaker's perspective as this is perceived. The convert's poem reveals the influence
of Dante's poetry of transfiguration, of penitence and personal disaster and which allowed Eliot
to make evident his conviction that the supernatural must be present as the end point of
Christian literature. The following section contains an interwoven assessment and analysis of
Eliot and Waugh's texts with the intention of revealing their underlying similarities, particular
regarding the relationship between the pain of sin, love and Christian hope.

Ash- Wednesday, Dante and Vita Nuova: Transfigured Love.
In their separate publications, most sections of Ash- Wednesday had carried titles taken from the
poetry of Dante. When the final version of the poem was compiled of these constituent parts the
section titles were dropped only at the very last moment before printing. 71 Eliot perhaps felt that
clear Dante references might be distracting or overwhelming for the reader, preferring to retain
Dante as an important but latent presence. Eliot expressed his appreciation of the Vita Nuova to
William Force Stead, speaking of the way that Dante's love for Beatrice passed over into love of
God. "'I have had that experience," Eliot said rather shyly, and then lapsed into silence.' 72 Stead
observed that Eliot's experience of this shift of human love into something greater had left an

71

Southan1, pp.261-263.

72

Gordon. p.236.
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imprint that marks the poetry of A sh-Wednesday 73 Eliot wrote elsewhere that Ash-Wednesday
was 'really a first attempt at a sketchy application of the Vita Nuo va to modern life.'

74

In his assessment of Dante's Vjta Nuova, written the year before Ash- Wednesdays
publication, Eliot draws attention to the effect of Dante's poetry and the purpose of his allegory
in a way that directs our minds to the purpose and effect of Eliot's own poetry:
The attitude of Dante to the fundamental experience of the Vita Nuova
can only be understood by accustoming ourselves to find meaning in
final causes rather than in origins. It is not, I believe, meant as a
description of what he consciously felt on his meeting with Beatrice,
but rather as a description of what that meant on mature reflection upon
it. The final cause is the attraction towards God. 75
Ash- Wednesdayis, like the Vjta Nu ova, concerned with 'higher love'. Looking back in reflection,
the speaker is able to discern a 'final cause' in his human love. Eliot praised Dante's 'brave
attempts to fabricate something permanent and holy out of his personal animal feelings - as in
the Vfra Nu ova'. 76
Like Dante's poem, Ash-Wednesdayis addressed to a 'Lady' and concerns the speaker's
appreciation of her 'loveliness' which occasion his offer of 'love' and 'deeds' (Section II). The
poem's structure traces the journey of the speaker as he follows his own Beatrice towards
Paradise. A brief outline of the poem reveals this progression and journey. The thoughts of the
speaker follow the trail of the Lady as she draws him closer to the Garden, 'where all love ends',
and to the Word. The speaker moves from a place of 'love unsatisfied' to the 'greater torment

I

Of love satisfied' (Section II). The movement of the poem has a trajectory of movement from the

73

Lyndall Gordon places great en1phasis on her theory that Eliot" s friend fron1 Boston, Emily Hale, was the
'the source of the life-giving Lady in Ash-Vvednesday'. Lyndall Gordon, 'The American Eliot and "The
Dry Salvages"', in Lobb, p.42. Gordon also writes 'the woman is not human in the ordinary sense. She
appears to be the embodin1ent of a divine call, an emblem of a "new Heaven'": Gordon, 'The An1erican
Eliot', p.43. Eliot, however, felt that the original inspiration of personal poetry did not n1atter, writing of
the Vita Nuova : 'If this curious n1edley of verse and prose is biographical, then the biography has
unquestionably been n1anipulated almost out of recognition to fit into conventional forms of allegory .... it
is easy to n1ake out a case for its being an entire allegory: for asserting, that is, that Beatrice is merely a
personification of an abstract virtue, intellectual or moral. ... But it seems to me that the Vita Nuova could
only have been written around a personal experience. If so, the details do not matter: whether the lady was
the Po11inari or not, I do not care.' 'Dante' (1929), SE, pp.271 -273 .
74

Eliot letter from June 1930 in Southam, p.221. For 1nore exploration of Dante's influence on the poe1n,
see Moody, pp.138-140.
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'Dante', SE. p.274.
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'Shakespeare and the Stoicism of Seneca' (1927), SE, p.137.
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personal experience of suffering in the 'dissembled' bones of Section II, the personal turning
away from sin and distraction in Section III, and following the Lady into the watered garden of
'the higher dream' in Section IV. Section Vis the turning point of the poem, however, as the
Lady 'veiled sister' has led the speaker to a broader perspective where he sees the Word unheard
and the agony of those who 'go away and cannot pray'. This is a vision of the supernatural
intersecting the natural on a large scale, and a sense of holiness, mercy and hope permeate. In
section VI the wavering speaker has found that he has been led by the 'Blessed sister' and now
longs to find 'Our peace in His will.' The vision moves beyond the secular as Eliot's art reaches
towards the supernatural. Below we consider passages of Ash- Wednesdayin conjunction with
sections of Brideshead Revisited
In its outline Ash- Wednesdayanticipates Brideshead Revisited Evelyn Waugh's novel
traces Charles Ryder's search for love and the way this quest leads him to love the Flyte family
and, ultimately, God. The novel begins when a wartime return to Brideshead Castle triggers
Ryder's recollection of his first visit there with Sebastian Flyte. Ryder remembers his first
meeting the young Sebastian at Oxford, and how he attended his luncheon with apprehension: 'I
went there uncertainly, for it was foreign ground ... But I was in search of love in those days, and
I went full of curiosity'. 77 Charles' love for Sebastian at Oxford seems initially to be an entry into
the garden and he thinks he has found paradise. 78
Ryder's search for love is, like Ash-Wednesdays, a fundamentally theological one. He
proves Augustine's observation: 'You have made us for yourself, 0 Lord, and our hearts are
restless until they rest in thee.' 79 Ryder's human loves are 'steps like those on a Neoplatonic
ladder', a fact of which he is dimly cognisant. 80 He speaks of the way his love of Sebastian has
prepared him to love Julia, saying: 'He was the forerunner'. 81 On the ocean-liner when he tries to
77

BR, p.32.

78

Ryder can look back and perceive that his youthful pleasure held a remote connection with a
supen1atural experience. 'Perhaps in the n1ansions of Limbo the heroes enjoy some such compensation for
their loss of the Beatific Vision; perhaps the Beatific Vision itself has son1e ren1ote kinship with this lowly
experience; I, at any rate, believed myself very near heaven, during those languid days at B1ideshead.' BR,
p.77.
79

80
81

Augustine, Confessions l , 1.
Patey, p.226.

Ryder comments to the reader, 'I had not forgotten Sebastian. He was with me daily in Julia; or rather it
was Julia I had known in him, in those distant Arcadian days.' BR , p.245.
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follow Julia into her cabin she stops him, telling him that she is not sure that she wants love.
Ryder replies: 'Love? I'm not asking for love.' But she sees the truth, for love is what she also
seeks: 'Oh yes, Charles, you are' .82 So begins their affair. Again, Charles believes he has found
the enchanted garden, saying to Julia later by the fountain at Brideshead, 'Isn't this peace?' 83
When it appears that he and Julia will inherit Brideshead Castle Ryder feels that it has opened 'a
world of its own of peace and love and beauty'. 84 He seems to have slipped into the Arcadian
thinking of his youth at Oxford. But he displays more self-awareness in his relationship with Julia
than he did with Sebastian. He sees that things aren't perfect, that a shadow falls between them
occasionally. Julia feels that perhaps she is only a forerunner for Charles too, and he thinks to
himself that 'perhaps all our loves are merely hints and symbols.' 85
This is an important realisation for Ryder, and for the reader, and takes us into the same
atmosphere of escalating love as Ash- Wednesdayand the Ariel poems. Through his experiences
with the Flyte family Ryder perceives that 'this sadness which sometimes falls between us springs
from disappointment in our search, each straining through and beyond the other, snatching a
glimpse now and then of the shadow which turns the corner always a pace or two ahead of us.' 86
This attitude ties in with the 'journey to no end' in Ash- Wednesday II, and Eliot's obsession with
Dante's pursuit of the withdrawn woman into the love of God. Ryder begins to admit to himself
that in his human loves and disappointments he has been pursuing some shadowy other. Ryder's
growing spiritual awareness prepares the reader for his prayer for Lord Marchmain out of love of
Julia. When Ryder prays at Lord Marchmain's deathbed that the Marquis will make a gesture of
repentance, he does so thinking it only a 'little thing', said 'only for the sake of the woman I
loved'. The sudden realisation that he has not asked for a little thing affects him as Lord
Marchmain makes the sign of the cross, a sign of acknowledgement and acceptance of God's
grace. Ryder's love of Sebastian and his love of Julia has led him to this point of higher love.
Ryder's search for love has seen him caught with the unseen hook of faith and reeled in from the
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Julia perceives that the reason that she and Charles are 'together like this' on the liner is 'part of a plan.'
BR, pp.244, 247.
83

BR, p.265.
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BR, p.306.
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BR, p.288.
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ends of the world, but this process has by no means been free of pain and hardship, and it is the
connection of love with pain and suffering that deeply interested T.S. Eliot and Evelyn Waugh.
Douglas Patey describes the nature of Ryder's escalating loves in this way:
Each lesser love is real and valuable, but at the same time inadequate:
each is a means pointing beyond itself to a more satisfactory end. And
because the progression embodies a providential design, each is a
87
seeming detour and retrogression, that in fact constitutes an advance.
Like the Dantean Lady in T.S. Eliot's Ash-Wednesday, and Manna who leads the speaker on to
greater faith in God, so the escalating loves of Charles Ryder lead him on to a higher love,
showing the workings of Providence in his life. As with Eliot in his criticism and poetry, Waugh
seems to stress the final cause an attraction of love - God.

Pain Precedes Holiness and Hope in Ash- Wednesdayand

Brjdeshead Rev1sjted
The second poem of the Ash- Wednesdayseries ( originally titled 'Salutation' 88 ) not only
illustrates the impact of Dante's imagery of escalating love on Eliot's writing but also the
importance of pain as it links with love and hope. The section begins with the speaker addressing
an unnamed Lady, who is 'good', 'lovely' and who 'honours the Virgin in meditation'. The
speaker recounts his vision to the Lady who is both its subject and muse. But it is the speaker's
state that interests us here. Reduced to bones, the speaker has been savaged and consumed by
three white leopards. Yet, despite (or because of) the torment he has endured his dry bones can
still respond to the voice of God.
Disassembled and dry, the bones nevertheless chirp and sing like a bird. 89 To God's
question, 'Shall these bones live?', the bones answer that they can because of the 'goodness of the
Lady'. It is the com binaticin of the goodness of the Lady and the painful sacrifice of the speaker
'which recovers' the various portions of his body. The image of the speaker reduced to shining
87

Patey, p.226.
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The second section appeared as a separate poem titled "Salutation" in Decen1ber 1927. The title is
probably a reference to the 'Vita Nuova, iii, where the poet is greeted by the Lady "with a salutation of
such virtue that I thought then to see the world of blessedness ."' Denis Donoghue, 'T. S. Eliot and the
poem itself', Partisan Review, 67: 1, Winter 2000, pp.10-37.
89

As in The Waste Land the prophet Ezekiel is evoked, specifically chapter 37, in which the prophet sees a
vision of a valley full of dry bones and is commanded by the Lord to prophesy to the wind that it might
come and u£ive them life. He does so and the bones receive ag:ain sinews and flesh and the breath of life.
~
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bones attests to the stripping away of sin and distractions in order to be 'devoted, concentrated in
purpose.' This is a painful but necessary process. Now he is concentrated in purpose, the speaker
wishes to forget the past, with its mistakes and false worship. At God's command, the speaker
prophesies to the wind, like Ezekiel, singing a song about the Lady who has withdrawn to
contemplation. 90 He sings of the 'torment

I Of love unsatisfied' altered into the 'greater torment

I Of love satisfied'. The love of the speaker has led to a love greater and more satisfying, but
more tormenting. The torment of the penitent is great, reducing him to scattered bones, but it is
valuable destruction because it is an essential element of the construction of something upon
which to rejoice. Throughout Ash- Wednesdaythere are examples of pain and hardship-as the
speaker is haunted by the 'devil of the stairs' in section III, is caught in a 'cloud of tears' in section
IV, conscious of those in 'darkness' who are 'terrified' in V, and in the 'time of tension' of section
VI punningly prays, 'Suffer me not to be separated.' Indeed, it is through suffering that the
speaker is brought close to God in Ash- Wednesday.
The painful path to 'love satisfied' becomes a recurrent motif in Eliot's later poetry and
plays and bears further consideration at this, its first instance. Harold Bloom applies his
interpretative apparatus to Ash- Wednesday, claiming that it follows the Romantic pattern of loss
followed by compensation and recovery. But Eliot's text resists such a reading - celebrating, not
mourning, loss. The ashes of the Ash Wednesday rite are a memento of human limitation,
reminding the penitent that 'Our only health is the disease', as Eliot was to put it in East Coker
IV. Ash- Wednesdayis a poem of renunciation, and of recognition that the loss is made good: not
compensated but transformed by the work of divine grace. This is no mere compensation or
recovery but a replacement of unworthiness, hollowness and sin with hope and the possibility of
all time redeemed. The torment of the hollow men is that of love unsatisfied, but the process by
which one becomes man enough to be damned or saved is even more tormenting, stripping one
bare and beating one's body into submission. Yes, there is recovery in the poem, but it is of a
different order of magnitude to that of a Wordsworthian ode. 91 Ash- Wednesdajs recovery

90

The motif of air, breath and wind, representing the Spirit of God, recurs in Eliot's poetry, 'We only live,
only suspire I Consumed by either fire or fire', Little Gidding, IV. In Waugh, too, it occurs in Lord
Marcrunain's gradual asphyxiation, continually complaining that he has no air, 'No air; no wind stirring
under the velvet canopy.' BR , p.317.
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John Paul Riquelme discusses Harold Bloom' s clai1n that Ash-Wednesday contains echoes of
Wordsworth' s 'Intin1ations of Imn101iality' ode. Riquelme, Harmony of Dissonances: T.S. Eliot,
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comes not from retrieval of what was lost but in the constant, painful, process of building
something real and meaningful on the foundation of grace. The matter of pain and suffering in

Ash- Wednesday bears further consideration and comparison with the Bndeshead ReVIsited
'I suppose he doesn't suffer?' says Charles Ryder towards the end of Bndeshead

Revisited He speaks of Sebastian Flyte to his sister Cordelia. She has just visited Sebastian in
North Africa where he has been reduced to bouts of drinking while living on the fringes of a
monastery. Cordelia believes that those like Sebastian are 'very near and dear to God' .92 She
replies:
Oh, yes, I think he does. One can have no idea what the suffering may
be, to be maimed as he is - no dignity, no power of will. No one is ever
holy without suffering. It's taken that form with him .... It's the spring
of love ... 93
Waugh's novel describes Sebastian's slow and painful steps towards holiness, his longing to
return to the innocence of childhood (represented by Aloysius and his preoccupation with Nanny
Hawkins), and his struggle with the heavy burden of his own sense of sin. Sebastian's story is like
a prose rendering of the song of the bones in Ash- Wednesday II as he is spiritually and bodily
disassembled. Sebastian's journey is the one Eliot describes in Ash- Wednesday, from love
unsatisfied to love satisfied. He craves freedom to love and be loved, but finds his family and
religion restrictive; and his life is one of constant personal torment. Even when he finds an object
for his love in the crippled German, Kurt, his love is unsatisfied because he is manipulated and
exploited. Kurt is eventually executed by the Nazis, breaking Sebastian's heart. In the novel
Sebastian also experiences the greater torment of love satisfied in his subsequent life at a
religious house. Although he is incurably alcoholic, Sebastian's contemplative vocation is easier
when he submits than when he resisted it. Cordelia predicts that he will be a great favourite with
those at the monastery and that he will die after one of his drinking bouts. Cordelia stresses that
Sebastian's suffering leads to holiness, that his pain is valuable because it leads to a deeper
satisfaction than the freedom he longed for; suffering also transfigures his love of Kurt (the only
person so helpless a man can serve) into a profound model of Christian service despite pain.
Romanticism,, and Imagination, The Johns Hopkins University Press, Balti1nore and London, 1991 pp.190198.
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Similar suffering affects Sebastian's mother, the near-saint, Lady Marchmain, who
carries the burden of her cruldren's sins with her, as Julia perceives, until her death. 94 Julia's
experiences parallel Sebastian's: she too suffers for her faith when she surrenders her love of
Charles ( a 'rival good') for the greater love of God. Her pain stems from her deep awareness that
she has sought her fulfilment in temporal shadow rather than the eternal reality. She has tried to
satisfy her need for love in the wrong place and she constantly carries knowledge of her sin with
her, like a little dead child, feeling that she cannot put her spiritual house in order. 95 At the
novel's climax, Julia gives away her human efforts at spiritual order, choosing to 'give up this one
thing I want so much', taking the tormenting path of love satisfied, knowing she will 'be bad
again, punished again. ' 96 But although her decision is painful and difficult it equates with the
speaker of Ash- Wednesdajs turning away from temporal pleasure and the delusion that
pleasure will fill hollowness. For Julia the decision is nevertheless a hopeful one, to avoid
committing the unforgivable sin out of faith that God 'won't quite despair of me in the end.' 97
The novel well illustrates Eliot's exploration in Ash- Wednesday of the connection
between suffering, torment and love. Cordelia says: 'I've seen so much suffering in the last few
years; there's so much coming for everybody soon. It's the spring of love' .98 These words bring to
mind T.S. Eliot's from LjttJe Gkldfr1g IV: 'Who then devised the torment? Love.' 99 Sebastian,
who will undergo much suffering later in Bn'deshead Rev1'sjted observes early in the novel that
'happiness doesn't seem to have much to do' with Catholicism although it is all he wants in life. 100
The worldly hardship associated with the Catholic characters in Bn'desheadseems intended to
illustrate that there is something deeper than happiness that makes them hold on to their faith.
Waugh wants to demonstrate his reverence for Catholicism because, he says, it is foundationally
94

BR, p.274.
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'I've gone too far; there's no turning back now; I know that ... All I can hope to do is to put 111y life in
some sort of order in a human way'. BR, p.276. Charles finds that there are times that Julia 's love darkens
into 'brief accesses of hate when she seemed to throw herself against the restraints of her love for me like a
caged ani1nal against the bars.' BR, p.315.
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The words of Waugh and Eliot also evoke Hebrews 12:5 ,6: 'My son, despise not thou the chastening of
the Lord, nor faint when thou art rebuked of him: For whon1 the Lord loveth he chasteneth , and scourgeth
every son whon1 he recei veth.'
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tme. 101 Ultimately, it is the conviction that there is an external truth and the hope of heaven
(something better than past or present), that drives the Christian onwards; all other
considerations of earthly happiness and joy are secondary. This is the supernatural reality that
Eliot also emphasised. Once the primacy of the supernatural is established and faithfully
pursued, human happiness is possible also - the 'bird-happy' Cordelia is Waugh's example of one
who pursues her faith through suffering and remains content whatever the circumstances. 102 Yet
in both Waugh and Eliot, happiness is not an end in itself, but rather comes from aligning what
one likes with that which is good. With its emphasis on love bringing pain, on happiness being
less important than external truth and goodness, Bndeshead Revisited continued Waugh's
counter-cultural battle against Humanism.
Writing in wartime, surrounded by suffering, Waugh does not take the popular view that
human pain is avoidable and unnecessary. In answer to contemporary Utilitarians Waugh implies
that the greatest good for the greatest number may be to suffer for good rather than to pursue
earthly happiness. As Ash- Wednesdayconveys, pain is a necessary consequence of sin, and the
more one desires to overcome sin and be holy, the more suffering one will undergo. Waugh does
not anticipate, as many did, a utopian society being built after the war. His prediction of, and
premature lament for, the destruction of the aristocracy clouds our ability to probe his views
about post-war society clearly. 103 Nevertheless, Waugh seems to foresee a world where human
sin will remain and will require the intervention of Grace (the twitch upon the thread) to be
relieved, and that this relief will employ suffering as a tool to reshape and remake fallen human
beings.
At the end of section II of Ash- Wednesdaywe see the way in which suffering leads to
blessing as the bones are 'united

I In the quiet of the desert' to receive their inheritance. Eliot

continues to refer to the book of Ezekiel, and the hope imparted to the prophet in his vision of
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'I reverence the Catholic Church because it is true, not because it is established or an institution.' From
an interview with Julian Jebb printed as 'Evelyn Waugh' in Writers at tVork, Secker & Warburg, London,
1968, p.112.
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In his 1959 Preface Waugh adnlitted that it was i1npossible to foresee that the English country house
would be preserved and that the aristocracy would 'be 1naintained' . His conclusion is that 'much of this
book therefore is a panegyric preached over an empty coffin. But it would be impossible to bring it up to
date without destroying it.' He admits that he was nlistaken about s01ne of trends society would follow and
that he was unduly nostalgic and pessimistic. BR, p.8.
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the valley of dry bones. In both the prophecy and the poem torment prepares one for 'unity' and
the promise of 'inheritance': a renewed hope. The Lord, through the Spirit ( the wind) and the
spoken Word, can rouse the spiritually dead to life, giving them not only life but a spiritual
inheritance, a heavenly land in which to live. The bones have hope of being reconstituted by
virtue of forgetting themselves, because of the goodness of the Lady, and through a hope that
'This is the land. We have our inheritance.' Although worldly exile may occur, although Israel has
lost its land and was taken to Babylon during Ezekiel's lifetime, now something better is
promised where 'neither division nor unity

I Matters'. Eliot's speaker takes comfort and hope

not in time or place, but in a spiritual house and inheritance.
The painful loss of physical inheritance that tortured the ancient Israelites also haunts
Charles Ryder towards the end of Brideshead Revisited Once it seemed he would marry Julia
and inherit Brideshead Castle, a concept that 'opened a prospect' for Charles, and he strayed
into delusion, 'taken by the vision' .104 Out of selfishness and schadenfreude, Charles celebrates
when Bridey falls out of his father's favour and is put 'some considerable way further from his
rightful inheritance.' 105 Ryder does not inherit Brideshead as he has hoped; he suffers the
disaster of Julia ending their relationship because of her desire to serve God. He is cast out into
the exile of the army. Like Ezekiel and exiled Israel, Ryder has no home and feels isolated on the
earth. Returning to Brideshead he finds desolate and defaced the house he once hoped would be
his:
The builders did not know the uses to which their work would descend;
they made a new house with the stones of the old castle; year by year,
generation after generation, they enriched and extended it; year by year
the great harvest of timber grew to ripeness; until, in sudden frost, came
the age of Hooper; the place was desolate and the work all brought to
nothing; Quomodo sedet solo civitas. Vanity of vanities, all is vanity
As he surveys the disaster that has befallen Brideshead, Ryder thinks of Lamentations and of
Ecclesiastes: (' Quomodo sedet sola civitas, 'Vanity of vanities, all is vanity') but he realises that
such disasters are only slight in the eternal scheme. 'Vanity', Ryder realises, 'is not the last word;
it is not even an apt word; it is a dead word from ten years back.' 106 Amidst the damage and
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neglect of the 'Age of Modern Man', one can see the workings of Providence; though earthly
cities may moulder and be destroyed, there is a heavenly city that will not corrode. Ryder's
reflections at the novel's end evoke Evelyn Waugh's original epigraph from the thirteenth
chapter of Hebrews, 'Non en1m habemus hfr: manentem civitatem~ 107 Seeking the heavenly city
will mean hardship and pain as well as joy. This is an important development in Waugh's writing.
Where there was despair for Ryder (and for previous Waugh characters such as Tony Last) in the
face of exile and a decaying inheritance, now, for the first time, there is hope. Brideshead

Revisited does not shirk from the unhappiness of those professing Christian faith, nor from their
suffering. Instead, the novel offers, as Waugh wrote in his preface, hope that 'the human spirit,
redeemed, can survive all disasters.' 108 Such hope shines out all the more in the destruction and
waste of war time, coming at the end of a chain of memories of human tragedy and vanity.
Indeed, in these texts Eliot and Waugh use the memory of their protagonists to explore issues of
sin and redemption.

The Use of Memory in Ash- Wednesday, Mar111a and Brjdeshead
Revjsjted
Harold Bloom figures Ash- Wednesday as a typical Romantic poem, commencing with memory
of a loss and progressing to a recovery of what was lost. 109 Bloom 's interpretation is helpful for its
attention to the importance of memory particularly in Section IV of Ash- Wednesday( and also in
the Ariel poems), but it also raises certain problems. Bloom's assessment does not account for
the poem's ongoing suspicion of delusion, the specific acknowledgement in the poem 's final
section of the dangers of the current 'dreamcrossed twilight between birth and dying', and the
speaker's prayer that we not 'mock ourselves with falsehood'. The speaker of Ash- Wednesday
does not tie joy, as the Romantics did, to the past remembered, or some present impulse of
delight, but instead ties joy to future hope. Rather than expressing a Romantic longing to retrieve
an idealised past, Eliot's speaker here longs to forget a painful difficult history and sets his face to
the future. In John Paul Riquelme's words, at times 'the poet asks for amnesia rather than
7

Hebrews 13: 14: 'For we have no continuing [abiding/lasting] city' . The verse concludes: 'but we seek
one to con1e.'
L0
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Harold Bloom (ed.), T.S. Eliot, Modern Critical Views, Chelsea House Publishers, New York, 1985,
pp.1-4. Bloon1' s interpretation of the poem is rebutted in detail by Riquelme, pp.189-198.
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anamnesis.' 110 The poem treads the tentative path to future reconstruction, and many worldly
memories and images are either distractions or refigured as lights along the road to the heavenly
city.
Helen Gardner's understanding of the use of memory in Ash- Wednesdayis more helpful
than the neo-Romantic one of Bloom, for she perceives the poet's mixed feelings about memory.

Ash- Wednesdayis not a headlong rush to recover what was lost, marked by a sense that some
things that have been lost should not be retrieved, and that some things that are remembered are
best forgotten. Sometimes memory can restore that which was never owned in the first instance,
can give new verse to the ancient rhyme and read the vision in the higher dream, hear the
unspoken. This is the function of repentance and regret in conjunction with memory. 111 In Ash-

Wednesdaythe speaker seems inclined towards the position that memory is more of a distraction
than an aid, but in Marina we see the way images return and are transformed and given a new
meaning because of hope. Brideshead Revisited, like Marina, is a reassessment of the past in the
light of grace - where profane memories dissolve or become charged with sacred meaning. 112
Waugh's ambivalence about memory parallels Eliot's, and makes it difficult for a reader
to assess attitudes to memory in these texts. Charles Ryder writes: 'My theme is memory ....
These memories, which are my life - for we possess nothing certainly except the past - were
always with me.' In the midst of wartime, Ryder relishes his memories of happier times at
Brideshead and his trip to Venice in which he was 'drowning in honey.' 113 But these memories are
like the pigeons in St Mark's square, startled by a sudden event to fly up until 'the pavement was
bare and the whole sky above dark with a tumult of fowl' .114 The flight of the pigeons shows they
are freer of his possession than he realises. The memories seem to have a power and freedom of
their own, and Ryder often seems at their mercy until the novel's conclusion when it becomes
clear that use of memory has moved from a Proustian delight in reliving the past to a hope for the
future, intent on constructing something upon which to rejoice. By the conclusion of Brideshead
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Revisited, Ryder's distracting and often tormenting memories (he calls them collectively a 'vanity
of vanities') have been remade, like the stones of the old Brideshead Castle, into something new
and hopeful. It is the shared attitude to past, present and future that bring A sh- Wednesday,

Marina and Bndeshead Rev1sitedtogether in this study.
T.S. Eliot's fourth Ariel poem, Marina (1930), has often been set apart from the three
poems that preceded it for particular praise. 115 Marina opens with the speaker's wonder at a rush
of returning memories. The recognition of a long lost daughter triggers as sudden awakening to
reality. Emerging from what seems like a dream state the speaker begins to see and remember
himself and his experiences of the world. Lines 6-13 of the poem recount the speaker's memories
of human sinfulness that result in 'Death' .116 These images are what dominate the mind of the
awakening sailor - memories of the sinful acts that lead to death. It is a grim awakening. Yet, no
sooner have the deathly memories been recalled to the mind than this sinful past has 'become
unsubstantial, reduced by a wind'. The wind (a perpetual symbol of the Holy Spirit in Eliot's
poems) has swept shameful memory away to be replaced by a 'grace dissolved in place'. The work
of grace dissolves the power of the past away, as judicious use of chemicals will remove the gaudy
oils on a canvas to reveal the masterpiece hidden beneath.
The speaker is uncertain whether he is waking from sleep to a new reality, or if Marina is
only part of his dreams. It would seem that something divine, 'more distant than the stars,' has
undeniably penetrated his reality, has come 'nearer than the eye. ' 117 John Timmerman writes of
the way Eliot brings together two apparently contradictory 'recognition' scenes, one from Seneca
and one from Shakespeare. The poem's epigraph, taken from Seneca's Hercules Furens quotes
from a scene in which Hercules awakens from a state of madness in which he has killed his
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William Empson finds in it an incredible breadth and balance between 'otherworldliness and
humanism': a wider scope than the Ariel poems before it and even Ash- Hlednesday. William Empson,
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family. This is a scene of incredible horror and loss. Pericles, on the other hand (brought to mind
by the poem's title 'Marina', his daughter's name) , experiences a restoration of a lost daughter
whom he had long believed to be dead. His moment of recognition is one infused with a sense of
grace and joy. Eliot wrote in a letter in 1930 that 'I intend a crisscross between Pericles finding
alive, and Hercules finding dead- the two extremes of recognition scene' .118 What caused Eliot
to draw the two contrasting scenes together? Perhaps it was that he hoped to combine the
speaker's realisation of the horror of sin with his simultaneous wonder at the providential gift of
grace. Eliot wrote elsewhere that 'the recognition of Sin is a New Life'. 119 By this reading the lost
daughter Marina becomes a symbol of hope. In perceiving the reality of what he hoped for the
speaker now begins fully to recognise himself. Seeing his daughter changes his world:
This form, this face, this life
Living to live in a world of time beyond me; let me
Resign my life for this life, my speech for that unspoken,
The awakened, lips parted, the hope, the new ships.
In recognising his daughter, the old man faces the jolt of seeing himself for the first time.
Marina's face in his hands is a mirror of his own. The old life (meaning 'Death') he has known is
fading and he willingly resigns it for the new. He longs and prays now to remain awakened and
hopeful.
Although the least expressly 'religious' of the Ariel poems, Manna is completely infused
with Christian meaning: "'Marina" is a poem which does not utter religion but breathes it. ' 120 .
More than Ash- Wednesdayand the other Ariel poems, which are closer to religious poetry than
poems written religiously, Manna approaches Eliot's aim of writing poetry that is ' unconsciously
Christian' .121 One of the major differences between Marina and the other Ariel poems is its
emphasis on the joy of grace rather than on the ache of its arrival; on the changing and fading of
painful memories rather than the grimness of hoping to forget. 122 Another distinction that sets
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Manna apart is the ':Vay in which divine grace baptises such earthly satisfactions as a father's
reconciliation with a lost daughter. Like the speaker of Ash- Wednesday, led by the Lady, the
speaker of Manna, inspired by the sight of Marina, renounces his past and turns to a hopeful new
life. Where Ash- Wednesday emphasises the pain of this process of turning, Marina imbibes more
of the flavours of grace, embracing the new with hope and joy.
When the speaker of Manna wonderingly prays to live in a world of time beyond himself,
to live with 'the hope', the expectant, open-lipped life of newness, it is the first time in Eliot's
poetry that hope is realised, although it may previously have been adumbrated. The 'hope only of
empty men' seemed so remote that it could not even be approached in the mind. In Manna hope
falls upon the speaker when he does not expect it as a gift of divine grace. The speaker of Ash-

Wednesdayprays not to be separated, not to be led astray: but for his heart to match his will;
while the speaker of Manna feels the joy of hope apprehended, knowing that it is a taste of a new
life.
As the speaker of Marina is provoked to remembrance by a startling moment of
recognition, so Charles Ryder is sharply reminded of his past by the news that his unit is
encamped at Brideshead Castle. 123 At first it seems that his grey military life will be relieved and
changed by his process of remembering, that he will be 'enriched from the vaults of my
dungeon.' 124 Indeed, the first section of the novel, where Ryder recounts his initial visit to
Brideshead and his meeting Sebastian Flyte, is of such exquisite beauty and colour and filled with
such interesting characters that the reader is carried to an idyllic time and place with Ryder. The
memories of sin, or Death, from Manna do not seem to be here. Delicately, Waugh inserts the
death motif into this apparent Arcadia in the form of the skull with 'Et 1n Arcad1a ego' inscribed
on it.
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separated from the Flytes for a decade and has become empty. Like a hollow man, he is somehow
sub-human, spiritually void: 'despite this isolation and this long sojourn in a strange world, I
remained unchanged, still a small part of myself pretending to be whole.' 126 The end of Ryder's
remembering has become clearer - his memories are part of the process of self-recognition,
never a clear escape from the present, but an explanation of how he came to be where he is. The
novel becomes increasingly dark, as the memories of the actions that lead to death come to
dominate it. Sebastian has degenerated into a dipsomaniac sponged on by the moribund deserter
Kurt; Lady Marchmain has already died; Julia's child, the product of her rebellious marriage to
Rex Mottram, is still born. The tide of death rolls onward as the novel builds to its climax: Julia's
important emotional outburst beside the fountain draws many of these disparate images
together. Indeed she brings sin into the open, grieving for the death it brings - 'Mummy dying
with it; Christ dying with it.' 127 Like the awakening speaker of Manna, Julia sees herself as
spiritually dead, 'Nameless and dead, like the baby they wrapped up and took away before I had
seen her.' 128 Sebastian's death is foreseen by Cordelia, who is confident that he will die holy and
reconciled to God. Finally Lord Marchmain's death marks the pivotal moment in the book as
Ryder finds himself kneeling and praying, and sees his prayer answered in nearly miraculous
fashion. Marchmain dies repentant, triggering the dissolution of Charles and Julia's relationship.
In a 1946 memorandum written for those in Hollywood wanting to adapt Bndeshead

Revisitedfor the cinema, Waugh claimed that the novel 'shows how the Grace of God turns
everything in the end to good, though not to conventional prosperity.' 129 He declared clearly that
the 'principal theme of the second half is the redemption of Julia, the final spur to which is her
father's deathbed reconciliation with the Church' .130 The speaker of Manna awakens to find his
ship cracked and rotten: 'I made this, I have forgotten

I And remember'. Charles Ryder

experiences the same sensation of having made his own situation. It is the shame of self-
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awareness: 'I never built anything, and I forfeited the right to watch my son grow up. I'm
homeless, childless, middle-aged, loveless' .131 Yet the process of rem em be ring and reassessment
leads Ryder to the conclusion that although Brideshead Castle is desolate and tragic, like his life,
'the work all brought to nothing', that 'something quite remote from anything the builders
intended, has come out of their work'. The tabernacle flame burning again in the chapel is
symbolic of a flame of faith that 'burns again ... It could not have been lit but for the builders and
the tragedians. 132 Comforted by hope Ryder leaves the chapel, 'looking unusually cheerful.' 133
The overall effect is less ecstatic than Marina but the trajectory of the novel is remarkably similar
- memory of the past gives an overwhelming sense of sin, human love leads to the immortal and a
new desire:
This form, this face, this life
Living to live in a world of time beyond me; let me
Resign my life for this life, my speech for that unspoken,
The awakened, lips parted, the hope, the new ships.
As Marina was for Eliot, Brideshead Revisited is the first of Waugh's novels to contain and offer
hope for its characters or readers. Like the hope Eliot expresses, the hope in Brideshead

Revisitedis the hope of grace: divine mercy shown to sinful humans. Waugh's previous works
had detailed the decay of civilisation from the inside, sometimes with relish, sometimes with
horror and disgust, but Bridesheaddoes not end with 'the dead word from ten years back':
'vanity' .134 Instead, the tabernacle lamp in the chapel is the last image of the novel, 'burning anew
among the old stones' of Brideshead Castle. Something hopeful, positive and good has 'come
out' of the fierce tragedy Ryder has lived through which has left him 'unusually cheerful' .135 It is
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as Waugh declared in his preface, that he has given his hero, and the reader, 'if they will allow
me, a hope ... that the human spirit, redeemed, can survive all disasters'. 136

Limitations of the 'Between' Works.
The works studied in this chapter show the marked development of the Christian vision and
expression of Eliot and Waugh the movement from tendencies to satire to Catholic hope, and the
desire to reveal the supernatural behind the natural. Nevertheless, neither writer was yet fully
able to wield and express the breadth and depth of their new episteme; the works in this chapter
are 'between' works in their limitations of expression, structure and what both authors would
consider to be Christian maturity.
Christopher Ricks suggests that As/J- Wednesdayand the Ariel poems were intentionally
limited by the poet, who made 'religious subject-matter itself the manifest aegis of the poems so
that the particular way in which they are religious would not claim more than it should.' 137 By
making it clear that his poems were concerned with religious topics Eliot was qualifying his
poems as limited and 'religious' with all which that tag denoted. 138 It was in these ways that Eliot
attempted to avoid the 'wrong kind of religious supremacy'. Although there is more breadth in

As/J- Wednesdayand Manna than in the other poems and more hope than in those that preceded
them, they are nevertheless thinner texts: less certain and clear than Four Quartets which
followed them .139
The other limitation of As/J- Wednesdayis its opacity of structure and expression. Helen
Gardner states that 'As/J- Wednesdayis the most obscure of Mr Eliot's poems, and the most at
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the mercy of the temperament and beliefs of the individual reader.' 140 Grover Smith writes 'AshWednesdayis not innocent of what looks like wilful mystification. Its structure appears

haphazard even where it is not, and its sheer verbosity at times is irritating. 141 Jewel Spears
Brooker believes that until Four Quartets Eliot was searching for 'form in a formless age' and
that 'His struggle to achieve form in art reached its apogee in Four Quartets.' 142 Smith and
Brooker express two recurrent and valid criticisms of Ash- Wednesday. its verbosity and imagery
make it difficult to comprehend, and its structure is at times an obstacle.
We know little of Eliot's opinion of Ash- Wednesday, although we do know that in 1940
he looked back on his work in East Coker V, writing:
So here I am, in the middle way, having had twenty years Twenty years largely wasted, the years of l' entre deux guerres Trying to learn to use words, and every attempt
Is a wholly new start, and a different kind of failure
Because one has only learnt to get the better of words
For the thing one no longer has to say, or the way in which
One is no longer disposed to say it.
The displeasure with poetic output here is as much to do with the nature of poetry as with any
specific poem; Ash- Wednesdayis certainly not singled out for condemnation (as Waugh would
condemn Bndeshead Revisited). Immediately surrounding Ash- Wednesdayare the Ariel poems
- as simple and direct as the former is shrouded in mystery. They represented a wholly new start
and explore similar themes. Marina addresses more clearly the subject of memory. In Four
Quartets Eliot was to attempt to refine his expression and structure, retaining the directness of

the Ariel poems combined with a broader vision and a more transparent structure.
When Evelyn Waugh was working on Bndeshead Revisitedin the early months of 1944
he felt full of 'literary power', convinced that it was to be his best literary achievement yet: his
'magnum opus'.143 He completed it on D-Day and it was published in early 1945. He wrote of it in
a letter to his mother:
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The general criticism is that it is religious propaganda. That shows how
opinion has changed in 80 years. No one now thinks a book which
totally excludes religion is atheist propaganda. 80 years ago every novel
144
included religion as a part of the normal life of the people.

Bndeshead Revisitedwas indeed seen by many as religious propaganda. It was celebrated in the
Catholic Press and by many of Waugh's friends . The Tablet(under a new editor) labelled it 'a
great apologetic work in the larger and more humane sense.'
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The anonymous reviewer of the

Times Literary Supplementfound that Waugh was 'very much the Catholic apologist and
romantically conservative preacher.'
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This was kind - Edmund Wilson reviled it as a ' Catholic

tract'. 147 Those same voices that had celebrated the cruel and detached humour of Waugh's early
works damned Bridesheadfor a lack of 'sympathy and love', an offensive snobbery, and a
parochial Catholic perspective.
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controversial novel since the time of its publication and he perceived early that it would be seen
as the turning point in his career.
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publication. There are those, like Robert Garnett, who see it as 'a theological romance, soaked in
nostalgia and pathos . .. solemn, sentimental, opulent', ultimately shrinking from the world.
There are others who believe it to be Waugh's great novel.
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Waugh undoubtedly anticipated trouble for Brideshead Revisited His preface to the
novel reveals this, predicting that it will be 'uncongenial' for many readers. Waugh invites
controversy with his confession that Bndesheadis not just ambitious, but 'intolerably
presumptuous' in its themes. He unrepentantly states that he will please only a few (partially for
technical reasons) and yet claims that his intention is to transmit to the reader a hope that
redeemed individuals 'can survive all disasters': 152
When I wrote my first novel, sixteen years ago, my publishers advised
me, and I readily agreed, to prefix the warning that it was "meant to be
funny" .... Now, in a more sombre decade, I must provide them with
another text, and, in honesty to the patrons who have supported me
hitherto, state that Brideshead Revisited is not meant to be funny. There
are passages of buffoonery, but the general theme is at once romantic
and eschatological.
It is ambitious, perhaps intolerably presumptuous; nothing less than
an attempt to trace the workings of the divine purpose in a pagan world,
in the lives of an English Catholic family, half-paganised themselves, in
the world of 1923-39. The story will be uncongenial alike to those who
look upon that pagan world with unalloyed affection, and to those who
see it as transitory, insignificant and, already, hopefully passed. Whom
then can I hope to please? Perhaps those who have the leisure to read a
book word by word for the interest of the writer's use of language,
perhaps those who look to the future with black forebodings and need
more solid comfort than rosy memories. For the latter I have given my
hero, and them, if they will allow me, a hope, not indeed, that anything
but disaster lies ahead, but that the human spirit, redeemed, can survive
all disasters. 153
Despite Waugh's initial satisfaction with his achievement it became clear over time that the novel
was less successful as art than he had believed. Even as early as 1946 Waugh was writing, in only
partial jest that 'I have been greatly shaken by its popularity in U.S.A.' 154 His meetings the
following year with Hollywood producers appear to have confirmed Waugh's fear that the novel
was popular because it had been misunderstood; its core Catholic themes missed, or misread. 155
Waugh had wanted readers to see that 'the physical dissolution of the house of Brideshead has in
fact been a spiritual regeneration.' 156 Where all seemed doomed to vanity or worse (like the early
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Surely a sign that the novel is intended to be 'apologetic' .
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'Warning", Brideshead Revisited (first British edition), in Patey, p.224.
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'To Robert Heneiques ', 2 January 1946, Letters. p.222.
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He wrote of one producer in his diary 'He has been in Hollywood for years and sees Bridesliead purely
as a love story. None of them see the theological implication ' . Friday 7 February, 1947, Diaries, p.673,
156

Heath, 'Brideshead', p.229.
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'satirical' novels), the novel offers hope for the redeemed human soul. But his point was missed
by many readers. Waugh was furious that his book tracing 'the workings of the divine purpose in
a pagan world' should be beloved of so many. 157
By the time Waugh wrote his 1960 preface for the novel, he had revised his early high
opinion of it. 158 He remained unapologetic about his theme of divine grace, but, he wrote:
I am less happy about its form, whose more glaring defects may be
blamed on the circumstances in which it was written ... the book was
infused with a kind of gluttony, for food and wine, for the splendours of
the recent past, and for rhetorical and ornamental language, which now
with a full stomach I find distasteful. 159
We might speculate that Waugh had come to appreciate that the novel had been misunderstood
and criticised because of the gluttony. His hope was that it would be attacked because of its
expression of the gospel truth; instead he found it in equal parts loved and hated for the way he
had blended and diluted the religious theme with gluttony and snobbery. It was a broad gluttony
for fine cuisine, for a nostalgic version of the 1930s and for purple prose that detracted from the
book and intoxicated many readers, leaving them insensible to his religious promptings. The
critics hated Waugh's world of nobility being thrust in their faces, the public loved the escape into
a world they were unfamiliar with. Lord David Cecil had suggested in his preface to the Oxford

Book of Chnshan Verse that after the seventeenth century the greatest poets are either not
represented, or represented by their weaker poems. Cecil declared that in many poems 'the piety
is more remarkable than the poetry. ' 16°For Waugh, the effect was opposite; the other qualities of
his novel seemed more remarkable than his piety. For a book written 'about God' too many
people seemed to think it was about the high life, or nostalgic reminiscences of better times.161

157

Early in its composition he wrote to his agent 'It would have a small public at any time. I should not
think six Americans will understand it.' 'To A .D. Peters' 8 February, 1944, Letters, p.177.
158

He wrote to Grahan1 Greene in 1950 'I re-read Brideshead and was appalled. I can find n1any excuses that it was the product Consule Bracken of spam, Nissen huts, black-out - but it won't do for peace-time.
The plot seen1ed to me excellent.' 'To Graham Greene' , 27 March 1950, Letters, p .322. David Wykes
attributes Waugh's growing disenchantment with the novel to it being apparently misunderstood and loved
by so many Americans. Wykes, p.144.
159

In this Waugh came to agree with Sean O'Faolain who maintained of Brideshead that 'the theme ... is
universally valid; the treatment is not' . O'Faolain, 'Huxley and Waugh' , The Vanishing Hero: Studies in
the Novelists of the Tv;enties, Eyre & Spottiswoode, London, 1956, p .61.
160
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David Cecil, 'Introduction', The Oxford Book of Christian Verse, Clarendon, Oxford, 1940.
'To Nancy Mitford', 7 January 1945. Letters, p.196.
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Ironically, Waugh's efforts to disillusion the public about his art, to convince them that he was
really a serious Catholic novelist, resulted only in further misunderstanding. Comic Waugh was
not understood as a serious writer; serious Waugh was seen as a Romantic and nostalgic.

Conclusion.
The Christian conversions of T.S. Eliot and Evelyn Waugh did not trigger a landslide of artistic
change. In men who had such a matter-of-fact and logical procession to faith, this would have
been an unlikely outcome. What we have seen is that the two writers' similar journeys to faith
continued to find similar expression in their output afterconversion. There was a tightrope walk
with the combative tendencies of their satiric impulses and their anti-Humanist polemic on the
one side, and a growing experience of eternal hope amidst pain on the other. Despite the
confronting crusading zeal of such works After Strange Gods and Edmund Campjon which
lacked the very grace they aimed to celebrate, there is a growing gentleness and hopefulness in
the creative writing of the two writers. Instead of the hope of the hopeless hinted at and
anticipated in 'The Hollow Men' and Work Suspended there is the new hope of those who will
not turn again, in AsiJ- Wednesday, Manna and BndesiJead Revisjted
A world devoid of prayer and with an absent God has been transmuted in the two
writers' art into one that is similar, but permeated with the supernatural. The new world in which
one can hear words spoken by the Lord himself, in AsiJ- WednesdayV, and witness the new
perspective and ancient words prayed by Charles Ryder. Both writers developed and applied a
theory of Christian art that emphasised the 'end' or goal of art as revealing the supernatural and
the characteristics of God. They were keen to explore the way in which Christian faith could
transfigure worldly experiences of beauty and goodness into recognition of something higher. We
followed the Dantesque journeys of the speakers of Eliot's 'between' poems and Charles Ryder
in Waugh's 'between' novel through a series of escalating experiences which are only partially
satisfying until they find real and lasting satisfaction in faith. It was also clear that such a journey
was a painful one, often taking place in retrospect through memory, and which exposed by
contrast contemporary expectations that human happiness was the most valuable commodity.
Instead Waugh and Eliot demonstrate that faith leads one on a journey of pain and apparent
tragedy, of disinheritance and homelessness, of sacrifice and purification, but that these things
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are ameliorated by a hope for the future, for an abiding city, for an end to separation and for new
ships.
Despite this, there are ambiguities and failings in the works discussed in this chapter that
both Waugh and Eliot were conscious of. After Strange Gods had a violence Eliot came to
'deprecate'. Ash- Wednesdaysuffers from a radical resistance to interpretation because of its
difficult language and structure. Waugh's growing regret over Brideshead Rev1sited grew from
his ongoing problem of misunderstanding. Although he had attempted to trace the workings of
providence, his limited depiction of an aristocratic background and his 'gluttony' had obfuscated
his efforts to bring the importance of the workings of God into the foreground. Readers were
often affronted by the secondary concerns of Waugh's novel, the aristocrats and their problems
of extreme wealth. Many were drawn by the tragic love story but failed to perceive that Waugh
intended them to see that 'the human spirit, redeemed, can survive all disasters'. Yet by
introducing the possibility of hope into their work, and their efforts to create art about that which
is 'good', there is a clear development of the 'Christian' themes in Waugh and Eliot. They step
closer towards Eliot's intention of creating unconsciously Christian art; a step closer to the
humbler, more grace-infused expressions of their aims in Four Quartets and Sword ofHonour.
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Chapter 5.
Sub Specie Aeternitatis: Four Quartets and Sword of
Honour as Catholic 'Literature of Disillusion'.

Colby:

No1v that I've abandoned my illusions llnd ambitions
All that's left is love. 1

T.S. Eliot
[I] t is ultimateI), the function cf art, in imposing a credible order upon
ordinmy reali-ty, and therel>y eliciting some p erception cf an orde1· in
reality, to bring us to a condition cf serenity, stillness, and
reconciliation; and then leaz;e us, as Virgil left D ante, to proceed toward
a region where that guide can avail us no farthe1·. 2

T.S. Eliot

In the late writings of Waugh and Eliot we can observe a development from faltering hope
towards an active Christian maturity. These works display the shared artistic passion of both men
to express the requirements of the Christian life and the implications of Christian faith for
individuals and for society. 'Between' works like Ash- Wednesdayand Bndeshead Revisited
described the difficult process of conversion, but also enunciated the hope that conversion
entailed in a waste land world. In previous chapters we have examined the earlier work of Eliot
and Waugh, discovering they were akin in their use and attitudes to satire. We also considered
the way they moved from a chameleonic and ironic adoption of Humanist perspective to a
tentative expression of Christian belief. Their later work, exemplified here by Eliot's Four

Quartets, and Waugh's Sword ofHonour, explores the consequences of the arrival of faith:
making the small steps towards spiritual adulthood and raising the eyes to perceive the
'supernatural' in the commonplace. 3 In these texts it is a vision of supernatural reality that can
1

The Confidential Clerk.

2

'Poetry and Dran1a', OPP, p.87.

3

Both Eliot and Waugh repeatedly use the tenn 'supernatural' in its technical sense of that which belongs
'to a higher realm or system than that of nature' , as the OED defines it. It was Thomas Aquinas who
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transfonn the horror of a sinful world into the hope of glory. The world may not change, but
Eliot and Waugh indicate that the eternal perspective of mature Christianity will find hope and
meaning where there seems only meaningless defeat and failure. For both men seeing quotidian
life in the light of the infinite demands the shedding of illusions that deceive us and the laying to
rest of ghosts that haunt us, in order to see what is true and what is real.
Eliot and Waugh's rejection of isolationism and ideology and pursuit of integration and
love is an important narrative thread running through Four Quartets and Sword ofHonour.
Eliot's speaker and Waugh's protagonist begin illuded and blind, but their experiences described
in the texts lead them to a positive disillusionment. Both works portray a maturing experience of
hope and grace, Christian concepts which were only superficially examined and understood in
previous works. Charles Ryder and the speaker of Marjna had similar, sudden and unforeseen
encounters with divine Grace like the sudden breaching of the dam that holds back the
supernatural from their lives. Four Quartets and Sword ofHonour are much more concerned
with the process that follows such experiences, teasing out the long-term consequences of the
penetration of the supernatural into the natural. The outcome of this process is the
transfonnation of the mind so that it views the universe sub specje aeternjtatis and acts
meaningfully in light of heaven - producing charitable and fruitful works.

The 'Catholic philosophy of disillusion'.
In 1929 T.S. Eliot praised Dante's Vita Nuova for the way it manifested vistas of an eternal
reality. He wrote:
There is ... a practical sense of the realities behind it, which is
antiromantic: not to expect more from life than it can give or more from
human beings than they can give; to look to death for what life cannot
give. The Vita Nuova belongs to 'vision literature'; but its philosophy is
the Catholic philosophy of disillusion. 4

introduced the word into 1nediaeval Latin, and the way Waugh and Eliot use it reveals a Christian neoPlatonism: their belief that there are two different orders of reality, lower and higher, and their use of this
term inforn1s the writing exainined in this chapter. In this they conespond with the writing of another
Christian Platonist, C.S. Lewis. In the final Narnia fantasy, The Last Battle, the return of the Christ-like
lion Aslan heralds an end to 'Shadowlands' and unveils a 'real world': Narnia as the reader has known it is
revealed to have been 'only a shadow or a copy of the real Narnia which has always been here and always
will be here: just as our world, England and all, is only a shadow or copy of something in Aslan' s real
world .... It's all in Plato, all in Plato '. Lewis, The Last Battle, 1956. Reprint: Lion, London, 1980, pp.159160.
4

'Dante' (1929), SE, p.275.
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Eliot argued that Dante's poem draws the reader's mind towards the reality of the hereafter and
its impact on the terrestrial present. We saw in the last chapter that Eliot emphasises that Dante
can only be understood when we look for his meaning in 'final causes. Eliot argued Dante's
meaning can be fully grasped only in 'mature reflection' on what he writes.5 Such reflection, Eliot
suggests, will lead to a sense of 'realities' in an eternal perspective - it is an anti-Romantic vision
of a better hereafter, starkly contrasting the Romantic notion of a perfectible present. Eliot's
own work had always been 'antiromantic' in the way he deploys the term above to describe
Dante's writing. He had sought to point to the relative unreality of temporal life - he had
rejected Romantic notions of human perfectibility even when he could not, like Dante, see
beyond life and to death for his consolation. Eliot's early preoccupation with Original Sin led him
to pursue anti-Romantic disillusionment by taking the reader to the horrific precipice of nihilism,
as he did in The Waste Land By the time he came to write Four Quartets Eliot had arrived a
position from which he felt it possible to exercise 'mature reflection' on his own experience and
writing. It is in Four Quartets that Eliot most clearly expresses the eternal realities he
anticipated: his own 'final causes'. In his essay on Dante Eliot had emphasised the Italian poet's
vision of the supernatural and his hope in the eternal. He also declared that only diligent study of
the VJ'ta Nu ova will bring reward:
But such study is vain unless we have first made the conscious attempt,
as difficult and hard as rebirth, to pass through the looking-glass into a
world which is just as reasonable as our own. When we have done that,
we begin to wonder whether the world of Dante is not both larger and
more solid than our own. 6
For Eliot, Dante's world of heaven, purgatory and hell is not more fantastic than the romantic
Humanist perspective, but is larger and more solid - more real rather than less real. In earlier
chapters we saw Waugh and Eliot combatively ranged against Humanism, inclined to satire and
through their creation of 'humanist' texts which were plotting to destabilise Humanism from the
inside. Such works anticipated the later, more overtly Christian writing with certain major
differences. The primary difference between the early and late writing is the world which the
speakers and characters inhabit. In the early writing there was apparently no supernatural realm
at all, but this waste land world was suddenly penetrated by the supernatural in the 'between'
5

'Dante', SE, p.274.

6

'Dante' , SE, p.276.
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works. As early as 1929 Eliot articulated his interest in what he termed a 'larger and more solid'
world. This supernatural world was not a 'vision', but was lightly concealed by the smaller,
thinner, realm of sensory perception. The sensory world seems like a ghostly illusion by
comparison and the exploration of the larger world would dominate the rest of Eliot's literary
career. A.D. Moody mentions the convert poet's growing preoccupation with the literature of
disillusion:
To bring home the unreality of what we ordinarily call reality - to
effect a positive dis-illusionment - had always been an element in
Eliot's work .... But hitherto the aim had always been to transcend it.
Now ... the ordinary human plane, "unreal" as it is, is accepted as one
on which the spiritual action may take place. 7
Our study of Four Quartetswill examine the poet's endeavour to effect a 'positive disillusionment', his attempts to communicate in poetry that the ordinary human plane is one on
which spiritual action may take place. Eliot had begun to examine themes of disillusionment in
his prewar plays, but Four Quartets, his final poetic words in the conversation begun with himself
well before The Waste Land, are his paramount achievement in this area.
Eliot's emphasis on the ghostly thinness of 'our' world bears a remarkable similarity to
Evelyn Waugh's comment that conversion:
... is like stepping across the chimney piece out of a Looking-Glass
world, where everything is an absurd caricature, into the real world God
made; and then begins the delicious process of exploring it limitlessly. 8
This similarity of outlook was not merely superficial - the two writers shared the deep and
abiding conviction that the supernatural stood behind the everyday, that the state of one's soul at
death was of paramount importance and that the exploration of the 'real world God made' was
essential in life and art. A novel like Brideshead Rev1sitedunveiled this perspective to the reader,
but in such post-war novels as Helena and Sword ofHonourwe find the novelist explicitly
introducing and 'exploring' that world. Early in Men at Arms, the first novel of Sword ofHonour,
Waugh raises the matter of a larger supernatural reality in similar language to Eliot's. Waugh's
protagonist, Guy Crouchback, converses with an army chaplain about metaphysics:

7

Moody, Poet, p.269.

8

In Michael de-la-Noy, Eddy: The L~fe of Edward Sackville-West, London, 1988 , pp.237-238.
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' ... Do you agree,' he asked earnestly, 'that the Supernatural Order is
not something added to the Natural Order, like music or painting, to
make everyday life more tolerable? It is everyday life. The supernatural
is real; what we call "real" is a mere shadow, a passing fancy. Don't
you agree, Padre?'
'Up to a point. ' 9
It is an intentional irony that this discussion takes place very early in the trilogy, and that it will

take Guy Crouchback until the very end of his wartime experiences to really understand and
embrace his own professed view.
Our comparison of Eliot's late poetry with Sword ofHonourwill demonstrate the two
writers' remarkably similar emphasis on disillusion and the intersection between the temporal
and celestial. One of the major themes that draw Four Quartets and Sword ofHonour so close
together artistically is this notion of dis11lusion. the freeing from mistaken ideas. 10 In a positive
sense such an emphasis is a development of both writers' career-long concern with truth and with
understanding reality, even if such efforts were horrific. Disillusion concerns seeing truth and
reality with distractions and falsehood removed. The unusual semantic anomalies of the word
'disillusion' are important in these texts. 'Disillusion' not only asserts truth to redress the
'attribution of reality to what is unreal' but it also frees one from 'an unreal visual appearance, an
apparition, a phantom.' 11 To disillusion is both to release from deception andto exorcise ghosts.
It is an indication of both writers' mastery of the language that they make dramatic use of the

ghostly connotations of the word in these mature magnum opera with ghosts making frequent
appearances. 12 Both Four Quartets and Sword ofHonour concern the casting off of deception,
where the presence of ghosts reveals the relative unreality of the present world and the greater
solidity of the supernatural one. For both Eliot and Waugh positive disillusionment will mean a
clear vision and allow their protagonists to integrate into both this world and the next. This
9

MA, p.77.

10

Oxford English Dictionary, illusion 2b: 'The fact or condition of being deceived or deluded by
appearances, or an instance of trus; a n1ental state involving the attribution of reality to what is unreal; a
false conception or idea; a deception, delusion, fancy.'
11

Oxford English Dictionary, illusion 3: 'S0n1ething that deceives or deludes by producing a false
impression; a deceptive or illusive appearance, statement, belief, etc.; in early use often spec. An unreal
visual appearance, an apparition, a phant01n.'
12

In Sword of Honour, Waugh uses a number of neaT synonyms for 'illusion', 1nany of which have the
overtones of apparitions or phantoms, such as 'spirit' (MA pp.78, 118, OG, p.21), 'ghost' (MA, pp.86, 141,
217) 'phantasn1agorical' (US, pp .5 8, 114), 'doppel-ganger', (A doppelganger is a ghostly phanton1 self, a
duplicate who was believed to bring disaster and death to their twin in Gern1an mythology. MA , p.105),
'haunted' (MA, p.105), 'shades' (OG, p.221), 'hallucination' (OG, p.240).
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theme of disillusionment, is one that both writers developed over several works and it is worth
spending some time to trace the building momentum of disillusionment in their previous writing,
particularly Eliot's plays in the 1930s and Waugh's shorter novels after the Second World War.

Growing Disillusionment: The Fam1"Jy Reunion.
For Eliot, the decade of the 1930s was a decade in which he worked primarily in the dramatic
form, revealing his growing interest in reaching a wider audience. His plays in this decade
included The Rock: a pageant playand Murder 1n the Cathedral in 1934 and 1935, and The

Family Reunjon, which was first performed in 1939. Eliot had always been interested in drama
and frequently wrote essays and articles on dramatists. In one such essay in 1931 he wrote: 'The
capital distinction is that between representation of human actions which have moral reality and
representation of such as have only sentimental reality' .13 In his plays of the 1930s Eliot seems to
restyle his previous poetic theme of Original Sin in new terminology of Christian Platonism. In
the plays an awareness of sin is connected to being conscious of a 'moral reality'. Moral reality is
shown to be really Real, far more rather than 'sentimental reality' which Eliot would reveal is
merely illusory in his final play of the decade, The Family Reunjon. The Fam1"Jy Reunjon is the
first of Eliot's plays to connect the conception of reality/unreality with ghosts - the furies in the
play are representative of the two different notions of reality held by the characters. Those who
see the ghosts are the ones who have the firmest grasp on the really Real.
Harry, Lord Monchensey, the central figure in the play, is troubled by a sense of sin and
of a fearful moral reality: 'What I see

I may be one dream or another; if there is nothing else I

the most real is what I fear' .14 Haunted by ghosts (the furies) after the mysterious death of his
wife, Harry's inability to determine what is real is connected with his sense of sin. His moral sense

reshapes his reality, as he reveals early in the play when he stresses to his family that he views his
wife's death as more than an isolated incident:
I knew how you would take it.
First of all, you isolate the single event
As something so dreadful that it couldn't have happened,
Because you could not bear it. So you must believe
That I suffer from delusions. It is not my conscience,

13
14

Eliot wrote this of the Elizabethan drainatist Thomas Heywood. 'Thomas Heywood', SE~ p .180.

The Family Reunion, Part I, Scene II, CPP, p.249.
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Not my mind, that is diseased, but the world I live in. 15
Here there is a conflict of realities: between Harry's moral sense, which has taken him into a
different world, and the reality of his relatives, who refuse to see that Harry's sense of sin is not
delusional but awareness of the moral reality of a fallen world. The aunts and uncles are caught
in a sentimental reality that is blinkered and small. Harry perceives and attacks their 'unreal'
notion of nonnality:
What you call the normal
Is merely the unreal and the unimportant.
I was like that in a way, so long as I could think
Even of my own life as an isolated ruin,
A casual bit of waste in an orderly universe.
But it begins to seem just one part of some huge disaster,
Some monstrous mistake and aberration
Of all men, of the world, which I cannot put in order. 16
Harry has been propelled into a larger moral world because of his moral perceptions - his sense
of the sin of 'all men, of the world' has taken him out of solipsistic isolation and given him
perspective. It was this wider moral reality, we can reasonably assume, that Eliot had sought to
reveal to the reader in his earlier poetry which revealed nothing if not universal sin. In The

Famjjy Reunjon Eliot develops his confrontational method further by depicting the
consequences of a character beginning to see and understand the 'monstrous mistake and
aberration' of all men. Utilising the dramatic form, Eliot is able to provide interpretative
comments through the mouths of seer-like characters, such as Harry's aunt Agatha who declares
that his is 'not a story of detection,

I Of crime and punishment, but of sin and expiation.' 17 In The

Waste Land and 'The Hollow Men', and even Ash- Wednesday and Marina Eliot put the
information before the reader that indicated that all stories are like Harry's, of sin and expiation,
but he left direct interpretative aids out of his poetry. Here, we are left in no doubt what the real
story is about, and that its moral meaning can shatter our notions of reality. The force of Harry's
moral confrontation causes his elderly relatives to be fearful that their reality will vanish with a
roar:

15

The Farnily R eunion, Pai1 I, Scene I, CPP , p.236.

16

The Family R eunion, Pai1 II, Scene I, CPP , p.268.

17

The Faniily Reunion, Part II, Scene II, CPP, p.275.
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Why do we all behave as if the door might suddenly open, the curtains
be drawn,
The cellar make some dreadful disclosure, the roof disappear,
And we should cease to be sure of what is real or unreal?
Hold tight, hold tight, we must insist that the world is what we have
always taken it to be. 18

The Fam1Jy Reun1on discloses the numbing effects of moral blindness on those who remain in
sentimental unreality as well as the terrifying results of facing personal sin with a growing
awareness of the fact that one is not a causal bit of waste in an orderly universe, but a
representative product of a 'huge disaster'. For those trapped in unreality, there can be no
possibility of redemption unless they face their own corruption. Original Sin has dreadful results
for Eliot's characters. But in The Fam1Jy Reunjon, as he did in Ash- Wednesday and Manna,
Eliot introduces the possibility of real hope in a world of moral reality.
In The Fam1Jy Reunjon, as he had done in Ash- Wednesday and Manna, the poet
continues to use Dante's motif of love transformed from pandemian passion for a woman into
the higher love of God. In the play both Mary and Agatha imperfectly draw Harry to see that his
haunting may bring change, until he sees that the furies are not demons, but 'bright angels' whom
he must follow. 19 The transformation of horror and terror into a vision of glory is at the heart of
Eliot's maturing Christian sensibility. It is only a perception of the wider moral reality that allows
Harry to see that the furies are only terrifying to those who will not see that they represent a
supernatural reality which gives moral perspective to the actions of human beings. The furies are
. not sent to torment Harry, but lead him to towards hope and holiness. When Harry begins to be
distracted by earthly attraction to Mary the ghostly furies appear to 'warn him away from this
20

evasion.' Only after speaking with Agatha does Harry perceive the higher reality and holiness of
the Eumenides, and he addresses them:
You cannot think that I am surprised to see you.
And you shall not think that I am afraid to see you.
This time, you are real, this time, you are outside me,
18
19
20

T72e Family Reunion, Part I, Scene I, CPP, p.243.
The Family Reunion , Part II, Scene II, CPP, p.281.

The words are Eliot's own fron1 helpful letter of explication written to E. Martin Browne, who was
chosen by the poet to direct his plays. Eliot writes in the letter that the second appearance of the furies
while Harry is speaking with Agatha is 'more patently in their role of divine messengers, to let him know
clearly that the only way out is pmgation and holiness. They become exactly "hounds of heaven."· E.
Martin Browne, The Making ofT.S. Eliot's Plays, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1969, pp.106108.
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And just endurable. 21
The Furies are real and external of him, and Harry commits himself to follow them in the way of
'love and terror' .22 Harry shares with the speakers of Ash- Wednesday and Manna his 'election' to
the way of holiness. 23 As in the earlier poems, the play directs more attention to Harry's sense of
horror and guilt and his moment of salvation, than to the purgation and holiness that is said to
follow. Harry has found a new life, but the play does not show what that might look like. Eliot
wrote in a letter to E. Martin Browne that this play should be seen only as a beginning, that Harry
has found the way and started down it, but curiosity about what follows is natural: 'So Harry's
career needs to be completed by an Orestes or an Oedipus at Colonnos.' 24 The Family Reunion is
a play of beginnings, depicting the start of Harry's journey but not it's ending. We can
nevertheless detect Eliot's development of his theme of moral disillusionment and its
interconnection with the supernatural realm. We can see a progression from Ash-Wednesday
and Marina in the way The Family Reunion explicitly speaks in the Christian language 'sin',
'love', 'holiness' and 'pilgrimage' although pointing to the wider supernatural reality. As in the
earlier poems, Eliot was still more concerned to describe the sense of horror and sin than the
possibility of hope, but hope is present and it is given a more overtly Christian expression than in
Eliot's previous writing. Moreover, Eliot had been intending to complete the story of Harry's
redemption, which would surely have meant further development in his art of supernatural
realities. Lyndall Gordon reports that Eliot spoke in 1937 of the way poetic drama could 'awaken
the audience to a hidden pattern of reality which may supersede what is ordinarily dramatic,'
crossing the frontier 'from dramatic action to the spiritual action that transcends it.' 25 M.C.
Bradbrook agrees that The Family Reunion operates on two planes, 'the social and the
supernatural', and that in Eliot's poems and plays that follow 'the two worlds are more closely

21

The Family Reunion, Part II, Scene II, CPP, p.278.

22

The Family Reunion, Part II, Scene II, CPP, p.281.

23

Hany says, 'Why I have this election I I do not understand.' The Family Reunion, Part II, Scene II, CPP,

p.281.
24

Eliot to Browne, Browne, p.107. Eliot cut a scene fron1 his draft of the play in which Agatha speaks of
Harry's possible sanctification. See Gordon, pp.332-336, 552.
25

The talks were entitled 'The Developn1ent of Shakespeare' s Verse'. Gordon p.335 .
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related.' 26 It is the relation between the social and the supernatural or, in Eliot's words, the
awakening to a 'hidden pattern of reality', that he was to explore in Four Quartets.

Growing Disillusionment: Helena.
Like Eliot, Waugh developed his theme of disillusion over the course of several works before it
reached its full complexity and stature in Sword ofHonour. In his 1950 novel, Helena, Waugh
scrutinised the factual claims of Christianity- its reality. Waugh was particularly fond of the
novel, although (or perhaps, because) it was a slender volume which had taken him about five
years to write, the most time he had yet spent on any novel. 27 He revealed his high opinion of

Helena by directly comparing it with T.S. Eliot's poetry in a discussion with Christopher Sykes,
who was mutual friend. Sykes (Waugh's official biographer) recalled the conversation this way:
'Any good?' I asked with our customary lack of ceremony.
'It's very good,' said Evelyn. 'It's very good indeed. It's as good as
anything written by that Chelsea friend of yours.'
'I have many friends in Chelsea. Which one?'
'Not that crippled man [John Hayward]. The other one. Tom
Something.'
'Tom Eliot.'
'It's just as good as anything he can do. In prose I mean .... It's far the
best book I have ever written or ever will write.' 28
Waugh's mock-forgetfulness only draws even more attention to his desire to be compared with
Eliot. Despite his jocular tone, Waugh's high opinion of Eliot's poetry is clear (this was only two
years after the poet was awarded the Nobel Prize), as is his belief that his writing should be
compared with that of the poet. Few critics agreed that his novel was good, and no commentator
has yet compared it with the work of T .S. Eliot. 29 Here we do so, paying close attention to the
similarity between Eliot and Waugh's ideas of disillusionment.

26

M.C. Bradbrook, T.S. Eliot, Longmans, Green and Company, London, 1955, p.43 .

27

Waugh wrote to Nancy Mitford, 'Helena ... is to be my MASTERPIECE. No one will like it at all.' 'To
Nancy Mitford', 9 November 1949, Letters, p.312. Ha1Tiet Waugh ren1embered that it was the only one of
Waugh's novels that he 'ever cared to read aloud to the whole fa111ily'. Patey, p.289 .
28
29

Sykes, p.428.

John Rayn1ond, reviewing the novel in the Ne.v Statesman, wrote: 'Waugh's converts generally get to
Heaven the back way through having the right kind of nanny.' Review of Helena, Nevv Statesman, 21
October 1950, p.374, in CH, p.321. Frederick Stopp reviewed the novel in Month, and was an exception to
the general trend. His detailed and appreciative review caught Waugh's eye, leading to a friendship. See
Patey, pp.289-90 for a sununary of general negative response.
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Waugh prefaced the novel with an anecdote about a woman who returned from a trip to
Palestine believing that the local priests had confessed that the crucifixion had been an invention
of a woman named 'Ellen'. Waugh coyly writes: 'It has not been my primary aim to disillusion this
famous lady but to retell an old story.' 30 Yet disillusionment plays an important role in his novel,
for characters and, one suspects, for the reader. Waugh endeavours, even in the preface, to
answer the question 'how much is true?' Helena aims to disillusion readers, to free them of their
belief that Catholic Christianity is an illogical invention. In an explanation of his intentions
Waugh wrote:
Everything about the new religion was capable of interpretation, could
be refined and diminished; everything except the unreasonable
assertion that God became man and died on the Cross; not a myth or an
allegory; true God, truly incarnate, tortured to death at a particular
moment in time, at a particular geographical place, as a matter of plain
historical fact. 31
Here was Waugh's fundamental message in the novel- that there are 'things beyond time and
space' as he has the heretical Gnostic Marcias say, but the stark physicality of the Cross sharply
contrasts Marcias's claims that their 'truth is integral to their proposition and by nature
transcends material proof'. 32 The important element in the disillusion in Helena is the
connection between the natural and the supernatural over the bridge created by the cross.
Waugh asserts that the fact of the cross is central to Christian belief and that it is here that the
temporal and the eternal are reconciled. Helena puts it this way: 'Just at this moment when
everyone is forgetting it and chattering about the hypostatic union, there's a solid chunk of wood
waiting for them to have their silly heads knocked against.' 33 The term 'hypostatic union' could
not be more appropriate in Waugh's text and in the context of this thesis. The entry for
'Hypostatic Union' in the CathoHc Encyclopedia defines it as:
A theological term used with reference to the Incarnation to express the
revealed truth that in Christ one person subsists in two natures, the
Divine and the human. Hypostasis means, literally, that which lies

30
31

H elena, p.9 .
'St Helena Empress', Month, January 1952, pp.7-11, in EAR , p.410.

32

Helen.a, p .83.

33

H elena, p .1 28.
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beneath as basis or foundation. Hence it came to be used by the Greek
philosophers to denote reality as distinguished from appearances .... 34
This concept combines the connection of the natural and the supernatural in the person of
Christ. Where else could Helena find the cross, the most profound symbol of Christ's
Incarnation, but in the foundations of the Holy City, Jerusalem? The fact of the crucifixion is the
foundation upon which Christianity is built, and the cross points to a supernatural 'reality' that
remains hidden for those who do not look for it, or who are deluded by 'appearances'. Helena
cuts off speculation and chatter by presenting something solid and real which points beyond itself
to the more real.
Like Harry in The Family Reunion, Helena's journey towards 'reality' is one of elevated
passions - for her it is not the pursuit of human love that is transformed into divine love, but
pursuit of a city. At the beginning of the novel she dreams of seeing Troy, the city of her
namesake, but this longing is quickly transmuted into a desire to see 'The City': Rome. 35 But, as
Helena relates late in the novel, 'Not that Rome has been all I expected.' 36 Helena is destined to
be disappointed with human cities and finds her real home in the eternal City of God. Jeffrey
Heath writes that 'Helena gives up her dream of Troy in favour of things that are progressively
more real: Rome, Jerusalem and the City of God.' 37 The disillusion of Helena's dreams connects
with the theme of this chapter-the transfiguration or removal of human ideas to make way for
an eternal perspective of truth and a vision of reality. The temporal becomes unreal in light of
the supernatural.
It is paradoxical that Waugh chose to write a 'legend' about the True Cross. 38 The novel
concludes with a description of the passing of time in the Holy Places and the constant flux of
human history. Waugh contrasts the Cross with this constant instability:
But the wood has endured. In splinters and shavings, gorgeously
encase, it has travelled the world over and found a joyous welcome
among every race.
For it states a fact.
34

'Hypostatic Union' in The Catholic Encyclopedia.

35

Helena, pp.31 , 39-40.
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Helena , p.126.
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Heath, p.202.
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Hounds are checked, hunting wild. A horn calls clear through the
covert. Helena casts them back on the scent.
Above all the babble of her age and ours, she makes one blunt
assertion. And there alone lies Hope. 39
Again, the difference between fear at the state of a world filled with heretics and charlatans, and
'Hope' is a disillusioned perspective. Helena takes the Magi as her patrons because like her ( and
Waugh and Eliot) they 'came late' from distraction and disillusion:
'You are my especial patrons,' said Helena, 'and patrons of all latecomers, of all who have a tedious journey to make to the truth, of all
who are confused with knowledge and speculation, of all who through
politeness make themselves partners in guilt, of all who stand in danger
by reason of their talents. ' 40
For those who come to faith in mid-life, who have pursued truth but been confused with worldly
philosophies or fancies and who are morally compromised, the cross is the basis for forgiveness
and hope, of truth and reality in a world of half-truths and speculation.
The difference between the tortured Harry in Eliot's The Family Reunion and Waugh's
jaunty Helena is so great that any effort to suggest similarity would be clearly absurd. And yet
Harry and Helena both inhabit worlds in which the supernatural is apparent, ignored by many
who are content with sentimental reality. Both want to know what is true and real in their
universe and both are called to go on a journey. Both feel the powerful beckoning of spiritual
vocation and respond in obedience and hope. The power of disillusion is evident in these two
texts as reality is distinguished from appearance with the connection to sin and expiation.
Frederick Stopp remarked on the 'strong points of similarity in the treatment of the
impact of the supernatural on the natural' between Helena and Bndeshead Revisited 41 Helena is
like Brideshead Revisitedbecause it concerns the centrality of religion in the lives of many of its
characters. Like the earlier novel it features the conversion of its protagonist towards its close,
and, when the supernatural invades the world of the novel in the form of dreams and miracles its
effect on Helena is profound. Waugh seems intentionally to confront the reader with miracles
and signs and wonders, treated in a matter-of-fact tone as though they are daily occurrences.
39

Helena, p.159.

40

Helena, p.145.

41

Frederick Stopp, Review of Helena, Month , August 1953 , pp.69-84, in CH, p. 325. Stopp argues that
Helena unrelentingly points out that 'the supernatural is n1ost adequately conveyed and revealed in the
natw·al. ' Stopp, Review, p.328.
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What marks H elena as a development is its concern with vocation: the way in which a person can
serve God in the world 'in time, at a particular geographical place', as he says in his preface.
Alongside its concerns with vocation, Helena emphasises the fact of the Incarnation and
crucifixion, key truths on which Christian faith is built. Instead of examining whyone becomes a
Christian ( as in Brideshead Revisited and those 'waste land' novels that preceded it), Helena
anticipates the way the Sword ofHonournovels consider what happens after conversion. In the
same way, Eliot builds Four Quartets from an attempt to understand a single moment of
disillusion, to a lifetime burning in every moment and the implications of reaching beyond the
unreal.

Burnt Norton.
Burnt Norton was published before The Family Reunion and was the genesis of the play, but for
the purposes of this thesis (tracing Eliot's disillusionment theme through the poem cycle) we will
consider it as a part of the Four Quartets rather than the isolated poem it must have seemed at
the end of the 1936 volume of collected poems. Here we trace the way the sudden moment in the
rose-garden and the reflections of Bumt Norton start a chain of disillusion that leads the poet to

Little Gidding. The 3 later poems pick up on where Burnt Norton and The Family Reunion leave
off- undertaking the journey begun by Harry at the end of the play and revealing more of the
destination, or end, than any of Eliot's other artistic achievements. Our concern in the following
sections is to trace the theme of disillusionment through Eliot's poems interleaved with the
novels of Waugh's Sword ofHonourto show how these works chart the process of
disillusionment of their protagonists.

Bumt Norton's opening describes an experience that may have occurred, or may only be
a remembered dream in which the speaker walked through 'a door we did not open'. 42 We are led
into the rose-garden, which is a recurrent motif of innocence and beauty in Eliot. 43 Eliot has
already created a tension over what is 'real' - is this visit to 'our first world', more or less real than
42

Eliot had originally written the first 14 lines of the poem to be spoken by the Second Priest in Murder in
the Cathedral, but when he cut it fron1 the play he valued the meditation enough to use it as the beginning
of a new poem. This demonstrates exactly how inte1Telated Eliot's poems and plays of the 1930s actually
were. Denis Donoghue, 'On "Burnt Norton"' , in Lobb, p.2.
43

See Frank Burch Brown, Transfiguration: Poetic Metaphor and the Languages of Religious Belief,
University of No11h Carolina Press, Chapel Hill and London, 1983 , p.54. See also David Perkins, 'Rosegarden to Midwinter Spring: Achieved Faith in the Four Quartets' in Benrn.rd Bergonzi (ed.), T.S. Eliot
Four Quartets: A Casebook, Macrnillan, Bristol, 1969, pp.254-259.
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daily life? It might seem real but that the garden seems to be inhabited by invisible presences:
echoes, or ghosts, whose 'dignified, invisible' movement over the dead leaves, is felt although it is
'unseen' and 'unheard'. 44 'So we moved, and they, in a formal pattern': here the living and the
ghostly dead dance to the music of time. The unreal dance in the garden with the real. At this
point it must seem that speaker is recounting only a dream or hallucination. Suddenly the poem
throws us into doubt about who is real and who is not. 45 For the garden's empty pool suddenly
fills with light, and there is a moment of illumination: a revelation of that which is more
substantial and real, and the ghosts can be seen 'reflected in the pool'. Eliot cleverly twists
received ideas about ghosts and echoes on their head, showing that human beings are somehow

Jess solid and real; an idea he was to develop in East Coker. The unseen ghosts in Four Quartets
do not seem to be figments of the speaker's imagination but when seen reflected in the pool seem
more 'real'. Seeing ghosts corresponds throughout Four Quartets with clear vision, with illusion
stripped away for a clear view of supernatural truth and reality. The glimpse of our 'first world'
nearly overwhelms the speaker, who is urged to flee: 'Go, go, go, said the bird: human kind

I

Cannot bear very much reality.' 46 The moment of 'reality', when the pool filled with sunlight and
ghosts were seen, is nearly enough to overwhelm any human being, but it is an alluring reality;
half terrifying, half glorious. Having had the experience the speaker struggles for the rest of

Burnt Norton to comprehend its meaning. 47
We can easily underestimate the importance of this moment in the context of Four

Quartets, but is the incident that drives the poems onwards. The glimpse of a reality outside of
time, of a world that needs no redeeming, gives the speaker pause for reflection. This knowledge
44

'Other echoes I Inhabit the garden.' BN I. Eliot's 1ninor poe1n, 'To Walter de la Mare' (1948) , glosses
these lines with other, similar ones, en1phasising the ghostly nature of the supernatural presences:
Or when the lawn is pressed by unseen feet, and ghosts return
Gently at twilight. gently go at dawn
The sad intangible who grieve and yearn
45

Such a moment has powerful resonances with Chapter III of C.S. Lewis's 'Drean1' book, The Great
Divorce , which was published in 1945. The first-person protagonist is taken on a journey from Hell to
Heaven. Aniving in the larger reality of heaven he suddenly finds hi1nself to be transparent - he can see
the grass through his own feet and cannot pick a daisy because it seems as hard as diamond. He find s that
he himself is a ghost, and that heaven is filled with spirits n1ore solid than he thought possible. Indeed,
throughout the book, those who are visiting from Hell a.re called 'Ghosts' . Lewis, The Great Divorce: A
Dream,, 1945. Reprint: 1976, Fontana, London.
46
47

BN, I. Whether drean1ed or not, this memory is more 'real' than n1any physical experiences.

Eliot would write in The Dry Salvages II that when we experience such moments of happiness, of
'sudden illumination', 'We had the experience but nussed the 111eai1ing' .
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triggers a landslide of disillusionment, such as Charles Ryder experienced at the end of

Bndeshead ReVJsitedwhen the repentance of Lord Marchmain prompts Julia to end her sinful
relationship with Charles.
Time seems to be a great enemy as Burnt Norton unfolds) because the supernatural
reality glimpsed in the garden seems to exist outside of time and the speaker reasons that to
access the Real one must escape time. Living in time appears to deny humans access to spiritual
realities. Time always moves us further away from rare glimpses of the still point such as the one
in the dry fountain. But, memory may be the key to conquering time:
Time past and time future
Allow but a little consciousness.
But only in time can the moment in the rose-garden,
The moment in the arbour where the rain beat,
The moment in the draughty church at smokefall
Be remembered; involved with past and future.
Only through time time is conquered. 48
The speaker recognises that moments like the one in the rose-garden can only be remembered in
time, 'involved with past and future.' 49 The D;y Salvages later contends that the memory of such
disillusioning moments enables one to grasp their meaning and so to take hold of a new pattern
of reality. Remembering (which occurs in time) is essential to comprehending meaning: 'Only
through time time is conquered.' Such a statement immediately sets Burnt Norton apart from
Eliot's preceding post-conversion writing and even from The Family Reunion, which followed it.
There is a movement from escapism towards integration; a belief that time must be conquered in
the here and now. This view seems different from Marina where the speaker is 'Living to live in a
world of time beyond me'. The speaker of Burnt Norton hopes to integrate the timeless with 'past
and future' .50 This seems different also from Harry's desperation to leave Wishwood, to escape
the curse of his personal and family sin in The Family Reunion.
For the first time in Eliot's poetry, Burnt Norton V explicitly introduces the idea that
'love' may form a bridge between time and timelessness:

48

EN, II. This no6on of memory as an aid to meaning is a very important n1otif in Waugh' s Erideshead
Revisited. See previous chapter.
49

EN, II.

so EN, II.
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Love is itself unmoving,
Only the cause and end of movement,
Timeless, and undesiring
Except in the aspect of time
Caught in the form of limitation
Between un-being and being. 5 1
'Love', the speaker suggests, is different from art and language because it escapes the 'desire', the
appetency that traps the world in time from section III. 52 Grover Smith reminds us that 'God is
Love', and that at the Incarnation Christ became caught in 'the form of limitation' by becoming a
human in time, 'Between un-being and being.' 53 Just as the Incarnation, symbolised by the cross
in Waugh's Helena was seen as a link between the real and the unreal, so Christ, is 'between' the
synonymous 'un-being and being' of human beings and the Divine Being. In this allusion to the
Incarnation, Eliot creates a shadow that is more clearly fulfilled by direct statements about
Incarnation in The Diy Salvages. Incarnation will emerge in the cycle as a link between the
natural and the supernatural. The Incarnation is identified in the third chapter of Gospel of John
as the most loving act of a loving Heavenly Father. 54 In human love there is an echo of Divine
Love, as the later Quartets indicate. Perhaps Eliot intentionally left the definition of 'love'
ambiguous in the final section of Bumt Norton. This seems to have been in order to allow the
reader to see the theological permutations if we are able, but also to allow love to operate as a
familiar human emotion. For in our fallen expressions of human love we reach for the Divine, as
Dante demonstrated and Eliot and Waugh emulated. Love is intimately connected with the
moment in the rose-garden: it is what is desired, what is pointed to by the hidden laughter. The

m ean111gof such experiences is the end to which they point - and love is that end. Here again is a
development from the love that propelled the joy of the speaker of Marina and what motivates
Harry, who leaves to pursue 'love and terror'. 55 Love, it is implied, is a way of conquering time.
But, like The Family Reunion, Burnt Norton is only a beginning - the way of love is introduced,
51

BN, V.

52

It may be that 'Love ' here is capitalised because it is the first word of a line of poetry, or because it is a
nan1e, just as in LG IV we read that 'Love is the unfamiliar Name' that made the intolerable shirt of flame.
He writes Eliot does this 'so that we shall never know whether or not it is personified to the Absolute
here.'For a more thorough discussion see Ricks, pp.249-253. Ricks, rather surprisingly, does not mention
that Eliot had already stationed the word 'Love ' in EN V to create the same ambiguity.
53

Smith, p.267 .
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John 3: 16: 'For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in
him should not perish, but have everlasting life.'
-5

:, CPP, p.281.
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but not elaborated upon. Eliot would need other poems to achieve this end. Nevertheless, we
have seen the beginning of a process of disillusion in Bumt Norton as the speaker experiences a
larger supernatural reality and longs for understanding and a return. We have also seen the
introduction of ghostly figures, who are residents of a spiritual reality and cannot be seen. Such
themes would be expanded upon when Eliot resumed his Four Quartets at the outbreak of
World War II. Evelyn Waugh's Men at Annswas a product of the war but, like Burnt Norton,
was the beginning of a journey of disillusionment.

Men at Arms.
The structure of Waugh's novel Men at Anns is quite different from Burnt Norton. It does not
begin with a philosophical meditation or an epiphanic experience of a greater reality. It does,
however, begin in a moment of unexpected happiness for its protagonist, Guy Crouchback. The
outbreak of World War II has brought 'secret jubilation' and 'new-found contentment' after
eight years of 'old despair.' 56 He is jubilant because he believes England to be at war with all that
is hateful in the world: the German-Russian alliance and the evil politics and anti-Christian
philosophies they represent. 57 The war, he believes, will heal the deep spiritual wound caused by
the desertion of his wife and the death of his brother Ivo eight years beforehand. This wound, he
knows has impaired him, causing an 'internal draining away of life and love' .58 Guy's impairment,
he knows, is fundamentally a spiritual one. He confesses in church before his journey, out of
habit, not because his conscience is troubled:
There was no risk of going deeper than the denunciation of his few
infractions of law, of his habitual weaknesses. Into that wasteland
where his soul languished he need not, could not, enter. He had no
words to describe it. There were no words in any language. There was
nothing to describe, merely a void. His was not an 'interesting case', he
thought. No cosmic struggle raged in his sad soul. It was as though
eight years back he had suffered a tiny stroke of paralysis; all his
spiritual faculties were just perceptibly impaired. 59

"i6

- MA, pp.12, 17.
57

'It was the Modern Age in arms. Whatever the outcome there was a place for him. in that battle.' MA,
p.12.
-s
) MA, p.12.
59

MA, p.14.
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Waugh's use of 'wasteland' to describe Guy's soul is surely not an accidental invitation to the
reader to associate Guy's void and spiritual dryness with Eliot's poem. 60 Although he knows that
his impairment is spiritual, Guy places his hope of renewal in the war and in the politics of the
British cause ( or, more precisely, his opposition to the politics of Germany and Russia). Loveless,
Guy believes that in the war his 'frustrated love had found its first satisfaction.' 61 Like Dante
(and Eliot's poetry), Waugh has created yet another character who is searching to satisfy his
desire for love. As with other Waugh characters, such as Charles Ryder and Helena, Guy's route
to real satisfaction of his love is to be a circuitous and painful one. The dominant motif of Men at
Arms is the failure of Guy to fulfil his frustrated love, and his deluded efforts to find satisfaction

of love through the military.
With much difficulty, Guy is able to secure a temporary commission in the Halberdiers, a
corps with many long and distinguished traditions. After so many years he feels that here is an
object for his love: 'He loved the whole Corps deeply and tenderly.' 62 But Guy's complete
conviction of the morality of the cause brings him into strong disagreement with the local
Catholic priest: 'His sermon that morning was not positively offensive; there was nothing in it to
make the basis of a complaint; but when he spoke of "this terrible time of doubt, danger and
suffering in which we live," Guy stiffened. It was a time of glory and dedication. '63
The differences from Bumt Norton are clear. The poem concerned a moment of genuine
disillusionment; the novel commences with a spiritually impaired hollow man who believes that
the war has brought him disillusionment. Guy Crouchback is convinced that the war will bring
clarity and spiritual healing: 'But now, splendidly, everything had become clear.' But his
disillusionment is false. Put crudely, Eliot's text is about the process of taking hold of a moment
of disillusion; Waugh's with the eradication of Guy's delusions. They are the way up and the way
down. Ghosts in the two texts are slightly different but serve a similar function: Eliot's ghosts are

60

This is the first wink at Eliot's poetry in the Trilogy, but Waugh does so again in Unconditional
Surrender when Everard Spruce asks Ludovic whether his imagery is derived fron1 The Waste Land and
asks 'Had you Eliot consciously in mind?' US, p.5 1. We have already seen Waugh' s desire to be con1pared
with Eliot in his cmmnents about Helena to Christopher Sykes.
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MA, p.53. Guy thinks of the Corps as like a second wife, and himself on a honeymoon, 'the spirit of the
Corps lay beside him' . When Guy looks at London, it is 'with new eyes and a new heart' . MA , p.78 .
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so real that the speaker can scarcely bear it; Waugh's ghosts diminish Guy by reflecting his selfdeluded thinking. In both cases the relative unreaHtyof terrestrial life is emphasised by the
presence of ghosts. For both writers disillusionment points to the same supernatural reality- a
reality that is hungered for by all human beings, but fulfilled only in Christian faith.
Shortly after joining the army in search of fulfilment Guy meets his ex-wife Virginia,
whose betrayal of his love has haunted him for years. She is pleased to see him and the only one
of his acquaintances who is unsurprised to find him in the army. For Guy her affirmation seems
to exorcise a ghost that has haunted him:
A ghost had been laid that day which had followed him for eight years,
lurked in every strange passage barring his way, crossing him
everywhere. Now he had met it face to face in the daylight and found it
to be kind and unsubstantial; that airy spirit could never again block
him, he thought. 64

This is the introduction of the ghost motif into the Trilogy. Throughout these novels Waugh uses
ironic touches like the final clause 'he thought' to deflate Guy's logic and indicate to the reader
that he is delusional. The ghost that has haunted Guy for years is emblematic of his wounded
cuckold's pride and the connected spiritual trauma in his life. Guy is badly mistaken in his belief
that joining the army will heal such wounds. Crouchback regards that particular embodiment of
his pain as an 'airy spirit', but we are to see that his pain is far more real than his solutions to it.
This becomes more apparent as he continues to be blocked and crossed in his army career by
ghosts that undermine and diminish his delusional attitudes to the war.
While undergoing military training, Guy and his fellow trainees are 'diminished and
caricatured' by those who arrive after them at the facility. 65 The arrival of the ghostly twins
coincides with Guy's growing awareness of the grim reality of life in the modern army. Guy's
delight in the Corps of Halberdiers and his part in their traditions is literally reflected as in a
mirror and he and his peers are 'diminished and caricatured by duplication.' 66 Not only do Guy's
peers have an array of duplicates, but Guy has one even within his own group: Apthorpe, with
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MA, p.86 .
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'It was as though in their advance the Barrack batch had tun1ed a con1er and suddenly been brought up
sharp by a looking-glass in which they found the1nselves reflected. ' MA , p.93.
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whom he has already been confused in the novel. 67 Seemingly, the ghostly twins make for
disturbing self-revelations, and as army life becomes increasingly miserable and marked by
failure Guy is more conscious of being echoed by the absurd Apthorpe. After a particularly bad
failure Guy feels 'haunted by Apthorpe in the role of doppelganger. 68 Painfully conscious of his
own similarity to Apthorpe, Guy attempts to distinguish himself in appearance by acquiring a
monocle and having his moustache styled. 69 Still deluded, Guy believes his similarity to Apthorpe
is one only of superficial appearance, although he does recognise that 'there was about Apthorpe
a sort of fundamental implausibility' and that he inhabits a 'seemingly dreamlike universe' .70 Only
when Virginia directly derides Guy's self-caricaturing moustache does he perceive that 'his whole
uniform was a disguise, his whole new calling a masquerade.' 71 It is unsurprising when Guy's
personal and theological self-delusion about his ex-wife result in a failed attempt to seduce her.
When Virginia angrily rejects him as a 'wet, smug, obscene, pompous, sexless, lunatic pig', Guy
crashes to a moment of self-realisation. His efforts at self-transformation in joining the army
have been exposed as a masquerade and the ghost of his failed marriage that he believed was laid
to rest by his martial career has retun1ed to haunt him. He has tried to free himself from illusion
with yet more illusion.
There both differences and similarities in the way Waugh and Eliot use ghosts in these
texts. For Eliot the 'ghosts' are more real than the speaker, exposing the thinness of his
perception of the universe; in Men at Arms, Apthorpe and the other ghostly twins are no more
real than Guy, but they do expose and undermine his thin perception of reality. Eliot and Waugh
may portray different types of ghost, but the intent to disillusion both protagonist and reader is

67

Colonel Ritchie-Hook has _a lready confused Guy and Apthorpe at luncheon before leaving the Barracks.
When both hm1 their knees over Cluistmas Guy realises that it will make them look like 'awful fools ...
Like a pair of twins .' MA, pp.73, 97 .
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MA, p.105.
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Apthorpe' s ghostliness is emphasised in this section: 'there was about Apthorpe a s01i of fundan1ental
implausibility. Unlike the typical figure of the J.D. [Judging Distance] lesson, Aprthorpe tended to bec01ne
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very similar. After Virginia confronts him so angrily it seems that Guy is finally able to see
through his self-delusion about the army and his sense of rejection, but he remains:
Distracted from distraction by distraction
Filled with fancies and empty of meaning72
Although he discusses the 'Supernatural Order' with the Halberdier chaplain, declaring that the
'supernatural is real; what we call "real" is a mere shadow, a passing fancy', Guy apparently lives
in shadow and fancy. 73 Guy does not actively live as though there is anything more real than this
life and until he does he will continue to be repeatedly distracted when his disillusionment seems
imminent. Throughout the trilogy Guy rises and falls in his state of delusion - the amplitude and
frequency of such waves increasing on each occasion that he comes close to disillusionment. The
first example of this is the immediacy of Guy's recovery, his abject failures in love and soldiering.
He joins a new Brigade forming in Scotland. Instantly he is entranced by martial dreams when
the Brigadier declares: 'Gentlemen ... tomorrow you will meet the men you will lead in battle.'
Guy's shame leaves him and his pride returns as he is once again enchanted by the army: 'It was
the old, potent spell, big magic.' 74 He remains enthralled by the army even when the war goes
increasingly poorly for Britain and its allies - Norway falls and France is invaded. As these
setbacks occur in the wider world and Guy remains deluded, his ghostly twin Apthorpe becomes
increasingly absurd and controversial, mimicking on a small scale the failure of Britain's military

.
75
1·11 us1ons.
Despite setbacks, Guy's moment of military glory seems to have arrived when the
Brigade is dispatched to Africa and he is chosen to lead an illicit coast raid. But all his excitement
is shattered by the failure of the raid when Brigadier Ritchie-Hook stows himself on the launch,
charging away from the landing party to behead a guard. He is shot and wounded during this
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grotesque process. Guy and the injured Ritchie-Hook are to return to England to be courtmartialled over the incident. Meanwhile, Apthorpe is struck down with fever on his return to
Africa. After his raid debacle Guy visits Apthorpe, following regim ental tradition by giving him a
bottle of whisky. But Apthorpe is an alcoholic and drinks the whole bottle in one sitting and dies
from the effects. The death of his ghostly twin triggers Guy's expulsion from the Halberdiers, and
metaphorically signals the death of his delusions of salvation through military service which
began the novel. The death of Guy's doppelganger has ended one illusion, but nothing has
replaced it but emptiness.

East Coker.
East Cokerwas written quickly in the dark, cold winter of 1940, during the 'Phoney War' when
Waugh's Guy Crouchback would have been suffering miserably in training. Emerging more than
four years after Burnt Norton, East Cokerwas conceived as a sequel to the earlier poem, until
then regarded as a poetic whole. 76 Like the first Quartet, the opening of East Cokerdepicts a
ghost sighting. Outside his ancestral village, the ghostly forebears of the poet dance around a
bonfire in a field. In the field the speaker hears the music and sees the dancing (like the music
and dancing felt in the rose-garden) of 'those long since under earth' who still keep rhythm
though they are dead. 77 This ghost sighting is less ecstatic than the one in Bumt Norton because
it is more earthy, prompting the speaker to think of 'Dung and death. '78 The rhythm here is that
of nature and animals ('the time of milking and the time of harvest'), and Eliot appears to imply
that hum an life can be reduced only to cyclical patterns which have a reality of their own, but lack
a sense of transcendence. The ghosts outside East Coker are an emblem of the cycle of death and
life. If the ghosts of Bumt N orton signified a glimpse of transcendent eternity, those in East
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Eliot told Kristian Smidt in 1948 that it was 'during the writing of East Coker that the whole sequence
began to emerge, with the symbolism of the four seasons and the four elements. Burnt Norton then had to
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Coker are a memento man; which 'betokeneth' the relative insubstantiality of temporal
existence. Helen Gardner convincingly reads this repetition and pattern of life and death and
crumbling houses as leading 'only to despair'. 79 We are in the world of The Waste Land, A

Handful ofDust and Ecclesiastes again. Bumt Norton revealed the existence of a supernatural
reality; East Coker exposes the comparative illusion and ghostliness of what is considered
everyday reality.

East Cokels ghosts have much more in common with the ghostly twins of Men at Arms
than Burnt Norton's did. They serve a similar function of mirroring and diminishing the speaker,
evoking death, reminding us that the rhythm of life erodes and destroys rather than healing and
renewing. The second section of East Coker builds on this ghost sighting with a growing emphasis
on the importance of humility. The speaker's conviction is that the lyric opening of section II is
'unsatisfactory' and 'worn-out'. We are to understand that 'The poetry does not matter', it is
more important that meaning is conveyed. 80 What does matter is that we have been deceived:
Had they deceived us,
Or deceived themselves, the quiet-voiced elders,
Bequeathing us merely a receipt for deceit? 81
The problem arises for those who rely on 'knowledge derived from experience.' There is no truth
to the cliche that experience brings wisdom and that age will bring a peace and calmness lacking
in youth. The old are as ignorant and foolish as the young. Eliot casts doubt on blind
traditionalism, picturing it as a recipe for self-delusion. Blindly following our elders imposes a
false pattern, and for humans self-deception is the great enemy- they deceive themselves, but we
must avoid this, and see ourselves clearly:
For the pattern is new in every moment
And every moment is a new and shocking
Valuation of all we have been.' 82
We might think we are in the middle of the way when in actuality we are 'menaced by monsters,
fancy lights,

I Risking enchantment.' 83 Ghosts materialise again with a suggestion of the chimera
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from Burnt Norton ('monsters') and 'fancy lights' (that link with Burnt Norton Ill's 'Filled with
fancies') . These are reminders of the dangers of becoming spellbound and of being carried away
by an enchantment. Such delusions stem from the proud refusal of old men to belong to man or
God. This is precisely Guy Crouchback's problem, as we have seen; he is enchanted by the flawed
notion that he can find salvation in worldly terms when all of his experiences cause shocking
valuations of all he has been. In the remaining Sword ofHonournovels we will see him learn the
lesson spoken of in East Coker II- that wisdom ( and disenchantment) comes through humility.

East Coker is a development of what had come before it because it acknowledges the
'dung and death' of regular human existence while simultaneously expressing the longing and joy
of such experiences as the one in the rose-garden. It allows that the mundane plane of life is
where spiritual action can occur, in the darkness of Section III. In Burnt Norton, supernatural
reality punctured the commonplace, throwing into question what was really real. In East Coker
III, the negative way of St John of the Cross strips back the 'bold imposing fa~ade' of temporality
to reveal the same vision- 'The laughter in the garden, echoed ecstasy'. 84 Eliot equates the
tangible world to a theatre, with apparently real and substantial 'hills' and 'trees, the distant
panorama', that seem flat and empty when compared to the greater supernatural reality lying all
around us. One way of perceiving this is the negative way of death to self. Section III reminds the
reader again of the common end of man - we will all, lowborn or high, descend into the 'dark
dark dark' of death. This humble acknowledgement of spiritual and physical death is another way
of stripping back the fa~ade to reach the 'still point' of Burnt Norton. But here, that action points
to and requires 'the agony I of death and birth.' 85 The way of humility, being stripped of illusion,
exposes the sin that leads to death which must be acknowledged and expiated before rebirth is
possible.
In East Coker IV the propitiating work of Christ for the forgiveness of sin is represented
in the style of the metaphysical poets: the 'wounded surgeon' who works to cure our disease 'Adam's curse' - original sin. Literally and symbolically it is Good Friday, the day the poem was
first published in the New EngHsh Week/yin 1940 and the day Christ's purpose in the
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Incarnation was fulfilled. 86 Success in human life is not to live for one's self but to die in the will
of the Father ('of the absolute paternal care'). Christ's body and blood is our only food and drink,
so real that by comparison we are insubstantial ghosts, deceiving ourselves that we are 'sound,
substantial flesh and blood'. 87 In the brief journey from Burnt Norton to the metaphysical East

Coker IV Eliot has turned our metaphysics inside out and reversed it. Initially it might have
seemed possible that the spiritual realm was ghostly and unreal, hardly leaving a mark on the
mortal, perhaps only a memory of a dream, although the bird said it was real. In East Coker IV,
the disillusionment has progressed to the point where we see that the substance (Eliot puns on
'substantial' here) and solidity of Christ's body and blood make us seem ghostly and
insubstantial. 88

£fast Coker ends by restating that we cannot seek only the 'intense moment' of Bumt
Norton but must pursue 'a lifetime burning in every moment'. 89 Section V begins in the here and
now: 'So here I am'. This is an important moment in Eliot's poetry, and marks a clear turning
point, as explained by Moody:
[T]he acceptance of the ordinary sphere of human action ... was just
what the poet had been progressively removing himself from in AshWednesday, Burnt Norton and The Family Reunion. However much he
might accept his human fate, there was always a basic contempt for the
world which came from setting the Word against all its words and
works, and which prevented his taking any real part in it. But now, in
the 'So here I am' passage, he presents himself as in the world and of it;
and joins his action as a poet - the act of reparation in 'The wounded
surgeon', and in the Quartet as a whole - with the activity of Britain at
war. The colloquial ease and simplicity are the direct expression of his
participation in the war effort. 90
For Eliot, the war has brought disillusionment and humility into sharp focus. The poem presents
the unreality of the ordinary sphere of action, but places this in relative terms, and humbly seeks
to participate and act meaningfully in this sphere while remaining conscious of the supernatural.
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It asserts that we should not hope for the sudden piercing of the fa~ade but, instead, should in

every moment seek to roll it away. In this way, East Cokeracknowledges and seeks the
possibility of such transcendence in every moment. How is this disillusioned 'lifetime burning in
every moment' possible?
As with the last lines of Burnt Norton, East Cokerturns to consider love: 'Love is most
nearly itself I When here and now cease to matter'. It is only possible to demonstrate love in the
here and now but, paradoxically, this love must be lived out with a focus on the eternal. Knowing
one's eternal purpose and calling, as Harry begins to at the end of The Famjly Reunjon, is the
start of a new life in this world, Eliot suggests. 'In my end is my beginning.' 91 East Coker
demonstrates Eliot's revolutionary shift in attitude from the complexities of the philosophical
parts of Burnt Norton to the humble use of everyday speech of the final section of the second
Quartet in 1940. Moody describes the trend in Eliot's art to withdraw from the ordinary sphere of
human action, to seek to escape time and place, to reach and hold on to moments of reality like
the one in the rose-garden. This is a position dialectically opposed to that of Guy Crouchback,
who has withdrawn from society, is not considered' simpatJco' in his home village, and 'felt no
brotherhood' even in his religion. 92 The war changes this for Guy as it did for Eliot; but whereas
Eliot wisely sees that eternity can be experienced in the here and now through humility and love,
Guy immerses himself in the world only to find that he is even more isolated than before: 'now he
was an alien; someone in their long and varied past, but forgotten.' 93

Officers and Gentlemen.
It is the alienation of Guy that Waugh continues to explore in the second novel of his trilogy,

Officers and Gentlemen. Once back from his African debacle, Guy is able to secure a position
with the newly formed Commandos. With an apparent opportunity to start his war afresh he
departs to train with them in Scotland. But his old ghosts still haunt him and in his isolation he
adds a new ghost to his phantomry. Guy merely replaces one delusion with another and so is
symbolically yoked to his fellow Commando, Ivor Claire, who performs the role of Guy's
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doppelgangerfor Off]cers and Gentlemen. More isolated from the world after his failure in

Africa, Guy is drawn to the aloofness and isolation of the young aristocrat:
As for Guy, he had recognized from the first a certain remote kinship
with this most dissimilar man, a common aloofness, differently
manifested - a common melancholy sense of humour; each in his way
saw life sub specie aeternitatis; thus with numberless reservations they
became friends, as had Guy and Apthorpe. 94
Guy's friendship with Apthorpe exposed his misplaced devotion to the military and boyhood
dreams of honour in battle. Waugh uses a different kind of twin to expose another flaw in Guy's
character. Guy not only tolerates Ivor's snobbery and aloofness but appears to respect and
approve of them. Guy's simple love of the Halberdiers is being replaced with the cynical worldweariness of the elitist Commandos. Again, he is distracted from distraction by distraction. Freed
of the ghost of Apthorpe, who had reflected back at him his childish views of chivalry, Guy has
replaced it with the proud illusion of cynicism.
As we have seen, Guy's progress in Sword ofHonourrises and falls like the display on an
oscilloscope as he sways between one delusion and another. Guy's rising and falling on the waves
of delusion has been mentioned, but the experience that shapes his war occurs in the centre of
Qffjcers and Gentlemen- it is the experience of Crete that marks the end of his delusion and the

beginning of his disillusionment, which for Waugh means the beginning of his spiritual renewal.
Crete becomes his 'island of disillusion'. 95 Guy's failed raid on Dakar and the death of Apthorpe
are nadirs of Men at Anns, the defeat and withdrawal from Crete is the lowest point of Off]cers
and Gentlemen.

After training in Scotland, the Commandos are posted to the Middle East, and sent to
Crete to assist after the German invasion. Eliot's moment of disillusion is filled with light and the
laughter of children in the leaves - it is the way up, to be followed in time by East Cokers way
down. Crete is a downward spiral into nightmare, presaged by the 'pig-faces, visions of Jerome
Bosch' that Guy sees in the parade ground at the start of Officers and Gentlemen. 96 Crete reveals
the full horror of this, with its confusion and sense of absurdity, indirectly harking back to the
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final section of The Waste Land and Eliot's 'The Hollow Men' and the battlefield at the end of

Vile Bodies. Although like a nightmare, the Crete experience reveals the true character and
beliefs of Guy's comrades. 'Fido' Hound lives up to his name and under pressure reverts to the
primitive appetites of a dog, seeking only shelter and food. The inscrutable Ludovic deserts and
murders Fido. Guy's first hand experience of modem warfare completely destroys all his hopes
that war is still an honourable and gentlemanly pastime. 97 The defeat has the effect of the
negative way in East Coker- just as darkness and deprivation lead the world to seem like a flat
theatre fagade, so the depravation of defeat turns Creforce into 'shades' and 'ghosts' .98 Guy's
world becomes inverted, one where his dreams are more ordered and prosaic than reality.
Isolated from the world, Guy has tried to integrate himself through the military, but on Crete he
is only a 'spectator' of his former Halberdier comrades and he succumbs to the 'deep sense of
desolation which he had sought to cure, which from time to time momentarily seemed to be
cured, overwhelmed him as of old. His heart sank.' 99
When the order for the British to surrender is given, Guy joins Ludovic and a small party
of men in a small boat to escape Crete and return to Egypt. This proves nearly fatal for
Crouchback, driving him to the edge of physical and mental endurance. His isolation takes him to
the edge of his sanity and even when recovering in hospital he lies 'rehearsing his experiences',
asking himself 'Could there be experience without memory? Could there be memory where fact
and fancy were indistinguishable, where time was fragmentary and elastic'? 100 There are
similarities with the meditative parts of Burnt Norton, meditation about reality prompted by a
sharp disillusionment. Guy can remember bugs emerging from the timbers of the boat and
crawling over him and is certain this memory is real:
But what of the whales? There was an hour of moonlight quite clear in
Guy's mind when he had awoken to hear all the surrounding water
singing with a single low resonant note and to see all round them huge
shining humps of meat heaving and wallowing. Had they been real?
Had the fog been real that descended and enclosed them and vanished
97
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again as swiftly as it came? And the turtles? ... The wild illusions of his
mind had given place to intermittent sleep and vague, calm
·
101
consciousness.
Like Harry in The Famjly Reunjon Guy is reduced by trauma to a pitiful state of near-madness,
but this way down (much like East Cokels) leads to the same end as Burnt Norton's way up. The
use of ghosts and illusions in Sword ofHonour is nowhere more prominent than here. As his
grand illusion of an honourable war is destroyed, Guy suffers phantasmagorical visions and
cannot clearly distinguish illusion from reality. His delusions about whales and turtles point us to
his ongoing enthrallment by larger and more insidious notions about the redemptive nature of
the war. For even on Crete Guy is still convinced that the war will be his personal salvation, that
the ghosts he carries with him will be laid to rest through his military service and that the waste
land of his soul will be spiritually renewed by service to his nation. Waugh continues to expose
the flawed thinking of his protagonist by piling up instances of the reality of the war that deflate
his delusions of fulfilment through military service.
After his difficult journey from Crete, Guy experiences a second traumatic rupture of his
self-delusion when he discovers that his faith in Ivor Claire has been an illusion too. Before Crete
he had been convinced that Ivor was 'the fine flower of them all. He was quintessential England,
the man Hitler had not taken into account, Guy thought. ' 102 But in a conversation on Crete
shortly after the British receive orders to surrender Ivor Claire hints that he cannot come to
terms with what he has been asked to do. Claire mounts a relativist argument about honour,
which clearly forms part of a private self-justification for his intention to disobey orders and
escape the island aboard a destroyer. 103 When recovering in Egypt Guy is jubilant to discover that
Ivor has escaped Crete too. But he quickly learns that his friend has come out in personal
disgrace and so another of Guy's chimeras vanishes: 'He had no old love for Ivor, no liking at all,
for the man who had been his friend had proved to be an illusion. ' 104
Guy suffers a major blow to his illusions about the war shortly after his escape from
Crete, with the German invasion of Russia. The German offensive at the end of June 1941
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prompts Britain to form an alliance with the Communist state, an event which destroys Guy's
political reasons for going to war:
It was just such a ... day two years before when he read of the RussoGerman alliance, when a decade of shame seemed to be ending in light
and reason, when the Enemy was plain in view, huge and hateful, all
disguise cast off; the modem age in arms.
Now that hallucination was dissolved, like the whales and turtles on
the voyage from Crete, and he was back after less than two years'
pilgrimage in a Holy Land of illusion in the old ambiguous world,
where priests were spies and gallant friends proved traitors and his
country was led blundering into dishonour. 105
Note the prominence of Waugh's use of 'illusion' in the two previous quotations: Guy's crusade
has proved to be an escape from reality. His Holy Land, home to upstanding gentlemen with
simplistic black-and-white morality, is nonexistent, like the whales and turtles he had seen on the
voyage from Crete. The real world he returns to is ambiguous and horrific, filled with betrayal,
foolishness, dishonour and defeat. Offjcers and Gentlemen ends, as many of Waugh's earlier
novels do, in a full circle, with Guy returning to the Halberdier parade ground. But unlike in the
earlier novels the protagonist has experienced change in the form of painful disillusionment. This
also marks another point of similarity with East Coker, the most obviously cyclical of Four

Quartets} which begins 'In my beginning is my end' and concludes 'In my end is my beginning.' 106
Both texts have been concerned with reappraisal in the light of experience, casting off the folly of
enchantment through the negative way of agony. The speaker of East Cokeris the wiser for his
meditation after experiences and so is Guy, who is able to start afresh at the beginning of the
'end' novel of the trilogy, Uncondifjonal Surrender.

The Dry Salvages.
In the year between the publication of East Coker and The Diy Salvages (the year in which

0.ffjcers and Gentlemen takes place) Britain endured the fall of Norway and France, and the
ignominy of Dunkirk. Then there had been the Battle of Britain and the ongoing Blitz; the fall of
Crete would come a few months later. Pertinent to the writing of this maritime poem, the Battle
of the Atlantic had also begun, as Hitler tried to starve Britain into submission. 107 Rather than
105
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the ghost sightings that began the first two Quartets, The D.ry Salvages sets out a comparison
between river and sea. The two bodies of water are different but similar - the river seems tamed
and 'almost forgotten' but remains recalcitrant, keeping 'seasons and rages' and flowing
constantly to the powerful, uncontrollable sea. The sea's tides and cycles keep a deep time that is
'never ending' - even the natural world is larger and more 'real' than humans want to admit. Both
the river and the sea keep a 'time not our time', their presence constantly reminding us of 'what
men choose to forget.' Not the sudden herald of reality of the rose-garden moment, but a regular,
rhythmic reminder of a deeper time that 'is and was from the beginning'. The sea performs the
same function as ghosts in the previous Quartets, its reality making human beings seem small and
unreal by comparison, enabling us to recognise that 'the past is all deception' .108 The sestina at
the beginning of Part II of The D.ry Salvages asks 'where is there an end' to the sea's wailing? As
he did at the end of East Coker, Eliot plays on two meanings of 'end': cessation and purpose. It
seems to us that there is no termination to, or reason for, human pain and death. Eliot's poem
comes close here to the Crete section of Officers and Gentlemen- conveying the unrelenting
pain and wailing caused by the sea, which is not unlike the unrelenting sense of nightmarish
absurdity and defeat for the troops battling to hold the island. The sea's unyielding battering
represents the endless cycle of death and destruction, the tossing up of 'the gear of foreign dead
men.' This apparently uninterruptible cycle can overwhelm with the horrific reality of seemingly
unending despair and nihilism: 'the bone's prayer to Death its God' is a 'non-prayer to darkness
and nothingness.' 109
The more prosaic second half of section II avers that we must not view time as an
evolutionary sequence of development. The past is important because it contains personal and
generational experiences that must be understood and applied in the present. The use of memory
is important in disillusioning ourselves and comprehending meaning, particularly of painful
experience. This builds on East Cokeis injunctions to seek humility and 'the pattern more
complicated

I Of dead and living. ' 110 In The D.ry Salvages the speaker now recognises that
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disillusionment may come from pain and agony experienced not just by the individual but also by
others:
Now, we come to discover that the moments of agony
(Whether, or not, due to misunderstanding,
Having hoped for the wrong things or dreaded the wrong things,
Is not in question) are likewise permanent
With such permanence as time has. We appreciate this better
In the agony of others, nearly experienced,
. ourse1ves , than 1n
. our own. in
In vo1v1ng
Moments of agony are, the speaker implies, an experience of supernatural reality: there is a
permanence about them which is beyond mundane experience. Agony is not something which is
sought, but it comes as a natural consequence of pursuing truth and meaning. 112 Agony in The

Diy Salvages is caused by 'the wrong things' - it is a result of flawed thinking in ourselves or
others. Agony is a consequence, therefore, of sin. 113 It is interesting that Eliot connects moral
failing with the permanence of what abides. It may be that enduring agony is merely like the
ocean: the unceasing battering consequences of Adam's fall. The agonising effects of sin are
permanent because sin is the one constant in the world. This is one interpretation. Another likely
possibility, which may sit alongside the first interpretation, is that agony abides because it is a
connection with the eternally constant world of moral reality. It resonates with Eliot's statement
in his essay on Baudelaire that 'the recognition of the reality of Sin is a New Life'.114 Agony and
terror point to sin, as Harry came to understand in The Family Reunjon. Sin, as Eliot was to
write in Little Gidding, is 'Behovely', but in The Diy Salvages its very permanence points to a
moral reality. Repeatedly in Eliot's poetry it is the recognition of Sin that paradoxically sparks
the beginning of hope, for if sin is lasting and has permanence in a moral reality, perhaps there is
the possibility of moral salvation also. Suffering for the 'wrong' thing may point to the possibility
of right things. The possibility of salvation is not expressed in the second section of The Diy
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portrayed by so n1any artists (including Holbein the elder, El Greco and Diirer) with the title 'The Agony in
the Garden' gives resonance to the poet's repetition of 'agony' in this section and adds depth to the agony
of others 'Involving Olu-selves' .
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Salvages. The emphasis on pain and agony in Four Quartets, and even the symbolic link with the
sea, connects with the agony of Guy Crouchback in Officers and Gentlemen.
In his open boat escaping from Crete, Guy experiences the agonising consequences of his
own wrong thinking. He hoped for the wrong things and dreaded the wrong things and his
dejection and his mental and physical pain caused him to begin to understanding the meaning of
his agony. Guy's painful discoveries at the end of Offj'cers and Gentlemen relate to this idea - his
hope in deliverance through military service and his identification with the snobbish Ivor Claire
have been hope for the wrong things. Guy's dread of the German-Russian alliance is shattered
when Germany invades Russia and it seems that Britain has been led 'blundering into
dishonour.' Guy's agony is not associated with Original Sin in the way that The Diy Salvages
associates the moral corruption of all humanity with agony, but his agony is certainly pictured as
a partial consequence of his nation's wrong thinking about the war as well as his own. Guy had
dreaded the enemy when he should have dreaded his own self-delusion and the betrayal of his
'gallant friends.' 115
In Section III of The Diy Salvages the speaker acknowledges that 'time is no healer'.
Agony does not end, as we have seen, with the passing of time. Time passes, but agony, because it
connects with reality beyond time, is not taken away. One cannot escape the past. Guy
Crouchback can testify that ghosts from the past will haunt until something lays them to rest; they
cannot be escaped. Section III of the poem features a long ocean voyage, not of escape from the
past but towards a perspective that can embrace past and future with 'an equal mind. ' Speakers in
Eliot's earlier poems had tried to take hold of hope and reality by escaping from time or to reach
beyond time to the timeless, here in The Diy Salvages, the speaker exhorts us to reconcile
ourselves also to the passage of time in order to live as though every moment was the moment of
death and to focus on the 'sphere of action' that one might think of at the time of death. What
'sphere' is this, but the real world of the supernatural? If one lives as one should ideally die - with
one's mind on the eternal, supernatural sphere - then this 'shall fructify in the lives of others' .116
It is not the action or the inact_ion of a person that will be fruitful, but the right attitude, the right
end - purpose, destination. Eliot's sense of community enters the cycle at this point, as we see
115
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that disillusionment will not be beneficial for only the one disillusioned, but that this will bear
fruit in the lives of others. 117 The poem carries this communal spirit into the lyric fourth section
with its prayers for those in ships on the dangerous ocean and for those women who await their
returning. In the final section The Diy Salvages takes the disillusionment of East Coker to its
next stage - making its 'end' clearer in a world that longs to know the future:
But to apprehend
The point of intersection of the timeless
With time, is an occupation for a saint No occupation either, but something given
And taken, in a lifetime's death in love,
Ardour and selflessness and self-surrender.
For most of us, there is only the unattended
Moment, the moment in and out of time,
These are only hints and guesses,
Hints followed by guesses; and the rest
Is prayer, observance, discipline, thought and action.
The hint half guessed, the gift half understood, is Incamation. 118
The language here is remarkably inclusive - the repeated use of 'we' and 'us' throughout the fifth
section indicates a shift in the cycle which had tried isolation from the 'twittering world' to reach
the still point. Burnt Norton set out to apprehend the 'point of intersection', but this is something
that is beyond the average person; The Diy Salvages acknowledges that the rest of us will fail in
our endeavours to live 'a lifetime's death in love' - this is the same love as Bumt Norton that is
'Timeless, and undesiring'. Those who are not saints cannot live out such love, and are left only
with 'hints and guesses', and the occasional moment of splendid vision when we see a timeless
reality, such as the one in the rose garden. What 'most of us' must realise ( and what saints
already know) is that we long for the gift half understood: Incarnation. This is the same gift that
Helena set out to assert, and for the same reasons: because the Incarnation gives hope to those
who live fallen lives in a world of horror. It is the glory that brings perspective and meaning,
because it unites the different spheres of existence: the natural and the supernatural; the unreal
and the real. In The Diy Salvages disillusion has practical outcomes - a focus on the Incarnation
of Christ will lead to action: not escape, but engagement with others. For 'right action is
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freedom', even when there is failure, perseverance is essential. Integration with others in light of
Incarnation will lead to fruitfulness, 'The life of significant soil.' 119 This important realisation for
Eliot's speaker is one not yet learned by Waugh's Guy Crouchback. But in the final works of the
two writers' sequences there will be total disillusionment and haunting ghosts replaced with a
vision of the world in light of eternity.

Making an End: Unconditional Surrenderand Little Gidding.
The undefeated communalism and fruitful contentment at the conclusion of The D.ry Salvages is
something that Guy Crouchback has not experienced at the beginning of UnconditJ"onal
Surrender. His agonising disillusionment on Crete has left him empty and defeated, although still
clinging to the tattered shreds of his earlier illusions of military glory. Several years have passed
since June 1941 when Officers and Gentlemen ends. The war has continued and the tide has
turned in favour of the allies, and it is now September 1943; Italy has just fallen. In the midst of
his dejection, this affords Guy 'some momentary exhilaration'. 'That looks like the end of the
Piedmontese usurpation', he remarks to his devout father. 120 Guy hopes that the Catholic
Church's temporal, worldly power will be reasserted after the Italian defeat. That the Lateran
Treaty, which regularised the Pope's relationship with the political state of Italy, will be dissolved
and that the Pontif will regain the secular power he once held if the Papal States are reestablished. Mr Crouchback's response is telling: 'My dear boy ... you're really talking the most
terrible nonsense, you know. That isn't at all what the Church is like. It isn't what she's for. ' 121
Shortly afterwards he sends Guy a letter expressing concern for his son's spiritual welfare:
The Mystical Body doesn't strike attitudes and stand on its dignity. It
accepts suffering and injustice. It is ready to forgive at the first hint of
compunction.
When you spoke of the Lateran Treaty did you consider how many
souls may have been reconciled and have died at peace as the result of
it? How many children may have been brought up in the faith who
might have lived in ignorance? Quantitative judgements don ' t apply. If
only one soul was saved that is full compensation for any amount of
loss of "face" .122
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Mr Crouchback is concerned with eternal 'ends'. Unlike Guy, he really does see the world sub
specje aetemjtatis and is concerned with the state of human souls rather than any worldly glory

the church on earth might attain. Guy has been disillusioned but remains empty of any
alternative: he has not learned humility or found a life of 'significant soil'. He is still isolated, selfobsessed and unconcerned with Incarnational living. 123
Despite these warnings Guy remains in deluded spiritual apathy until his father's sudden
death. At the funeral Guy meditates on his father's concern for him:
His father had been worried, not by anything connected with his
worldly progress, but by his evident apathy ... For many years now the
direction in the Garden of the Soul, 'Put yourself in the presence of
God', had for Guy come to mean a mere act of respect, like the signing
of the Visitors' Book at an Embassy or Government House. He
reported for duty saying to God: 'I don't ask anything from you. I am
here if you want me. I don't suppose I can be any use, but if there is
anything I can do, let me know,' and left it at that.
'I don't ask anything from you'; that was the deadly core of his
apathy; his father had tried to tell him, was now telling him. That
emptiness had been with him for years now even in his days of
enthusiasm and activity in the Halberdiers. Enthusiasm and activity
were not enough. God required more than that. He had commanded all
men to ask ....
One day he would get the chance to do some small service which
only he could perform, for which he had been created. Even he must
have his function in the divine plan. He did not expect a heroic destiny.
Quantitative judgements did not apply. All that mattered was to
recognize the chance when it offered. 124
This moment at his father's funeral is of paramount importance in the trilogy for it marks the
first point of Guy's posjtjve disillusion. The blurring of Guy's thoughts and prayers, with his
father's words and the words of the liturgy, create a complex and powerful dialogue between Guy
and a compound master. Guy is snatched out of his apathy by his father's example and words and
by the realisation that his father is 'VI{tja mutatu~ non toJJjtur: life changed not ended. 125 Guy
now begins to see that he must be obedient and prayerful, willing to act when opportunity arises,
and that he must ask for openings for service. Mr Crouchback's death marks a very important
123

At the beginning of Men at Arms, Mr Crouchback is described as wearing an 'expression of steadfast
benevolence quite lacking in Guy.' This is still true. Guy's experiences have not engendered in hin1 his
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moment in Guy's long process of disillusionment. Although he has known it for many years, Guy
perceives more clearly, and with greater humility, how destructive his spiritual apathy is. After his
father's death Guy understands that he must pray to be shown how to serve and for the strength
to carry out his service.

Ljft]e Gjdding, the final poem in Eliot's Four Quartets, commences with a marvellous
moment of spiritual freedom and vision; another apprehension of Bumt Norton's 'still point'. In
mid-winter, flaring radiance transfigures the landscape, eradicating the 'earth smell' and
replacing it with blooms of light, that transcend the blooms of the rose-garden. 126 This event 'Stirs
the dumb spirit: no wind, but Pentecostal fire'. The experience of timelessness and light is no
longer mystifying, but is one of the rare moments expected at the end of The Diy Salvages. 127 Not
long after his father's death Guy experiences just such a moment ( of late Autumn-Spring) while
parachute training:
Guy jumped. For a second, as the rush of air hit him, he lost
consciousness. Then he came to himself, his senses purged of the noise
and smell and throb of the machine. The hazy November sun enveloped
him in golden light. His solitude was absolute.
He experienced rapture, something as near as his earthbound soul
could reach to a foretaste of paradise, locwn refrigerii, lucis et pacis.
The aeroplane seemed as far distant as will, at the moment of death, the
· spinning earth. As though he had cast the constraining bonds of flesh
and muscle and nerve, he found himself floating free; the harness that
had so irked him in the narrow, dusky, resounding carriage now almost
imperceptibly supported him. He was a free spirit in an element as fresh
· creation.
· 128
as on th e d ay of its
This is the freest and most genuinely happy moment for Guy in Waugh's whole trilogy, and
Waugh alerts his readers to the fact with the language of spiritual light and comfort from Mr
Crouchback's funeral mass.

129

This moment where Guy is still, but moving, corresponds

powerfully with the same conception in Eliot's poems, for it is a moment where the natural and
the spiritual realms overlap. It is a metaphor for the way Guy's soul is being renewed, as the
moment in Ljtt]e Gjddjngis indicative of the growing disillusion of the speaker. The function of
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the two events is similar: they are not moments of disillusion that propel change, but a glimpse of
reality that can now be understood and interpreted in a spiritual context. These events are a
token of, rather than a catalyst for, change.
Guy is, ironically, injured landing from his parachute jump and, while recovering, visited
by his ex-wife Virginia. Virginia is pregnant to Trimmer, the trilogy's charlatan who is
manufactured into a propaganda hero, and she is penniless and desperate, 'aghast at the
future'.130 Virginia tries, and fails, to seduce him, but when rebuffed she admits that she is 'with
child by Trimmer. ' 131 Guy agrees to marry her for the sake of the 'soul' of the unborn child. 132
Confronted by an angry friend about this decision, Guy declares that it is an opportunity to do a
'positively unselfish act' that has fallen on his doorstep in answer to his prayer to be shown what
to do and given the strength to do it. 133 Guy's motivation, for the first time in the trilogy, is
primarily 'theological'. In a world 'full of unwanted children', he asserts that 'one child more or
less in that misery' is of very great importance; Guy's purpose, in Eliot's terms, is 'far beyond' the
end he figured when he set out for the war to fight for glory and honour for himself and his
country. 134 When Virginia comes to him he discovers that his war work is to remarry his
adulterous wife and raise another man's child as his own. But the fa~ade has started to roll away
and he sees with new eyes that this is 'full compensatJ"on for any amount of·'loss offaceJ~' 135
Throughout UncondjtJ"onal Surrender Mr Crouchback is a spiritual guide and master for Guy,
and his words spur his son onwards. Mr Crouchback's advice and admonition helps Guy to
understand that his role is to act and serve in the world with heaven in mind. He must put behind
him worldly thinking and despair and actively seek service. Isolation and detachment is
unacceptable, others must be shown the love and compassion that flows from humility. It is this
reality of life sub specje aetemjtatJ"sto which Guy must adjust, guided by his memory of his
father's wise example and ~dvice.
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Of all the ghosts in the two writers' literature of disillusion the 'familiar compound ghost'
and master of Eliot's Little Gidding II is best known. On a predawn street,. the speaker meets a
ghost blown on the dawn wind. Peering at the stranger in the dim light, the speaker experiences a
sudden recognition, catching the 'look of some dead master I Whom I had known, forgotten, half
recalled I Both one and many' .136 The ghost is an amalgam of several people yet speaks with a
unified voice. But the speaker 'assumed a double part' performing both sides of the conversation,
revealing that the ghost is also 'intimate' - an iteration of himself, a doppelganger. So, the cry,
'What! are you here?' is not only an identification of the other but a recognition of one's self and
a searching look in the mirror: 'Knowing myself yet being someone other.' 137 Previously in the
sequence ghosts have only been felt or barely glimpsed, but in Little Giddingthere is a direct
encounter and conversation in the meeting place between the temporal and the eternal.
The ghostly compound of literary masters is not primarily concerned to discuss poetry
with the speaker, but to reveal the 'gifts reserved for age'.138 He says:
I am not eager to rehearse
My thoughts and theory which you have forgotten.
These things have served their purpose: let them be. 139
The humility is important here, as in East Coker II: the ghost is uninterested in asserting his own
thoughts and theories but concerned instead to receive the speaker's forgiveness for the past,
both 'bad and good'. 'For last years words belong to last year's language I And next year's words
await another voice': human endeavour is flawed and passing, our best efforts are tarnished and
transitory and all men must be forgiven by succeeding generations. 140 The poet's concern to
purify speech is an act of service to the 'tribe', but it is a thankless task. After a lifetime spent
136
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serving language, an old poet will receive the following 'gifts': 'expiring sense'; 'conscious
impotence of rage I At human folly'; and 'the rending pain of re-enactment

I Of all that you have

done, and been' .141 Here is a sombre warning indeed for the speaker who has just been drawn to
a point of service and prayerfulness in the first section of the poem.
What does it mean to suffer from 'expiring sense'? As senses like sight and hearing
decline it becomes a wearing, grating experience. 142 Cold friction implies a growing detachment
and indifference to others, cold and tasteless (when normal friction warms and stimulates). This
is rather like the condition of Guy Crouchback at the beginning of Men at Arms. 143 But someone
suffering from expiring sense cannot just escape into a warm deluded world their own - they are
left 'Without enchantment, offering no promise

I But bitter tastelessness of shadow fruit'. Like

Guy at the end of Officers and Gentlemen, the aging poet may be disillusioned and free of
youthful foolishness and hopes, but possess nothing solid to replace them: 'no promise'. The
'bitter tastelessness of shadow fruit' is both literal and symbolic. With aging tastebuds, food
seems less vivid to the palate, but, more meaningfully, there is a spiritual aspect. The soul's
longing for the 'real' of the supernatural realm, the natural hunger for spiritual filling may
decline. Such a state would leave one in danger of physical and spiritual isolation from God and
fellow man.
The second warning is against the 'conscious impotence of rage', a condition that could
easily be the lot of the aging writer, particular for a writer naturally inclined to satire such as Eliot
or Waugh. 144 One who sees human folly, and perhaps found it amusing in youth, finds with age
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One wonders what Eliot would have made of Waugh's deployment of an ear trun1pet as a weapon in
later years, although the novelist was also depressed by problen1s with his hearing, his teeth and his
sleeping as he aged. This would certainly fi t with Eliot's predictions in Little Gidding. See Selina Hastings
pp .570-571 for Waugh's great pride in using his ear trumpet as a weapon.
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perceptibly impaired.' !vlA, p .14.
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The eponymous protagonist in Waugh's se1ni-autobiographical novel, The Ordeal of Gilbert Pin/old, is
described in the following tern1s: 'His strongest tastes were negative ... The tiny kindling of charity which
came to him through his religion, sufficed only to te1nper his disgust and change it to boredom . . . . He
wished no one ill, but he looked at the world sub specie aeternitatis and he found it flat as a map; except
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observation. Shocked by a bad bottle of wine, an impertinent stranger, or a fault in syntax, his mind like a
cinema camera trucked furiously forward to confront the offending object close-up with glaring lens; with
the eyes of a drill sergeant inspecting an awkward squad, bulging with wrath that was half-facetious, and
with half-simulated incredulity .. . Once upon a ti1ne all this had been thought diverting . . . . Now, he
realized, his singularity had lost some of its attraction for others, but he was too old a dog to learn new
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that mirthless laughter at folly cuts both ways: cuts into the speaker and into those laughed at,
with little hope of change. Such rage leaves one bitter or resigned, 'impotent' to effect external
change. 145 Such futility and impotent rage is felt by Guy at the conclusion of UncondiHonal

Surrenderwhen he is so deeply tempted to strike the obnoxious political lackey Gilpin who shows
so little feeling for the Kanyis who have been unjustly executed by the communists.

146

The self-

consciousness of this state renders it even worse, for there is no hope or charity for others
inherent in it: it is another form of inactivity and isolation from others.
The final warning concerns the 'rending pain of re-enactment' of one's character and
actions. Guilt is exposed in self-reflection and these memories do not fade. Retrospection gives
the deep grieving knowledge of 'things ill done and done to others' harm

I Which once you took

for exercise of virtue.' 147 For the morally proud this must surely be one of the worst possible
discoveries- that things one was once proud of were actually done to others' harm. This
particular disillusion marks the climax of Sword ofHonour. Guy Crouchback realises that his
virtuous crusade has really been a sinful participation in the death wish of the Modern Age in
arms. The incident occurs towards the end of Officers and Gentlemen when Guy is in Yugoslavia
attempting to evacuate a group of Jews who have escaped German persecution. Their
spokesperson, Mme Kanyi, describes the Jews' longing to move to a place away from evil, and
asks:
Is there any place that is free from evil? It is too simple to say that only
the Nazis wanted war. These communists wanted it too. It was the only
way in which they could come to power. Many of my people wanted it,
to be revenged on the Germans, to hasten the creation of the national
state. It seems to me there was a will to war, a death wish, everywhere.
Even good men thought their private honour would be satisfied by war.
They could assert their manhood by killing and being killed. They
tricks.' The Ordeal of Gilbert Pinfold, pp.9-10. In a 1964 interview on BBC's Monitor progran1, Waugh
confessed to a fear of old age, of 'The boredom of it, and being really old and really impotent and really
poor, and a real bore. And nothing to do.' Monitor, 16 February, 1964. Online:
http ://www.abbotshill.freereserve.co.uk/SH
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would accept hardships in recompense for having been selfish and lazy.
Danger justified privilege. I knew Italians - not very many perhaps who felt this. Were there none in England? 148
Guy's answer is simple, humble and contrite: 'God forgive me ... I was one of them.' 149 Guy has
suddenly realised that he is not a victim of the modem age, his participation in the war has not
been a thwarted service; rather, he has been selfishly, sinfully, complicit in the spiralling death
wish of Europe that led to the war. Guy's quest was founded on his deluded private notions of
honour, but challenged by Mme Kanyi he perceives that he has really been enacting a death wish.
Such a sinful, selfish, wish completely 'stains' his sense of honour, as Eliot put it. 150 Guy's answer:
acknowledging guilt and seeking God's forgiveness, is not merely a formulated phrase. With the
Psalmist he cries 'Against thee, thee only, have I sinned, and done this evil in thy sight.' 151 Guy
has suffered delusions and harboured a 'death wish' borne of sloth and despair, but worse, he
willed the war in order to free himself from painful isolation. His 'motives late revealed' have
been selfish and sinful. Eliot's compound ghost warns that this is the gift reserved for all who do
not seek refinement:
From wrong to wrong the exasperated spirit
Proceeds, unless restored by that refining fire
Where you must move in measure, like a dancer. 152
These final words of the departing ghost offer potential hope to the speaker and reader. There is
hope of restoration and purification, as the previous Quartets have hinted. If we wish to escape
regression from wrong to wrong we must be restored by the 'refining fire' which has been
anticipated by the 'pentecostal fire' of the first section. The symbol of the presence of the Holy
Spirit of God is reason for hope. 153
This hope of purification is carried into the third section of Ljttle Gjddmg, which
explores the nature and mentality of purification. Here Eliot uses the symbolism of the nettle to
try to communicate three different human conditions: 'Attachment to self and to things and to
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persons', 'detachment' from the same, and 'growing between them, indifference'. 154 Attachment
and detachment correspond to live and dead nettles, reproducing plants that thrive in the same
hedgerow as the unflowering nettle which grows between them and which serves as a metaphor
for indifference. 155 Indifference is the unacceptable and unfruitful middle ground. Indifference is
a false detachment: the 'detachment of the Stoics', a form of 'sterile apparent freedom' that looks
like real detachment but which is fruitless and infertile. 156 Real 'detachment' is the closest to
ideal, and although in many respects it looks like complete indifference it is distinguished by its
expansive love. Love and charity liberate one from future and past. The nettle signifying
attachment 'to our own field of action', will, under the right conditions of love and grace, grow
into a deeper detachment of perspective that finds local 'action of little importance I Though
never indifferent' .157 This is not a downgrading of the importance of the here and now, but an
escalated sense of the importance of the supernatural. It is a view sub specie aetemitatis. In the
right conditions, committed service to history will transform into a freedom from it.
Transfiguration into 'another pattern' shifts one's perspective to a higher order of reality, is not
discouraged by the inevitable sin and failure seeing them as part of a gracious and providential
plan in which all will be well.
Guy Crouchback traverses each of these states in Sword ofHonour. At the beginning of
the war he has lived through years of indifference and spiritual disability, rendered unfruitful and
unsympathetic: he is not simpatico. Seizing the advent of war as an opportunity to be liberated
from indifference Guy becomes 'attached' to a crusade for King and country. His loving
attachment to the corps of Halberdiers is like a 'honeymoon', but his experiences in Africa and
Crete eAl)OSe this attachment to be like as tasteless as 'shadow fruit'. So, his attachment ends and
is again replaced with two 'locust years' of blankness, divided from his peers by an 'impassable
barrier.'
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his father that 'it doesn't seem to matter now who wins.' 159 He had begun with Eliot's 'love of a
country', but by the middle of Uncondidonal Surrender, caught in 'the deadly core of his apathy',
Guy says, simply, 'I don't love any more. '160 This is meant in the broadest sense: he does not love
anything or anyone. He is completely indifferent. Finally, inspired by his father's reproaches and
life, Guy begins to see that he must view his life and the war differently. Like the Church he must
learn to 'accept suffering and injustice', being ready to forgive 'at the first hint of compunction'
and seeing that 'Quantitative judgements don't apply. If only one soul was saved that is full
compensation for any amount of "loss of face" .' 161 Looking through the lenses of faith and
eternity Guy comes to find the quantitative judgements that stem from worldly attachment 'of

. le importance
.
,.162
11tt
Eliot's speaker quotes Dame Julian of Norwich, whose words offer hope for those caught
in the bitterness of personal and national history:
Sin is Behovely, but
All shall be well, and
All manner of thing shall be well. 163
Human beings and their actions are rarely, in Eliot's words, 'wholly commendable' ( and he
clearly has the Civil War in mind here); however, their sins and ours will be made well. 164 How
will this happen? 'By the purification of the motive I In the ground of our beseeching.' 165 What is
the ground of our beseeching? In her Fourteenth Revelation Julian heard the Lord say to her
regarding prayer: 'I am Ground of thy Beseeching.' 166 God himself is the one on whom we base
our appeals and the one to whom we can appeal. Grace has become the dominant key as Little

Gidding brings the Four Quartets towards resolution. Christopher Ricks is alert to the way these
159
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words represent a shift in the poet's sensibility: 'What had been in The Waste Landan act of
hostility, demanding surrender from the enemy, has become an act of self-surrender. But it is not
to sin that the self surrenders itself here, only to sin's inescapability.' 167
Such acceptance of the inevitability of sin and failure in private and national life during a
time of war seems to verge on defeatism. George Orwell had savaged the first three Quartets for
this reason, arguing that Eliot's attitude 'turns its eyes to the past, accepts defeat, writes of
earthly happiness as impossible, mumbles about prayer and repentance.' 168 Eliot was writing
during the period of the war when defeat seemed the most likely outcome: the 'Blitz' seemed to
be escalating and Britain was ranged alone and isolated against the Axis. He was not indifferent
to Britain's precarious position, apparently on the brink of defeat. Little Giddingaccepts the
present moment, declaring, when accusers such as Orwell would least expect him to, that 'History
is now and England.' 169 Never indifferent to the state of the nation, the poet is nevertheless more
interested in the liberation of human souls than in political freedom or national victory:
If human souls are not ultimately important, or if they are not equally

important, then liberty does not matter .. . Mere political liberty cannot
be permanently interesting; unless we have some notion of the purpose
and destination of the individual, which makes it necessary that he
should be free to fulfil this purpose and destination. 170

Little Gidding III exhorts the reader to exercise grace in viewing history. An eternal perspective
will reveal that we must forgive those before us ( as the compound ghost requested) just as we
pray that those after us will forgive us. Prayer and repentance are not an escape from the present,
but, Little Giddingdeclares, essential to living with purpose and meaning here and now.

Little Giddingpart V resolves the process of disillusion and integration that has taken
place in Four Quartets. The poet uses 'we' and 'us' throughout, communing with the reader. The
poem has been about taking hold of 'a real present and a real presence in time and space', as
Northrop Frye puts it. 171 Burnt Norton, struggles to comprehend the glimpse of ghosts that are
167
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more real than the speaker, and implies that isolation and solitude might achieve a victory over
time that seems to quickly carry away moments of clarity and vision. In East Coker, ghosts were a
reminder of death, of the fragility of humanity, and the darkness of the negative way. Humans
are insubstantial creatures and our worldly perspective a dim fa~ade. Yet escape will not work we must seek a lifetime burning in each moment. The oceans of The Dzy Salvages measure and
represent a natural time deeper than that of humans, pointing beyond themselves and reminding
us that our notions of the past are a form of deception. The Dzy Salvages directs our attention to
the intersection of the timeless with time in the one Incarnation in which the natural and the
supernatural may meet. Ljftle Gidd1ngprobes the meaning of Incarnational thinking, of the
purity it demands and the grace it offers lost souls. In Ash- Wednesdaysalvation had meant
escape from the world of sin and agony. Salvation in Little Giddingmeans replacing horror, not
with escape, but with a vision of supernatural hope in the Incarnation and the possibility of
purification. Salvation in Little Gidd1ngis not an escape from time and place, but a new
perspective, a new Weltanshauung(as T.E. Hulme had put it) that incorporates a larger moral
universe to give context to horror and hope despite sinful failure. Salvation in Little Gidd1ng
means disillusionment: haunting ghosts are transfigured into guiding spirits.
In Little G1dd1'ngdisillusionment means, for the first time in Eliot's poetry, that one may
be integrated into place and time: not attached, but not indifferent either. Integration is a fruit of
an eternal perspective: 'When here and now cease to matter.' 172 Integration is connected also to
our willingness to act in love, inspired by moral reality. Love is right action: 'And right action is
freedom

I From past and future also.' 173 Eliot's vision is to see the people living now and in

England redeemed from time, and he includes himself in this vision. This is a redemption based
on grace and purification. East Coker V declared that 'For us, there is only the trying. The rest is
not our business.' Thormahlen asks: 'So whose business is it? From Ash- Wednesdayonwards,
there is only one answer: God's.' 174 Redemption will come through a persevering and simple
trust, and a gracious attitude to people past and present:
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A people without history
Is not redeemed from time, for history is a pattern
Of timeless moments. So, while the light fails
On a winter' s afternoon, in a secluded chapel
History is now and England. 175
A perception of reality is the conscious awareness of the presence of God. This is the gift half
understood in TiJe DIJ1 Salvages- 'Incarnation'. 176 How does one live 'now' and in 'England'?
The answer is together: 'With the drawing of this Love and the voice of this Calling' .177 Love and
humble action are the way forward, giving one the confidence to explore unceasingly in the belief
that 'all shall be well.'
For Guy Crouchback, love and humility are the essential ingredients to his service to the
displaced Jews in Yugoslavia in Uncondifjonal Surrender.
Guy had not dismissed the Jews from his mind .... he felt compassion;
something less than he had felt for Virginia and her child but a similar
sense that here again, in a world of hate and waste, he was being
offered the chance of doing a single small act to redeem the times. 178
Marianne Thormahlen writes: 'Eliot's late works show us that sitting still and waiting, however
attentively, isn't enough; it's a stage not an end. We must act, too.' 179 This is the end of Guy's
disillusion too; his 'small act to redeem the times' is valuable in qualitative terms because it is
built on his 'compassion'. Guy's act of mercy is only partially successful, and indeed his
compassion for the Kanyis contributes to their deaths. This is to measure with the world's
instruments; for Guy, as well as for Eliot, 'the purification of the motive' is most important. 180
Although many of Guy's acts of compassion result in seeming disaster - Apthorpe dies of his gift
bottle of whisky, Virginia is killed by moving in to his residence after their remarriage, and, of
course, the Kanyis are murdered - it is implied that more good comes from these than from
Britain's political tampering in Yugoslavia. 'Quantitative judgements don't apply', Mr
Crouchback had written. 181 Douglas Patey points out that in Waugh's terms, Virginia dies 'at the
175
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Guy's actions with the Jews

in Yugoslavia, however flawed, still result in 'one infinitesimal positive good. '

183

He is able to join

with the speaker of East Cokerin saying 'For us, there is only the trying. The rest is not our
·
, 184
b us1ness.
The other outcome of Guy's disillusion, indeed a concomitant of it rendered subtly by
Waugh at the novel's end, is Guy's social integration. The last we see of him is at a reunion party
with his Commando comrades called back into the festivities, and happily remarried and
performing his lifelong act of charity, raising Trimmer's child as his own. 185 Guy's integration is in
stark contrast to Charles Ryder's isolation at the end of Bndeshead Revjsjted, or of Harry
Monchensey's escape: Ryder ended 'homeless, childless, middle-aged, loveless.' 186 Guy is
different, living on his family estate, ending remarried, with a son and heir for the Crouchback
name. He only shares his age with Ryder. Perhaps if Bndeshead Rev1sjtedwere extended Ryder
also would end his days in a similar state of reconciliation not only to God but also the world.
In 1945 Waugh could not complete that story, as Eliot had been unable to complete the
story of Harry he began to tell in The Family Reunjon. But for both writers such stories needed
completion. Sword ofHonour and Four Quartets indicate the artistic significance for Waugh and
Eliot of the 'what next? ' of Christian faith. Disillusionment about the next world and faithful
integration in the present world are the keys to fruitful Catholic maturity for both men. The
Grace of God, which seemed a sudden bright light penetrating the darkness of the world of
Charles Ryder and the speakers of Marina and Burnt Norton becomes in their late work an
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integral part of a 'lifetime burning in every moment. ' Other people, frequently a distracting
rabble in the early works of both writers, are transfigured by Incarnational thinking. So too is the
impulse to escape the world, or to live in a state of nostalgia for a better past. For it was in time
that Christ was Incarnated and became a man, performing 'the impossible union

I Of spheres of

existence'. 187 This act of 'Love' was to 'discharge from sin and error' and to give hope, not just for
the speaker but for 'most of us' now and in England. 188
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Conclusion.
In 1958 Eliot said: 'I reached the end of something with Four Quartets and anything new will
have to be expressed in a new idiom.' 1 It is fitting to end our comparison of Eliot and Waugh with
the Quartets and Sword ofHonour because they were in many respects the writing on which both
writers expended the most effort and with which they were most pleased. They also most fully
represent their mature Christian faiths.
Like small variations on a theme, Eliot's later plays represent explorations of some
practicalities of the discovery of Four Quartets, investigating similar issues of disillusionment and
perception of reality. The journey of Four Quartets had taken the reader from isolation and
escape through confronting illusions and self-deception to reach the bright Pentecostal light of
Little Gidding. These ideas recur in the post-war plays also. Isolation is no solution to a sense of
illusion and unreality, as Colby says in Eliot's Con.idenhal Clerk(l953) , expressing his longing
'Not to be alone' in his secret garden:
If I were religious, God would walk in my garden

And that would make the world outside it real
And acceptable, I think. 2
In Eliot's last play, The Elder Statesman (1958), his protagonist Lord Claverton also faces
humans who he felt had haunted him as ghosts his entire life. The confrontation and realisation
that these people are only ghosts leads Claverton to a sense of reality. He says:
They are merely ghosts:
Spectres from my past. They've always been with me
Though it was not till lately that I found the living persons
Whose ghosts tormented me, to be only human beings,
Malicious, petty, and I see myself emerging
From my spectral existence into something like reality. 3
This, as we have seen, is Guy Crouchback's eArperience in Sword ofHonour. ghosts which have
haunted him for years turn out to be real people. Crouchback, like Claverton, gradually realises
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that his own existence has been spectral and umeal while he has been haunted. Seeing their
reality of their ghosts alerts both men to larger realities. It is the confrontation with ghosts that
leads one to 'something like reality.' Waugh's work in his declining years after Sword ofHonour
never approached the artistic heights of the trilogy; although he produced the first volume of his
autobiography, a biography of his friend Ronald Knox, and the minor effort to recapture the
manner of his youth in Basil Seal R1desAgain. We accordingly conclude our extended
comparison of T.S. Eliot and Evelyn Waugh with the poet's final poems and the novelist's last
novels of any length.
This thesis has aimed to contribute to understanding the parallel artistic development
and maturing Christian sensibilities of two writers who converted mid-career. It is hoped that this
comparison has gone some way to redressing a tendency in the literature to overlook the
underlying similarities of Eliot and Waugh. Perhaps one reason no detailed study on the two has
yet emerged is that the dominant academic perception has been of Eliot as the maker of difficult,
allusory, modernist poems turned propagandist, and of Waugh as the hilarious novelist or biting
satirist who became a reactionary old buffer. Another reason for academic neglect might be the
lowered esteem in which both men are held because of a widely held, and often ill-informed,
distaste for their views on race and politics. But as we have seen, their trajectories were rather
more close, moving from frustrated satire to impersonating Humanism in their efforts to alert
the reader that the civilisation around them was crumbling into dust. Eliot and Waugh then
began to inject overt Christian faith into their writing, which became for both men a Catholic
literature of disillusion.
Further academic research might profitably be made into deeper and broader
comparisons of Eliot and Waugh within their milieu. The abiding interest of both writers in the
English language and its interconnectedness with culture and religion is one potential area of
study that springs immediately to mind, as does the apparent harmony of their political views
which were, at times, controversial during their lifetimes and which have continued to affect their
reputations. Another interesting area of work might include a more detailed assessment of how
the phenomenon of conversion has been expressed in literature over the centuries. Still other
research possibilities lie in a broader examination of convert writers in the first half of the
twentieth century: the resonances of Eliot and Waugh with the writing of Graham Greene, C.S.
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Lewis, David Jones, W.H. Auden, Edith Sitwell and Dorothy L. Sayers seem both powerful and
revealing. Such a study of mid-century converts could also benefit from a closer scrutiny of their
antecedents, G.K. Chesterton, Hilaire Belloc and Maurice Baring. Most of these writers were
converted in relative maturity, having already established reputations as authors before
becoming Christians. A number of studies have examined their lives, but it could also be
profitable to scrutinise their writing for the broad spiritual themes of sin, pain, hope and
redemption, that we have found in T.S. Eliot and Evelyn Waugh. One might speculate that we
would find in the work of these writers a similar artistic progression from horror towards glory.
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